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Prestwich Ginematogrohs.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ACCURATELY MADE.

SCIEN TIFICALLY CONSTRUCTED.

BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED.

9 Different Models.

11111111,011111

MODEL 3, PROJECTOR.

HE PRESTWICH " CAMERA
(Patent)

ler Send for our New Illustrated Catalogue. -01,

THE PRESTWICH MANUFACTURING CO,
744, High Road, Tottenham, London, N.

ADVERTISEMENTS. 1

RILEY BROTHERS,
LIMITED,

55 and 57, GODWIN STREET, BRADFORD,
E 1ST GAL AZIT .

(AGENCIES IN NEW YORK, U.S.A. ; MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA;
DUNEDIN, NEW ZEALAND.)

The Leaders in the Lantern World and Pioneers of Moderate
Prices in all Departments of their Trade.

LOAN DEPARTMENT.
THEY

were the first to systematise this important branch ; they
abolished deposits, reduced the prices within reasonable
limits, invented and patented safety boxes, whereby breakages

are minimised. They insure and take the risk of damage for a
nominal fee. Hiring is thus made easy, and the hirer is relieved
of all anxiety.

INVENTIONS PRO BONO PUBLIC°.
FIRST. THE LAWSON PATENT SATURATORS, of which there are three

models of 500, 650 and r,000 candle power respectively. In price 50s., 62s.,
8os. In Bi-unial form, with separate jet and dissolver, L'6 los. This useful
apparatus renders coal gas unnecessary.

SECOND.THE RILFORD OXYGEN GENERATOR. The simplest automatic
oxygen generator that can be produced. Easily charged and recharged.
Can be v,orked all night through if required Parts easily seen and reached
and of great strength. Automatic action simple and perfect. May be used
in conjunction with the Lavsson Saturators in any part of the globe.

THIRD.THE KINEOPTOSCOPE. The best of all Cinematographs. Animated
Pictures produced with a minimum of flicker and vibration. Easily
fitted to almost any lantern. Special pamphlets free Price from L.)
upward.

LANTERNS OF WORLD-WIDE REPUTATION.
Is any Lantern better known than the " PRAESTANTIA" OIL LANTERN

at 4 Guineas ? The best known and most appreciated of all Lanterns.
The MONARCH." BI-UNIAL--a very King among Lanterns. Unsur-

passed for Elegance, Solidity, and results. Price .2r.

LANTERN SLIDES,
Sold Wholesale and Retail, embracing every Department of Travel, Literature,

Science, Temperance, History, Church History, etc., etc.

Goods Supplied on Deferred Payment System.
Catalogues, post free, 6d. ,uyer's Guide, 'id. Operators Guide, 2id. Hive Lists

post free from

RILEY BROTHERS, LTD.,
LANTERN OUTFITTER, BRADFORD, ENGLAND.
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C. W. LOCK E,
(24 YEARS' PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE. 13 YEARS with B. J. MALDEN, Esq.)MAKER OF

miqli-ouos upon LANTERN0
AND ACCESSORIES.

Inventor & Patentee of Locke's High.Power Mixed Gas Jet.
GENUINE TESTIMONIALS MAY BE INSPECTED.

The Modern Marvel Company, after using one all Last Season, hasrecently placed a further order for 16 more. D. Devant, Esq., of theEgyptian Hall, has 8 in use and speaks very highly of them.

SPECIALITIES: LANTERNS AND OPERATORS FOR LECTURERS.Slide making from all sources and high-class colouring. Lanterns andeffects made to register. High-class single, bi-unial, and triple lanterns made,embodying the practical improvements suggested by many years' actual workand observation. (These instruments must be disassociated from the usualand inferior trade or commercial articles.)
Office anb "Works-

244, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.

Well known to be the
BEST CUT,

and every one
exact

No rou,h
edges

All
perfect.

MOTTO--"HIGH EFFICIENCY AND NO MIS-REPRESENTATION."

ao
boxes, at, box will be forwarded,post

ssrted, II /. or of one
shape only. ft..% PER 1303C.,

Samples by post on
recemt of 2d.

144 Binders In box, Is.

Gummed Numbers, White Spots, Lantern Tinters, Dead Black, White Ink, UraniumIntensifier, Reducer, One Solution Developer, 6d. each. Anti-Halation and BackingPapers, 6d., gd., & is. Diagram Glasses, Is. 6d. doz.

To be had in

Everybody says they
are the

CLEANEST CUT.
Each mask will he flat co SHARPEST CUT

free, white one side and
black the other,or all black
In any of the ahapee

If you cannot get them
from your dealer, send

Is. Id. and the
Liberal

terms to
dealers

and
shippers

Address to
'S-ole Proprietors,
WOOD BROS.,

73; Lord St..

METALLIC BELLOWS REGULATOR

THE

(Brier's Patent)

e/G-X PRICE 20/

Scotch & Irish Oxygen Co., Ltd.,
Rosehill Works, Polmadie, Glasgow.

ADVERTISEMEN1 S. 3

Yeland in the Magic Laden'',

THE SCENERY AND ANTIQUITIES OF IRELAND.

LECTURE SETS, with Readings.Dublin to Killarney, 6o slides.North and West, 5o slides.Antrim Coast and County, 8o slides.Lakes of Killarney and Glengarriff, 87 slides.

LIST OF 1,200 SLIDES ARRANGED IN COUNTIES.

Ztibes of Jrish 1Life anb Cbaracter.
PORTRAITS.Lantern Slides can be supplied from Original Negatives,

taken by W. LAWRENCE, of the following :
The Hierarchy and Leading Clergy of the Protestant Church of Ireland.The Hierarchy and Leading Clergy of the Roman Catholic Church ofIreland.
The Leading Ministers of the Presbyterian Church in Ireland.
The Leading Ministers of the Methodist Church in Ireland.
The Leading Members of the Medical Profession in Ireland.
The Leading Members of the Legal Profession in Ireland.
The Leading Members of the Irish National Parliamentary Party.Noted Irish PortraitsPast and Present.

4- 4- 4.
THE BOOK OF HELLSTRINITY COLLEGE.Set of8 Slides, Photographed from the Original Pages by kind permission ofthe Board of Trinity College.

+ 4e.

EVICTION SCENES.Set of 6o Slides taken at Various Evictions,1886-189o.

Copies from PaintingsReligious. Copies from PaintingsSecular.
Principal Cathedrals, Churches, and Religious Institutions through-out Ireland.

W. LAWRENCE

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE-

Vlyitograpliic

5' 6' -7, DUBLINUPPER SACKVILLE ST.,

The only Complete Series ofPhotographic Views of Irish Scenery.

2 ADVERTISEMENTS.



NEWTON Sz CO.'S
Optical Lanterns and Slides of the Highest Quality only.

THE "NEWTONIAN" UNIVERSAL SCIENCE LANTERN.
(ivEs & NEWTON'S

PATENT.)

4 ADVERTISEMENTS.

Newtonian Univer-
sal Science Lantern
with lantern slide
front, microscopic
attachment, spectro-
scope front, with
comparison prism,
£18.

The front of this
lantern is moveable,
so that the Photo-
chromoscope, Kine-
matograph, or other
apparatus can be
easily shown.

ADJUSTING TABLE
RESISTANCE.

THE "NEW UNIVERSAL"
ELECTRIC ARC LAMP.

This is a Hand-Feed Arc Lamp with new For use with Arc Lamps,
adjustments for the centering, £.5 5s. £.1 15s.

Supplement of New Apparatus and Slides for this Season,
Full Catalogue of Lanterns and Slides, SIX STAMPS.

NEWTON & CO., 3, Fleet Street, LONDON,
Opticiano, Scientific anstrument, an Globe /11Sahers

TO H.M. THE QUEEN, HIS LATE R.H. T-HE PRINCE CONSORT, H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES, THE
ADMIRALTY, WAR DEPARTMENT, H.M. TRAINING SHIPS, THE INDIAN AND FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS,

SCIENCE AND ART DEPARTMENTS, ETC.
By Special Appointment TO THE ROYAL INSTITUTION OF GREAT BRITAIN.

THE OPTICAL

MAGIC 60E10 J0'0101111

AND

Photographic

Enlarger

Zoite0 bp

J. HAY TAYLOR

zonoon:

MAGIC LANTERN JOURNAL COMPANY, LIMITED,
9, CARTHUSIAN STREET, E.C.

October, 1898.



ADVERTISEMENTS.

FIRST IN 1897. FIRST IN 1898.

7

THE ABINGDON

GAS GENERATOR
11//11.INT1I.INS ITS PLACE.

SAFETY ACETYLENE

(A warded Certificates of Safety and Efficiency by
the Society of Arts Committee at Imperial

Institute, London, 1898.)

THE GENERATOR FOR

LANTERN & PHOTOGRAPHIC
WORK.

No Hitches! Re-charge whilst
Working!

Convenient for Handling and
Transport!

The Abingdon Acetylene Illuminating Co.
LIMITED(mcoss,s pix.wrzws),

97, GREAT HAMPTON STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

Telegraphic Address ACETYLENE, BIRMINGHAM."

MOSS'S Patent Lantern Jet.
Send Stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.



ADVERTISEMENTS.

Every Dealer
once apply
Wolff's new
stock in
Inspection

Philipp Wolff,
9 ez 10, SotithLa.rriptaia

Philipp Wolff's
Projecting

Machines and
Cameras for
taking Films

are absolutely
the very best.

PROTECTED under the Patent Law :

Corsican Brothers. Cinderella.

Photographing the Ghosb,f, Faust and Gretchen
Father ,firisttnas.

Special Films
taken for customers.

Speciality :
Films developed and
positives printed in

shortest possible time.
Good negatives

bought.

GOODS

Before buying your
Outfit

be sure and see
Philipp Wolff's Machines

at work,
the steadiest in the

market.

ddzs "Irinlzrzecl, Loiradma."

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Philipp Wolff,
Street., 1-1011cporici,

Blank Films
ready for immediate

delivery.
All Cinematograph

Accessories
supplied first

quality.

9

should at
for Philipp
list. Largest
the U. K.
invited.
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BRIN'S OXYGEN
FOR

LIMELIGHT, MEDICAL, METALLURGICAL,
AND OTHER PURPOSES.

OXYGEN of Guaranteed Purity supplied in Cylinders of the best
BRITISH Manufacture, and complying with all the established

Trade and Railway Regulations.

The public are respectfully informed that all Cylinders which
are filled by the Brin Companies (whether their own or their
Customers) are labelled with the Companies' Trade Mark. This
label guarantees the purity of the Gas, and is a further guarantee
that the Cylinder has been tested and proved
sound in every respect by the Brin Com-
pany which has filled it. Customers who
wish to procure Brin's Oxygen are re-
quested to see that the Cylinders supplied
to them bear this label, which is also stamped
with the date on which the Cylinder was
filled.

The Works of the Brin Companies are open during business
hours to the inspection of their customers, who are at liberty to
test the quality of Gas being manufactured, and to watch their
own Cylinders being tested and filled.

A44140,

REGISTERED TRADE
MAR,

Price List of Gases, Cylinders, and all Accessories, can be obtained from the
Company's accredited Agents, or will be sent Post Free on application.

_Addresses-
BRIN'S OXYGEN COMPANY, Ltd.,

34, VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.
Works-69, HORSEFERRY ROAD, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

MANCHESTER OXYGEN COMPANY, Ltd.,
GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET, MANCHESTER

BIRMINGHAM OXYGEN COMPANY, Ltd.,
SALTLEY WORKS, BIRMINGHAM

ADVERTISEMENTS. 11

"MARY HAD
A LITTLE LAMB,

ITS FLEECE WAS
WUITE AS SNOW,

ALL TYLAR'S GOODS
ARE 'UP-TO-DATE,'

FOR TYLAR TOLD ME SO."
AND

TVLAR
TELLS
THE
TRUTH!

THIS MAY SEEM STRANGE, BUT IT'S

A FACT.
Prove it for yourself by sending 6d. for a copy of his latest

Catalogue. Sent Post Free.
ADDRESS-

41, HIGH STREET, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

Full of New Ideas for Photographers and Lanternists.
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Duplex

30
BEST FOR

ileniRtograph$.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

30 7-
BEST FOR .

OPTICAL LANTERNS.

OPERATORS.
A Staff of Experienced Hands always available for Cinematograph,

Lantern or Limelight Work, with or without Apparatus.

CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITIONS A SPECIALITY .

Hundred% el; Films in Stack.

SAFETY
GAUGE.

Cylinders filled with the

42/- RICHEST OXYGEN
Made from Chlorate of Potash....._. . .

A, CLARKSON CO.,
COMPRESSED GAS MANUFACTURERS.

28, Bartlett's Buildings, liolborn Circus,
LONDON, E.O. -

to the
has

PREFACE.

PREFACE is supposed to consist of a series of

preliminary remarks with the intention of guiding
the reader to a better understanding of the objects
of, and contents of, a volume ; in this case the

contents will be found of great interest especially to
those who may be interested in any work pertaining
lantern, as practically every department of the work

been dealt with, so little need be said here.

I will, however, state that my friends who have responded
to my request for information have replied most liberally, both
in quantity as well as quality, and it is to be hoped that by
this interchange of thought the work of the lanternist will be
greatly enhanced. To my friends, whose names will be found
in the list of contributors on page 17, I not only tender my
best thanks, but as in past years have great pleasure in
dedicating this volume to them.

Several of my contributors reside in far off parts of the
world ; in fact, this volume may be considered as a gathering
of the representative clans from all parts of the Universe.

In the former Annuals I learn_that some little difficulty
was found in turning up certain pages, owing to the advertise-
ments being somewhat co-mingled with the literary matter
and also by reason of the separate paging of the two. This
year endeavours have been made to keep them more distinct,
and the numbering of the pages has been made continuous
throughout.

Yours fraternally,

J. HAY TAYLOR,
Editor.



REYNOLDS & BRANSON, LT1).
THE " PIKENIX " PORTABLE COPYING APPARATUS.

This convenient appa-
ratus is designed to facili-
tate the copying of book
illustrations for lantern
slides, and for repro-
ducing negatives. By
using this apparatus all
blocking out of the matter
not required in the nega-
tive is obviated ; there-
fore an illustration, or
part of the same, in any
position on a page can
easily be masked off be-
fore copying. The appa-
ratus consists of two
right-angled wooden sup-
ports, which can be
adjusted by means of the
clamp e, so that any book
measuring up to 15 in. by
12 in. by 4 in. can be
fixed. Before finally

clamping the book in position, adjust a, b, c, and d, as shown in Fig. I. ; and
should it be necessary to copy close to the bottom margin, the blind d can easily
be removed without altering the position of the other shutters. The apparatus
is also provided with a carrier, which slides in behind the shutter c, for copying
any portion of a negative in a similar way. The apparatus is very compact,
and folds to 121 in. by 18 in. by 2i in. Price £1 7s. 6d.

FIG. L

THE " PHCENIX "
DARK = ROOM LAMP.

The "Phcenix "Lamp is a boon to all
photographers who have gas at their
disposal. The lamp is ii inches high
and 7i inches wide, has double casing,
which secures a cool exterior, good
ventilation, and absence of smell. By
turning the tap to A, white light is
obtained ; at c. non-actinic light ; while
at B, both jets are turned down to non-
luminous lights. Price 15s.; postage Is.

Illustrated Catalogue of Photographic
Apparatus, 22nd Edition, 72 pages,

and Catalogue of Optical Lanterns
and 15,000 Lantern Slides,

E.CIST r.remm.
FIG. II.

14, COMMERCIAL STREET, LEEDS.

CONTENTS.

PAGE.

Acetone in Development 77
Acetylene Gas, Something

Worth Knowing About .. 44
Acetylene Gas Jet, How to

PAGE.

Lantern as an Educator, The .. 92
Lantern Exhibitions in Daylight 88
Lantern Slides, Rapid and

Inexpensive Method of Pro-
Make an (illustrated) 128 ducing (illustrated) 71

Acetylene, Progress of .. 64 Lantern Stand and Desk Trunk 122
Advertisement Index .. 19 Lantern Stand (illustrated) ..
Bags and Boxes 121 Limelight Jets 33
Box, A Hold-all (illustrated) .. 123 New Zealand, A Trip with a
Breaking of Lamp Glasses, The 133 Lantern through .. 56
Candle-Power of a Light, On Novelties .. 163

Ascertaining the ..
Church, The Lantern in (illus-

54 Optical Lantern, Best Results,
how Obtainable .. 47

trated) .. 112 Phonographic Information .. 49
Cinematograph s, Have they Polarised Light, Demonstration

come to Stay ? too of the Laws of (illustrated) 134
Combination .. . Position and Prospects of the
Condensers and Developers .. 89 Lanternist (illustrated) .. 40
Contributors, Names of 17 Preface .. 13

Copying and Slide Making .. 95 Preservation of Negatives and
Copying Stand, A Home Made 117 Prints.. ..
Cracked Condensers .. .. 120 Projection of Small Slides .. 102

Developer, A Useful .. 43 Quantity of Gas in Cylinders
(Table) i6iDiagrammatic Slides .. 82 Reference Table for Lanternists 162Dignity of the Lantern, A Plea

for the . .. 38 Rubbish Sold Under Name of
Lanterns .. 130Dodges for Lanternists, Two ..

Don'ts, A few to be observed in
Preparing Slides and in giv-

8o Scraps ..
Since Last Season ..

75

114
ing Lantern Exhibitions .. 87 Slide Carrier, A. (illustrated) .. 6o

Duty, Is the Lantern Doing its III Slides from Book Illustrations 9.
Elevation of the Lantern, The 116 Stereoscopic Pictures,A Plea for
Enlarging Apparatus, A Cheap (illustrated) .. 73

Home-made (illustrated) .. too Spectrum, Simple way of Pro-
Experience .. .. 66 ducing a 127

Formulae, various ..
Four-Wicker, Life, Death and

Burial of the (illustrated) ..

178

82

Summer Evening Lantern
Lectures (illustrated) ..

Tilting Table and Cylinder
Stand (illustrated)

84

103Gas Purifier (illustrated) .. 63 Us to You
Known but Seldom Practised.. 68 Use of Plain Glass Lantern
Lantern, A Chat about the .. 98 Plates 1.4
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Will show any distance .r to roo feet
from the Sheet.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

TWO 1.1E{IZE MEI).13.1.13 WAR ID.
ARCHERROl SONS'

IMPROVED

Optical Magic Lanterns
Have proved by Public Competition to be Superior to all others.

See Reports in the British Journal of Photography.
Used at the Walker Art Gallery Exhibition with such unprecedented success ; " Sunlight "

Soap Works ; Liverpool Photographic Association ; Seamen's Friend Society; many
Photographic and Temperance Societies, &c., &c.

THE " IDEAL " LANTERN.
The Lantern of the Future.

See enthusiastic Testimonials from Paul Lange,
Esq., F. Anyon, Esq., G. E. Thompson, Esq., The

Manchester Camera Club, and many others.

Our New Patent "IDEAL" Dissolver
for Single Lanterns.

Improved Blow-thro' Safety jet, 165.
The finest extant, 500 c.p.

The " PHOTINUS " (Registered), the most
powerful Oil Lantern in the World.Price £8 15s. complete.

Price 4s.Plainer Finish_ £6 6s. complete.
Illustrated Price Lists, many Novelties, post-free, One Stamp.

THE NEW "DAYLIGHT" LANTERN SCREEN. Prices on application.

NEW SETS. SLIDES.
The Cunard Steamships, 6o slides ; Overland Trip to Venice, 72 slides.

SLIDES Xs. EILECIEX. 33tEIX.rlIkIGE5 60. EACH.

CINEMATOGRAPHS
And all Apparatus for Animated Photographs,

Cinematographs £3 15s. upwards. Films 20s. upwards.
LARGEST STOCK OF SLIDES FOR SALE OR HIRE.

Pure Oxygen Gas Compressed in Steel Cylinders, Incandescent Gas, Acetylene Gas.

C i& SONS,
Lantern Specialists ant) iinnufacturers,

43 to 49, LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL.
ESTABLISHED 1848. TELEPHONE No. 5615.

Dark Room` for trying Lanterns, &c., on the premises. Workshops on the premises.
ALSO PHOTOGRAPHIC GOODS. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE. POSTAGE "lid

AUTHORS.

Allen, F. A. ..
Archer, W. J. ..
Ashcroft, R. ..

PAGE.

122

88
104

Madan, H. G. ..
Mason, J. W. ..
Mathieson, W. H.

PAGE.

134

Baker, E. Matthews, L. 120

Bardwell, Jex
92
89

..
Meager, Alfred .. 47

Bartlett, E. D. .. 127 Moss, R. .. 44
Bastow, Rev. T. C. V. .. 112 Namrona.. 99
Bolas, Thomas .. 133 Nash, G. W. .. 78
Brown, Theodore 71 Old Gas Maker .. 63
Bryce, G. R. .. 82 Old Lantern Amateur .. 43
Christie, Rev. W. J. .. 95 Palmer, Charles A. 8o
Clarkson, J. .. 103 Palmer, A Washington 121

Clifton, Edgar .. 102 Perkins, Rev. T. 106

Coles, W. J. .. 66 Rendle, C. E. .. 82

Dallison, Rev. T. 6o Robins, E. A. .. 77
Dunmore, E. .. Ito Sanders, H. A. .. Ioo
Golding, W. H... 54 Scrimgeour, F. J. 116..
Grundy, Hilton .. Shears, Archdeacon 75
Henderson, A. L. 68 Smith, G. W. .. 69
Hiddon, A. M. .. 94 Spurge, J. .. 161

Houldershaw, W. Tindall, R. .. 114
Hughes, W. C. .. 13o Tranter, Albert .. 87
Humphrey, R. .. 128 Vezey, J. J. 38
Hyder, Vincent .. 64 Walker, H. J. .. III
Kilburn, George 73 Watkins, A. .. 84
Lomax, A. . 49 Wilkie, Edmund H. 33
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On Sale or Hire.
THE t ARCEST AND BEST STOCK OF

SLIDES IN THE WORLD.
ILLUSTRATIVE OF EVERY DEPART.

MEET OF KNOWLEDGE.

Printed Lectures for all the Sets.

NEW SLIDES for this Season.
Soudan ExpeditionCuban War
Life of GladstoneLanding of St.
Augustine Dairying Timber In-
dustriesIndustries of the Midlands
Illustrations for the Works of
Dickens and ScottCornwall-
Normandy Brittany Constanti-
nople and its PeopleSt. Paul's
CathedralLondon ChurchesLife
of Wellington and NelsonHistory
of the ArmyOur Navy and its
HeroesIllustrated SongsTales

from Life Models, etc., etc.
18/-per doz. Subscription for

REDUCED TERMS FOR HIRE OF SLIDES.
In complete Sets, per doz. 1/-.

Plain Slides, 12/- per doz. ; Coloured Slides from
Slides on Hire, 21/-.

WOOD'S OPTICAL LANTERNS.
OIL LANTERNS, full size, from 26/-; LIME LANTERNS from 35/-.

INCANDESCENT GAS LANTERNS from 26/-.
ELECTRIC LIGHT LANTERNS, BI-UNIAL LANTERNS. TRI-UNIAL LANTERNS.

TECHNICAL LANTERNS. SCREENS, FRAMES, LENSES, AND MICROSCOPES.
Jets, Lamps, Dissolvers, Incandescent Gas Burners, Acetylene Gas Generators, Gas Cylinders, GasBags, Compressed Oxygen and Hydrogen, Gauges, Regulators, and all Accessories for Lantern Wm k.

MAGIC LANTERNS: How Made and How Used. By A. A. WOOD, F.C.S.
136 pp. 115 Illustrations. Post free, 1/-.

WOOD'S UNRIVALLED JETS.
The " SPECIAL " JET, constructed on the Ejector principle. Absolutely safe,brilliant light, equal to an ordinary mixed jet and hard lime; gas at ordinarypressure from the main can be used ..
Ditto, with check movement and screw adjustment for lime, and linked doublecut-off taps ..

. .The PATENT OXYHYDROGEN JET, with check screw and adjustment for lime

THE AUTOMATIC LAMP.
For use where ordinary gas is not available. The disadvantages ofthe ordinary spirit

lamp are overcome and a light equal to that of a blow-through jet is obtained

WOOD'S NEW EJECTOR NIPPLE.
This new nipple can be fitted to any mixed jet, and it thereby becomes possible to use

the coal gas for a mixed jet from the main instead of being under highpressure. Price ..

WOOD'S ELECTRIC LAMP.
With automatic arc striker, specially designed for optical lanterns .. £5 10 0,

£1 11 6

.£2 12 6
£3 15 0

£2 2 0

£0 7 6

£7 10 0
Send for Wood's Catalogue of Lanterns and Slides on sale or hire, post free, three stamps.

1 & 2, Queen Street, Cheapside, London.
(LATE OF 74, CHEAPSIDE )
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Limelight Jets.

BY EDMUND H. WILKIE.

(Of the late Royal Polytechnic Institution.)

WHEN any great improvement or difference is made in existing
apparatus it seldom happens that the difference is confined to the
particular form of apparatus itself ; it affects others which depend
upon it, or upon which it depends, and they in turn are obliged
to suit themselves to the altered circumstances. Thus it happens that
the general use of compressed gases in cylinders which has come
about of late years has brought in its train a number of new appliances,
and caused a revolution amongst the old. This state of things is
especially marked in the case of oxyhydrogen jets, which, to meet
present circumstances, have been modified in design, and in many
cases entirely remodelled.

Jets have undergone many changes since the introduction of the
limelight by Lieutenant Drummond, but it will be apparent in look-
ing over the various makes that the principle remains the same.

In the first place, what is the work required of a limelight jet?
It is that it shall receive the two gases, mix them intimately in
certain proportions, and cause them to impinge on a surface of lime
at a certain angle. In the earlier days of this arrangement the two
gases, oxygen and hydrogen, were mixed in a bag or bladder in the
proportion of one volume of the former to two volumes of the latter,
and, pressure being applied, the combination was forced through
a jet on to a globular lime. The mixture, however, being of a highly
explosive and dangerous nature, burnt with extreme rapidity ;
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rapidly, in fact, that unless considerable pressure was applied to the
container, it was consumed faster than it was supplied, with the
result that combustion proceeded backwards in the supply tube,
and, firing the bulk of the gas, the result may be easily imagined.

To avoid this, a form of jet was introduced such as we find at
Fig. i, consisting of a metal vessel with a neck stopped by a closely
fitting cork, while at one side and near the top a fine tube, diminish-
ing towards the outlet, was fitted very much in the way the spout
is fixed to a teapot. Half the depth of this vessel was filled with
water and the inlet consisted of a tube reaching nearly to the bottom
of the jet, so that the mixed gases, being forced through this inlet
tube, bubbled through the water very much as in the purifier when
making oxygen gas, and the inlet being sealed by the body of water, no
flame could possibly return to the main supply of gas.

This answered fairly well, and was used largely for a time, but
the apparatus occupied considerable space and was out of the question
when it was necessary to tilt the light up or down, as in stage work.
It being a well-known fact that flame will not pass through extremely
minute spaces, a jet was next devised the interior of which was filled
with a number of thin wires, between which the gas passed, the inter-
stices being of such a size that no flame could return (Fig. 2) with the
gases into the container if by any means the pressure became removed.

This may be really considered as an ideal safety jet, but there are
several objections to its general use in lanterns, the first being the
length of the mixing-box containing the wires, and the other the
item of cost, which is considerably above the average of jets, the wire
packing being expensive and exceedingly troublesome to make. Wire
gauze was next introduced, and believed in for a time, until actual
experiment proved it to be of no avail, and in many of the older jets
a layer of gauze was placed in the bottom of the mixing-box, the body
of it was filled with small shot, and a few more layers of gauze were
placed on the top, as we see in Fig. 3.
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However crude and rough such an arrangement appears to us now,
with the perfectly finished work of the present day at our disposal,
yet the chamber full of shot had one good resultit mixed the gases
very intimately, and without appreciably impeding their progress.

In these jets the mixing chambers were usually of fairly large size,
those in the large lanterns in the possession of the writer (and which
were exhibited at the Lantern Society's rooms by Mr. J. Hay Taylor)
being about i inch deep by half an inch in diameter, internal measure-
ment. By some lanternists we are warned against the use of large
mixing chambers, but the writer's experience is that the size matters
very little, the true test being in the volume and intensity of the light.
All kinds of mixing chambers have been used and experimented with,
and one form which became somewhat of a favourite for some years
was introduced by the late Mr. Pightling, of Fetter-lane, who designed
a globular interior lined with platinum, the object of which was to
give smoothness to the surface. All these jets were planned to use
with comparatively small pressures, such as gas-bags would give, and
the whole secret of obtaining a good light under such circumstances
lies in keeping a free way and a large bore right through from the
gas-bags to the nipple; but it is a mistake to suppose, as some
apparently do, that we require a great pressure actually at the nipple.
Too much pressure would cool the lime to a certain extent, and
compel us to remove it further from the nipple than we should other-
wise do, with the effect that our light is diminished in volume.

In manufacturing jets, one of the greatest difficulties we have to
overcome is friction ; every angle the gases pass, every bend they
follow means extra friction, and friction means loss of pressure and
consequent diminution of light.

If we could use a jet which would be perfectly straight from end
to end, with no impediments in its interior, that would be perfection
from the " friction " point of view, but as that would be next to an
impossibility in lanterns as now constructed, let us go as nearly to
that idea as we can, and carefully avoid all acute bends. Roaring and
hissing are both the outcome of friction, and the actual cause is
frequently difficult to discover, as a very slight impediment will some-
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times cause considerable derangement in the working of a jet. The
friction difficulty is accentuated in the present day owing to the very
general use of saturators, as in order to be fully equal to any work
that may be imposed upon it a good all-round jet should be suitable
to work with the ether light also ; at least, it must be prepared to do
so if it is to become a financial success. Oxygen and ether vapour
cannot be too intimately mixed, and, in fact, the best results cannot
be obtained unless they are thoroughly combined. One way of
accomplishing this task it to allow the mixture to filter through a
number of layers of fine gauze, which has the effect of finely dividing
the particles, and if this process is not overdone it has another
beneficial result alsoit diminishes whatever hissing the jet might
be inclined to make, and in many cases causes it to work silently.
Here you see we arrive at the old gauze discs again. We are told
there is nothing new under the sun, and, indeed, it would frequently
seem to be so ; we may enunciate some very brilliant idea, only to
discover that some other fellow thought out precisely the same thing
before we came into existence.

In the present case, however, the gauze is used for a totally different
purpose, as I have endeavoured to show.

In ordinary commercial jets the nipple is one of the most neglected
portions of the apparatus, although it is in reality one of the most
important. On the form and construction of the nipple, not only the
light, but the easy and quiet working of the jet in a great measure
depends. They have been made in a variety of forms and of various
metals, the most general being of brass, with an end composed of
platinum. The idea of employing platinum was to resist the tendency
to burn away if the nipple approached too closely to the lime, and,
platinum being a most refractory metal, the danger of fusing the
nipple was reduced to the minimum.

Although it possessed these advantages, experience proved that it
was not an unmixed blessing, as small irregularities were frequently
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found, even in the most carefully constructed jets, at the junction of
the two metals, causing various noises when in action. This led
practical exhibitors to gradually discard the platinum tip in favour
of the solid brass nipple, which will be found in general use at the
present time.

There is a great divergence of opinion as to the best form of
nipple, and while some exhibitors favour one bored out, as in Fig. 4,
leaving only a thin shell, the writer has found serious difficulty with
nipples of this kind when working with a powerful light giving much
heat. They are liable to give way, and if the extremity becomes fused,
as may well happen, the volume of gas they allow to pass becomes
dangerous.

In many of the best jets of days gone by a nipple of the form
shown in Fig. 5 was frequently to be found, and all the stock apparatus
at the late Royal Polytechnic Institution had nipples of this kind.
The pattern presents some advantages from which we may draw a
lesson, and it also has its disadvantages. It will be seen by the
diagram in section that it really consists of a solid block of metal
bored through the centre of its length, and which must be burnt
away through almost its entire length before the supply of gas would
be affected ; but, on the other hand, its extremely blunt point some-
times blocked a portion of the light, unless the angle at which the
current of gas struck the lime was more than 45 degrees with regard
to the horizontal.

The form of nipple used by the writer, and found to possess the
greatest number of good points, is of solid brass throughout, and the
section would be as in Fig. 6. It will be seen that it combines the
advantages of both Figs. 4 and 5, and at the same time avoids their
drawbacks ; the apex of the cone is fairly small, and the upper part
of the nipple being solid, it may be burnt away as far as the dotted
line without any fear of mishap. When using jets of extreme power,
in which the amount of gas passed is very large and the heat from
the line proportionately great, clockwork to revolve the limes con-
tinuously will be found to present many advantages ; it is a great
assistance to the operator and a relief to his mind ; he has no need to
keep the lime continually in his mind's-eye; it prevents the pitting
of the lime and the cracking of condensers, and the slides do not
receive so much heat, as the incandescent surface is continually travel-
ling away from the nipple of the jet. These are considerations of
weight, especially when exhibiting valuable paintings. Just one little
suggestion to wind up with which occurs to my mind with reference
to letters which sometimes appear in the LANTERN JOURNAL. Do not
use an ordinary limelight jet for a purpose for which it was never
intended, do not try to work a mixed gas jet with oxygen gas from a
cylinder and hydrogen gas from the house main. Some jets are
especially constructed for this kind of work, but the operator employ-
ing an ordinary mixed gas jet who works with an uneven pressure is,
to say the least of it, courting disaster.
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A Plea for the Dignity of the Lantern.

BY J. J. VEZEY.

To those who for years past have proclaimed the advantages to be
gained by the use of the lantern for educational purposes it must be
a matter of great satisfaction to observe the strides it has recently
made in that direction, and the instrument which years ago was
regarded as little more than a toy is now one of the most valuable
adjuncts in every large educational establishment, and has even found
its way into many of our churches. In the remarks to which I now
invite attention I am desirous of pointing out a few matters wherein
I think improvement can still be made, which will enable a greater
amount of usefulness to be obtained from our favourite instrument.

First, let me remind my readers that treatment which is necessary
in dealing with a child is not required when he is grown up to man-
hood. I do not think I press the analogy too closely when I say
that tricks and makeshifts which were permitted years ago at lantern
exhibitions, when we regarded the instrument as a toy, are quite out
of place now, and, indeed, I suppose that even the old comic slipping
slides, which used to amuse our children, will soon become things of
the past, and will gradually give way to the more scientific cinemato-
graph, which, in a much better way, satisfies the desire to see moving
life represented on the screen. Here I would add (though rather in
fear of the Editor, whose views on the subject are, I believe, different
from mine) that in my opinion the word " magic " should be allowed
to drop out of use in connection with lantern work, because, though
the effects produced by the instrument are often startling in their
beauty, yet we know the results can all be explained by reference
to well-known scientific principles ; there is no magic in them more
than there is in the gradual appearance of a photographic picture in
the process of development, or in the reproduction of sound by the
phonograph. Yet we do not talk of magic photography or the magic
phonograph. This, however, is a small point, which time will no
doubt gradually correct.

Next, I would impress on lanternists the desirability of crediting
their adult audiences with the possession of a fair amount of intelli-
gence. I am led to make this remark by the painful recollection of
some of the puerile things one has had to listen to in the past, when,
for example, a lantemist has thought his lecture furnished him with a
good opportunity of treating his audience to a good many particulars
some in odious tasteas to his personal views on matters in general,
his likes and his dislikes. As an extreme instance of this kind of
thing, I remember many years ago being present at an exhibition of a
beautiful series of slides of Windsor Castle, The demonstrator was
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a friend of the photographer who had taken the views, and when he
came to a slide of the Throne Room he thought it would please the
audience to be told that his friend, after taking the view, had eaten
his lunch of bread, cheese, and onions sitting on the throne, which,
if true, was a disgraceful thing to have done, and the narration of it
only reflected shame on the photographer.

I do not mean that a lecturer should exclude the personal element
altogether. It is sometimes most useful and interesting to know the
circumstances under which a special view was taken. I only ask that
all remarks giving such particulars shall be made in good taste, with-
out too much " ego " being introduced.

Lastly, I would plead the importance of having a methodical plan
in bringing a subject before an audience. The day has gone by when
people were content to look at a lot of heterogeneous views tumbled
together anyhow ; they now wish to learn, as well as to be amused,
and though an hour may be pleasantly spent sometimes, say, at a
Photographic Society, in looking at a collection of pictures which have
no special connection with each other, yet to an audience which has
been invited to hear a lantern lecture, say, on some Cathedral, the
views should be so arranged as if the lecturer were taking a party of
visitors round the building, not in the perfunctory way which some
vergers adopt, but as a well-informed guide, pointing out the objects
of interest, the different styles of architecture and periods of the
various parts of the building, and showing how the slides illustrate
these points. To the observant eye there are often little interesting
details in some almost unknown part of a building which have far
greater interest than the obvious view which could not fail to arrest
the most careless observer. Then, again, if the subject of the lecture
be some great city, let the views selected be those of buildings of
historic interest, and let attention be specially called to this feature,
because the picture of a building is much more likely to be remem-
bered if the story attaching to it is told when it is shown.

In this way I think much may be done to improve our lantern
lectures. To carry it out involves very often a good deal of hard
reading and research on the part of the lecturer, so that his descrip-
tions may be full and accurate, but it must be a greater pleasure to
him to give of his best to his audience ; to tell them something worth
hearing, rather than read some commonplace description, such as
may be found in a trumpery guide-book. It is a great pleasure to be
told that the lecture, though on a subject often treated before, has
shown it in quite a new light, and thus invested it with greater
interest.

Of course a good slide will always be appreciated in itself, but my
object is to impress on lecturers the necessity of taking care that
their description of it is in keeping with its quality, not worthless
and commonplace.

Most of what I have written is intended for young lecturers and
beginners, but I think if all of us would keep the dignity of the
lantern more in mind its increased usefulness would certainly follow,
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What is the Position and Prospects of the
Lanternist

BY W. HOULDERSHAW.

Is the magic lantern losing its popularity?
Is it destined to stay ?
Are the people weary of its performances?
Has the supposed magic with which it was once invested lost

its charm ?
Do the public patronise it now as formerly?
These are questions constantly occupying the thoughts and atten-

tion of numberless people, and many and varied are the answers
given thereto. The decisions must necessarily differ according to the
nature of the consideration given to the question and the point of
view from which the subject is looked at. Where experience is limited
to smoky oil lanterns, badly exhibited, and where only a small number
of very indifferent slides are repeatedly shown until all interest in
them has faded, and audiences have dwindled away, after having
been tricked into such preposterous showsunder these conditions
there is little wonder at such people deciding that the magic lantern
is no longer edifying to grown-up people, and at their relegating it to
the exclusive use of children, with the confident assurance that the
novelty of the thing being exhausted, there is nothing more about it
worth entertaining.

Those, however, whose experiences extend beyond such limited
confines know full well that the magic lantern, in spite of all the
caricatures it has suffered at the hands of the careless and ignorant
would-be exhibitors, has become so popular that those at present in
use are numbered by thousands, their use being so extensive that
they have penetrated into every civilised nation of the world, and in
many cases uncivilised, too. The range of its influence reaches not
only the comical and frivolous, but entertains and instructs by re-
producing travels and the scenery of the world, which to the multitude
can only be witnessed in fac-simile; it has entered into the domain
of science, and has become the class-room friend and demonstrator,
and is daily dispensing instruction to thousands of our sons and
daughters.

The latest development has given a tremendous impetus to its
progress, and at the present moment the cinematograph applied to the
lantern is the most effective and attractive entertainment of all exhibi-
tions. When one considers, too, the one or two millions or more
cameras now being effectively used by the amateur photographer, and
the variety of work, instantaneous and otherwise, turned out, and also
that the lantern is an essential attachment to the photographer's outfit,
and that his education is only complete and his ambition only satisfied
when he has travelled, photographed, exhibited, and lectured on

behalf of some philanthropic institution, he will at once see that
such a fascinating and instructive hobby as photographer and lanternist
is bound to capture and retain a large portion of the intelligent
members of the community as adherents.

If any readers should feel faint-hearted as to our progress, let them
review the tremendous quantity of slides now on loan and the number
of institutions which so extensively use them in enforcing their respec-
tive claim upon a too apathetic public. Let them observe the num-
ber of firms who, at enormous expense, have laid down such extensive
plant and machinery of the latest type, who are now producing and
distributing goods on such a gigantic scale that it is wonderful where
they all go to. This is an indisputable evidence of the growing
popularity of the magic lantern. Look again at the great variety,
the quality, the cheapness, and the tremendous improvements, coupled
with such cheapness in the apparatus current now compared with that
of 25 years ago, and it will be utterly impossible to believe that the
days of the lantern are declining, but, rather, the view will be
encouraged that the developments now realised are an augury of its
future utility and consequent permanence amongst us.

To those who desire its continuance amongst us I have a few
words of advice to give. If you are purchasing apparatus, buy only
the best. I do not mean the most costly, as that even is not always
the best, but that which is well and accurately made, and which will
turn out work creditable alike to maker and user of apparatus. What-
ever the kind of outfit you own, its successful working will depend
upon yourself. Therefore make yourself thoroughly efficient; do not
exhibit until you have fully mastered the working of your lantern, and
if an oil lantern, remember that both lamp and lantern will be infinitely
pleasanter, and the smell reduced to the minimum, if kept scrupulously
clean. Remember that the smell of heated paraffin oil is an abomina-
tion to an audience of respectable people. Don't be content with
fastening up a screen with cords, as however proficient you may be in
manipulating ropes, the best arrangement possible is a most inelegant
affair, and compares badly with the artistic slides you may afterwards
project upon the screen. Good frames may now be had at a very
cheap rate, and a screen nicely hung upon such a frame looks much
more dignified, and begets in the audience a much better impression,
and one far removed from the twopenny-halfpenny affair indicated
above.

I have been hoping for years that public bodies owning halls and
schools would see it is to their interests to erect permanent opaque
screens on rollers in their respective buildings for the use of the
lanternists. They are, however, slow to realise their privileges, and
I can only suggest that our own fraternity will remind them of their
needs, and by the aid of exhibitions, etc., will help to raise the needful
for this desirable object.

Don't attempt to lecture in public until you are thoroughly con-
versant with your subject, and have something worth lecturing about ;
and, having secured these, if you can spice your remarks with a little
genuine humour, you will interest your audience and secure a better
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apparatus is perfectly automatic in its action, and can be so adjusted
to generate only that quantity of gas the container will hold, so that
no overflow-pipe is necessary, and whether the apparatus is in use or
not, it will so regulate itself that no attention is needed after it is
once charged until another supply of carbide is necessary. The work-
ing of the generator will be readily seen from the following sectional
sketch. The container (2) falling to the bottom, the rod (8) pressing
upon the bottom, which operates the lever (6), opening the valve (5),
which allows a certain quantity of carbide to fall into the water
tank (I), which is three-parts full. The gas generated raises the gas-
holder, and at the same time lifts the rod (7) off the bottom, which
instantly closes the carbide valve and prevents the further generation
of gas until it is exhausted, when the operation is repeated until the
supply of carbide is exhausted. The figures shown are thus
explained :

I, water tank; 2, gas-holder; 3, coned carbide receptacle ; 4,
gas-tight screw cap ; 5, carbide valve; 6, 7, levers operating carbide
valve ; 8, adjusting screw weight; 9, gas supply pipe; o, moisture
chamber.

Since writing the above, and some time after making the design
and a sample apparatus, I find that a generator of similar design, but
with different mechanical arrangements, is already upon the market,
the property of a syndicate. I had not the slightest idea of its
existence, my design being perfectly original, and the incident is but
another illustration of how two minds can conceive a similar thing
perfectly independent of each other.
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hearing. However good your lecture may be, it will not atone for a
bad quality of slides badly lighted and indifferently exhibited. There-fore see that your lantern is firmly fixed, your pictures of good quality
and properly lighted, and your lantern efficiently manipulated. With
these matters judiciously attended to, lantern lectures will not decline,
but increase in popularity, and be a source of pleasure and profit to
the community in which we live, and of which, I trust, we as lanternists
form no unimportant part.

If any readers desire to try acetylene and are mechanically inclined,
I will make them a present of the particulars of a new design of
acetylene generator, which I have worked out during the brighter
moments of a recent illness, and which I believe is the most perfect
design yet made for that purpose, and comparatively inexpensive.
If the mechanical work is beyond the capacity of the amateur's tools,
I shall be pleased to supply the castings, the valves and levers, either
in the rough or machined, as shown, ready for connecting to the
galvanised ironwork, or the generator complete if desired. The

eL9

Useful Developer.

BY AN OLD LANTERN AMATEUR.

ABOUT 12 years ago a developer was published which has often
rendered me good service when others failed to produce a trace of
a picture, but with the use of this developer fair working negatives
resulted :Washing soda, 3 ounces ; bromide of potassium, 25 grains ;
water, 30 ounces.

Add i to 2 grains dry pyro to the ounce at time of using. The
quantity is one-fifth more than original, but proportions are the same.
The colour does not look well, but this is a great advantage in print-
ing weak negatives. Practically it will keep for ever, and is the
cheapest known and handy to use ; therefore good for lantern men.
Also that the old can compete with the new it proves.
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Something Worth Knowing about Acetylene
Gas.

By R. Moss (Abingdon Acetylene Gas Company, Birmingham).

IT is not so very long ago since there was a general outcry against
the use of acetylene gas, more particularly so when the apparatus was
placed inside buildings, such as for lantern work. The insurance
companies were dead against it, and refused absolutely to accept any
liability whatever where the gas was used. But to-day, thanks partly
to immunity from accident, and more especially to a better under-
standing of what acetylene is, all this is changed. The insurance
offices will now allow the gas to be used without any extra premium,
stipulating only that the apparatus be placed outside the main build-
ing; but even this regulation is relaxed in the case of small generators
for lantern and similar purposes, such apparatus not having more than
a2 lb. charge of carbide.

Further, the Home Office regulations, about which so much non-
sense has been written, are now only reasonable. They provide that
large users of carbide shall obtain from the local authorities a licence
under the Petroleum Act, at a cost of 5s. per annum. But small quan-
tities, up to 5 lbs., can be kept anywhere without restrictions, save that
it must be stored in airtight tins holding not more than i lb. each.

These regulations are no hardship whatever, and until the possible
risks of acetylene and calcium carbide are more perfectly understood
by the general public they should receive the cordial support of all
who are in any way interested in the industry, and of those who
find acetylene of some use or advantage to themselves.

If proof were needed that acetylene gas can be produced and used
with perfect safety, that proof has been furnished by the recent exhi-
bition of apparatus in operation at the Imperial Institute, where 26
generators of different types have been in daily use for over three
months, and without any mishap, let alone accident.

Again, look at the large number of small machines now being used
for lantern work, and in which connection we must not forget that
most of them are in the hands of inexperienced persons totally un-
acquainted with the gas and its nature.

It is not my intention to write of the advantages of acetylene
as an ideal lantern luminant, nor shall I speak of the wonderfully little
attention required when once started, because all this has already been
done, well and often, in the pages of the 0.M.L.J. My idea is rather
to raise a warning note. A panic is usually followed by something
quite as dangerousnamely, over-confidence, and as this stage has
now been reached in the acetylene industry, and may lead to trouble,
I purpose to endeavour to counteract this in some measure by pointing
out a few of the main features and characteristics of calcium carbide
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and acetylene gas, which features should be noted and remembered
by all users of the gas, if they would at all times be free from risk.

In the first place, acetylene is a gas, and as such will, in common
with coal gas, oil gas, water gas, etc., when mixed with atmospheric
air form an explosive if a light be brought in contact with the mixture.
Therefore, never bring a light near to an apparatus if there is a smell
of gas, or when the machine is opened for recharging.

Again, acetylene is much heavier than coal gas, and more pressure
is needed to ensure a good stiff flame; but acetylene is also a very
finely divided gas, and therefore most penetrating. Consequently it is
imperative that only sound pipes and connections be used. Taps
should be well and frequently greased with the best Russian tallow,
resin dextrine, or solid petroleum; all joints made good, and burners
seated in with good red or white lead, and last, but by no means
least, only best red or black rubber tubing should be allowed.

These are the main features of the gas, which must never be over-
looked or forgotten, if one is to work in safety and with freedom from
smell ; but the apparatus needs quite as much attention and care, or
possibly a good deal more.

Many lanternists choose or make a very small apparatus, and then
cram the carbide-holders to the full extent, to make it do the required
work. This is a serious mistake. Calcium carbide when decomposed
becomes slaked lime, which lime occupies nearly twice the space of the
original dry carbide. Therefore ample room must be allowed for
expansion, or otherwise very great heat will be evolved during the
chemical action. This excessive heat produces elements that may
become dangerous, and which certainly deteriorate the quality of the
gas and tend to very quickly choke up the burners.

At the same time, it must be borne in mind that the chemical
action which results in the disintegration of the elements ; of the car-
bide, and also the water, must, as a natural consequence, produce
some considerable heat ; but as up to a certain point this heat is per-
fectly safe, no one need be alarmed because a generator gets pretty
warm. Still, there is no earthly reason why this heat should be
increased beyond what is necessary, either by carelessness, by using
too small a generating chamber, or too small an apparatus. The last
named is a very common mistake, and not of users only, for many
makers sell machines which are much too small for what they are
required to do. If a generator which will safely supply one light be
used for two, the heat in the generating chamber will be proportion-
ately increased; in fact, rather more so, and the longer time during
which this is continued the more nearly is risk approached.

Now, it is a fact that all, or nearly all, of the generators sold for
lantern work generate considerably more heat than would be allowed as
wise in an apparatus for general house-lighting; but the short time
during which it is in operation makes all the difference, and renders
them perfectly safe for two burners, though to work the same machine



with four burners, and for the same time, would not be wise, while
to use eight would be positively foolish, if not risky. Therefore, it isof the utmost importance that the machine should be of sufficientsize for the utmost limit of burners which are likely to be used.

A very simple experiment will illustrate this, and also the nextfeature that I shall dwell upon.
Take a piece of lime (which is of the same nature as carbide), say,the size of an orange, dip a little in water, and continue to dip untilthe whole is slaked. Very little heat will be apparent, and thetemperature of the water will not be appreciably raised. Now takeanother piece of lime the same size, and entirely submerge it in the

same quantity of water. In a second or two it will be too hot to hold,while in the rapid process of slaking the water in contact will actuallyboil, and at the finish the whole of the water will be quite warm.Again, take another piece of lime, break it up into small pieces, anddistribute it over the same vessel, and the heat will be very muchless, as it will also if the large piece is put into a greater bulk of
water. That is exactly what takes place when carbide is being con-verted into gas; so that it is clear that if the decomposition is to bevery rapid, it must either be spread over a larger surface or broughtinto contact with a greater quantity of water, in order to preventundue heating.

Another reason why the apparatus, especially the gas storage,
should be sufficiently large, is to prevent any escape of gas either inworking or when turned down for a short time during the entertain-
ment. This is necessary for two reasonsfirst, owing to the irregular
way in which the carbide is acted upon, according as it is hard orsoft, in large or small pieces; and, secondly, because carbide, oncewetted, must continue to give off gas until it again dries, or is decom-posed. Now, if the apparatus will not hold this gas, it escapes into
the room, spoils the entertainment, and most of the audience vowthey will never again come where acetylene gas is being used. "Thathorrible stuff ! it is enough to poison anybody," and I for one do notwonder at their saying so. But what we want to do is to preventthe thing happening in future, from whichever cause it may arise.

I do not pretend to have explained everything concerning thelanternist's use of acetylene; in fact, I rather suspect our esteemedEditor would scarcely allow space enough, but I think I have saidenough to set a good many people thinking, and thinking in theright way, for, in my humble opinion, it is far better to find a littleout for ourselves than to be given chapter and verse for it all.
I have no doubt there are many who have discarded this beautiful

illuminant because of one or other of the defects enumerated, some ofwhom would gladly renew their acquaintance if they could only see aremedy and be sure of working it successfully, and without risk ; andthis I unhesitatingly assert can be done if even the few points I havementioned are carefully studied and the suggestions acted upon.

BY ALFRED MEAGER.

The Optical Lantern: Best Results how
Obtainable.

To those of your numerous readersespecially beginners in lantern
workwho are desirousnay, ambitiousto excel in their work, I
thought an enumeration of some very essential and necessary points
might prove of some little practical value and interest ; anyhow, such
is nw sincere hope and desire.

APPARATUS.In the first place may possibly arise the question,
what sort of a lantern, and whether such should be a single, Di-unial,
or triple ? To such a query I unhesitatingly urge the purchase of a
soundly made (mahogany body) divisible bi-unial by a maker of repute,
so that a wide range of work may be covered ; for instance, dissolving
views, together with the majority of so-called " effect " sets of slides,
or ordinary lecture work (diagrams, etc.), by means of the lower
lanterni.e., used as a single. Further, if desired, a cinematograph
or microscope attachment can be most satisfactorily used in place of
the lower body tube and objective; in fact, the various uses are
obvious on a little consideration. Do not trouble about a triple; it
is seldom wholly used, and then chiefly by that rather rara avis the
genuine and high-class dioramic lecturerHorace Banks and J. B.
Malden, to wit.

A lantern should be fairly roomy and carefully iron-lined, with
plenty of air space between body and lining. Diminutive size mostly
means inaccessibility, especially whilst operating, and more time and
trouble to fix up than in the case of a larger instrument, with its
jets, condensers, etc., always in position, whether in or out of its
case.

Tinting slots or doors should be provided. The gradual tinting
effect on statuary and fine photographic sea and cloud pictures (i.e.,
day, sunset, and moonlight) is very beautiful, and infinitely superior
to the somewhat crude and overdone effect as produced by coloured
slips of glass placed in objective slot. Besides, the definition, as given
by the front lens, is not interfered with. Let the uninitiated or
sceptical try, and with a properly graduated tinter prove the truth of
what I assert, but with suitable slides, both as regards character and
subject.

MECHANICAL STAGE RUNNERS AND STOPS.To obtain quick and
certain registration of discs and carriers, or framed slides, etc., the
above in some efficient, though not necessarily complex, form are
requisite. When exhibiting " effect " sets, the slides must all be made
not only to exactly register when in their frames, but the latter further
"trued" one to the other, so as to get exact superimposition. Scrupu-
lous care and patience is needed for all this, but the results will well
repay the enthusiastic and persevering worker.

CONDENSERS.Many contend that a triple form of condenser
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should, or must, be employed; but I do not hesitate to say that
such are unnecessary for ordinary projection work, besides being more
expensive. The ordinary best made English piano-convex, provided
its focal length is suited to the diameter and focal length (back) of
the objective, answers perfectly, but it must be free from air bubbles,
scratchesin fact, any such imperfection.

Its effective diameter should not exceed 4 inches, or possibly4 inches, diameter. It should be kept scrupulously clean, and seethat its component parts are set loosely in their cells. Cover glasses
are only advised when using the arc light as the luminant.

OBJECTIVES, FOCUS OF, ETC.For any public work long-focus lenses
are generally required, and where such focal length (equivalent)approaches or exceeds in inches, the diameter should be increasedto 2% inches or 3 inches. The increase in light on screen is un-
questionable, but what has been written about the condenser's focal
length, etc., must not be overlooked. A long focus lens gives better
definition than a similar quality short one, and enables the lanternto be placed either in a gallery or at rear end of halla great
desideratum, but too seldom studied. The various lenses (objectives),
say, of 7 inches, jo inches, and 12% inches foci, should slide smoothly
(respectively as required) into the rackwork mount, which latter should
be fitted, preferably with flap cover shutters, for flashing on effects
and such like.

JETS.The mixed jet is a sine qua non for high-class worki.e.,
a good one, with a properly constructed chamber; sufficiently large,too. The bore of nipple should not exceed i-i6th inch; larger bores
are more apt to snap, burn more gas, with greater heat, and require
extra large limes, cr with greater pressure (regulator), and eventhen the increase of light is very questionable. What is required isa point of light, so to speak, not a large incandescent surface whichcannot be utilised but partiallyi.e., with an ordinary sized con-
denser, and with the lime at a safe working distance of, say, 2 inchesto 23A inches from same. Jets should be fitted with fine adjustment(screw down) taps, and a "cut off" I consider to be almost indis-
pensable.

LIMES.These should be baked prior to use, evenly turned, andof the best hard quality, so very much depends in every way on their
being durable, evenly turned, and of good actinic properties, especially
when doing work on a large scale (2 o feet to 24 feet picture), and at
a high pressure.

OPAQUE SCREENS.Just a word here as to the superior results
obtained when using above ; quite sufficient to counterbalance theirbeing rather more expensive and unwieldymore apparent than real.For home use and for semi-private entertainments I have found a
10 feet' to 12 feet screen (opaque roller) a positive convenience, and I
hope and believe that ere long most, if not all, halls, etc., will be sofitted.

THE ARC LIGHT (FOR LANTERNS).As this is being employed by
many, and to a rapidly increasing extent, I consider that every good
operator should make himself acquainted with its practical working

and elementary principles, as for work on a large scale the illumina-
tion and definition are superbi.e., if properly managed and good
carbons. Do not attempt to show coarsely painted slides or " effects "
or crudely or over-coloured photographs and views. (Would that
there were none such about, or to be hired; they do an infinity of
harm, really.) The result, in its atrociousnesswell, is a revelation.

Certain technical and other difficulties at present render the arc
light not so satisfactory as the limelight for dioramic work, but for
ordinary projection, and where the maximum of brilliancy, etc., is
required, it is unapproachable. The subject, though, is too large
generally to touch further on in this paper.

In conclusion (I feel loth to pen these two words, as there are
many things one could say in addition to the foregoing, with all its
shortcomings) let me just add that, given any apparatusfrom a
simple kind to the most elaborate and thoughtfully plannedthere
should always be exercised unceasing care and pains, method, cleanli-
ness, perseverance, and an ambition to build up a record for such,
and maintain it.

Don't waste time or money in running after every new fad; gain
proficiency in the working and manipulating of that which you, by
practical use, have found of practical value.

Useful Phonographic Information.

BY A. LOMAX.

THE capacity of the phonograph as an instrument for entertainment
is as considerable as its powers are varied. There is considerable
misconception, however, in respect to the nature of its results, as
also in the way they are attained. This equally applies to the
graphophone. In reference to the latter, it may be as well to state,
seeing that the question is often asked, that for all practical purposes
there is no real difference between the two instruments; indeed, there
could be no graphophone were there no phonograph, because the
former instrument utilises all the vital mechanical and operative
features found in the phonograph. When it is said that the grapho-
phone is the only rival of the phonograph, a truth is uttered ; but such
is exact merely because the graphophone may be regarded in one
sense as practically a phonograph. The graphophone (in its name
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an ingenious inversion of the word "phonograph "), owing to certain
commercial and patent conditions existing in the United States, but
which need not be referred to in this article, is manufactured and
sold by a separate company, and is in no way connected with the
Edison interests there, but Edison wax cylinders are almost exclusively
used upon it. The phonograph, however, is only manufactured by the
Edison Company (at Mr. Edison's works). In respect to the quality
and powers of the two machines, the graphophone is on the whole
slightly louder than the phonograph, owing to the operative principle
of its diaphragm or speaker; but this is obtained at the expense of
quality and naturalness of tone, and is also the cause of a somewhat
uncertain manner in respect to tracking the record or keeping the
sequence of the tones without a break. These weaknesses are not so
pronounced when the horn or trumpet is used as when the listening or
way tubes are employed, because the horn tends to hide imperfection
in sounds. Speaking generally, there can be no question but that the
Edison phonograph is par excellence superior in every respect,
especially in quality and natural result of tone. This is even so in a
still greater degree if a phonograph is used, the motive power of
which is an electro-motor.

In order to clear a further misconception which arises in conse-
quence of many persons being somewhat perplexed with the titles or
names given to different machines, it may be mentioned that the talking
machine known as the gramophone must not be confounded with the
graphophone,

notwithstandinab
the close resemblance in name. The

gramophone is practically only a toy, and though loud sounds can be
given forth by it, they are harsh and unmusical. This is mainly in
consequence of the gramophone reproducing its sounds from hard and
flat plates or discs of vulcanite. A steel needle (which has to be kept
constantly sharpened) is placed in a groove of the disc, which is then
made to revolve; hence the two hard and unyielding substances rub-
bing continually against each other cause much unpleasant foreign
sound, which cannot be avoided or reduced. The gramophone has
no relation whatever with either the phonograph or the graphophone,
and is very, very far behind them in that great desideratum, quality
of result. In further addition, the gramophone will not record sounds,
but will only reproduce sounds.

Sometimes the term " phonograph " is applied to machines that
are not phonographs at all; the purchasing public require to be very
careful. In using the horn, never in listening stand close up to it ;
the results are far better if the hearer places himself at a little distance
from it. Many people also expect too much from the phonograph,
and unreasonably so. In listening, say, to a song, they often complain
because they cannot hear, or rather make out, every word of it,
thoughtlessly expecting that it can do more of a given thing than a
living person himself could do. When people go to a concert they
never raise such a question. Why, therefore, should it be raised in
connection with a machine? Of course imperfection in results arising
from bad or worn-out records is a very different thing, and for which
the machine itself cannot be blamed. However, in reference to the

accuracy of the voice reproductions, it is worth while to mention
that the words of a song are brought out by the phonograph with
more certain clearness than is sometimes the case when rendered even
by the singer in person. In fact, it ought in this connection to be
remembered that it is more the rule than the exception that the words
of songs when rendered by the singer in person cannot in the main
be made out, unless the hearer has some prior knowledge (suggestive
or otherwise) of them. 'This is common experience.

In further reference to the horn, the difficulties attendant by its
use are both peculiar and great. Though much has been overcome,
it will be interesting, by way of rough illustration, for a person to
listen to his own voice in the ordinary way, and then listen to it on
applying a horn to his lips ; the result is instructive. When you
attach a horn to a phonograph you place it to its lips all the same.
This, however, is quite a large subject in itself, and cannot be entered
further into here. The experiments in this branch alone have been
almost numberless.

Can the phonograph be of use to the lecturer or entertainer?
Yes, very much so, providing too much is not expected from it and
it is used with wise discretion. Its powers, however, are not sufficient
for it to take the place of a lecturer or preacher; spoken words are
not rendered by it sufficiently loud and clear for purposes such as the
above. By means of the listening tubes spoken words are quite
loud and distinct enough, but such is not the case with the horn ;
in fact, the horn is in reality more or less foreign to the phonograph
in respect to the capacity of the instrument, and its use forces, as it
were, a condition upon it of which it is not fully capable, or (in its
true scientific position) even intended. This is why records, without

exception, sound so much better when heard through the tubes, and
the results are so much more natural and pleasing. Though these
remarks are true of all classes of sound, they are more specially
correct in respect to spoken sounds. Songs, instrumental solos, and
band or orchestral music sound both loud and brilliant through the
horn, and, if well chosen, will carry all over very large halls, in many
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cases songs being rendered as clear and distinct as by the human
voice itself. This being so when the horn is used, 'tis easy, then, to
realise the increased beauty of the results when heard through the
listening tubes and gallery of a machine in accurate adjustment if
properly operated. Leaving, however, the more exact science of the
question, it is truly astonishing how very excellent phonographic results
are when applied for entertainment purposes, and no more interesting
" turn " could be employed at an entertainment than that supplied by
a phonograph; but for this class of work properly made and highest
quality records should only be used. So good and loud, indeed,
are the above results that 'tis somewhat difficult to believe that scientific
weaknesses of any kind could be applied to it.

Some useful references in relation to the diaphragm (the speaker)
of the phonograph may be of special service to those who desire to
use the machine publicly. In reality the diaphragm is the phono-
graph itself ; all other parts, however vital, being auxiliary, or of only
secondary importance. Diaphragms may be essentially divided into
two kinds only ; one is technically known as the "Standard Speaker,"
and the other is known as the "Automatic Speaker," or reproducer.
The former is illustrated in Fig. i.

,

Fig 2.

The Standard Speaker (also known as the two-point diaphragm)
carries both the recorder or cutter and the reproducer points. By
this means the same speaker can be used for both recording sounds
and reproducing the same, a simple altering of its position bringing
either the one or the other point into operation as may be required.
This is a great convenience, and for certain classes of work indis-
pensable. The Automatic Speaker (reproducer) is a later invention,
and is illustrated in Fig. 2.

In this speaker there is only one point, the reproducer, and is only
intended for reproducing records. Special attention, however, should
be given to the relative values of the two for their respective kinds

of work, for in this is to be found the cause of the difference in their
relative qualities. For public or entertainment use no phonograph
owner ought to be without an Edison automatic reproducer. It repro-
duces the sounds of records louder and better than the Standard
Speaker, and also nearly dispenses with the necessity of what is called
tracking (the keeping of the point in the groove or track of the
record), this being the reason why the term " automatic " has been
applied to it. In the case of the Standard Speaker, the keeping of
the reproducer point in the track is made dependent on the operator,
this being done by means of a thumbscrew known as the adjusting
screw. Therefore, though the Standard Speaker will both record and
reproduce, the advantage thus gained is at the expense, so far as
reproducing is concerned, of loudness and certainty in tracking. The
reason of this is to be found in a consideration of the principles of
construction adopted in the articles above named. On referring to
Fig. i it will be noticed that there is a lever or tongue-like piece of
mechanism placed right across the inner diameter of the speaker, the
same being known technically as the floating weight. This is hinged
at each side in the upper portion, the object being to allow it as
little play or freedom of movement as possible; in fact, almost rigid;
the form of the screw at its other end (known as the "limiting screw ")
being also arranged with the same object in view. In Fig. 2, how-
ever, the floating weight is seen to be mainly circular in shape and
to cover the whole of the inner face of the speaker. More important
still, it will be noticed that the floating weight in Fig. 2 is only hinged
in one place, the centre of its upper portion, and the form of its
limiting screw is also different. The object in this case is to secure,
within given limits, as much flexibility or freedom in movement as
possible. In order to take a record to best advantage, it is imperative
that the floating weight allow but little movement; but for the best
reproduction of records the opposite condition is equally essential;
hence the reason of the difference in the two speakers. It is quite
impossible to make a passable record with an automatic speaker,
assuming, of course, that a cutter was attached to it for such purpose.
On the other hand, a Standard Speaker will reproduce a record very
well, and it is on this account that on this particular form of
speaker it is possible to bring both the points into practical use.
However, the true way for best results is to use both kinds of speaker
one for recording and the other for reproducing only. There are
hundreds of phonograph owners who only possess the Standard
Speaker, a great many of whom are puzzled to know why some owners
can obtain better results than they. One of the leading reasons of
such difference it is hoped the above explanatory references will make
clear. The phonograph, though in reality quite a simple machine to
operate, and to learn the ordinary why and wherefore of, bristles with
extremely interesting scientific problems, and will doubly repay any
amount of time or research given to it. As the phonograph is now
rapidly finding its way into the possession of even thousands of pur-
chasers and scientific amateurs, the above notes will be found useful in
respect to the matters with which they deal.
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On Ascertaining the Candle-Power of a Light.

BY W. H. GOLDING.

THE illuminating power of a lamp or other source of light used in
the lantern is usually stated as being equal to so many candles, but
the expectations founded on such a description are not always realised
in actual practice. The standard candle, burning at the rate of
f o grains per hour, which is employed in such a comparison, has
been described in the pages of the OPTICAL MAGIC LANTERN JOURNAL,
and in numerous treatises on lighting, together with methods for
testing the power of an illuminant; and if the conditions of the test
be carefully observed, the amount of light actually obtained may be
determined with a considerable degree of accuracy by the use of the
photometers usually employed. These conditions, however, are liable
to variation from many causes which may greatly affect the result.

It may be assumed that the candle-power claimed for any source
of light is the utmost which it is capable of yielding under the most
favourable circumstances. The condition of the lamp and its wick,
the quality of the oil, the supply of air, and the management of the
draught, for example, may vary very considerably from time to time,
with a corresponding variation in the light obtained, while in the case
of oxy-hydrogen burners the quality of the lime, the comparative purity
of the gases used, and the pressure and temperature at which they
are supplied to the burner, will very materially influence the result.
The condition of the atmosphere, again, may prove a factor of no
small importance, especially in the case of oil lamps, while some
illuminants have been shown by the experiments of Tyndall and
others to be capable of penetrating hazy or only partially transparent
air far more readily than others of equal or even greater original
brilliancy.

It must always be kept in mind that the requirements of the
optical lantern differ widely from those involved when a room or
some large space is to be lighted. In the latter case the whole of the
light rays given off may be made available, since every one of them
will probably fall upon some part of the space or of the objects to
be illuminated or rendered visible, and the larger the surface from
which the light proceeds, the less liable are any of the surrounding
objects to be thrown into deep shadow, since each will receive light
from some of the infinite number of brilliant points of which any
luminous surface may be considered to be made up. But in the
optical lantern the question is not how much light is produced, but
how much of it can be caused to enter the condensers and pass
through the lenses employed, and since every luminous point in the
radiant is sending rays in every direction, it is obvious that com-
paratively few of these can come within the range of the condensers,
and that unless the illuminating surface be very small, the greater part
of its light will fall outside the optical system, and be useless, or
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possibly worse than useless, for the purpose in view, since any rays
which may enter the room otherwise than through the lenses will only
serve to confuse the image upon the screen. The advantage gained
by the employment of the oxy-hydrogen burner, in which the gases
are mixed before issuing from the jet; and falling upon the lime, and
of the electric arc, lies largely in the fact that the light from these
sources is not only extremely brilliant, but that it proceeds from a
spot so small that a very large proportion of the rays can be made
use of. On the other hand, the flame from a lamp or gas burner
is frequently of considerable size, presenting several square inches
of luminous surface, while the mantle employed with the Welsbach
and " Sunlight" incandescent burners has also a very large area. If
these lighted surfaces were examined through a small diaphragm or
an opening in an opaque screen sufficiently large to admit the rays
which can reach the condensers and exclude the remainder, their
relative brilliancy for the purpose in view might be estimated better
than by the means usually adopted, where the excess of non-available
light can with difficulty be distinguished from the small portion which
can alone be utilised. Such a comparison would probably show that
some of the illuminants which are found most effective for ordinary
purposes possess very few advantages from the lanternises point of
view.

The human eye, again, is not always able to judge with accuracy
either the relative depth of shadows or the relative brilliancy of
luminous objects ; hence the personal equation of the observer must
be taken into consideration if any very exact result is to be attained.

Ritchie's photometer, for example, which was described in the
Journal for 1891, depends upon the precise similarity of the observer's
eyes in the power of appreciating lighta state of things which is not
found to exist in every case. In this instrument the illumination of a
semi-transparent screen by a light of standard power is viewed with one
eye, and that of a similar screen by the light to be tested with the
other eye, by the aid of a pair of small mirrors. In the case of the
present writer, and probably of many persons, the eyes differ so far
that the same illuminated surface appears distinctly whiter and more
brilliantly lighted to the left than to the right eye, or vice versa. It
is obvious that such a peculiarity of vision would render it impossible
to compare accurately the relative brightness of the light from two
sources viewed under such conditions.

The ordinary grease spot photometer would not be open to error
from such a cause, depending as it does upon the fact that when
rays of light fall on a transparent or partially transparent body, they
become divided, part being reflected from the surface upon which
they fall, and part transmitted or allowed to pass through it, after
suffering more or less refraction, or change of direction, due to the
character of the transparent medium. A portionfrequently a very
large oneof the light rays will neither be reflected nor transmitted,
but absorbedthat is, expended in slightly heating or otherwise dis-
turbing the imperfectly transparent medium itself ; but this, being
practically lost for illuminating purposes, may be left out of considera-



tion. If a sheet of white paper be used as a screen and a small
spot of oil or grease be allowed to fall upon it the transparency of
the spot is increased by the greasy substance filling the pores of the
paper, and more light is observed to pass through that part, while
less is reflected, so that the spot appears brighter when viewed from
behind and darker from the front than the rest of the paper screen.
If the standard candle or other source of light be placed in front, and
the radiant to be compared with it behind, and so adjusted that the
loss of light from the one is exactly balanced by that gained from
the other, and the grease spot is no longer seen, the two illuminants
may be compared as usual by squaring their respective distances from
the paper screen, the more distant being the more powerful in pro-
portion to the square of its distance.

But it must always be kept in mind that the problem to be
solved involves many considerations, and that while a certain mode
of illumination may be expected to produce a certain result, under
proper conditions, only experience can determine the precise capa-
bilities of any particular lamp or jet, or the circumstances most
favourable for its use to the best advantage. Two instruments made
as nearly alike as possible, and to all appearance as nearly identical
as skilled workmanship can make them, will frequently be found to
differ in some way not easily accounted for, both in the results they
produce and the conditions most suitable for their employment.
Hence, while general principles and methods carefully applied may
enable us to judge with tolerable accuracy what we may expect from
our instruments and their fitness for our purpose, only practical ex-
perience in their use can ensure uniformity of results and bring out
their capabilities to the best advantage.

A Magic Lantern Trip through the Gold Fields
of New Zealand.

BY W. H. MATHIESON.

As a change from the very able technical articles that appear in the
MAGIC LANTERN ANNUAL, I take the liberty this year to send a few
notes of a lantern trip I made through the gold fields of Otago, New
Zealand.

Getting run down with the dreary monotony of a large business, I
made up my mind to have a complete change, and kill two birds
with one stonesee some of my business customers and pay my
expenses at the same time. I had a lantern trip up in this lovely
district some two years previously, when I was everywhere greeted
with good houses ; but what was even more gratifying to a lecturer,

* Mr. Matheson, we may observe, is in a large way of business as a builder
of carriages of all kinds, and has extensive works at Invercargill, N.Z.EDITOR.
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I received the warm approbation of the audiences and the hearty
wish of hundreds to repeat at some future time my visit.

In my last trip I had the services of a first-rate operator and the
best oil light then known, but I was so disappointed with the light
on the screen that I made up my mind if ever I went up that way
again I would take the limelight. I had some thoughts of using
acetylene, but after experimenting with it, and being guided in a
great measure by the very able articles by Mr. J. Hay Taylor and
others appearing in the MAGIC LANTERN JOURNAL of previous experi-
ments of professionals, I gave up the idea, and purchased a Lawson
saturator and bag, and after two or three private trials I felt that I
had mastered the working, and found no trouble afterwards.

The gold fields of Otago are situated in the very heart of the
South Island, and so far the iron horse has not reached that interesting
locality, and I would have to drive from town to town, carrying a
complete outfit and a month's supply of everything required. I had
no advance agent, and had to make all arrangements by letterhire
halls, send locals and advertisements, and the hundred and one things
necessary if one wishes to make a trip a success.

As I would have to drive from town to town, I built a specially
strong dogcart, with roomy body, to carry all my plant, and I found
out before I had done that the limelight plant added considerably to
the weight. Well, the eventful day arrived, and we got away in a
heavy shower of rain, which unfortunately kept on all day, so that
night we could not show, as the people lived some distance from the
hall, and we therefore were not sorry, as the anxiety to get everything
right for over a month's trip was no light matter.

As we got further from civilisation, so to speak, the more successful
we were and the better the people attended. One of my objects was to
make my lecture popular in a double sense, as I knew that if I did
not please the people I would not take any orders for carriages.*
Just here I would state that as there were no daily newspapers, all
the news of my visits must come through the school children ; so as
an incentive to get the children to take an interest in the lecture, I
offered prizes for the best recitation from boy or girl, and in many of
my entertainments we spent a very pleasant half-hour at the commence-
ment of the lecture hearing the children recite. One might naturally
ask, "How did you judge the various candidates ?" Very simply.
I got the audience to vote for the boy or girl that they thought was
the best, and I receded gracefully out of a very awkward position.

The title of my lecture was "Round the. World, and What I Saw
There." But I felt that while the show was good enough in itself, it
would take far better if I could introduce some novelty that would
be a draw; so I got a small generator made, painted it beautifully,
gave a short description of the acetylene gas, and showed it burning
on the stage. This proved a very great novelty, and took immensely.
Thousands therefore saw this new illuminant for the first time through
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my lecture. I was just in time to get through, as I found out
afterwards that an old man who had travelled round the remote
districts with a small magic lantern with an oil light had made
enough money to send home for the very latest Edison's kinemato-
graph, and got it out, at a cost of nearly .400. No ordinary
lecturer could compete against this novelty.

But to resume. I arrived in the Lake district up to time and in
good spirits, as the weather was settled. How can I describe this
lovely locality? I have conversed with globe-trotters, men who have
travelled and done the sights of the world, and they have admitted
that there was nothing superior in the wide world of their kind.
Mark Twainwho no doubt will be admitted as an authoritytold
me, in a pleasant conversation I had with him, that in our hot and
cold lakes, our West Coast sounds, we had the richest gold mine that
was ever discovered. Gold mines at best last but a few years, but our
magnificent mountains, our lovely lakes, and our medicinal hot springs
are eternal, and when better known will draw the leisured class to our
shores.

As this was the first town of any size that had a newspaper I
allowed myself an extra day there to make all arrangements, so that
there would be no possibility of a hitch. The next morning I was
up at sunrise. There was not a ripple on the lake. I walked to the
end of the pier and gazed down into its clear, cool depths. There
is nothing I can compare it to, unless it is the Mediterranean, so
intensely blue is the water. As the sun just tipped the top of the
mountains the morning gun was fired. The sharp report had scarcely
died away when from the deep gorges on the right the echo came
back sharply. This was succeeded in turn by a more distant echo
from the opposite side of the lake (3 miles away). This was repeated
and repeated again and again, gradually getting fainter, leaving an
impression that no language I can use would for one moment convey
to the reader. But the stern realities of life quickly drove this from
my mind. I had been told that this was the most critical audience I
would meet on the gold fields, and that if I succeeded in pleasing
them the news of the success, or failure, would go before me, and
make or mar my trip. Of this I was specially warned, so I was
determined to leave nothing to chance. The town had been billed ;
the local paper had given intimation that the show would be on such
a date. I got the local band to play a few selections before the
entertainment, and at the appointed time I had the pleasure of seeing
the large hall filled to the doors with a well-dressed and well-behaved
audience. I commenced by some remarks about the beauties of the
old land that was so soon to be shown to them. I gave them the
impression that morning gun had on me. From scenery I naturally
glided to beautiful women. (This town is noted for the clear com-
plexions of its young ladies.) This fetched them, and I got a round
of applause ; but almost before it had subsided the lights were out,
and they were looking for the first time at the new acetylene gas. I
need hardly say this created quite a sensation, and before they had
time to weary I was right into my lecture. They were quick to take up

my points, and I carried the large audience with me to the end, and
got a highly eulogistic vote of thanks, moved by the rector of the
high school. The local paper said my lecture was one of the most
instructive and interesting lantern lectures ever given in the town.

The next township the mayor took the chair, the band assisted
me, and I had a splendid audience. The next night being Sunday, I
stayed there and gave a sacred concert, and had the hall full to
the door. My object was chiefly to keep the young men from the
street corners, and I succeeded, and worked in some good advice that
I could not do in an ordinary week-day entertainment.

The following morning we were up early, as we knew that we had
a stiff climb of one hill of 7 miles to the top, far away above the
snow line. The view amply repaid one. As far to the right as the
eye could reach were mountains towering above mountains, their
summits clad with snow. In some of the recesses of these magnificent
mountains could be seen that peculiar blue of the glaciers, the whole
lit up and glorified by the morning sun, while to our left, looking
down the pass we had to go, could be seen, fully 30 miles away
(but in that atmosphere it did not look o) was Lake Wanaka, noted
as being very lovely. Some call it the Diamond Lake. The intense
blue of its waters (it has never been bottomed ; sounding lines 3 miles
long have been dropped into its cool depths without finding bottom)
showing by contrast the frowning precipices thousands of feet high
that dropped sheer into the lake. The air on the top was most
exhilarating.

At the show one evening in a small gold mining township called
Cardrona I noticed in coming into the hall that the schoolboys were
conspicuous by their absence. After commenting on the fact that
the school children invariably attend well wherever I had been,
at this moment a tremendous noise was heard at the end of the hall,
as of someone falling down. There was at the end a lean-to building.
This commanded through a window a good view of the screen. The
boys got up there, together with about half a dozen men, and to
prevent them making a noise on the iron roof they had all taken
off their boots and ranged them in a row. When this noise occurred
I made some humorous remark and went on with my lecture; but
some inquisitive wag standing near the door slipped out and went
round to see what was the matter, and found about 20 boys and half
a dozen men. Someone had lost his hold and had slid down ; hence
the noise. This wag, moved by a spirit of mischief, got a bucket of
water and filled the boots. I heard of this from my operator the
next morning, and I laughed heartily at the ridiculous figures these
boys cut; and this incident made a splendid introduction to my
lecture next evening.

When I arrived at the town at the foot of the lake named Pem-
broke I found out that the head schoolmaster had kindly made all
arrangements. The school children had spread the news far and
wide; the principal merchant was to take the chair, and I had
practically nothing to do until the evening, when I had a splendid
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audience, crowded to the door. At the termination of the entertain-
ment the audience rose and gave me three hearty cheers.

The next morning we had to be up very early, as I had to drive
45 miles to the next place, a digging township called Bannockburn.
I noticed that the country altered here very much, and got quite arid
and barren. New Zealand, I might mention, has running parallel
round her coast line two ranges of mountains. These are well watered
by the rainstorms that with unfailing regularity come from the ocean.
The heavy clouds dash their life-giving moisture on the first range
and often reach the second, but rarely get over ; so that the country
on the other side is practically tropical, and is very much hotter than
the country near the coast. In this country you can grow grapes,
peaches, apricots, and all the finer fruits in the open air. It was
my privilege to make the trip in the spring, and I had lovely weather
every daya very great help in drawing an audience. But I must
close this lengthy account by saying that wherever I went I found
the people most appreciative and quick to applaud any really good
slides ; and I now repeat what I said before in a previous article,
that if any professional wants to come to our colony, good matter, high-
class slides, good manipulation will still draw the crowds ; while the
to, magic lantern should be confined to the nursery, its legitimate
sphere, which it should never have left.

A Slide Carrier.

BY THE REV. T. DALLISON, B.A.

AT the present day, when the air is thick with novelties and the old-.
fashioned operator runs a risk of being left hopelessly behind amid
the developments which the return of every lantern season witnesses,
it may seem that an apology is needed for offering to the readers of
our ANNUAL any remarks upon so familiar an article as a slide carrier.
But though, like every other piece of apparatus belonging to the
lantern, the carrier already exists in multifarious forms, each one, of
course, better than all the rest, it may still be possible to suggest
some simple modification which may add to its usefulness, or adapt it
more nearly to the requirements of the average amateur, who is
content to plod on in the old paths, and who, after all, represents a
sufficiently numerous and important section of lantern users to deserve
a consideration of his special wants. It may fairly be questioned
whether all the excitement about what we may call " cinemato-
graphy " in its various forms will ever do away to any great extent
with the older use of the lantern. Our old friend the slide is not
going to be superseded by hig more brilliant relation the film, notwith-
standing the "flare up" by which the latter now and then signalises
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himself. Principles must still remain the same, and old methods
must still be made use of. And a place may therefore be claimed
for any suggestion by which those old methods may be rendered more
efficient or more convenient in working.

Everything new that is introduced is supposed to supply "a felt
want." In the case of the carrier, it is probable that something of
that want has been felt by every operator. Until recently, as is well
known, a large proportion of slides, especially those that were loaned,
were sent out in wooden frames, which added seriously to the burden
and cost of carriage, and to the difficulty of putting in and removing
from the lantern. This practice is now happily much less usual than
formerly. Still, it is not possible always to dispense with the use
of frames, as, for example, when anything in the nature of " effects " is
attempted ; and if, as not infrequently happens, the operator has to
change, perhaps several times in the course of an exhibition, from
framed to unframed slides, or vice versa, this involves the taking out
and replacing the slide carrier as often as the change is required.
By the carrier now to be described this difficulty is obviated, and it
is claimed (credite experto) that by its means slides, whether framed
or unframed, may be inserted and withdrawn without the slightest
difficulty or loss of time.

61

The outer case, represented in Fig. 1, is of the usual type. It
consists of two uprights of wood A and A', screwed (or dovetailed,
if preferred) at each end into a cross-piece a and B1 Along the
other edge of each cross-piece is screwed a strip of brass c and
ci thus forming at the top and bottom a groove in which the move-
able part of the carrier runs. This outer frame is permanently fixed
in the lantern front by a screw passing through the plate D, or by
any other means which the construction of the lantern admits.

The inner part, or carrier proper, is shown in Fig. 2. It is formed
of three uprights E, E1 and E2 connected by the base G and the
top rail F. This top rail is let into the back of the uprights, and
the whole should be of such a thickness and height as to run
steadily but freely in the outer case, Fig. 1. The uprights E, etc., are
not grooved, as in most carriers, but formed with a rebate, about

inch wide, and of the same thickness as the top rail F. In front
of each rebate is a spring, s, made of tempered brass, let into the
wood and secured by a screw, the head of which must be counter-
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sunk and flush with the surface. Also there must be space enough
between the top of the spring and the rebate to admit the thickest
slide that is likely to be used. The slide is placed between the two
uprights, against the top rail, and slipped down, the springs being
bent far enough inward to keep the slide, whatever its thickness,
firmly against the rebate.

In all other carriers the moveable inner frame is fixed in the
outer by a stop at each end, and cannot be removed except by taking
the affair to pieces. In this carrier the stops are formed by two strips
of brass K and r, of the same width as, or at least not wider than,
the thickness of the inner frame. That on the left of the figure (the
operator's right, as he stands at the lantern) is fixed to the frame by
two screws, and one end comes below the bottom of the frame.
That on the right of the figure moves round upon the screw Kt which
divides the strip into two unequal arms. The longer arm serves as
a stop. But the shorter arm, when down, should not project below
the base of the frame. A part of the upright is cut away, as shown
at H, so as to allow the screw m r to enter when turned up, in order

that no part should project beyond the thickness of the frame. The
screw Kr should be tight enough to prevent the longer arm from
falling down of itself. The purpose of this arrangement is obvious.
W hen the screw Air, is turned up, the inner frame can be drawn entirely
out of the outer, and the latter, remaining fixed in the lantern, is free
for the insertion of the framed slides. These can be kept in place by
two brass springs (not shown in the figure) let into the inner side of
each upright A and A 1, just above the lower cross-piece B As,
however, the frames vary so much in size, they should always, if
possible, be adjusted before being used, and then the springs above
mentioned are not required. This adjustment is absolutely necessary
in the case of "effects," otherwise it is hopeless to expect anything like
perfect registration.

In using carriers of any kind in a bi-unial or tri-unial, it will
occasionally happen that the discs fail to coincide laterally on the
screen. No doubt every good lantern is sent out perfect in this, as
well as in other respects. But, however excellent the material and
workmanship, the result of wear and tear, of shrinkage or warping
through heat or other causes, will sometimes be this want of lateral
coincidence. With a carrier only kept in place by a spring the defect
is remedied at once by moving the carrier; but the outer frame
of my carrier being fixed, some other means are required for the pur-

pose. This is effected by the headed screws m and M1 working in the
ends of the brass strips or stops. The points of the screws (which
should be cut square) play alternately on the ends of Bt as the
inner frames move from side to side; and by turning these screws
as required the discs can be readily made to coincide. The ring I
screwed into the upright E serves as a handle.

It has not been necessary to give dimensions. The spaces between
the uprights, E, Et and E. must be sufficient for the slides to pass
down easily, and the other parts of the carrier must be made in pro-
portion. It should, perhaps, be added that though the figures have
intentionally been exaggerated somewhat in the direction of massive-
ness, in order to show the construction more clearly, yet in reality
the carrier can be made as light as it is possible for one to be.

e
A Gas Purifier.

BY AN OLD GAS MAKER.

FOLLOWING the description in last ANNUAL (page 85) of an improved
cheap and efficient oxygen retort made from a gluepot, you have here-
with photograph of a purifier for gas with similar advantages. The
jar is a large-sized sweetie bottle, with a cork bung 1% inches thick
to fit. Two 3/ inch brass tubes, one long enough to reach within

inch of bottom and project 2 inches over cork, the other only to
go through. With a file make a couple of rings round ends of tubes

to hold tieings of rubber tubing. Give cork a good coat of putty all
over, extra thick round tubes; smooth the putty on under side to form
a depression into end of short tube, and so facilitate washing and
emptying bottle. When the putty is dry the tubes will be perfectly
rigid. Get a bit of 3 inch or inch board, say 3 inches more in
diameter than bottle; turn a hollow out for it to sit in. On under
side turn out a ring 'A inch wider than bottle, and at equal distances
bore through eight holes for the whipcord netting. At a cost of
about a shilling I made mine 20 years ago, and although often used
since, it seems as fit for use as ever.
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Progress of Acetylene.

BY VINCENT HYDER.

ACETYLENE gas has for the last three years been struggling for a
commercially useful existence, and at last has proved itself a power,
which, in spite of the severe handicapping it has had to contend with,
has forced itself on the public notice as a new subject for scientific men
to lecture on, and a new agent for our service as an illuminating and
motive power. As I know my experience is similar to that of others
who are now enthusiasts on the subject, it may be useful to some who
know but little of this so-called new gas. I will relate my story for
their benefit.

I had been for some time trying to make an outfit that should be
powerful enough to give a decent exhibition, and at the same time
compact and portable, for work in country schools, etc., but had not
succeeded to my own satisfaction, when I heard of acetylene gas,
and I must say I could not believe it was as good as represented.
However, I thought, a wise man tries and proves all things before
he condemns anything; I will try what I can do with it. So after
a little difficulty I procured x lb. calcium carbide. I then bored two
pinholes in the lid of an old tin, and put a very small piece of
carbide and a little water in the tin, and lit up. I had two long
flames and a lot of smoke. The lid of the tin blew off and the tin
was full of flame for about a minute. Of course the quantity was
small, but it proved the power was there. The next thing was to
control it, and make it useful.

I then tried to get some literature on the subject, with little
success ; so to carry on my experiments as cheaply as possible 1
procured two iron drums that had been used for putty, and fixed a
hook and tap in the bottom of the smallest, hung a canvas bag of
carbide on the hook, and turned this drum upside down in the
other, which was full of water. This, with a No. I burner, gave a
fair light and a lot of smoke, but would not do for the lantern.

Just then Mr. Thorn's generator was described in the MAGIC
LANTERN JOURNAL, and I found I was working on somewhat the same
lines as he was; so at it I went again, with the result that, after many
trials and some failures, I have produced an outfit which has answered
all purposes beyond my wildest expectation.

I certainly had one adventure which might have had serious results,
and which a moment's thought would have prevented. I had made
a new generator, and wished to try it before going to an exhibition ;
so put in a small charge of carbide, when I heard the gas rushing out
from somewhere, and foolishly tried it with a light. Result : a rush of
flame, dense smoke, loss of .//. lb. carbide and lid of my generator,
which I had to remake. I did not try that experiment again. I have
now been making experiments with acetylene gas for three and a half
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years, and have come to the conclusion that it is perfectly safe in
the hands of all who use it with ordinary care, and do not play tricks
which they would not do with any other gas. The Government has
been wise in placing the restrictions they have on the storage of carbide
and making acetylene gas, and though these orders in Council
might advantageously be modified, there are always people to be found
who must be protected against themselves. At the same time, it is

an anomaly that anyone may buy or sell an oxygen cylinder and satu-
rator and use the same without the least knowledge of the nature of
the things they are using.

Acetylene, although commercially a new gas, has been known to
chemists for many years, and could be produced in a variety of ways,
but too expensive for common use; but since Mr. Willson discovered
the way to make the carbine from coke and lime, it is within the reach
of all, and, if the latest account is true, will soon be less than half
the price of coal gas, Mr. Pietet having discovered that by making
his raw material hot before placing in the electric furnace, thereby
saying the greater part of the cost of electricity, he can produce
calcium carbide at 8s. per ton.

Acetylene is slightly heavier than coal gas, on account of the large
amount of pure carbon it contains; but care must be taken in running
it through old pipes, as it will find out a small leak, which would be
passed over by coal gas. But the smell is so pungent it is very easily
discovered, and thick soap-suds being rubbed over the pipes will
exactly locate the escape without using a match. It is not, as is
generally supposed, more explosive than coal gas, as i volume atmos-
pheric air to i volume coal gas will explode, while there must be
4 volumes acetylene to i volume atmospheric air to give an explosion,
the great danger being in the storage of carbide, which must be kept
perfectly dry, and the compression of the gas, which has been the
cause of explosion in other countries, but is illegal in England, so
that there has never been a serious accident in this country. It is, in
my opinion, unnecessary to compress acetylene, as it is more compact
and portable in the form of carbide, which will give off the gas in
a second. I may here mention that some of our American cousins
have discovered a waterproof varnish for carbide, so that water has no
effect on it till it is broken.

The Germans have also found out the use of carbide in deoxidising
and carbonising steel, making an even stronger quality of steel than
previously known.

For use in the gas engine i volume acetylene and io volumes of
atmospheric air gives an explosion that develops i horse-power per
hour at the cost of 6-i oths of a penny.

I must close this now, as I have already taken up too much space,
though there are many chemical experiments which are very interest-
ing. I will only say that there is no other illuminant for the lantern
so compact and portable, and at the same time so powerful and effec-
tive, as acetylene gas.
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Experience.

BY W. J. COLES, A.M.I.C.E.

IT is written "a little knowledge is a dangerous thing," or, in other
words, woe to the rash novice who lightly takes the responsibility of a
public lantern exhibition. Things may go well with him, but that will
be due more to luck than judgment. On the other hand, it is well
known that on any special occasion things show a perverseness worthy
of human beings. What then, is the aspiring novice to do ? A
public exhibition is his ambition. Is he to look upon this, his heart's
desire, as being as unobtainable as the moon?

There is yet another saying, and it is that "practice makes perfect,"
and not only so, but the experience thus gained prepares one to deal
with the unexpected which so often occurs, especially in things per-
taining to the lantern. Therefore let him who aspires to become a
lanternist in the fullest sense of the term not neglect to practice in
detail at home, and also by undertaking semi-private exhibitions, par-
ticularly where he will meet with a variety (not always pleasing) of
lecturers, and profit by the experience thus obtained, for it is not
enough to pin one's faith to the experience of others, and trust to
their directions without verifying them for oneself; they should
be used as hints to base practice upon, for to know how a thing
should be done is very different to being able to do it.

Therefore read directions carefully, and then try to put them into
practice, for although we learn by mistakes, the mistakes should not
be made during a public exhibition; there are quite enough eventuali-
ties without. The following are a few points often neglected by
beginners when using limelight :

How many pictures are marred by a black patch. If it be at the
top, perhaps in a seascape, it may pass for a heavy cloud, but it
does not suit all pictures; in fact, it may spoil the whole exhibition.
This is the result of not having the light central with the lenses,
and as it is risky to attempt adjustment while exhibiting, unless the
jets are specially fitted for this purpose, care should therefore be
taken to centre the light before the audience are admitted.

A good plan for centering is to push the light well forward until
it produces a dark patch on the screen. If this takes the form of a
circle of equal density all round, the light is central; but if it is
darker in one part than another, the light must be moved in an
opposite direction to the darkest part, and when a circle of equal
density is obtained, draw the light away from the lens until all the
darkness has just disappeared; then the light is in its best position
in every respect. Do not have the light too full on while doing
this, as, it being so close to the condenser, the heat may cause it
to crack.

When using bi-unial or tri-unial lanterns the fronts have to be
adjusted to make the discs coincide; the lights should be centered
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after this is done. Focusing also should be seen to before the audi-
ence are admitted. The best and easiest method of doing this is by
means of gauze mounted between two glasses similar to a slide.
With this it is possible to focus without having the room much

darkened. Any further focusing that the different slides may need
should be done very gently while looking at the principal feature on
the screena face or an eye, for instanceand making it as sharp as
possible. But, perhaps, to obtain perfect definition in one part is to
spoil it in another. In this case the best general definition should
be obtained.

Another point to observe is, that when the lime is pitted the sharp-
ness of the picture will be destroyed; that is, it Will appear to be
out of focus. To remedy this it is only necessary to turn the lime.
In single lanterns this should be done every few minutes, but very
gently, or the picture will be darkened for a time, which may give the
audience the impression that the light is going out. When using more
than one lantern the lime should be turned after each picture.

Make the final adjustment of the hydrogen while looking at the
screen. A very little more or less of this gas makes a great difference
to the amount of light given.

But, in addition to the ordinary adjusting, one has to be prepared
to deal with the unexpected, which is often one's own fault. Perhaps
the connection or regulator for the gas cylinder has been forgotten,
and there is no time to return for it. A makeshift can be made with
a good cork just the size to screw tightly into the valve, which is
bored out with the small blade of a pocket-knife to take a piece of
tube taken from a gas bracket, or, failing anything suitable, get a
straight piece of firewood, cut it about 2 or 3 inches long, and shape
it round to the size that will just push into the india-rubber tube ;
then split it down the middle, but do not smooth the faces thus made,
and with the small blade of a knife cut a V groove down the centre
of each half, about 78 inch wide; then place the two halves
together, and bind them round with stamp plaster the whole length.
This forms a tube with a square hole; one end is thrust into the
cork, and the india-rubber tube is pushed over the other end until
it touches the cork. The india-rubber tube is then bound on
with a piece of string. Turn the gas on very gently, having opened
the tap of the jet previously. Any little leak may be stopped with
soap.

Sometimes it is the carrier that has been left behind. To make
a temporary one, obtain a piece of cardboard, an old book cover, a
piece of thin wood, or even thick paper ; cut a piece just wide enough
to go into the stage, and about 7 inches long; then cut out the centre
to the same shape and size of a slide mask. Next a piece of firewood
about inch thick, wide enough when resting on the bottom of the
stage to raise the slide central with the condenser. Now place the
cardboard screen in the stage next to the condenser, and the piece of
wood against it at the bottom, with a piece of the same thickness at
the top to keep the spring-plate in position. The slide may be
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pushed along in between the spring-plate and the card screen with
a pencil or anything else suitable.

Sometimes while the show is going on a leak is discovered in the
india-rubber tube. A piece of stamp plaster will remedy this without
having to stop the lantern. If the tube has to be cut, and nothing to
connect it together with is at hand, a connector may be made from
firewood, as above described, and if for coal gas for blow-through
jets, take care that the hole is large enough.

One more hint in closing. Do not accept the oft proffered help
of any who have had no experience in lantern work, except, perhaps,
for getting up the screen, and then do not leave it to them entirely,
or you may regret it.

Known but Seldom Practised.

BY A. L. HENDERsON.

OFTEN wonder why we see so many lantern slides with white, cut-out-
looking skies, when it is so easy to print in directly or indirectly clouds
or atmospheric effects. I am not aware of a more valuable aicl than
Farmer's fern-cyanide reducer.

In many landscape negatives details in the skies are present, but
not printable on account of density, which can be reduced locally,
thereby rendering visible clouds and atmosphere, to say nothing
about the removal of halation from the foliage. When no clouds are
present and the sky is not too intense, I superimpose a cloud
negative, selecting one of suitable size and form, and reproduce it
by one operation in a slide. Some years ago I had some
cloud negatives specially prepared for me by the Brighton Photo-
graphic Company. They were made in carbon and vignetted, so that
there was only about one-third of the plate contained clouds. This
allows a fair margin for adjustment. It will be seen that the remain-
ing two-thirds is clear glass, and does not in any way interfere with
the negative. Cloud negatives prepared in this way are far preferable
to those usually employed for printing on paper. They are so

transparent and easily adjusted on the print. I am not aware whether
what I am about to describe are in the market, but, if not, I would
suggest that they should beviz., cloud transparencies on thin glass
for facing up lantern slides. They might be printed on glass a little
larger than 3% inches, so that it would allow something for adjust-
ment.

I understand tinted glass is now employed in facing up slides,
and for some subjects is a great improvement. Aniline dyes might be
employed on the finished slide and stained according to taste.
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Another Lantern Stand..

By G. W. Smimt.

MOST amateur lanternists know what a bother it is to find something
to stand the lantern upon when exhibiting away from home. In most
village halls or school-rooms one can often get the schoolmaster to
lend his desk, and if it happens to be a modern one you can, by

fixing up the writing flap to the required tilt, often manage very well,
and not take up too much room. Several of the new pattern desks
have, however, little folding shelves or flaps, which come in just right

for the slides, etc. ; but too often there is only a poor old ricketty

table, with wonderful free-jointed legs, which have a tendency to give
quite a living effect to some of the pictures on the screen if the
operator is not very careful.

Now, I do not think anything is more annoying to an audience
than a shaky picture--one which trembles every time the lantern is
touched. Having been in just such a bother once, I had to scheme
something to get out of the difficulty, and the only thing I could have
was an old ricketty table about 8 feet by 5 feet, which would have
upset half the arrangements of the room. So I built up the chair
arrangement of which I have taken a photograph, an illustration from
which I thought might be of use to some brother lanternist when in
a similar difficulty. Of course a professional is generally prepared
with a proper portable stand, though I have seen some of them use
some queer rig-ups. The only things I had to obtain were two slips

of wood about 4 feet long, 21/, inches wide, by 1/a inch thick. Now,

I always carry a dozen or so of the steel screw eyes, and, having
picked out three chairs, all capable of standing level and firm on their
feet, I arranged one of the slips of wood so that a screw eye could
be placed through it and into the back leg of each chair, and on the
other side of the chairs reversed the brace or slip, so as to form a
diagonal cross. Then I had to screw down with a couple of screw
eyes the top of my box which carries the odds and ends ; but this, I
think, would have been better to have been a piece of plain deal,
long enough to go over the three chairs, about 12 inches wide and
5A inch thick, which I have since often used, and I think it will be
found to form a very firm, steady stand, which does not take up much

room.
On the top board of the stand I placed my odd box, and on that

my lantern case, with lantern screwed clown with screw which goes into

a brass bush let into top of box. The lantern will thus be well up
over the heads of your audience. To me it is no trouble to work it,

as I stand a little over 6 feet, but a short person would require to stand

upon a box.
It will be seen that the cylinder (a 40 feet) is in a box or case,

and strapped up to the back chair. It will also be noticed the cylinder

stands out a little above the top of the case. This is done by taking
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it out and placing a little square box in the bottom of case, or passinga rod through two holes bored, and then when cylinder is returned itstands up a few inches above the case, which allows the valve andconnector to be accessible. The valve I use is one of the fine-threaded
Manchester pattern, and works without the least trouble with a singleblow-through jet, the thread of screw being so fine that you can startoff with a full cylinder without any intermediate regulator. You willnotice the lantern itself is not tilted except by the box on which itstands. See that you have got a ledge at the end of the box on which

it is tilted, so that it should not have the chance of striking off whenblocked up. I don't care about a tripod stand for the lantern, as ita leg should get a kick in the semi-darkness, over may go the show.Any of our lantern friends who use the camera will find their tripodstand come in very useful, if it is a fairly strong one, for the reading-desk.
I find one of the little brass benzoline vapour lamps, sold underthe name of the Moonlight Lamp, a capital thing for the reading-desk. One is to be seen in the home-made desk shown in print, whichI fix on the top of my tripod just the same as a camera. It is fittedwith a piece of red glass just in front of the lamp, and covered witha piece of zinc balanced to always fall and cover the glass, the slipof zinc running through side of box can be lifted from the outsideto show a red light as a signal for changing.

I think, however, it is much the best to get the lecturer to use asecret signal for changing. I have often worked from his running his,

hand up the pointer, just above or level with his head, with the thumb

standing straight up the stick. The audience are thus quite ignorant

of any signal being given. Surely something can be arranged better

than the bang, bang, bang! on the stage floor, which is often the

signal for a change, or the "Next slide, please" signal.
I gave a sketch and description for hanging the screen in the 1896

ANNUAL (page o5), so as to get a good tight screen, perfectly free

from creases or wrinkles ; but last year I gave my screen a couple of

coats of distemper and mounted it on to the bottom roller by cutting

the roller in halves down the centre and screwing it together again
with the edge of the sheet in between the two halves, and I shall never

go back to a plain sheet, if I can use one that has been filled up in

the face with distemper. The great gain of light is well worth all the

trouble. The great thing, however, against it is the length of the
poles, if you go far from home.

I spoke of the odds and ends box. I think it is well worth the
extra trouble to fit up one with a few trays, to lift out, or with
divisions, and to carry in it a couple of dozen assorted screw eyes (a

sheet-anchor in more senses than one to the lanternist), wire nails,

screws, and wire tacks, a few extra lengths of tubing, and two or three

pieces of compo pipe about 4 inches long to join them up with, a few
square blocks for tilting the box ; also a couple of files, pair of plyers,
gimlet, screwdriver, and hammer, and a piece of beeswax to fill up
the holes in chairs, etc., after the screw eyes are taken out, and then

no one need be the wiser; but if likely to want them again, put a
good black pencil X under the top rail as a distinguishing mark for
next time.

1?3'

A Rapid and Inexpensive Method of Producing
Lantern Slides.

BY THEODORE BROWN.

IT often happens that a lanternist is called upon to supply a set of

slides on a given subject with too short a notice to permit of their
production by the most rapid photographic process, not to mention
that he is expected to furnish such a set at the usual price of ordinary

slides. To meet this need he therefore must adopt some method
which will not only enable him to make them in a very short space
of time, but at the same time at a very moderate expense.

A lecturer will generally have by him plenty of illustrations from
which the lanternist will be enabled to make his copies.

Being furnished with a supply of lantern slide glasses (old lantern
plates cleaned off), some rubber bands, about i inch in diameter, a
bottle of rubber-stamp ink (violet), and a fine mapping pen, the
lanternist, with a little artistic skill, has all he requires for the pro-
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duction of the slides required, and he may proceed in the following
manner :

Take a piece of the clean glass and place it over the illustration,
outline with the pen and ink all the principal and leading lines ; now
remove it to a sheet of white paper, and fill in any further details
necessary. The gelatinous nature of the ink will prevent its running
over the surface of the glass, as would be the case if the ordinary
writing ink was used. The next thing will be to prevent any possible
damage coming to the wet drawing by smearing, etc. This protection,
which at the same time acts as the binding, is effected in the following
way :Around the two outer edges of the slide place a rubber band,
as in Fig. r, on the top of which lay another glass, and around
the two opposite edges and over both glasses place a second pair of
rubber bands, as in Fig. 2. The wet drawing is thus incased between
these two glasses and therefore cannot be smeared by handling.

The way in which the bands are placed around the glasses may
be more clearly set forth in Fig. 3, which is an enlarged sketch of the
corner of the slide, A being one of the first pair of bands referred

P4,/

cr, 3

to, placed around the glass on which the drawing is made and pre-
venting the cover glass from touching the surface of the drawing ;

is the cover glass, and c one of the second pair of bands stretched
around both glasses and in the opposite direction to the first pair of
bands. The bands thus arranged will keep the two glasses from
shifting out of place.

If the slides are not required for a second entertainment, the
bands may be removed, and the drawings cleaned off the glasses, so
that they may be used over and over again.

Of course it is not every illustration that can be traced by contact,
as some may be too large for lantern slides ; but in this case they
may be copied without tracing and reduced at the same time to the
suitable size,

To vary a series of lantern slides some may be drawn on sooted
glasses with a point and protected in the same way as those drawn
with ink, and the effect thus produced is most pleasing, and has the
appearance of chalk lines upon a blackboard. For lettering, such as
required for hymns, etc., the sooted glasses written upon in this manner
are particularly suitable.

A Plea for Stereoscopic Pictures.

By GEORGE KILBURN.

I FANCY I hear someone say, "What's that got to do with the lantern?"
In reply, let me answer that many who practice stereoscopy are ardent
devotees of the lantern, and that stereoscopic negatives are in the
majority of cases just the right size for lantern pictures. One class of
subjects which are much neglected by stereoscopic workers are por-
traits. Why they are so neglected I fail to account for, because when
such subjects are viewed in the stereoscope they are looked upon with
far greater satisfaction and pleasure than any single picture can
possibly be, owing to the rotundity, relief, and lifelike effect obtained
by combining the two pictures in one, which have been obtained by
taking two similar pictures simultaneously. Another reason for
making stereoscopic portrait pictures is that one can have such an
infinite variety and style of backgrounds and accessories with which
to make up a pretty picture, and also show off the subject when
viewed through the stereoscope.

I have seen some subjects which have been taken in a greenhouse
amongst a large variety of plants make a charming stereogram. Some
have been posed in glens and woods which have showed up to great
advantage, others have been taken in interiors of rooms and in
churches, abbeys, old ruins, and in many other forms and places.

As I have stated, there is no end of ways whereby anyone who
possesses a camera can take portraits of their friends or relatives
in such a manner that when viewed as stated, but what will give
much better results and pleasure than a portrait taken under the
orthodox style of painted backgrounds and studio accessories will
give?

Those readers of the OPTICAL LANTERN JOURNAL ANNUAL who do
not own a twin-lens camera can take stereoscopic portraits of many
of the subjects named without going to the expense of buying another
outfit. If any reader is at loss as to how to do it, a query inserted in
the "0. M. L. J. Monthly" will elicit the desired information either
from Mr. J. Hay Taylor, the Editor, or some willing reader. If photo-
graphers will only take up something of this kind they will thus help
to popularise stereoscopy.
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Scraps.

BY ERNEST H. SHEARS.

I ONCE had a lantern with a bayonet joint to the condenser, instead
of its simply fitting into a tube socket. In two lanterns that I have
had since the condenser has worked loose, and thus occasionally I
have had a difficulty in getting a flat field. I should recommend the
bayonet joint plan where it is to he had.

I HAVE found that an excess of oxygen when working a chamber
jet is apt to pit and crack the lime very quickly. Of course, an excess
on the hydrogen side gives out heat. As a general rule, I think that
the light obtained varies inversely as the heat given out by the
lantern.

MANY limes are cracked by the hole not being rimed out suffi-
ciently. The lime ought to ride very easily on the pin of the jet.
When the pin becomes hot it expands, and it will then certainly crack
a lime that fitted tightly on to it when cold. It is a good plan
always to have a spare lime well rimed out inside the lantern, just
under the condenser, where it will get hot. In case of any acoident
to the lime one is using, this will be much preferable to a cold one.

IF one uses a slide box which has divisions for operating, it is a
good plan, if possible, to have an empty space at the end next to the
first slide. Put something under that end of the box to make the
slides lean backward rather than forward, and then work into the
empty space. If care is taken each slide then goes back into the
box in its right order and position, and there is no need of re-
arranging before future use. One only needs to move the contents of
each division in the box one place back when all is over.

WITH regard to the hest diameter of objectives, I think that the
best nlan, if one uses several in one jacket, is to have the jacket of
23/6 inches diameter. This will give really good illumination with
12 and 15 inch foci. But very probably a 9 inch will require a
stop to ensure really flat definition. The trouble is with the 6 inch.
I found it quite a difficulty to get one of this diameter that would
give a really flat field. At last I solved the difficulty by getting a
really good one of considerably smaller diameter fitted into an adapter
tube of 2 0 inches external diameter.

I HAVE found it useful to carry always an india-rubber ball with
a long light twine attached. This will often enable one to get a cord
over some beam high up in a roof without a ladder. If, however, one
wants to exert any power in pulling with a 'cord over a beam, one will
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often find the friction too great. In that case it is best to have a
strong cord with a ring or small pulley fastened to the end of it.
Pass the cord on which you are going to pull through the ring or
pulley, and then haul the ring up to the beam and make fast.

IT is of great importance to have the screen mounted high enough.
If the audience will be seated all the time, the bottom of the screen
(or, at any rate, of the disc) should not be less than 4% feet from the
ground. If there is to be any singing of hymns, or anything which
will make the audience stand up, the bottom of the disc should be
at least a full 6 feet from the ground. I have had people quite
astonished when I have been arranging matters because those at the
back could see quite as well as those in front ; but with a little care
this might generally be the case. Perhaps one of the greatest diffi-
culties in screen fixing is to place it to best advantage when a short
focal objective is to be used in a room of any length. As a rule I
always use an objective of long enough focus to enable me to work
the lantern from behind all the audience. I have, however, a very
few times been reduced to an oil lantern, in which case this plan is
impracticable. With a screen mounted high, and a lantern that can-
not be tilted much, the stand of the lantern is apt to become a
formidable obstruction to the view of many of those behind it. The
plan often adopted to meet this seems to be to mount the screen
across the corner of the room, and to put the lantern against the
wall on the opposite side of the room a little way down it. I think
that this is objectionable for several very obvious reasons. I have found
the best way to minimise the evil to be the arranging of the seats with
the gangway not in the middle, but along the side of the room in which
is the door ; then mount the screen against the end wall, but not in
the middle. Put it as far as possible over on the gangway side.
Then mount your lantern in the gangway, and the number who will
find their view obstructed will be as small as can well be. I pre-
suppose that no good operator will ever attempt a large disc with
oil.

PERHAPS some of our friends have occasionally burned their fingers
with the lime tongs. They can get hot very quickly when removing a
stubborn lime from the jet pin. If interjections are to be avoided,
get a piece of thick string, and, starting about an inch from the
hollow, bind them all round (whip them is, I think, the technical
term) to the opposite point on the other side. You will find that
you can then be deliberate with equanimity.

I SHOULD like to add one word to my last year's article on ether
light. I have since found that with the latest pattern of Pendant
saturator I can work very high power light as smoothly as with oxv-
hydrogen apparatus. I did six lantern services with it this year, and
I think that I could safely use it anywhere.

Acetone in Development.

BY EDMUND A. ROBINS.

EXPERIMENTS conducted during the past year have proved that acetone
and likewise formic aldehyde (commonly known as formalin) are of great
importance in developing as a substitute for the alkali, and very fine
results have been obtained with them. The advantages are that very
great density can be produced (especially with the formalin) without
any risk of the high lights becoming clogged, this being of the utmost
importance in lantern slides made from line drawings, especially those
having white lines upon a black background, it generally being very
difficult to obtain sufficient density by the ordinary developer without
the lines becoming slightly veiled.

The acetone developer has been put upon the market by one or
two dealers, but the following formula has given very fine results in
my hands :

Pyro I part.
Acetone ... to parts.
Cryst. sodium sulphite ... o parts.
Water Ioo parts.

This solution is ready for use, and can be used over and over
again. If the quantity of acetone be increased to about twice that
given above, the deposit will be of a pleasing reddish-brown colour.
The speed of development will be increased, of course, but this can
be remedied by means of a little To per cent. potassium bromide.
This developer works well with bromide paper, but is liable to stain
if too much acetone be used, although a brown deposit is produced.
Formalin can also be used in the place of an alkali, and in my
hands has given excellent results. The formula which I find most
suitable is as follows, the ordinary commercial formalin of 40 per
cent. strength being understood :

Pyro I part.
to per cent. solution of formalin... 8-to parts.
Cryst. sodium sulphite ... o parts.
Water ... 100 parts.

This will give a dense black image, taking rather longer to
develop than when sodium carbonate is used. Too much formalin
should not be added, as it then begins to exercise a hardening action
upon the gelatine, which eventually completely stops development.
Formalin also works very well indeed with glycin, substituting i part
glycin in place of the pyro in above formula, and has given in my
hands even greater density than pyro. The plates after development
with pyro-formalin or glycin-formalin need not be alumed, as the
formalin hardens, and quite prevents all frilling. Acetone can easily
be procured from any large chemist, and formalin is procurable from
any photographic dealer, its use in photography being patented, pur-
chasing the bottle licensing the use of it.
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From Us to You.

BY G. W. NASH.

WHEN I say "From Us to You," I really mean from professional to
amateur. These are some of the remarks we should like to make to
you. Dear friend,You are convinced of the value of the lantern as
a medium of illustration, or you would not go out and exhibit as an
amateur. But look here. Has it ever occurred to you that you
may seriously damage the popularity of the lantern without intending
to do so ? It is very true in the case of the lantern that Evil is
wrought by Want of thought," etc., and so forth. Many amateur
lanternists are bringing that magnificent medium of illustration into
disrepute for the simple reason that they go out to exhibit without
spending that reasonable amount of thought and care which the
occasion demands. You may say you have heard all this before.
Well, if you have acted upon it I will not hold you by the button-
hole any longer. I have no case against you. But you know it is a
pleasure for a professional to see someone else show. Although he
exhibits the pictures, he sees little of the actual show himself. So it
is quite as well to remember that when you are exhibiting some
professional eye may be upon you.

Now my first, brother exhibitor. You must have a proper outfit
if you undertake exhibitions, else you may damage seriously a good
thing. You came to a hall last year where I had given many a good
exhibition without a hitch, but you had not made any provision for
emergencies, and the result was disastrous. You only had a non-
automatic regulator, instead of the automatic form, which you should
always use for lantern work. When you reached the hall (late), you
found that your regulator would not fit the cylinder. Now, where
were your adaptors ? And, besides, your key would not fit the valve!
You were as helpless as Robinson Crusoe on his desert island. It
was a fortunate thing that I came up to the hall, half an hour after
the time for commencing, to find the audience waiting. Someone told
me the state of affairs, and I asked where you were. Oh, my dear
friend, you had sailed for the local ironmonger's ! What a forlorn
hope ! to expect an ironmonger to have fittings for a gas cylinder.
I met you coming up the street, a total wreck. If I had not lent you
a regulator and key there would have been no show. See how much
damage is caused to the popularity of the lantern by mishaps such
as these, which can easily be avoided by carrying proper accessories.
Yet when I suggested this plan I was met by the remark, "Yes, but
these things are heavy."

Well, if that is the first consideration, the success of the lecture
is only of secondary importance, so leave the lantern alone entirely.
Pray do not meddle with it at all unless you are prepared to work
it well. The lantern got on very well indeed when it was only in
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the hands of profesonals, but they took some trouble over the
work, and left nothing to chance.

Next, please. Now, my dear boy, when you undertake a lantern
exhibition do arrange to arrive at the hall in good time, so as to
be ready when the doors should be opened. A good exhibitor would
not feel satisfied with himself if he had to adjust his lantern while
his audience were arriving. See how bad it looks for people to
arrive at the hall and their first impression to be that the show will
not begin in time.

My next, dear friend. I am sorry to keep you waiting, but I
should like to ask your reasons for this procedure. When you had
adjusted your light you waited till it was time for the exhibition to
commence, meantime amusing yourself by annoying the dissolver.
Then, when the hall was well filled with people, you drew the jet out
of its place, took out the condenser, unscrewed the combinations
thereof, and cleaned them with your pocket-handkerchief. Good
lantemists attend to their lenses and condensers, as well as to the
rest of their apparatus, before starting. Your proceedings may have
given you some importance, but the show was spoiled, for you could
not possibly put the jet back as it was before, and although you
write " B.A." after your name, and I tremble while I speak to you, I
have risked my life in the cause of the lantern to say, "Let well
alone."

Here are several friends to whom I must say (speaking to all
at once), "When your jet is burning well, leave it alone. If the
poor thing is doing its best, pray do not keep on trying to whip it
up till it squeaks, and the audience begins to look round, and the
light goes out, while the lecturer wants the next picture, and is in
despair. Don't you see, all these things mark the difference between
the amateur and the professional."

Ah, my next dear friend, you are very dear to me, for you have
cost me a deal of trouble at different times. If you really think the
lantern is a good thing, do get all your gas, slides, and anything else
you have to hire from someone you can trust. You may have to
pay a little more, but if I were an amateur I should not like to run
round to some professional man to ask him if he had any gas, because
So-and-so had sent an empty cylinder. If you order your gas in
good time, you can easily satisfy yourself that you have enough gas by
using your gauges.

Above all, let me again ask the good-natured army of amateurs to
absolutely refuse to exhibit bad Scripture slides. The harm that is
done by them is incalculable. Be particularly careful with coloured
slides. Experience leads me to say emphatically that the best coloured
Scripture slides cannot be hired or bought at a low rate. Good
artistic work takes time, and time is money. If your Scripture slide
is not good, pray do not show it. "A thing of beauty is a joy for
ever," but if you have an eye for beauty you will always regret the
time when you exhibited that Scripture slide which was so badly
done that it was more likely to raise a laugh than to help the
good cause for which you were working. Good pictures are an
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immense help to the speaker. They add flavour to the whole show,
like the sauce in the hot supper, which the lecturer gets and which the
lanternist deserves as much. He, however, seldom gets more than,
"Well, Mr. Limes, I suppose I can't help you, so I'll say good-night."
You must be tired of me by this time, so I will say, "Adieu," instead
of " Good-night ;" but don't forget those little details which go to
make up a good show. Try for the best, and if you don't find it a
greater pleasure to do a good show than the slipshod exhibition some
people are satisfied with, as Josh Billings says, "You can get measured
for a new hat at my expense, and pay for it yourself."

Two Dodges for Lanternists.
BY CHAS. A. PALMER.

AT the risk of becoming wearisome to older lanterniSts, I venture to
describe a couple of expedients which I have found useful. A short
time since I had undertaken to give a lantern " show " in a village
school-room. A well-intentioned friend, who volunteered to help me
unpack, picked up the lantern by one end, and shot out the con-
densers on a stone floor. Result, no lantern exhibition worth men-
tioning. Sequel, immunity from this form of accident, to which the
makers expose us. I soldered a piece of brass, L shaped, on the
brass rim of the condenser, and put a thumb-screw through the long
arm into the body of the lantern, and now my apparatus will travel
from John o' Groats to Land's End without risk of this kind of
mishap.

Now for Dodge No. 2. I have a strong partiality for acetylene
for minor exhibitions, but the little generator which I carry is only
good for about so minutes. It has, however, a carbide container,
which will hold enough carbide to generate more freely than the
burners will consume. This spells waste, automatic checks to the
contrary notwithstanding. I was at a country house with some slides
which would not bear being "pushed through." I found an old oil-
drum and a small metal cylinder, in which it fitted with a few inches
to spare.

After having cut off the bottom, I connected the top
with the acetylene reservoir by means of a bit of rubber
tubing, and gave a very successful show. There are more ways
than one of doing this, but the method I adopted was to solder a
piece of compo. tubing in the top of the oil-drum, and when the air
was exhausted and the top of the drum down level with the water,
I fixed the tubing, and connected it with an air escape tap, which I
have had inserted in the top of the generator. Town-bred lanternists
accustomed to order their oxygen cylinder may "smile superior' at
this expedient. I can only say I have found it very useful.
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Diagrammatic Slides.

BY G. R. BRYCE.

THE following way of making this kind of slides, although known to
a number of lanternists, will probably be new to many readers :

A piece of glass (3% by 3% inches) is given a coat of Brunswick
black, and if when dry it is not opaque, a second coating
may be applied. This dry, the glass is ready to receive the diagram.
As the reader will guess, a complicated design cannot be worked on
this slide. With a needle, or other sharp point, scratch upon the
black surface the necessary figures, leaving clear white lines, which
show admirably upon the screen.

This style of slide is much more pleasing than that in which
the diagram is shown in dark lines upon the white surface. I have
found these slides useful for rendering any printing, such as an
announcement or the like, and I think they would be suitable for
displaying hymns, showing only two or three lines at a time. This
would be much more effective than those photographic hymns, the
whole of which are crowded on to the one glass, and dazzle the
eyes so much on account of so large an amount of clear glass.

The above method has advantages over the smoked glass way
of making lantern diagrams, but as these are self-evident they need
not be mentioned here. With a little practice it is quite easy to'
write or print upon glass coated with Brunswick black.

Life, Death, and Burial of the Four-Wicker.
BY C. E. RENDLE.

WITH the hope that the above title has not been borrowed from
"Cock Robin," of nursery lore, I venture a few lines to detail my
desertionpossibly for all timeof the mineral oil lamp, and as an
introduction to my so doing must say a word or two on its past
behaviour.

What is known as the four-wicker holds a good record for its
usefulness, bulkiness, reekiness, and, as the Yankees say, "cussed-
ness," when it comes to chimneys, for without doubt all other chim-
neys are insignificant compared to those belonging to lanterndom,
and while the bull-pup has been described as "a dawg with more
head than body," so might a lantern lamp be said to have more
chimney than anything else.

The four-wicker has never been associated with what are called
toy lanterns, because it was never a toy, not even in cost; but as a
useful, sought-after accessory, most lantemists are prepared to admit
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it for a long time has filled an important place in an outfit, and it is
not difficult to find exhibitors even at the present day who still regard
this bit of apparatus as good, not so much for brilliant results as a
something to be relied upon in time of emergency, such as, say, when
the light gives out.

Given that care required for the conduct of all things good and
useful, it will not disappoint. It has been valued in the study, the
school-house, the lecture-hall, and the home circle alike, and held its
own to a given degree for many years, and we have often appreciated
its worth when only wanting to light up for a few minutes.

Circumstances, however, make changes, and it is curious to note,
as most folk can from experience, how certain things are discovered,
or come about by unforeseen coincident. A moment's diversion, and
a couple of such cases flash, as it were, before me, and each I con-
sidered remarkable at the time.

Some years ago I fell in with a gentleman whilst staying at a
Glasgow hotel who, in the course of conversation, told me he was
from Sydney, N.S.W., and knew most intimately a family to whom
I was closely related.

On another occasion, whilst travelling to Eastbourne, I was chat-
ting with a young man, who told me he was on a visit to this country,
and was a native of Singapore. "Then you know St. Andrew's
Cathedral?" I said. He replied, "I've been a chorister, sir, at St.
Andrew's for many years." "Kindly take my card," I said, "and on

your return tell
railway carriage
Mr. and Mrs. S.

It was also
four-wicker. I

your organist, Salzmann, you met his old chum in a
on the South Coast." "You know him, sir? Why,
are the most popular couple on the island."
an unforeseen incident that sealed the doom of my
had been out on what might be called a photo-cycle
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spin, was nearing home on my bike, with camera slung opera-glass
fashion, and turned somewhat suddenly the top corner of Winchmore
Hill, an incline fairly well known to many a brother cyclist, when
from some unexplainable cause I lost control of the machine, and
found that

"All over the road I was straying,
My mind on disaster intent,

When my front wheel encountered a boulder,
And over the handles I went."

Yes, went into the ditch below. There is nothing to be gained
in dealing with the accident here, further than to say I wanted, among
other things, a new lamp, and, acting on the advice of the store-
keeper, an acetylene cycle lamp was purchased, and splendid value
it has turned out to be.

As many readers of these lines no doubt have got a similar
article, they will agree that for small lantern workthat is, small
discsit is preferable to the four-wicker, as, being always in use by
those who cycle, it is always ready.

The light can be centered by one of these in less time than it
takes to write it, whereas the four-wicker is often most troublesome.

The accompanying rough diagram of the main section, speaks
for itself.

A is the carbide tank, the charge being held in position by a
spring cap (C, D, x). B is a perforated fibre-covered tube, reaching
well down into the carbide. Into this another tube (D) leads a wick
(G), which is kept constantly wet, it being fed from water tank (j).

EO,

Summer Evening Lantern Lectures.

BY ALFRED WATKINS.

THE use of the lantern is usually associated with the winter and indoor
work ; but, as I shall try to show, it is quite possible to give successful
lantern lectures not only on summer evenings, but out of doors.

In 1892 I, as secretary of the Herefordshire Bee-keepers' Associa-
tion, designed and fitted up a travelling van for teaching bee-keeping
in rural districts. As I had already provided a full set of lantern slides
on the subject from my own negatives, I made the experiment of
fitting up the van for lantern work, with the idea of giving short
additional lantern lectures after dusk. As the tour, owing to the
nature of the work, had to be undertaken in the summer months, I
was by no means sanguine of success, but the result was entirely
satisfactory.

The van was fitted up for sleeping, with a door and two seats
in front. The entire back end was hinged at the bottom, and when
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let down and supported by chains formed a lecture platform, the
end of the van being then entirely open, but closed during the daylight
lectures with curtains.

For the lantern lectures this open end of the van was filled up
by a muslin screen, fitted like a blind on roller and batten, and which
could be pulled down in a few seconds. The batten slipped under
two cleats on the floor, and the sides of the screen were tied with
tapes.

The lantern was placed at the other end of the van, in the door-
way, on a board which rested on the seats, and the pictures were
therefore shown through the screen.

The choice of illuminant required some consideration. Paraffin
was not suitable, on account of the danger of wind, and it was not
desirable to carry cylinders of both gases. Oxy-calcium was decided
upon. A 40 feet oxygen cylinder, Beard's regulator, and a simple spirit
jet by Turnbull, of Edinburgh, in which the spirit reservoir goes

inside the lantern, were the main features of the fit up. This was
found to give sufficient light for the rather small screen (5 feet disc),
was simple in use, and proof against anything but strong winds. The
bee expert had no previous experience with the lantern, but managed
it with success after a couple of lessons. It was found desirable to
put in just enough spirit for the lecture, and to throw away each time
what was left in the lamp. A measure was made to hold the right
quantity (about a quarter pint).

The general plan of instruction was as follows:
An afternoon demonstration was given, away from the van, in some

bee-keeper's garden, hives being opened and explained. At 7.30 or 8
practical instruction was given from the van platform, with the aid of
hives and appliances. This occupied the time until dusk, and the
same audience were kept together while the screen was let down and
the lantern fixed up. A short (35 minutes) lantern lecture was then
(9 or 9.15) given, the assistant (a lad) changing the slides while the
expert lectured at the screen. The lecture touched upon the structure
and natural history of the bee, and some cardinal points in practical
bee-keeping, and is now published by York and Son.
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The van was pitched in some public place as near the centre
of the village as possible. Sometimes the most convenient place was
at the cross-roads commanding two hamlets, but a fresh halting-place
was taken each day, the distance apart averaging five or six miles.

One stout horse sufficed to move the van, and this was borrowed
or hired from friendly farmers.

Each week's route (five days, Saturday being a blank) was fixed
beforehand, and the country "billed " with details of the stopping-
places.

The audiencessmall in some places, large in otherswere usually
deeply interested and pleased with the lantern pictures.

The example thus set in the Herefordshire bee van has been closely
followed by Berkshire, Surrey, and Hants, where bee vans, all sup-
ported by County Council grants, and on the lines first devised by me,
have been successfully at work.

The same method would, I think, be suitable for arousing interest
in other branches of technical instruction; but it is well to recognise
that it is pioneer work only, and cannot take the place of a series of

several instruction classes in one place. It was found to be an advan-
tage to draw up the van under the shade of a tree, to cut as much

skylight from the screen as possible, and this point should be remem:-
bered in any outdoor lantern work.

A few "Don'ts" to be Observed in Preparing
Slides and in giving Lantern Exhibitions.

BY ALBERT TRANTER.

DON'T forget in colouring a slide to decide beforehand whether you
desire the picture to appear as a stern purist would have it prepared
viz., as true to nature as possibleor as it would appear when

glorified by the colours of the imagination of the artist. In the latter
case, the exhibitor will find that the slide picture will to the members
of the ordinary audience confer far more pleasure than those coloured
by the disciples of the pre-Raphaelite school, though it may cost

rather more in the way of colours to prepare them in the first-named
waythat is, as he would like the places to appear.

Don't be guilty of the folly of trying to fit a round peg in a
square holethat is to say, don't put a circular mask to a picture

requiring a square mask to show it properly, as a picture with the
corners of the chief buildings cut off looks anything but satisfactory ;

but take great care to ascertain the proper mask to use in mounting
each slide, using a book on picture-framing to assist you in the work.

Don't select pictures for exhibition in the lantern with too much
detail in the landscape, but only show those giving views of such



prominent objects as famous buildings, waterfalls, mountains, bridges,
vessels, portraits, memorials, and such like.

Don't get too near the screen, but observe some rule as to the
proper distance from which a picture should be viewed in order to
obtain the best sight of it, such distance being regulated by the size
of the picture which the exhibitor desires to show on the screen.

Don't give too long an exhibition, never letting it be more than an
hour and a half at the outside, but generally only just long enough
to make the audience wish for more.

Don't forget to ascertain whether the pictures on the slides to be
coloured are likely to be shown by an ordinary oil-lantern lamp, or
by the lime, incandescent gas, or acetylene light, as the light furnished
by the first-named illuminant being yellow, a considerable difference
will be apparent in showing a picture in that way instead of by the
severe and dazzling actinic light of the lime, incandescent gas, or
acetylene jets.

Don't let the picture on the screen be too low down.
Don't let the screen be full of creases, but let it be as tight as a

board.
Don't let the framework of the screen-stand be too conspicuous,

but always bear in mind that in order that a performance shall be
successful the machinery connected with its working must be kept
as much as possible in the background.

® e9.
AO*

Lantern Exhibitions in Daylight.

BY W. J. ARCHER.

SOME think it impossible to work the lantern in the daytime, unless
in a specially darkened room, but this is a mistake, and it is not
only possible, but quite practical, if but the proper apparatus be
employed.

The writer has seen natural photographic slides shown quite bril-
liantly in a large school-room during the afternoon, while daylight was
coming in through the windows and the gas lighted and turned fully
on at the same time. Although the picture was small, 3 feet to.
4 feet, it was so brilliant that 300 people could see it clearly.

The success of this plan consists in three points:
I. Powerful source of light in the lantern. The one mentioned

above was the ordinary mixed gas jet (oxy-hydrogen).
Small screen.
A special hooded transparent screen.

This latter is the most important, and in it lies the greater part
of the success. (After a great many experiments, a patent has been
applied for one, and the design registered.)
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The screen is protected from outside light on the side next the
audience by three shades, one on either side and one over the top.
These keep the direct daylight off the screen itself, but do not in any
way interfere with the pictures being seen.

These shades are made of any suitable material (opaque), such as
Italian cloth, supported by a wooden frame ; while the screen itself is
made in the small sizes of ground glass, and in the larger of a special
cloth or paper.

It is obvious that the lantern used in this way opens up a much
larger field for usefulness, and that for teaching purposes it ought to be
invaluable.

One clergyman I know has been using it in his schools for some
months past, with very great success, and would not be without it
on any account, while all who have seen it at work express their
astonishment and pleasure, and the wish to do the same.

It is more satisfactory to have a small and brilliant picture than
a large and poor one. For oil light 2 feet to 3 feet is best; for lime
3 feet to 4 feet, and for highest power mixed gas jets or electric arc
lamps 4 feet to 6 feet.

The screens, as described, are made portable, and are to be put
upon the market at a reasonable price, when I hope to see the
lantern taking its proper place amongst educational appliances.

Condensers, Developer.

BY JEX BARDWELL (Detroit, U.S.A.).

HAVING been called on to project some slides across a street, at a
distance of about ho feet, I had to use an objective of long focus,
My condensers were about 3% inches focus, and I found, when using
the long-focus objective, that the lime had to be brought so close that
the back lens of my condenser was not able to stand the heat; so I
ordered from an optician some glasses of TO inch focus, and by using
one of these in place of the back lens of my condenser, found I could
work in entire safety. The manner in which the mounts of our
condensers in America are constructedi.e., with clipsallows the
removal or changing of the lenses with very little trouble.

I have been using the following developer on Carbutt's lantern
plates with a great deal of satisfaction. It works very clear, gives a
good detail, and will develop a heavy slide without clogging up the
shadows ; it works so clearly that I have developed six plates one
after another in i ounce of developer, the last plate being as clean, and
without stain, as the first. By the addition of water, or by adding
a few drops of a To per cent. solution of bromide of potassium you
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can get any effect you may desire; and the same developer is equally
good for negative work, be it the dense-plate required for reproduction
or the portrait of the young maid dressed in her wedding gown ; in
fact, in all my experience I have never found a developer so fairly
under control, and it is so simple :

I.
Water ... ... 6 drams.
Saturate solution of sulphite of soda ... 2 drams.
Pyrogallic acid ... ... 5 grains.

2.
Acetone ... dram (fluid).

REMARKS.
If the plate has had proper exposure, use as above.
If over-exposed, flow over with i and add 2, drop by drop, and

if necessary a few drops of a ro per cent. solution of bromide of
potassium. If a thin negative is desired, add water. If a heavy or
intensified effect is desired, add solution of bromide of potassium.

With these few hints there will be no doubt but the user will be
pleased with the result.

Making Lantern Slides from Books.
BY NAMRONA.

IT frequently happens that the amateur is called to make a
slide of an engraving or plan from a book in a hurry, and it is not
everyone who can afford to purchase perfected apparatus for doing
everything in the most accurate manner, and with the least amount
of trouble.

Besides, it is not always absolutely necessary. Many things can
be done with sufficient accuracy with apparatus made very easily at
home.

0

Some time ago I was called upon to make, with the least possible
delay, some 25 slides of plans and engravings on architecture from a
strongly bound book. Not having the regulation apparatus for hold-
ing the camera one end and the book the other, I cast about for a
substitute which could be quickly and cheaply made. Obtaining a
board about 2 feet square, a strip of wood 3 inches wide was nailed
to the bottom to make a shelf (see Fig.). A hole was made in the
centre, near the top, and the whole nailed to the wall. A piece of
clear, flat glass, the same size as the leaves of the book, was next
purchased from the nearest glazier, the book was opened at the first
plan to be copied, the glass placed over the picture, and a strong
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elastic band passed round that side of the book on which the
glass lay. This had the effect of keeping the page fiat, and the glass
in no way interfered with the photographing of the picture. Two
nails were driven into the wall, one on each side of the board, the
book was placed on the shelf, and a string fastened to the nails,
passing over the front of the book, preventing it from falling. All
that remains to be done is to place the camera before the book (taking
care to see that it is levelled, and that the back is parallel with the
picture to be copied), focus, and expose.

As in all other photographic operations, it is necessary to use
care, more particularly as to the squaring of the camera, and it is to
be distinctly understood that this method lays no claim to the obtain-
ing of slides with that mathematical accuracy which obtains with high-
class apparatus.

Still, for those amateurs who have not unlimited means at their
command, and who occasionally have to reproduce a picture from a
book, the method here described answers very well.

The Lantern as an Educator.
BY E. BAKER (Salisbury).

DISCUSSIONS have appeared from time to time the object of which
has been to show that in some respects the lantern is "played out."
The writer is by no means of this opinion, however, even from an
entertainment point of view. Third and fourth-rate exhibitions may
be consigned to the " limbo " which they deserve, as they have no
doubt more than anything else brought the lantern into disrepute.

There is no branch of optical science where the utmost pains may
be more profitably employed in seeking to produce the best results,
and the great success which has attended the exhibitions of well-known
lecturers, whose names it would be invidious to mention, arises from
the fact that they have maintained the highest possible standard of
excellence, and so have left hopelessly in the rear their numerous
competitors.

Costly apparatus and high-class pictures do not always ensure
success, for in slovenly hands, even with such advantages, an exhibi-
tion may be utterly spoiled, and so bring other deserving shows into
contempt.

Now that the lantern is no longer confined to the hands of experts,
professional lecturers, or their exhibitors, we may regard it as the ideal
scholastic implement by which the average schoolmaster may not only
simplify the work of illustration, but very materially aid in imparting
instruction in an attractive and popular manner.

Equipped with a lantern, the cost of which is within the most
slender means, he can produce very fair results, and if he desires to
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confine his expenditure to a modest 3os. or so, he can furnish himself
with an instrument having excellent lenses and a three-wick or four-
wick oil lamp, which, with proper attention and being scrupulously
clean in its management, will leave little to be desired. A 6 feet screen
stretched on a light frame and papered with white paper will give an
appropriate surface, far preferable to a calico sheet, and to a busy
man every purpose will be answered. There are, however, more
ambitious tastes to be studied, and where economy is not an object,
the next in order, with regard to efficiency and consequent results,
will be the superior light given by, say, Stocks' patent lamp ; following
which is the acetylene gas, a method of illumination against which
much prejudice exists, but which in careful, not to say skilful, hands is
perfectly safe.

In large rooms and public halls, of course, something still more
powerful is needful, and we are then wise in adopting one of the forms
of the oxy-hydrogen light, the simple blow-through jet, where gas is
laid on, necessitating only the addition of oxygen, which is now so
easily obtained in steel cylinders, or with very little trouble may be
made, though very few care to undertake it now that the cylinder
system is so general.

With regard to size of picture, a 12 feet sheet is sufficient for all
purposes, and no advantage is gained by increasing the dimensions
with an audience of soo to 800 persons ; 14 feet or 16 feet may be
necessary in exceptional cases, but will rarely come within the province
of the occasional exhibitor.

Coming to the subject of slides, there is practically an unlimited
range. Without particularising in detail, mention might be made of
geography, astronomy, geology, botany, mining, manufacturing pro-
cessessuch as weaving and other industriesphysiology ; in fact, all
the sciences may be popularly treated by this means, to the great
delight of the pupils, to whom learning may thus be made to become
no longer a drudgery, while an occasional public exhibition, to which
the parents and friends of pupils may be invited, affords a splendid
opportunity of interesting the outside public in the work of the
school. A little wholesome rivalry in the way of public reciting on
the part of the scholars, accompanied with some of the beautiful lif e-
model pictures to be obtained in illustration of popular stories, will
maintain constant interest. Almost every short poetic story of Sims
and many others is now obtainable, and adds a realistic effect to the
narrative.

With the development of technical education and the operations
of the County Councils throughout the Empire, the lantern is doubt-
less destined to become a distinctive feature in the educational routine
of the future. Without laying undue stress on the religious element,
those who desire may utilise Scripture slides, in which almost every
incident in Bible story may be treated, many of the illustrations being
really works of art of a very high order, such masters as Dore, Holman
Hunt, and many others being represented; while Bible lands pour-



trayed by the camera lend a reality to many scenes familiar to Bible
readers.

The fertile minds of many of my readers will suggest other direc-
tions in which this popular instrument may be employed.

It is not within my province to suggest that both in London and
the provinces suitable slides may readily be hired, while in some
instances the County Councils have taken up the matter, and supply
all needful appliances, although many schoolmasters prefer to rely on
their own resources.

I may say I have the honour to be one of the first, after Mr.
Malden, to take up the general use of limelight. Anyway, I was
exhibiting before some of my present rivals were born.

Combination.

By A. M. HIDDON.

ONLY those individuals whose experience dates back a considerable
number of years can quite realise the enormous amount of difference
between the magic lantern and its accessories of ro or zo years ago
and an up-to-date modern optical lantern. In the bygone days all
that an operator needed was a knowledge of one or two kinds of jets
and the management of the cumbrous gas-bags ; but how different
now ! Jets in endless variety, each differing and requiring special
knowledge, if the best results are to be obtained ; oil lamps of com-
plicated design, delicate incandescent lights, saturators, arc lights,
triple lanterns, cinematograph instruments, cylinders, regulators, and
a hundred and one accessories, all of more or less recent introduction,
must be familiar objects to the modern lanternist who wishes to keep
up, or, better still even, a bit ahead of the times. It will be generally
acknowledged that the amateur lanternist is willing enough to givea trial to all new apparatus as fast as it may be introduced, but the
question of cost and the ever increasing expense of first-class lantern
work crops up. For each improvement which in recent years hasadded to the efficiency of the optical lantern has also added to its
price, until the outlay required for a first-class and complete outfit has
become almost prohibitive to many. Under these circumstances two
courses remain open to those interested in higher and more advancedlantern workeither to specialise, and to devote themselves to someparticular branch of the subject, or else to combine, and by sharing
the expenditure to diminish the cost individually.

The first of these two courses is, perhaps, the more natural onefor an amateur to adopt, for it is by concentrating his efforts on onedepartment of lantern work that he is most likely to attain that
excellency of results which elevates and tends to add popularity to
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lantern work generally. For those who do not care to specialise, but
who rather prefer to interest themselves in each and every branch of
the subject, I advise combination. By way of an instance, in a certain
county town I know of, where there are more than the usual, number
of institutes, scientific societies, etc., almost, if not quite, the whole of
the frequent lantern work is in the hands of two or three individuals.
working together in partnership. The result is eminently satisfactory,.
and so well is the efficiency of their apparatus and its manipulation.
known that even the highest class of lecturers do not always trouble
to bring their own lanterns now; they know for a certainty that they
can rely on finding all the necessary apparatus "on the spot" in every
sense of the word. Again and again one sees their operating compli-
mented in the papers, and it is obvious enough that, in the district
I refer to, they have secured entirely by merit a monopoly of the public
work, and I should suppose that, commercially speaking, it is a
valuable one.

Now, the results obtained in this particular case might, I imagine,
be secured in other localities by those who are interested in lantern
work combining together, and by the aid of their joint experience.
and apparatus producing results which individually they could not
hope to attain to. Such an arrangement would offer to the public
an improved and higher standard of lantern work, and that, after
all, is what all good lanternists should aim for.

Copying and Slide Making.

BY REV. W. J. CHRISTIE.

WHEN I turn over the pages of a weekly, monthly, or annual it is
always to look for something practical, something to help me in my
every-day work, and only too often do I look in vain. When, therefore,.
our Editor asked me for a short article for this ANNUAL, I at once said
to myself, "Let it be a practical one." This season I have done a
good deal of copying from engravings, loose and in books, for lantern
slides, and, perhaps, a brief account of my methods may not prove
valueless to my brother amateurs. Let me begin with my apparatus.
My camera is a quarter-plate Underwood's " Instanto." I selected
this because it racks out at the back, as I found my front-racking
camera very troublesome on account of the constant changing of the-
relative positions of lens and object in focusing. One slide suffices,
and this I have made into what is practically a single slide by attaching
the metal division to one side with some glue and a piece of thick
cloth, some 2 inches square. This prevents the necessity for con-
stantly arranging the division, and the moment the plate is dropped in,
the slide is closed and fastened. This camera I use on my studio
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stand, placing between it and the stand a box about the size of the
baseboard, with the lid off and turned on its side. This gives free
play to the head of pinion, which would otherwise press against the
top of stand. I turn the stand sideways, and then the tilting of top
enables me to correct any slight error made in placing the engraving
on the copying board. The rising and falling movement of stand
enables me to centre picture, after placing it in an approximately
correct position on the board. The ground glass of camera has size
of lantern mask marked upon it. I expose in studio with a northern
side light. My lens is a 5 inch Ross-Goerz anastigmat, which I use
at 1'16, and get splendid definition. Of course any good R.R. of
about this focus will do very well. Exposure can be made with any
good time shutter or with a cap. I use an Adams's "Adjustable."

The plates I find to answer my purpose best are either the Ilford
" process " or "half-tone." The former give ready density, and the
latter are quicker and freer from pinholes. The exposures in bright
June and July weather I find to be about io seconds for " process "
plate and less than half for "half-tone," between ten o'clock and two
o'clock. I employ the normal Ilford developer as given on boxes,
with a slight increase of pyro, and carry on development pretty far.
This gives negatives with full density and clearness, yielding fine
slides. Perhaps I may here give a recent experience, which may save
the worker a plate. I happened to commence developing a plate with-
out having exposed it, my attention having been distracted from my
work. When I discovered what I had done, I was going to throw
away the plate, when it struck me to try the experiment of exposing
it wet. I drained it, and, placing it in slide, went into studio and
exposed, giving about double exposure. Result, a negative quite as
good as any of the others. I need say little of the necessity of
thorough fixing and washing. When negatives are dry I proceed to
make slides, using Ilford " Special " lantern plates and an exposing
frame made by, I think, Middlemass. Centering the negative in this
frame, I take it into dark-room and drop in plate, film to film, stand
the frame upright, and expose with a wax vesta held about 6 inches
from negative till it burns out. Of course this distance will vary
according to the density of negative. I have tried exposing with a
lamp, and got a special one, sold for the purpose, but find the vesta
best. I use the developerhydroquinonegiven for the plates.

Don't be afraid to push the development fully on; the finished slide
will not be as black as it looks in the dish. This should be a china
or delft one of the lantern size. Fix and wash as usual. I have made
a considerable number of slides thus this year, and I am well pleased
with my simple system. There is nothing new in what I have written,
but if my hints prove helpful to some young disciple of the art, I shall
be glad. I failed at this work for some time, and would have been
thankful for such hints as these in those days of my inexperience. I
may add that I allow four lantern plates to each measure of developer,
changing it as I open each packet of four plates. In a proper dish I
use half an ounce of A, half an ounce of B, and half an ounce of
water, and find that this develops four plates well.
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A Chat about the Lantern.
BY J. W. MASON.

I NEVER could write an article in the so-called correct style, because
it seems to me to be a far too formal way of doing things. I
always like to write in the same way as I talk. It not only saves
time, but is, as a rule, far more appreciated by those poor victims
who have to fill the places of the "dear readers."

Never to my mind has the lantern been so popular as it is
to-day ; it is used in a far broader scope than at one time could have
been thought possible. Lecturers, teachers, clergy, and public
entertainers, etc , all rely on the lantern as one of their greatest
helps.

When lantern work has reached such a stage as this, it behoves
each one of us, whether lanternist or lecturer, to be especially
careful not to in any way bring into disrepute and spoil the
popularity for the lantern which at present exists.

I feel very strongly on this point, because I have been present
at one or two badly managed shows, and have seen how easily a
false impression can be made upon the people present, simply
through the carelessness of either the lecturer or lanternist.

It must be remembered that the audience ever have in mind
"that dreadful gas cylinder," and the fearful danger of having such
a thing in the room with them. And it needs but a jet to start
hissing, or a sudden stoppage of the pictures (even though it may
be but a slide jammed) together with a whispered and hurried
consultation behind the lantern, to set them at fever heat, and to
convince them that an explosion is going to take place.

Again, the clink of the lecturer's bell, or tap from his rod or
foot, as a means of conveying to the lanternist the knowledge that
the next slide is required, is very irritating to the audience, so also
is the usual " next slide, please ! " If one is reading from notes,
the best way perhaps is the red signal at the back of the lamp.
Personally, as I rarely use notes, I find that some quiet signal may
be arranged that will attract no attention whatever, but will be
instantly noted by that ever observant individual, the lanternist's
assistant. My own opinion is, that in a perfect lantern entertain-
ment or lecture, etc., the lantern should always be right away at the
back of the audience, so that no one sits behind the lantern. In this
case, should any little thing go wrong, the people would not notice
it, as it is, as a rule, far more comfortable for them to sit and watch
the screen, than to twist their necks in a vain endeavour to see
what the "man showing the pictures" is doing.

The lanternist should always do his best to make the people
forget the presence of the lantern by working as quietly and as well
as possible, seeing to everything, and changing the slides at
precisely the right time. It is very trying to have to sit near a
fussy, nervous lanternist, more especially if he be continually a
little behind time in changing the pictures.

By-the-bye, I would tell the reader in all seriousness, not to use
one of those wire abominations for clearing out the centre of the
lime, you will either succeed in clogging it up thoroughly or in
breaking your lime to pieces. When you take the lime from the
tin, tap it gently on the top, and the loose lime in the centre will
then fall out without any trouble. Further, always see that the
limes are quite perfect before using them, or else it may mean an
awkward wait during the exhibition, upsetting the lecturer for the
rest of the evening. It is, however, always a good plan to keep an
extra lime warmed in the lantern in case of accidents.

Always see that the jet is in thorough working order before you
start the exhibition, or you may find that your jet will stick when
you try to turn the lime up or down, owing to some lime from a
previous exhibition having got on the cogs thus causing them to
clog, or else your jet will hiss unaccountably because a little piece
of lime has got into the nozzle and was not removed before hand.

Notice whether the lime is in the best position for getting the
most light, and with this aim, test it, by moving the lime backwards
and forward until the right place is found ; once setting will not do
for always, as the limes frequently vary in thickness, even those in
the same tin.

Centre your jet exactly, nothing lo Dks worse than a badly
centered light on the sheet, and do this without any slide in the
carrier. Look to your focus also, it is most distressing to strain
one's eyes in trying to make out an indistinct picture, when
a mere touch of the focusing screw would make all clear and
distinct. If the operator's eyesight is not perfect an opera glass
will aid matters.

The sheet should be strained evenly, without creases, and should
be placed sufficiently high for those at the very back to see, and yet
not so high as to make those in front strain their necks in order to
obtain a view of the picture.

Taps and all movements in the lantern should move easily
without force, and lenses and condensers should be thoroughly
clean. Warm the slides before placing them in the lantern, so that
the audience will not be amused by the slides "sweating," causing
little drops of water to run up the sheet, or patches of " fog" to
appear in the picture. On no account let your attention wander
round the room, keep your eyes and ears open for the lecturer only
and attend to his wants.

Look after the small details, the larger ones will then look after
themselves.

Always do your best under the circumstances under which you
may be placed, and try to be a credit to your profession, bearing
with the lecturer when he is irritable, and doing all within reason
to comply with his wishes.

Finally, do not be above taking a tip (in lantern matters) from a
friend.

That every lanternist and lecturer will have a successful season
is the most earnest wish of the writer.
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BY H. ARMYTAGE SANDERS.

ONE of the scientific journals recently raised the oft
repeated question "Has the cinematograph come to stay ? Will
animated photographs be as popular in a year or two's time as they
are to-day, or is their appreciation a passing fashion which will
presently be usurped by something else ? " The writer, as one more
or less " behind the scenes " (or screen) replies to query No. 1.
Yes !

Judging by the amount of business that is still done in all
apparatus for projection and taking, and by the fact that more than
one eminent house of photographers are taking up the work for the
first time this summer, it does not look as if the cinematograph was
leavinc, us.

The fact of movement is no longer a wondergranted ; but
so long as good films are shown, of a topical nature, people will
patronise and admire animated photographs. No better example of
this fact can be given than by referring to the recent photographic
exhibition held at the Portman Rooms. It was the writer's good
luck to see on one night three different shows given by the
introducers of, or dealers in, their respective machines.

The audience was an extremely critical one, made up for the
most part of members of the trade, and yet they were enthusiastic ;
especially so when any particularly striking film was exhibited,
albeit they had, many of them, probably seen the same film before.

Comments were constantly to be heardcomments which to
one in the know showed the presence of others equally "in the
know," and yet appreciative.

It may be urged that people will before long tire of express
trains, of children pillow fighting, of divers ascending firework-like
from the water to the diving board, but these things can easily be
set aside and others of equal interest shown.

There is a vast field open yet to the enterprising film taker.
Perhaps, while on the topic, one may be permitted a little

grumble at the picture producer, and that for his slavish copying of
ideas from, say, the Biograph, or across channel folk. As soon as
the said photographer has got into the way of makinc, good films
he diligently sets to work, often at great expense, to take a train, or
a bolster fight, instead of launching out into a line of his own.

How much that is interesting, humorous, and instructive,
may be got from pictures of animal lifedomestic and wild ?
The farmyard, the stables, the smithy, the Zoo, and various
menageries will provide subjects and incidents enough for the most
prolific user of film. Lantern slides of such subjects never fail to
please, and to my knowledge sell perhaps better than any, so that
pictures to which the additional charm of animation is given
should meet with a ready sale. The writer is only suggesting in
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a general way one or two lines to go upon, many others must
perforce suggest themselves to the reflective photographer.

For technical instruction, Army and Navy drill, etc., good films
answer equally well for illustrating lectures as for amusing the
public in a variety theatre, and it is in finding fresh ground for the
use of the instrument that its prosperity and future lies.

A writer in Truth suggested not long since that a kind of
national gallery should be started for the collection of films of all
public events, such as last year's Jubilee, and the scene so recently
enacted at Westminster at the burial of one of England's greatest
men.

There is a good deal to be said for such a project and once
fairly started it should prove a great success. Competition would
be stirred up, and the general quality of work to be exhibited
raised. Acceptance of a film by the "National Animated Picture
Gallery" should be an honour equal to be being "on the line"
at the Academy.

A committee composed equally of artists, expert photographers,
and lanternists, should be formed, so that the trade element did not
predominate.

Had we lanternists only a good society the " National Animated
Picture Gallery" might easily emanate from it. Perhaps the time
is not yet ripe for such a" Gallery" (?) but surely a new Lantern and
Cinematograph Society should rise phcenix-like out of the ashes of
the old one.

Perhaps some of your subscribers, with more leisure than the
writer, would air their views in the Journal, whose columns, I feel
sure Mr. Editor, would be open for the discussion of such a topic.

ES)

On the Projection of Small Slides.

BY EDGAR CLIFTON, F.R.P.S.

THE standard size for slides, 31 inches square, has now become so
firmly established in popular favour that it would be unwise, not to
say unnecessary, to suggest making any change in the external
dimensions of the slide. It is, however, quite another matter to
take into consideration the best method of projecting pictures
printed from negatives smaller than 3 inches in their longest
dimensionand such negatives now exist in thousands. Probably
the best way of utilising such negatives is to make full standard
sized slides by enlargement, and this will be the method adopted
by those who possess larger cameras or already have a stock of
slides of the ordinary size. There may, however, be cases in which
the worker prefers always to use a small camera of the pocket

kodak or binocular type, and wishes to be able to utilise contact
slides from his little negatives. This is easily done by anyone
possessing a standard sized lantern, the principal outlay being for a
front lens of shorter focus than usual, a portrait lens of the type
known as "patent stereographic" or "compound stereo" being very
suitable for the purpose. This must be adapted to the ordinary
front flange, care being taken that the draw tube is not too long to
allow of the image being focused upon a distant screen.

The stage or carrier should be so arranged that the slide may
be brought well forward into the cone of rays, thus utilising all or
nearly all of the light collected by the condenser. It will now be
found that the size of the projected picture will be nearly equal to
that shown by the ordinary projection lens with a full sized slide at
the same distance, and that there will be comparatively little loss
of light when using the smaller slide.

In cases where portability is desirable the slides might be made
upon plates exactly the size of the negatives and then slipped into
blocks of the regular standard size. Considerably more than half
the weight and bulk would be saved by adopting this plan.

When we consider that cinematograph pictures, an inch in
length, are successfully projected upon 16 and 20 feet screens, it
will readily be seen that there can be no practical objection to the
procedure indicated in the foregoing remarks.
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A Simple Tilting Table and Cylinder Stand.
BY JOHN CLARKSON.

THESE useful adjuncts to the lanternist's kit can be easily made by
anyone having a slight knowledge of carpentry. To make the
tilting table, procure three pieces of * inch deal 18 inches long by
o inches wide, cut a hole (with fretsaw preferably) 6* by 3* inches,

the widest part across the grain 2 inches from one end. This we

1

will term No. i board ; save the piece cut out as you will require it
for a strut. Now nail No. i to No. 2, place in the socket or portion
cut out your piece of wood 6* by 3* inches, hinge the side nearest
end of board. Now take No. 3, make three V-shaped grooves *
inch wide and 7 inches long across the board, the first groove being



21 inches from the end, the second if inches from this, the third
being it inches from the second, about I inch deep ; at the other
end of board fix a long strip hinge, and fix same to No. r and 2.
This will now tilt to three different heights and fold up flat when
not in use.

To make the stand, procure some deal boards inch thick ; cut
two of them 12 inches long by 7 inches in width, the other two 12
inches long by 3,2- inches wide ; screw them all together in the

form of a box without ends with q inch screws, now fit a
piece of wood inches square in one end and fasten same in
position from the sides with the 1-12 inch screws, the other end
being left open for the reception of the cylinder ; give the whole a
coat of black enamel ; it will now accommodate any cylinder up to
30 feet with the rope covering, or a larger size without, the cylinder
being in an upright position, and can be stood anywhere.

e?

The Use of Plain Glass Lantern Plates.
BY R. ASHCROFT (St. John's School, Bolton).

SOME time ago I had the privilege of pointing out in the pages of
the OPTICAL MAGIC LANTERN JOURNAL, how the use of the lantern
as an educational aid in our primary schools had of late years
become so widely and increasingly popular ; but I, in common
with most teachers, soon discovered that something more than a
lantern and a collection of pictures, however good they might be,
was necessary if the lantern teaching was to be successful. An

easy and cheap method was wanting for the writing out, for pro-
jection on the lantern screen, of brief notices, notes, summaries,
or formulae, and of tracing or drawing sketches or sketch maps
such as in an ordinary lesson would be written or drawn on a
blackboard. The following hints, which were gathered together
from various sources, will show how the need was supplied, and
may also prove of use and interest to lanternists generally.

A substitute for the ordinary blackboard was made as follows :
A stock of plain glass plates ready cut to regulation size, 3f- by
31 inches, was procured from a glazier, and cost about 3d. per
dozen. A black composition was then made by mixing finely
powdered lampblack with dammar varnish. With this the glass
plates were then coated lightly and evenly on one side, a small soft
brush being used. To render the glass absolutely opaque, a second
coat was sometimes found necessary ; both coats soon dry. When
dry a square was ruled on the glass, the sides being a inch or
more from the edges of the plate. All the drawing or writing was
then done inside the square. As a writing medium almost any
sharp pointed instrument may be used. Either the needle of a
compass or a sharpened knitting needle will prove useful for the
purpose. If much writing is to be done it will be well to stick the
needle into the end of a penholder. For variety in writing
important words may be painted a transparent blue or red, and in
sketches or map drawing the various parts may be painted with
different coloured transparent paints as necessity demands or the
taste of the operator dictates. But without any artificial colouring
whatever a bright, clear, whitish writing results, and shows most
plainly and effectively on the dense black background.

Another way of preparing and tracing small sketches and maps
is by using squares of fine ground glass. These are, of course,
got ready cut as before, and the cost is about 4d. per dozen. They
should first be made temporarily transparent by being wiped with
a sponge dipped in paraffin or glycerine. They may then be
placed over the sketch or drawing to be traced, which is thus very
easily done. Any hard lead or crayon of whatever colour may be
used in order to add to the attractiveness of the drawing or the
distinctiveness of its parts. When the sketch is thoroughly drawn,
a firm even line resulting, the glass should be taken hold of by one
corner with an ordinary pair of tongs, and held in front of a fire.
It should be heated to about 98 degrees Fahr., or just about hot
enough to hold comfortably in the hand. Then, with the glass
held horizontally, a little photographer's dry plate negative varnish
must be poured into the centre. Dammar varnish, which will be
made up by any oilman, is, however, equally as effective for the
purpose. Afterwards tilt the glass plate so that the varnish
spreads over it evenly, and drain back any surplus varnish into the
bottle from one corner of the plate. By holding the glass in front of
the fire for a few minutes the varnish will crystallise on its surface,
making it quite transparent. Care must, however, be taken not to
make the glass too hot before the varnish is put on, or the latter
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will not run evenly. The result is a firmly " fixed " map on a
thoroughly and permanently transparent plate.

The following recipes for making writing fluids for writing,
tracing, or drawing on ordinary plain glass will commend them-
selves to lanternists, as by their use sketches, etc., may be more
easily drawn, and notes of various kinds more easily written than
by the methods previously noted, while the cost and trouble is
exceedingly small

Clean the plates well and polish with powdered whiting.
Then take a gill of ordinary ink, and add to it a quarter of an
ounce of sugar candy. When the candy has thoroughly dissolved
the fluid may be used for the necessary purposes with an ordinary
pen.

Another fluid for writing on glass may be made as follows :
Procure half an ounce of copal resin and 4 ounces of lavender.
Mix these together, and when the mixture is quite dissolved add
lampblack or whatever colouring matter is desired, and mix up
well. Care must be taken that the pigment is very finely
powdered.

A third writing fluid for glass may be made by diluting
with water the violet ink supplied by manufacturers of rubber
stamps. This gives a clear and definite line, which neither runs
nor blots.

A fourth is made by mixing oil tube lampblack with a
mixture of copal varnish and turpentine in equal proportions,
until it takes quite freely like ink to a crow quill pen.

In connection with these, it may be further noted that a well-
known firm has prepared and placed on the market perfectly plain
glass plates specially prepared on one side, so that notices or any
particulars may be written on the same with ordinary pen and ink..
They are sold in boxes at is. per half-dozen.

cS3

A Cheap Home-made Enlarging Apparatus.
BY T. PERKINS.

AN apparatus for enlarging can be made at a small cost by anyone
who is moderately skilful in the use of ordinary carpenter's tools.
The way in which it can be done I will proceed to describe:

I will, for the sake of definiteness, assume that we wish to enlarge
from -4-plate negatives and desire to enlarge them two diameters.
We must first make a few preliminary calculations by which we
shall be able to get the apparatus into rough adjustment, leaving
the fine adjustment to be made by trial. We have the formula
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BOB SAWYER'S PARTY.

Each by Dickens.
A HUMOROUS CURE FOR

DRUNKENNESS.
BIBLE ILLUSTRATIONS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

OF

THE FOREST CANTONS OF
SWITZERLAND.

THE LAND OF THE VIKINGS
(NORWAY).

DAIRYING, BUTTER AND
CHEESE-MAKING.

COMMEMORATION SERVICE
OF THE LANDING OF
ST. AUGUSTINE.
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BIBLE ANIAMLS.
BUNYAN'S HOLY WAR.
THE WAY OF THE CROSS.
ILLUSTRATED HYMNS.
HOMES WITHOUT HANDS.
BOUGHT AND SOLD.
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v where u is the distance of the negative in front off 67, Lancaster Road, Notting Hill, London, W.

the lens, v the distance of the bromidepaper behind it, f the CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.
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focal length of the lens. If we wish to enlarge to n diameters we
must make v equal to n times u. In our special case n 2 and the
formula becomes - , from which 2U = 31.

U 22/ j
Now we will suppose the enlargement is to be made with the

same lens as we generally use for taking -plates, and will
assume that its focus is 8 inches. In this case v = 2u =- 24 inches
and u = 12. We will first make a printing frame of the ordinary
type 13 x 91, or, if we find this too much trouble, buy a 15 x 12 one.
Next we will procure a plank of the same width as the printing
frame and 39 inches long, and at one end of this fasten the printing
frame vertically at right angles to the plank by screws. We must
next obtain two other boards of the same size as the outside of the
printing frames, pierce one of these with a central hole to allow of
the lens flange being screwed to it, and then fasten this by screws
to the plank, so that its plane may be truly parallel to that of the
printing frame, and the distance of the optical centre of the lens
(which may be taken to coincide with the diaphragm if it is a

Front board - :ran? ra'eui

Plank -Front

,Fren? load
IJ-

Yzew

doublet, or with the lens itself if it is a single) from the back of the
frame may be 24 inches. In front of this two strips should be
screwed along the edges of the plank, one edge of each being
bevelled as represented in the diagram, while the other board should
be mounted at right angles to a board that will slide between these
strips. A central aperture, 61- x should be cut in this board
and a border T., of an inch should be sunk round this so that a.
negative may lie in it with its back flush with the surface of the
wood, and be fastened in by turn-buttons. According to our
calculations the board carrying the negative should be 12 inches
in front of the lens, but it will be necessary to insert a sheet of
ground glass in the printing frame, screw the lens into the flange on
the central board, and put a negative into the front board and shift
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this backwards and forwards until accurate focus is obtained.
The position for best focus should be marked, and the front board
fixed by passing a thumb-screw through the sliding board and the
plank. I say a thumb-screw because, as hereafter to be described,
we may desire to move the position of the board carrying the
negative.

It will now be necessary to make the space between the lens
board and the printing frame an absolutely dark chamber, which
we can do by means of sheets of millboard blackened inside and
protected along the joints with strips of black cloth, or velvet, pasted
on. As we wish to make the apparatus light, we will render the
space between the boards carrying the lens and negative respectively
tolerably dark by tacking laths on, so as to join the top corner of
these two boards, and covering the space between with black
calico, leaving one side loose, so that the hand may be inserted to
uncap the lens. If the lens is a doublet it should be screwed on so
that the capped end points towards the negative, if a single lens it
will be an advantage to have the flange on the side of the central
board nearest to the printing frame. The cap, if it were put on the
lens, could not in this case be removed by hand, but exposures may
be made by a hinged or sliding shutter fastened to the side of the
central board nearest to the negative.

If the owner of the apparatus possesses a shorter focused lens,
say one of 6 inch focus, he may adjust the front board nearer, and
so will be able to enlarge from a smaller negative to the same size.
We will use the formula to calculate its position ; v is now fixed,
namely 24 inches, and f now is equal to 6 inches, so that to find u

we have --
U 24 6 oor , - 4 - I = so that u 8,

24 24 24
or the front board must be brought nearer to the lens so that the
distance between them may be about 8 inches, the exact position
being determined by trial.

In this case, since u = 8 and v = 24 the number of diameters
the negative will be enlarged will be 24 ±- 8 _=. 3 ; thus a -1--plate
negative will give a 12 X 9 print clear. The -I-plate negative can
be inserted in a carrier such as is used when j---plates are exposed
in a i---plate back, and this carrier fastened into the front board
intended to carry the ii-plate negative.

METHOD OF USING THE APPARATUS.

Take the whole into the dark-room, remove the back of the
printing frame or preferably an unhinged board that fits into the place
normally occupied by the hinged back, pin on to this the sensitive
paper, put this board back into the printing frame, and to make all
thoroughly light-tight cover the back part by a thick blaek cloth
secured by an elastic band, place the negative in the front board,
carry the whole affair into the open air, set it down on its back with
the negative turned upward to the sky and make the needful exposure
by removing the cap, or opening the hinged or sliding shutter,
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cover the lens and carry the apparatus back to the dark-room, and
develop the enlargement.

I have mentioned the way in which a single lens should be
turned. The advantage of this is that if the same lens is employed
as that with which the original negative was taken, the curvilinear
distortion of marginal lines will be thus corrected ; so that the
photographer who uses small plates, with the view not of making
contact prints but only enlargements, need not go to the
expense of a rectilinear lens, even for architectural subjects ; a single
landscape will be all that he will need.

It will be seen that the photographer who wishes to make an
enlarged positive on glass, or an enlarged negative, may substitute
a sensitive glass plate for the bromide paper.

The Preservation of Negatives and Prints.

BY E. DUNMORE.

IF a negative or print is of any value, it, as a matter of course, is
worth preserving, and any simple means tending to this end should
not be neglected by the photographer. In the first place, negatives
of whatever dimensions may be used as a source of lantern slides,
although in the first instance they might not have been intended
for this purpose. We all know very small defects on the negatives
if even in a negligable quantity, when only ordinary printing is
intended are magnified into intolerable eyesores on the screen ; on
this account we use our best endeavours to produce an absolutely
flawless negative, and having done so should preserve it in this
condition. Thousands of photographers do nothing more to preserve
the film intact than drying and keeping in a dry place in a box or
a bag as the case may be. Once let an unprotected negative come
into, contact with damp silvered paper, as it may easily do in damp
cold weather, the negative is probably ruined so far as its flawless
condition is concern d. The free silver from the sensitive paper
enters into combination with the gelatine on the negative, and
although no harm may be perceptible just at first, after a time the
film will become spotted with minute brown spots that a course of
printing increase in size to the utter destruction of the negative
an affection that is, so far as I know, incurable.

If, after drying the negative and carefully removing any particles
of dust from the surface, it is coated with plain collodion, left to
harden, and then varnished with good lac varnish, it will be
practically safe from this danger. I would advise this treatment
before any contact printing is done whatever, and then in the future
if a negative is required to reduce for lantern slides we have the

Is the Lantern doing its Duty P

BY H. J. WALKER.

Is the lantern doing its duty? Or perhaps I should put the question
in another way. Is the lantern taking its proper place as a scientific
instrument in the educational world ?

This is a question of vital importance to me, as one who is a
firm believer in a more advanced education for the people.

It appears to me that there is a great reluctance on the part of
our educational bodies to give the lantern a place as a scientific
educational instrument, but I am convinced there is no other
apparatus which is capable of imparting so much instruction and
pleasure at the same time.

In proof of this th3re is the fact that some of our best known
professors have used the lantern as a means of illustrating their
subjects ; but it is not only for the few who are able to attend
scientific lectures and classes that I would like to see the lantern
used, but for the masses who are being educated under our School
Board system.

satisfaction of knowing that, barring accidents, the film will be in
as good a condition as when it was first taken. From many
experiments I have made, no other treatment seems more or even
so effectual than this double coating.

When albumenised paper was nearly the only kind used for
proofs, the surface was frequently deficient in lustre, and the
shadow absorbed detail that ought to show ; to remedy this the
prints were polished with a wax paste consisting of white wax
dissolved in oil of lavender with the addition of a small quantity of
benzine. A little of this composition was smeared over the surface of
the print and then polished off with a soft rag. Although the
intention was merely to bring up the detail in the darker portion of
the picture, it undoubtedly acted as a preservative of a very effective
character. Now we have such glossy surfaced paper that adding to
the gloss is out of the question, but by giving the print a coating of
this kind they would be protected from the action of the air, and
their freshness would be preserved for a much longer period.
Enamelling by the usual collodion and gelatine process is perhaps
the best protection a print can receive. Any protection of this kind
is effective only from outside influences, a badly prepared or fixed
print contains in itself the germs of destruction, and to such any
outward application would be of only problematical value ; it might
retard, but not prevent decay.

ALMANAC AND ANNUAL. 111
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In many schools continuation classes are given, which are
attended by young people who have passed through the ordinary
School Board routine. It is these classes more particularly that
I would urge should have a complete and efficient lantern outfit
as one of the necessary adjuncts to carrying out a successful
system of education.

In my humble opinion, any amount of money expended on
education is not wasted, it is only to education that we can look for
the proper development of the minds and bodies of the people, and
to bring this about it is absolutely necessary that every appliance
that science can give us should be at the disposal of the tutors of
the future generation.

There are, I am sure, very few subjects that can be taught more
efficiently without the aid of an optical lantern than with one. The
skilful way in which lantern slides can now be produced makes it
possible to obtain exact illustrations for nearly every subject under
the sun, and I would ask what is more instructive than to see any
subject under discussion efficiently illustrated, and I contend there
is no better way of doing th's than by the aid of the lantern.

I think, considering the advance we have made in educational
matters during the last few years, that the lantern as an educational
medium has been sadly overlooked. However, I am in hope of yet
seeing it take its place as a recognised instrument of instruction,
and I am certain, when the various authorities regard it as a class-
room requisite, they will be fully repaid by the great advance they
will undoubtedly see in the education of the people under their
control.

To my mind it seems very necessary to do our utmost to secure
the best possible instruction for the people at large, otherwise we
shall be losing our supremacy in the commercial world, seeing that
our Continental neighbours are far more progressive than we are in
the matter of education.

The Lantern in Church.

BY THE RECTOR OF LITTLE PEATLING (T. C. V. BASTOW,

SINCE the article I wrote for the LANTERN ANNUAL two years ago I
have had two years more experience, but I am afraid I have little
to add to the hints I then sent.

My experience is that not every church is suitable for the
lantern, not every congregation will welcome it. The finest lantern
theatre in my neighbourhood, a newly-built church, will hold about
800. There is ample room for a 20 foot screen, the pictures have
always been most successful, but the congregation has never been
more than too.
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On the contrary, in a little church with heavy Norman pillars
most unsuitable for lantern work, there are always good
congregations. For platform, a west end gallery, if there be such
a survival, is most convenient, but requires a long focus lens and
limelight. If there be not a platform one can be made readily
by stretching two 4 inch battens across the seats and placing
boards, or better still a barn door over them. If you have the barn
door or a trestle table top you can do without the battens. As I
said before, two little pulley blocks, with tails about a foot long,
tied up to the roof at the level where the top of the screen is to be,
are best, but want sometimes a long ladder to reach them, and the
lighting arrangements of many churches make a long ladder a
troublesome and dangerous companion. Once, however, you have
got your blocks fixed, better to the east than the west of the
chancel arch, you ought never to want a ladder any more. You
can leave lines run through the blocks like signal halliards, and
after the first visit all you have to do is to attach the lines to the
corners and haul up. It is very unpleasant just as you are leaving,

tired out with the packing in the comparative darkness of an inch
oil lamp, badly trimmed, with a dirty chimney, to have the sexton,
or the rector, or some other kind assistant rush at you with two,
neat little coils of cord remarking, "you were leaving these behind."-
Only a tom cat could express the lanternist's feelings, for he knows,
he has got all the ladder work to do again next week.

Since I last wrote the invention of Mr. Anderton's silver screen
has made a great difference in country places. You can get a
bright 12 foot picture with Stocks's lamp and 12 foot is quite big
enough for our little village churches. The difficulty with silver
screens is to avoid puckers, and the consequent shadows which are
more conspicuous than in any other material. I recommend
anybody who can afford it to put up the silver screen as a permanent
fixture on a 6 inch roller.

During the last year I have seen one very clever screen stand.
It is made of socketted rods as usual, but the top corners are the
specialite, and I cannot find that anyone has patented it, nor that
any manufacturer supplies it. The screen has a hem at the top
through which is threaded the ordinary combination of poles, which
fit into a corner socket welded to two other sockets, into which
other poles are fitted, reaching the ground about 3 feet apart like
the bottom of an X.

II
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It is obvious that a screen stand like this will allow the screen
to be tilted at any angle ; the only objection is to the number of
poles required. If you can tilt forward enough you can of course
tilt the lantern upwards and show from the floor.

I have also seen a saturator this year (I must not, I suppose,
say which maker's) show a better picture than my mixed jet, which
is by a well-known optician.

Since Last Season.

BY R. TINDALL.

ANOTHER contribution to the MAGIC LANTERN JOURNAL ANNUAL.
Let us see what the record is since last year. I turn to my list of
engagements for 1896-7 (duly noted in the most useful MAGic
LANTERN JOURNAL ANNUAL Of last year), and find that I showed
my lantern 19 times. Let us analyse this list. It works out thus :
Life of Christ, eight times; Pilgrim's Progress, five times; Lectures,
five times ; Entertainments, once.

This is hardly a fair sample of my usual work as the number of
entertainments would be higher as a rule. But take it as it is.
Why does the sacred subject come out so high ? Chiefly, I think,
because my slides are so good. If this kind of work is attempted,
nothing should be shown which is in the least degree inferior.
Better leave out a second-rate slide rather than have a larger
number of common-place pictures.

Of course the subject appeals to everyone, and people of all
shades of opinion ask me to show this series. For instance, three
of the evenings were given in churches, one in a chapel, and four in
mission halls. I do not think the clergy and those who speak on
the life of Our Lord at all fully realise what a vast power for good
the optical lantern is. Many persons have truths brought home to
them through the eye rather than through the ear, and the attention
and breathless interest shown at many of the services held this
winter have encouraged me to extend this work in the future, so
that I am now having a considerable number of new slides painted,
and when next winter comes I believe I shall have one of the best
sets on this subject in England.

There is never any difficulty in finding someone to give the
address. The lanternist should know what he is about, should
never make any mistakes, such as putting in a picture upside down,
and above all things should work his .lantern quietly and without
the slightest fuss. If so, and if his pictures are really good, he may
be sure that the service will be a success.

PNEUMATIC DISSOLVER
Can be had separately.

PRICE 7/6. For use with
any Ordinary Carriers.
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"RECORD" LANTERN.
With 3-Wick Lamp, 17/6; 4-Wick, 18/6.

" SPECIAL " LANTERN.
With 3-Wick Lamp, 21/-; 4-Wick, 22/6.

" STANDARD " LANTERN.
With 3-Wick Lamp, 4-Wick, 26/-.

"ECLIPSE" RUSSIAN IRON LANTERN.
With 3-Wick Lamp, 28/6; 4-Wick, 30,'-.

"PROFESSIONAL" LANTERN.
With 3-Wick Lamp, 356: 4-Wick, 381-.

"CLIMAX" RUSSIAN IRON LANTERN.
With 3-Wick Lamp. 476; 4-Wick, 50/-.

"SILVER STAR" RUSSIAN IRON LANTERN.
From 67/6.

ROBERT H. CLARK'S LATEST PATTERN RUSSIAN IRON LANTERN,
'With zg-in. Double Combination Front Lenses, and fitted with Stocks' Improved Patent Oil Lamp

of 125 standard candle-power, price zC4 10s.
All Lanterns have 4-in. Compound Condensers, 2-in. Wick Lamps,

and Travelling Cases.
Lantern Stands from 12;6; Lightning Carriers front 1/-.

7DING- p_AMPS FROM 21,
31- by 31 Slides, in sets of 12, from 2/6 per set ; Full Size, slipping in Mahogany frames, 6/6 per
doz. Levers, 2/-. Rackwork (including Chromatropes), 2/6. The Largest Stock of Hymns and
Church Service Slides in the Country. Slide Painting for the Trade and Private Customers

NEW CATALOGUE FREE.

ROBERT H. CLARK, 111.1bolcsale Optician, Royston, Herts.
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The Elevation of the Lantern.

BY F. J. SCRIMGEOUR.

GIVEN the size of the sheet and the focal length of the lens, the
proper distance between objective and screen is a physically
established fact, to which we all bow in meek submission. Some
lanternists inwardly enraged at having to acknowledge even one
law of optics take all future proceedings into their own hands and
demonstrate the vagarities of unfettered taste and opinion in,
among other lantern matters, the important subject of elevation.
One operatorwhether from shyness or love of shadow pantomime-

as produced by whalebone feathers and unseasonable honeysuckle,
who can say ?invariably hides himself and his apparatus in the
bosom of the auditory crowd ; while another seems to rely for skill
upon proximity to the ceiling and mounts upwards to his lantern
by means of a pair of kitchen "steps."

X Ft

Now there are circumstances when one or other of these-
extremes is the only correct position, but such cases are rare
much more so than are the occasions when great elevation or
its opposite is adopted.

This should not be ; a lantern's position vertically canand
therefore shouldbe determined by optical laws as well as its.
position horizontally. I do not think that I run much chance of
contradiction when I say that a lanternist's object is to present his
views on the sheet in such a manner that they will be seen to the
greatest possible advantage by the largest possible proportion of the
audience. Theoretically, the best point of vision is in a line running
at right angles to the picture ; and therefore the " tilt " of the
screen should be such that the greatest possible number of people
will be in the vicinity of this phantom line. Thus, in the diagram,
supposing A B to be the length of the entire floor and a B the portion
of the floor occupied by the audience, thenfollowing the theory
the line Yi X' proceeding from the centre of, and at right angles to,
the screen, should reach the floor at the middle point of A B namely

and to attain this the screen would have to be tilted as c D'.

In practice, however, it is found that the points of vision in that
portion of the hall represented by B x' are not quite so advantageous
as the corresponding points in A X'. It is therefore customary to
increase the area of the latter to the diminution of the former. We
shall therefore transfer x1 backwards to x and re-adjust the screen
to position c D, so that the phantom line 1/' x1 becomes Y x.

The placing of the lantern is the next operation and to do this
correctly Y X is again required, for when the lantern is rightly
located that line should pass directly through the centre of the
front lens and also through the centre of the condenser.

Exactly where on that line the lens must be is determined, as
we all know, by the focus of the objective and the size of the
sheet.

Supposing that the size of the screen is constantsay 12 feet
squarethen, with a lens of 4 inch focus, the distance Y L' Will
be 16 feet, or with a lens of 7 inches, 28 feet.

Now a glance at the diagram will make it apparent that the
elevations of L1 and L are very different, and that the height of a
lantern from the ground depends on the " tilt " of the screen and
the focus of the lens just as much as the distance is decided by
the focus and the size of the screen.

Still supposing that we have a 12 feet screen at c n slant it is
evident that the lens of 4 inch focus should be placed much higher
than the lens of 8 inches. All that I have said in this year's
ANNUAL may seem childishly obvious, but this law of elevation is
so frequently forgotten or neglected that I make no apology for
thus bringing it again to the notice of the lantern fraternity.

Home Made Copying Stand.

By HILTON GRUNDY.

ONE thing almost a necessity to an amateur is some arrangement
for copying. It may be a print that requires copying, a page of a
book, or a lantern slide, the only thing remaining of a pet negative
unhappily broken or otherwise rendered useless. Then, again, it
may be that it is required to reduce or make a slide from a larger
negative.

I purpose giving here the mode of making an apparatus that
will enable the owner to do any or all of these things. It has, in
my hands and those of a friend for whom I made a similar one,
stood a test of three years or so requirements. Luckily many
amateurs are fairly respectable mechanics, or think they are. This
is a compensation for having taken up an otherwise costly hobby.



Illustration I will give an idea of the complete apparatus.
as fixed for copying prints, etc. Two frames slide one on the other ;
one carries a sliding camera carrier, the other frame holds the fixed
board to which is fastened the object requiring copying. Fig. 2,
gives an end section showing how one frame slides in the other.

mob
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Fig. I.

Take four strips of wood about 3 feet long and about x by if-
section. Two of these were framed together by cross strips,
forming when finished a frame 3 feet long and 7 inches wide. as
Fig. 3. The other frame was similar to Fig. 3, but was 7 inches
inside framing, allowing the narrow frame to slide inside. To
prevent any tilting a inch thick strip of wood was screwed along
the under edges of frame, Fig. 3, and a corresponding groove was
made inside the second frame before framing up finally. The
copying board was formed as seen in Fig. 1, and was held in
position by a thumb-screw. The sliding table holding the camera.

consists of two small strips of wood screwed to two other strips, scr
that one pair slides inside the upper frame (Fig. 3). If the camera
has a good sliding front a thin piece of wood may be also screwed
on with a hole in the centre, to which the camera may be screwed
by tripod screw. In my case I made a parallel slot across, so that
the camera may slide bodily from side to side if necessary.

Should, however, you desire Lo have camera fixed, you could
make a compound copying board in such a way as to allow of the
board being moved from side to side and up and down. Some such
arrangement is necessary so as to centre print being copied, other-
wise it would require its removal from board probably two or three
times till it was centered accurately.

The print or book may be fastened to copying board by pins or
string, or a piece.of glass pressing it against the board. If carefully
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made the board should be parallel to focusing screen of camera.
After trying various modes of holding books and centre, I can
strongly recommend a sheet of glasssay about 12 by 8 inches
to meet all ordinary requirements. This may be held by a willing
assistant. Amateurs generally have plenty of friends, etc., willing
to accept favours, and they can in this way make some return ; or
a piece of string may be passed round the projecting ends of the
glass, and by means of a knot or drawing pin the ends may be
fixed behind the board.

The stand is light and very portable, and the sizes given will
answer admirably for anything up to Iplate size.

The copying board may be any size likely to be needed, but
12 by io inches or so is ample. For any emergency arising
necessitating a larger copying board, one may use a large drawing
board held in front of the smaller fixed copying board.

Now it remains to make one more piece of apparatus, so that
the stand may be used for lantern slide work or making enlarged
negatives, etc. The stand itself remains as it is, but the copying

board is replaced by an open frame, as F g. 4. The opening in the
frame has a small 33- inch rebate all round and is just large enough
for a i-plate to fit in. The i.-plate is held in by two or more small
turn buttons.

When a +-plate is being copied or reduced, an inner frame must
be made to carry the +-plate. An observant reader will at once
see that lantern plates can be treated similarly. In this way a
lantern slide may be copied without removing the binding. Care
must be taken that the film side must be nearest the lens of the
camera, or a reversed copy will result. Carbon workers please
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note, as this is one way of getting rid of the trouble of double
transfer. To enclose the space between plate and camera, a piece
of brown paper or cardboard, or cloth, must be thrown over the
base if it does not lie flat on a table, i.e., if it is tilted to point to
sky when exposing. From the top of frame to camera a thin piece
of wood is ledged, and over this is thrown a focusing cloth. This
is all that is necessary.

If making a number of lantern slides the apparatus need not
be disturbed to change the negatives, as all the working parts are
outside. I do not even now cap the lens, but whilst drawing out
the shutter ready for exposure, I throw loosely over the negative a
piece of dark cloth. This is removed for exposure and placed back
afterwards.

Cracked Condensers.

BY LAMBERT MATTHEWS.

THIS is an important matter concerning which questions are
repeated at frequent intervals, and various reasons are given as to
the cause. My experience (which is considerable and extends over
a long period) leads me to the conclusion that five times out of six
the disaster is attributable to careless manipulation of the lantern.
The lenses are undoubtedly in some cases too tight in their cells,
allowing no margin for expansion, but the chief cause is keeping
the lime cylinder too long in one position, whereby a pit is formed,
and a tongue of intense flame is projected towards the condenser,
and in many cases touches it, and as a matter of course fracture
follows. Make it a point to turn your lime a little between each
picture shown, also guard against cold currents of air striking upon
hot condensers, breakage will then be a very rare occurrence.
During a period of io years, when I used my bi-unial very
frequently, I never had a fracture, and with my portable lanterns,
although the bodies are small, my experience is the same. On the
other hand, when operated by friends who seldom use a lantern,
something has occurred more than once ; in one case I remember
that not only was the back lens broken, but part of the mount was
melted.

I have recently introduced a new method of mounting condenser
lenses without cells, whereby expansion is provided for, which I
consider very advantageous, but all the same, the lime must be
urned systematically, or breakage is inevitable.
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Bags and Boxes.

BY A. W. WASHINGTON PALMER.

IF any reader of this wishes to become a peripatetic showman, let
me recommend him to fully utilise these two valuable articles. Not a
bag to put his head in, nor a box to bury therein his ambitions; but
sound, serviceable articles in which to keep his belongings safe, dry,
and clean.

Sometimes after a lecture in a country district one has to leave
the house early in the morning. As that probably follows a late
night, caused by friendly gossip, it is indeed a convenience afterwards
to find that in the short time allowed, all your belongings have been
gathered together and have not been crumpled or injured by the
hasty way in which they were packed. To find a sponge half full
of water reposing in the midst of a batch of clean collars, or a bottle
depositing its contentssay tincture of myrrhon a limited stock of
handkerchiefs, is trying to one's temper, and a reason strong enough
for a good blow up.

For one's personal belongings nothing is better than (4) water-
proof sponge bags. No. i to take sponge, tooth-brush, nail-brush,
shaving-brush, tube of vaseline, and all bottles ; No. 2 to take collars
and handkerchiefs; No. 3 to take razors, clothes-brush, court plaster,
scissors, box of bovril lozenges, piece of chocolate, paper, and any
other small toilet article used; No. 4 to take a hair-brush.

N.B.Don't let any officious servant who unpacks your bag place
the clothes-brush on the hair-brush. "They all do it ! "

Have also one or two bags of some thin substance like sateen
for your dress boots, shoes, or slippers.

Then when it comes to the lantern, have also a bag in which to
place your sheet. It keeps both sheet and temper from being
stained.

Your boxes will have to be of various sizes; first, a hold-all box for
your lantern and its paraphernalia, if possible. Have a separate box
for each set of slides; not those of cardboard and which only hold
six slides, but one of tin holding the number used in each lecture
(if 50 slides, try one of Stanley's), and keep each full box ready for
immediate use. Keep all the lantern odds and ends in one box on
your shelves. In it, and also in the hold-all box, have a small wooden
box, with sliding lid, in which you keep a stock of nails, screws, etc.
Place your pressure gauge in a cigar box. From a tobacconist you
may obtain one which will be as suitable as if it had been specially
made to carry the gauge. Also I find it an advantage to keep and
carry my cylinders (four of 20 feet each) in boxes. Those boxes
either stand upright at the back of the lantern or can be placed
on the table, and the lantern stand placed above for an exhibition.

Keep your screen frame (if you possess one) in a box. The pieces
are all at hand then whenever they may be wanted, as they usually are,
in a hurry.



Among important elements deadweight carried merits more live con-
sideration than sturdy Britons give.

Convenience in manipulation affords delight in exhibiting.
The desk-trunk ,dispenses with tables, boxes, and wedges to build

up a stand for the lantern, and avoids any need to carry tripod or
lecture-desk.

You have all combined in the packing-box that carries lantern,
screen, and everything except brains.

Particularly regard dimensions given, because they allow the stand
to push in between opera chairs.

Fig. I.-Plain pine box of inch boards ; 36 inches long by
16 inches wide, by 16 inches deep, outside measure, except for strong
cleats, which, indicated by dots, serve to make the box very strong.
Legs, 28 inches long by 4 inches wide are hinged as shown, 5 inches
from one end, to strong cleat by long strong strap hinges, and braced
together by two strong cleats. They cling firmly to the box when
folded, shut by two bolts tightened from inside by thumb nuts.

A good spring double chest lock has keyhole cut through the
upper front leg, and makes all secure when the lid is closed.

Fig. 2.Two thin pieces, 3 inches wide by 222 inches long by
inch thick, with insets to form when joined a letter x brace

(Fig. 3).
Fig. 4 (lantern is put on top end of opened box, facing screen

towards arrow head).Desk is very thin board (1/4. inch) of pine or
basswood, 14 inches square, slanted by wire brace. Shelf is 3/8 inch
thick, 22 inches long, cleated, and wide as inside of box to slip on
side cleats 7 inches below top end of box. Two other narrow shelves
of 58 inch veneer will hold light articles. Notice how legs unfold,
turn back, and are braced rigid and firm by Fig. 3 crossed between
front legs. One leg cleat folds exactly under end of box to relieve
hinge. Of course Fig. 5 is neededa plain bit of No. 12 wire, bent at
both ends and used to prevent legs from folding back. D is the
door or lid of box, which swings open to brace the desk. The shelf
holds the box of slides at exactly the right spot for ease and comfort
in rapid work.

By pulling out shelf and lifting off the desk, the lid or door
swings shut with a snap, and lo ! comfort and security. The cupboard
is locked against small boys. When desired, mount the stump or
stand on a chair and go ahead.

This is freely offered the fraternity for criticism and improve-
ment. It has been in use 12 months. Can you suggest anything
better, reader? If so, kindly write me, care of the Editor.

All boards are YE3 inch thickness.

The Hold-All Box.

BY A. W. WASHINGTON PALMER.

0, YE dealers ! ever ready to take our money for elaborate and artistic
paraphernalia, why, oh, why, don't you help the peripatetic showman
by making him a hold-all box? One in which he can put all his
lantern and exhibition apparatus ; one which should contain lantern
and all fittings for either lime or oil light, regulator, carrier, sheet,
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In your travelling bag see that you have small boxes for voice
jujubes, troches, or concentrated food lozenges ; also a tube of
vaseline and a cardboard or tin case containing court plaster. All
these may seem unnecessary to some, but if they will make an experi-
ment, they will find their great value, and say in the course of time,
"The MAGIC LANTERN ANNUAL 1S always worth buying, for it always
has some helpful suggestion for the peripatetic showman, even if it is
only about Bags and Boxes."

Allen's Lantern Stand or Lecturer's Combined
Desk Trunk.

BY F. A. ALLEN (U.S.A.).

LIGHT is the noun around which American lanternists build suffix
and prefix. We consider weight wickednessour English cousins the
most awful sinners.

Light, lightness, delight make a trinity. Mechanically considered,
all success centres upon the jet. I use the Gwyer, managed strictly
as suggested on page 109, LANTERN JOURNAL ANNUAL for 1896-7.
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slides, and the many etceteras needed; one which can be used as a
stand for the lantern, and yet will be small enough to place under the
seat of a railway carriage or dog-cart, and light enough to carry in
one hand. It should not be necessary nowadays to charter a railway
truck to carry the apparatus required for giving a lantern lecture lasting
two hours. What you have not provided I have been obliged to get
made, and for the benefit of brother lanternists who are carpenters I
give particulars and illustrations.

This hold-all box contains
An iron lantern, with 4 inch Meniscus condenser and long (10 inch)

focus lens and tube, tray and saturator or mixed jet.
A

-1

Pressure gauge, with union, for either oxygen or hydrogen.
Oxygen regulator, and (if required) hydrogen also.
Lime cylinder of brass, holding six limes.
Cylinder of cardboard for tilting lid of box to the required angle,

when it is used as a lantern stand.
Three pieces of tubing. Selvyt or chamois leather.
Wooden box containing nails and screw hooks.
Fish line cord or string for hanging the screen.

2.4.X

Fig. 2.

Two cylinder keys. Dissolving carrier.
Slide box, holding from 50 to 6o unframed slides.
9 feet linen sheet in bag. Lime tongs. Gimlet.
8 ounce bottle of ether. Measuring tape.
Packet of literature for distribution.
The box outside measures 24yi inches by 8 inches by 12 inches.
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Placing the box on the ground with the lid side towards us, we
view it as represented on Diagram I.

A is a broad leather handle; B is the top of the box, which is
securely fastened to the sides at the right and left by iron angle arms
or cramps ; c, H, D, and I are raised strips of wood or beading placed
at either end of the lid to prevent anything slipping off when the lid
is used as a sloping desk or stand; E and G are the centres of the
hinges which fasten the lid to the sides of the box; F is the hasp of
the lid. This is placed over a staple on the side, and then is
secured by a padlock. K. is the bottom of the box, also firmly fastened
to the sides by iron cramps or angle arms.

Diagram 2 shows the box when used as the lantern stand. Placed
on its side on a table, with the bottom of the box towards us, we
notice G, H, I, J., the four iron clamps or angle arms which firmly
fasten the framework of the box.

Lifting up the lid, B, we place under it the cylinder, E, which,
being long enough to rest on both sides of the box, can be rolled

towards ID and F to depress the angle of the lid, or towards A to
elevate the angle. A and c are the strips of beading to prevent any-
thing slipping off the lid, while ID shows the hasp and F the staple
for the padlock.

We now place the box on its wide side, with the lid uppermost.
Opening the lid, and allowing it to fall as far back as the hinges will
admit, we look within and see (Diagram 3) c and E two strips of
wood fixed securely to the bottom of the box. Each strip is 9 inches
long and i inches high. Above the end of those strips is another
small strip F. On strip c is a button, B, which twists round, and
is used to retain the two cylinders which fit into the grooves A and D.
I, K., and NI are other strips which enclose two spaces, L and N, each
space being just large enough to contain a Beard's regulator. H is
an extra piece of wood, fastened on I to support and carry the weight
of the lens tube. 0 and P are the lower part of the hinges, which
run down the whole of the inside of the box.

We now commence to pack, remembering not only that everything
has a place, but that everything must get to its right place.

Into space A we put the cardboard cylinder, which is used to
lift the lid to the angle required; into space D we place the lime
cylinder. Then we fasten both securely by twisting the button B to

G'

_7? L

X Ai

Fig. 3.
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right angles with the grooves. Into L and N we place the oxygen and
hydrogen regulators, fastening both by turning the screw-eyes, which
are at i and lc, and wedge them by placing the lime tongs and gimlet in
the vacant corners.

Next we pack the lantern, putting the saturator and tray within
it. Above them is placed a piece of wood which has the under
surface grooved and cut to fit all the inequalities of the saturator,
while the upper surface is flat. Above it we then place the box (a
cigar box) which contains the pressure gauge and two T pieces. A
strip of cardboard now inserted between the piece of wood and the
pressure-gauge box serves to wedge all fairly tightly together in the
upper part of the lantern, while a piece of selvyt or chamois leather
answers the same purpose in the lower part. If the mixed jet be
taken instead of the saturator, then a few more of the smaller things
can be packed into the lantern.

Fig. 4.

We now place the lantern on its side in the box, and secure it
firmly in place by placing (a) the carrier between it and the box by
the side of o and P, (b) the rubber tubing and one of the cylinder
keys and a small box containing nails and screw hooks above the
lantern at (2, and (c) the measuring tape wedged at R between the
front of the lantern and the regulator square, K.

Above the cylinders in A and D we place the cords used for hang-
ing up the screen. Each of the four cords is wound lengthways
over and over a piece of wood shaped so
They serve as padding to the box of slides.

The appearance of the box thus partly packed is shown in
Diagram 4.

A is the carrier; n pieces of tubing below c the box containing
screws; D end of cylinder key showing under c; E and G are the
cords for the screen ; F is the piece of wood against which the slide
box rests ; H is the front lens tube ; i is the measuring tape; K. and AI
are the regulators ; L is the gimlet ; N the lime tongs.

We now place the slide box in the gap between the top of the
box and the front lens tube, one end resting on the strip of wood F,
and the other wedged firm by the carrier stage. The box is kept from
moving in the other direction by a screw piano music-holder, which is
let flush into the side of the box, just above F. When the hold-all box
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is placed with its top upwards, the whole of the weight of the slide
box will rest on the front lens tube. Therefore the necessity of the
piece of shaped wood H in Diagram 3 becomes manifest.

Next the sheet (already folded to the size required, and, in order
to keep it clean, placed in a bag of sateen or other thin substance) is
placed over the lantern, and covers the whole of the space from the
carrier A to the slide box above E and G.

Lastly, the space below the front lens tube is utilised for an
8 ounce bottle of ether, for literature, and other trifles thought useful.
The lid is closed ; the whole made secure by locking the padlock,
and we are ready for our journey by rail, carriage, or motor car.

"Is that all your luggage?" will be the question which greets
your arrival at the hoped-for Klondike. "Yes," you answer ; "here
is my bag containing my dress, etc.; here is the cylinder, or cylinders,
and "pointing to the hold-all box" here is everything else!"

A Simple Way of Producing a Spectrum.

BY E. D. BARTLETT.

127

THE production of a spectrum may be the means of affording amuse-
ment and instruction to many. Amusement for the young and instruc-
tion for those of maturer years. Who is there that at some time or
another has failed to notice the beauty of the objects fringed with
rainbow colours reflected in the wedge-shaped pieces of glass in the
chandelier, or suspended from an ornament on the mantelpiece? This
is a form of spectrum which can only be seen by one individual at
a time with one piece of wedge-shaped glass - but the following is a
simple means of showing the spectrum to a body of people, and which
will be very pleasing to the young :

We must procure a narrow piece of looking-glass, such as can
be purchased at any oil-shop for the small sum of one penny ; also a
basin of clean water and a sheet of white paper, or a white surface of
some kind, to receive the image The mirror must be placed in the
bowl of water at an angle of about 6o degrees. A beam of light
from the lantern is then projected obliquely to the surface of the
water. When the beam of light strikes the surface of the water, it is
slightly bent towards the mirror; it is then reflected from the mirror
to the surface of the water. From the surface of the water it is again
bent.

The ray of light is then seen on the screen split up into seven
different coloursviz., violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange, and
red. It must be observed that the surface of the water must be kept
perfectly still, otherwise the effect of the experiment will be destroyed.
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How to make an Acetylene Jet.

Now that acetylene gas has proven its efficiency, and now that genera-
tors have passed the experimental stage, everyone will want to try the
gas in his lantern.

The jets furnished by English makers, consisting of only one or

0001

BY ROBERT HUMPHREY.

two styles, seemed to be too weak, while those of American makers
were too high for my pocket; so I set to work to make one, and, after
a number of experiments, produced one that to me is quite satisfactory.It was made as follows :Get a piece of brass 7 inches long and 5/6

Fig. 3.

or 3 square, with projections, as at A and B, to receive thescrews which adjust the reflector and the pillar of the jet supporter.Then a hole is bored through for the passage of the gas ; apiece of round fastened in one end and a piece of pipe placedin the other to attach the rubber hose to.
If it is not convenient to get this piece of brass cast, a piece ofsquare tube can be procured instead, only in that case it will benecessary to fasten on pieces by soldering to receive the screws statedabove.

,tgiv
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In this sketch A is 3-16 screw-hole for adjusting the reflector ;
B is a hole for receiving tee pillar of the jet-holder, and C the screw
for fastening the same, while D D D are the holes for the burners,
which should be y8 inch apart.

As to the burners, these should be of the non-carbonising variety,
as I consider Wray's very unsatisfactory ; they smoke and are hard to
control. Two kinds are known to methe Star (Fig. 2) and Naphey's
(Fig. 3). Both have perforations from without to furnish air to the
flame.

As to securing the burners, they should be fastened so that
the flames stand at an angle of about 45 degrees. They can be secured
in one of two ways :'/6 inch gas nipples (brass) can be screwed in
with red-lead, and the burners fastened to these.

But the use of screws, as Figs. 4 and 5 is, in my opinion, pre-
ferable every way, as affording more facility for adjustment and change.

Of course, if screws are used, a hole must be bored in each down
the end, and from the side, as indicated in Fig. 6 by the black line,
or the gas will have no passage. If the screws fit the hole of the
main piece very closely, it will be necessary also to make a small
groove around the screw where the hole comes, or the passage of the
,as will be obstructed.

A 4 inch reflector, attached by a piece of brass 3/4. inch by 1-16
inch, and held in position by thumb-screws, as in Fig. 7, will corn-

.7) S
Fig /

plete the apparatus. Mine does excellent service, although it looks
somewhat "home-made." I might mention that any number of burners
from one to four can be inserted.
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The Rubbish Sold under the Name of Lanterns
and Slides. What will the Result be P

BY W. C. HUGHES.

IN the first place, I need not point out that so long as cheapness, and
not quality, is the consideration of those who dabble in such things,
there will always be found daubers and unscientific, unskilled work-
men ready, together with unprincipled dealers, to meet the demand for
same.

It is a pity this commercial spirit has entered so largely beside
artistic production; but it is plain that it is the age we live in; its
quackery the public run after, not its legitimacy. It is so in almost
all things nowadays; but as it has come into the art and science of
optical projection, those who wish to do well must look to it as a
sick person would seek the physician, and not the quack ; otherwise
they will fall to the ground, and only meet with disappointment.

I may say, however, since the introduction of photography (not
that I blame photography, for the photographer's art lends materially
to real artistic pictoral display) it has to a large extent given scope for
the introduction of very inferior coloured slides, and has allowed
mere itinerant dealers to call themselves "artists on glass" simply
because they can tint an ordinary lantern transparency, and thus it is
we hear so much of the cheap style of colouring. But I may tell my
readers that no artistically coloured slide can be sold for is. or is. 6d.,
as some people think, and be admired on the screen by connoisseurs.
When I have explained to my friends how certain photographs want
working up sometimes at the cost of 5s. to ios. each, they have been
simply astonished; but when they have realised what a strain, so to
speak, is put on a 3 inch picture when enlarged to zo feet on a screen,
they see at a glance what a great amount of work must necessarily be
put into it. The photograph itself must be good and the colouring
most carefully and artistically executed, but remember this cannot be
done for is. 6d.

Imagine a man paying, say, .,70 for a triple lantern and showing
Is. 6d. coloured photographs. I have known this done, and it cannot
be wondered at that such men never succeed as exhibitors. Unfor-
tunately since I have been in the business a number of colourists have
sprung up like mushrooms, who call themselves artists on glass, but
they really understand nothing at all about it, and yet I have known
such people written up in papers, while the real artist has been left
unnoticed. It is no small thing to be a genuine artist on glass, and to
know the many secret methods practised. Moreover, years of practice
have to pass before a man or woman can really call themselves by this
name.

To test one of the so-called artists, ask him to take a piece of plain
glass and paint a subject from beginning to end, commencing with the
bare outline and finishing off with the various layers of colour in order
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to complete an artistic picture, and see what a sad mess he makes of
it. In the case of photographic transparencies it is worth while record-
ing here that I had taken a photograph myself of a French street, but
with the buildings cut off at the first floor, as I wanted this subject
particularly. I asked a gentleman to work it up for me, and this he cer-
tainly did, for when it was completed I could not tell where the
photograph terminated and the painting commenced, such was the
skill manifested in this case. I believe no other man than that to
whom I allude could have accomplished this feat. I may say I keep
it as a momento of skill in slide painting, it being worth at least a
guinea, yet, painful to relate, I once asked an exhibitor what he thought
of it, and he classified it as ordinary, and said he should think it worth
about is. 6d. or 2s.

When such people cater to amuse the public, no wonder lantern
exhibitions fall into such disrepute; they give people no opportunity
of seeing magnificent effects or high-class colouring on the screen, and
in the end, unless some individual rise up to elevate the taste, I don't
know what the consequences will be, the legitimate artists being so few
and the quantity of daubers so great. These latter have taken away,
so to speak, the taste for the beautiful, and the time may come when
the talented few will have nothing to do. I would state here, there
is plenty of scope for high-class lantern exhibitions, but they must be
high-class, otherwise they will never be patronised.

Then, again, possibly owing to the inferior colouring, photography
has hindered the artist from the fact that photographers as a rule
prefer to show plain slides. In many cases I quite agree with them, but
to inflict an audience for an entire evening with a series of Ioo plain
photographs is a mistake. They may be well enough from the exhi-
bitor's point of view, but they do not please the general public. To
quote an instance, a client of mine some years ago purchased a first-
class limelight outfit from me, but he had a great love for plain slides.
His first exhibition took place at a lady's house, and after he had
exhibited about 6o slides (taken by himself) the lady of the house
gently reminded him that they were becoming rather tired of black
and white, and would like to see some coloured pictures. He replied
the colouring nowadays was so had that he did not care to show
rubbish, but he did not mention that he had only tried the cheap
slides, and when later on I produced for him some really artistic
pictures, his exhibitions were much appreciated. Still, it is no good
talking, the public will not discriminate, and if they would only buy
good things this branch of optics would never have fallen into such
disrepute. But people are so unreasonablee.g., an erratic individual
called on a specialist of long standing, and selected from his illus-
trated catalogue a triple lantern outfit. He saw it in the showroom,
but said he must have it hoine for a week on trial, which really meant
spoiling it. Because his request was not complied with he was quite
indignant, and even when the unreasonableness of such a thing was
pointed out to him, used the vulgar aphorism, he wasn't going to buy
a pig in a poke, because, he said, some years previously he purchased
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a cheap outfit at some shop in a back street near Whitechapel. It
had, of course, turned out a failure, but he had only met with his
deserts for classing an itinerant, a marine-store dealer may be, with a
well-known specialist.

It is always cheaper in the end to go to a first-class man who really
knows his profession than to one who does not ; but, you say, it is so
difficult fur the uninitiated to tell. Just so. But common-sense must
assert itself. If there is any doubt as to who to go to, look in the
directory, and, finding some names, go to the man well established with
several thousand pounds' worth of apparatus. You will be quite safe
with him. He cannot affordfor his reputation's sakenot to serve
his clientele well.

But if you place yourself in the hands of a third-rate dealerone
without experience, integrity, or standing in the workyou will have
to pay for your folly ; and remember thisthe commercial aspect of
things such as the manufacture of iron goods, boots and shoes, etc.,
can never apply to the artistic and the technical. The discount mania
does not work in this direction; it is a failure, if results are the
ultimatum of the aspirant to grand pictorial display. No; you cannot
measure art painting by the yard, or weigh high-class technical work
by the pound, as some seem to imagine, or treat it commercially, as
before mentioned, any more than you would ask a Landseer or a Sir
Frederick Leighton, etc., to paint you 'a picture by the roll, and want
a big discount into the bargain. It would apply even better to them,
for they make large sums of money at times, while the great artist
on glass can only make enough to live, so ill-paid is such work, con-
sidering the skill required, and ill because of the rubbish sold as
magic lantern slides which are dear sometimes at any price; the public
want the best for the same price almost. They can't discriminate.
As the saving goes, "Don't do it, Jimmy." These words may have
a sense of flavour about them, but it is true, however, and it is well
sometimes to use a popular sentence in order to emphasise one's
meaning.

With high-class slides, novel artistic effects, also with technical
apparatus, time and skill must be expended in order to secure results.
The detail which is not observed by the ordinary purchaser all takes
time and skill to consummate, and even the best are cheap enough. I
have often known gentlemen lose pounds in technical value in order
to obtain the usual trade discount of a few shillings.

Now, you ask what will happen if the rubbish sold as lanterns and
slides continues to hold sway in the market? This : for a time it will
answer, and help to put money in the pockets of the third-class dealer,
because there are always a number of people who never can appreciate
the beautiful, while, on the other hand, there are a great many who do
and will endeavour to have the best. In my opinion, in order to
develop first-class triple lantern exhibitions, the names "magic lantern"
and "dissolving views," which have been identified often with itinerant
showmen and Sunday schools, should be struck out altogether. A
new title ought to be given, sanctioned by law, only to the man who

does the thing well. Then the public could go with confidence to
enjoy an evening's entertainment of this class. Some of my clientele
who have been guided by me have spent hundreds of pounds on this
charming pictorial pastime, who, if they could be induced to exhibit
publicly, would soon create a taste (amidst all the rubbish surrounding
them) for the high-class thing.

It only wants a little enterprise in the right direction, and then
there would be great demand. The cinematograph has for a time
taken the attention of the public, and this, like the lantern shows, has
been murdered; but when it is good, it always attracts, and I con-
fidently believe that as education increases there will be a great future
for grand triple dioramic effects, both at home and abroad. The
rubbish will fall into the dust-hole, and the specialist in optical
projection will meet with his reward, and possibly may die a rich man.

(%)

The Breaking of Lamp Glasses,

BY THOMAS BOLAS, F.C.S., F.I.C.

THE lamp glass of the lanternist is a fiat glass, whether used at the
end of the sheet iron enclosure of the petroleum lamp, or as a first
defence to the condenser in a lantern where limelight or the arc
light is employed. True it is that for a few patterns of petroleum
lamp a curved glass is used, but as I am convinced very
undesirably, and apparently with some notion, that a curved
glass qua curved glass is less liable to break than a flat glass, this,
however, I deny. Given the essentials, thinness, absence of cell
binding, and above all, equal exposure of the whole area of the
glass to the radiant heat of the flame, the flat glass is, I believe,
safer against breakage than the curved glass. In the case of the
curved glass, however, there may in a few cases be an advantage
as regards equal exposure to heat, but the cases are very few, and,
I believe, scarcely step in unless the curve is a spherical curve or
something approximating to it.

Thinness and freedom from cell binding are often insisted on
and mentioned, the third condition, equal exposure to the heat of
the radiant, being too often neglected. Indeed, I have never seen
it insisted on in any lantern article, yet I feel sure its neglect is the
source of nearly all the breakages which take place. I first had my
attention called to the importance of this matter by having in my
hands a paraffin lamp the front glass of which slid in a groove, so
that about 13, inch all round the margin was protected from the
direct radiations of the flames. With this lamp even the thinnest
glasses would break, and the reason was not far to seek, as the
expanding sheet of glass then finds itself tightly framed in by a
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margin of cooler glass. This is an extreme instance, but it often
happens that a considerable portion of the margin is screened, and
this brings about an undue tendency to break. The hint here
given will, I think, give the means of saving many glasses, and
incidentally I may mention that a very loose fit for the front glass
will serve quite well ; indeed, it is sufficient to support a glass plate
in the sheet iron tunnel, even when there is no groove, a few
studs of thin wire serving to prevent it falling out. In this case an
average air way of nearly inch all round is not fatal. A glass so
mounted will seldom break if thin.

Lecture Demonstrations of the Laws of
Polarised Light,

BY H. G. MADAN,

THE subject of polarised light is, under any circumstances, a
difficult one to make clear to those who have not fully studied the
more elementary parts of physical optics. It requires, in fact, a
very extended use of what Professor Tyndall was accustomed to
call "the scientific imagination "i.e., the power of forming clear
mental images of molecular motions, quite invisible from their
minuteness, and almost inconceivable from their rapidity. Hence,
a lecturer who is bold enough to attempt in a single hour and a half
to show and explain polarisation phenomena before an average
audience, is apt to drift into a simple display of gorgeously tinted
objects thrown in rapid succession upon the screen, and caused, as
it were, by magic to undergo a series of kaleidoscopic changes which
are astonishing but absolutely uninstructive to those whose eyes are
dazzled by their brilliancy, but whose minds are quite unaffected by
the few words of highly technical explanation introduced parenthe-
tically by the lecturer.

I do not intend to follow this method of treating the subject. Isimply wish to describe a few experiments in illustration of the
nature and fundamental characteristics of polarised light, and a
few models which may serve to represent, though in a rather coarse
and clumsy way, the infinitely delicate and beautiful mechanism ofNature.

In the first place I must emphasise the fact that, although we
are accustomed to talk in a loose and "popular text-book" fashionof polarised " light," we are really and essentially dealing with
something which is not light at all, but a peculiar form of energywhich is emitted from all bodies above the absolute zero of
temperature (more copiously from those which are at a com-paratively high temperature). This, which it is best to call

"radiant energy," travels through space in the form of extremely
small and rapid vibrations of the molecules of matter, or perhaps of
that immaterial and rather fantastic concept known as the" ether."
The form ultimately assumed by this radiant energy depends upon
the nature of the medium which receives it. It is like Proteus in
its changes. If it falls upon a surface of amorphous carbon such
as lampblack, it is wholly converted into heat, and the substance
rises in temperature. If it falls upon the retina of the eye, some of
it no doubt passes into heat, but if the molecular vibrations which
convey it are of such a length as the nerves of the retina can
respDnd to (from to ea of an inch ; 1-0-,- to -- a
millimetre), then it is absorbed by these nerves, and causes them to
convey to the brain the impression we call " light." If the mole-
cular vibrations are still shorter in length, radiant energy does not
affect the retina (at any rate the human retina) ; but when it falls
upon certain chemical compounds, such as silver bromide, it passes
into chemical action, and the substances are decomposed.

The point to bear in mind is that throughout the whole range of
vibration-lengths, from the longest (which are convertible into heat)
to the shortest which emanate from the cathode of a vacuum tube
(with the possible exception of the " X " rays), radiant energy is
amenable to the same laws of reflexion, refraction, polarisation, etc.,
though we are accustomed ordinarily, but unreasonably, to limit our
demonstrations of the operation of these laws to that part of the
energy which causes the purely subjective sensation of light. Now
since radiant energy is conveyed by vibrations of molecules passed
on successively from one to another along the course of the ray in
the form of waves, it is essential in the first place to gain a clear
idea of what is meant by vibration and wave-motion. The move-
ment of the " bob " of a pendulum represents fairly well, but on a
gigantic scale, the mode in which a single molecule moves when
transmitting radiant energy, and a model of the following kind may
serve to illustratefar better, in my opinion, than the dancing of a
number of little spots of light on a screenhow such motion is
passed on from molecule to molecule, so as to form a progressive
wave.

EXPERIMENT r.Procure about a dozen (20 are not too many)
brass balls a inch in diameter,* and the same number of pieces of
thin, hard-drawn brass tubing about * inch diameter and g inches
long, also strips of steel spring about inch broad and 5 inches
long, about No. 24 (standard wire gauge) in thickness4 Solder a
ball to one end of each bit of tubing (the screw attached to the ball
makes this easy), make a narrow saw-cut at the other end of the
tube, and solder a strip of the spring into it (remembering to wash
away the flux thoroughly, or the steel will rust and break). Solder

* Such balls are obtainable from ironmongers under the name of "tea caddy
feet," with short screws attached for fixing them to wood. Large leaden bullets,
painted white, will do quite as well.

This kind of spring is still sold in the metal shops under the name of
" crinoline steel,- though the fashion has long disappeared
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the other end of each spring into a stout brass screw about 2 inches
long, deepening the nick of the screw with a saw to about inch, so
as to get a better hold for the spring. The whole will then appear
as shown in Fig. r, the brass ball representing a molecule free to

4 cpm
FIG. I,

vibrate in one plane. Screw the whole set into a stout wooden rod
so that the balls form a row 2 inches apart, taking care that the
(flat) springs lie in the same plane, parallel to the length of the rod.
Clamp the latter vertically to a heavy iron foot or to the table, and
tie a piece of thin "elastic " cord (india-rubber thread overspun with
silk) to the lowest stem-about half-way between the ball and the
spring, and knot it to each in succession from the bottom to the
top, stretching it only slightly between each stem, but sufficiently to
make each ball follow the motion of the adjacent one. Fig. 2

0

o
0

FIG. 2.

represents the apparatus thus arranged, and when about to be used
it should be placed so that the stems point towards the audience,
the vertical row of balls being in front. If, now, the lowest ball is
drawn aside about 3 or 4 inches and then let go, it will begin to
swing in a horizontal plane, and the tension of the connecting
thread, which represents the force (cohesion or other) existing
between adjacent molecules will cause the ilext ball to begin to

====*

Fig. 3.

vibrate like the first, but later by a definite interval. Thus a
regular wave-motion is propagated through the whole row, and en
reaching the highest ball begins a downward course. It is advi: -
able to stop the balls after one or two sw;ngs, as the motion becom( S
confused unless the pendulums- are very accurately adjusted
length and elasticity.

We thus gain an idea of what is meant by a plane transversal
wave, formed by molecules swinging across the direction in which
the wave-form travels, each communicating its motion to the
adjacent ones without perceptibly moving onwards itself. In the
transmission, however, of radiant energy from any source such as a
hot body through a transparent medium, matters are in practice
much more complicated, for the vibrations then take place, not in
one plane only, but in an indefinitely great number of planes
simultaneously or nearly soa state of things difficult to realise
mentally, and impossible to represent in a model. Fortunately one
of the best-known laws of dynamics, viz., that relating to the
composition of forces, comes in to help us. By it we are enabled
to gather up all the multitude of vibration-planes and consider them
with strict truth as equivalent to two sets of vibrations only, taking
place in planes at right angles to one another. These two sets of
vibrations or " resultant wave-systems" may be illustrated by the
following model :

EXPERIMENT 2.Cut out from thick sheet zinc (or, failing that,
from thick cardboard) two strips about of an inch broad, curved
to represent at least two complete waves from crest to crest, and of
any convenient amplitude, say, 43, or 5 inches from crest to hollow.
Mark the middle line or axis of the wave on each of these strips,
and solder on each side of this line a strip of brass or very thick
sheet tin, about an inch broad and Ti-K of an inch thick (to stiffen
and keep in form the curved zinc strips), leaving a space of about
rt, of an inch between the strips. Fig. 3 represents one of the
wave models thus made.

Cut away with a saw or thin file the zinc between the brass
strips from the middle to one end, so as to form a clear way or slot
from B to c, about ti-'6 of an inch wide, as shown in the figure.

If, now, one of the wave models is reversed in position, right
for left, so as to bring the end c close to the end c of the other
model, and turned so that the planes of the two sets of waves nre
at right angles to one another, each set can he made to enter the
slot in the other s' t and pushed alcng it until the end c of each
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reaches the end A of the other one. The whole will then represent
the two resultant wave systems in planes at right angles to one
another, of which a beam of ordinary radiant energy may be
considered to be composed.

To support the model, two saw-cuts at right angles may be
made in a short cylinder of boxwood about an inch in diameter. and
the projecting ends of the brass strips pushed into them. Fig. 4.
shows the whole model supported horizontally on a heavy stand.

Fig 4.

Portions of waves are shown as attached to the end nearest to the
stand, to illustrate a few of the component wave-sets in intermediate
planes which are all merged in the two resultant waves. The black
circles on the zinc strips are discs of black paper (cut out with a

inch gun wad punch) to represent some of the molecules which
take part in the wave-motion.

Such a beam of light will obviously, when examined and tested
on different sides, yield the same experimental results. It may be
compared to a cylindrical rod, which looks the same and behaves
in the same way, from whatever side we regard it and test its
elasticity, etc. It has no edges or salient contour lines, as a flat
rod would have, and it wili pass through a rectangular slit (when
it can pass through at all) in whatever way we present it to the
opening.

EXPERIMENT 3.Illustrate this by making a slender round deal
rod about inch in diameter and 2 feet long, bending it to show
uniformity of elasticity, and passing it in various directions through
a rectangular slit about 2 inches by inch cut in a piece of thick
cardboard, or, better, transparent celluloid sheet.

Similarly, a beam of ordinary light is reflected by, or transmitted
through, bodies to the same extent (the angle of incidence being
the same) whether the surface receiving it is held above or below,
to the right or to the left of it.

Now, the difference between such light and plane-polarised light
is this, that in the latter the vibrations of the molecules take place
in one plane only.

EXPERIMENT 4.Illustrate this by taking away one of the-
wave-systems from the model shown in Fig. 4. sliding it out along
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the slot, and leaving the other still in the holder, the remaining
one will then represent such a wave-system as we believe to
constitute a beam of plane-polarised light.

Such a beam will evidently be likely to yield under examination
different results according to the direction in which we attack it,
whether in the plane in which the vibrations are taking place or in
a plane at right angles to this. It will have " sides" in a sense
in which ordinary light has none.

EXPERIMENT 5.In illustration, make a flat wooden rod about
2 feet long, r+ inches broad, and -4- inch thick. Bend it across a
block of wood placed under its centre, to show the difference in
elasticity according as it is pressed edge-ways or flat-ways upon
the block. Show also that it will pass through the slit in the
celluloid sheet only when presented to it in certain directions, i.e.,
when its plane coincides with the length of the slit.

It will shortly be proved that plane-polarised light shows
analogous idiosyncracies as regards reflexion from or transmission
through various media, crystallised and uncrystallised.

METHODS OF OBTAINING A BEAM OF PLANE-POLARISED LIGHT.

No known source of radiant energy emits waves confined to
one plane only. To obtain such a set of waves, we must take
ordinary radiation and withdraw from it all vibrations, except those
in one plane ; or at any rate having their resultant in one plane.
This can be done in three principal ways.

reflexion.
2.By ordinary (or simple) refraction.
3.By " double " refraction.

We will take one or two examples of each method.

I.-POLARISATION OF LIGHT BY REFLEXION.

When a beam of ordinary light falls upon a polished plate of
glass or other similar medium, some of it is reflected according to
the usual optical laws ; and when the medium is plate glass, and
t ne angle of incidence is 56 45', the reflected portion consists
wholly of vibrations in one plane, viz., in a plane at right angles to
the plane containing the incident ray, the reflected ray, and a line
drawn normal to the surface through the point of incidence. This
latter plane it will be convenient to call, for the sake of brevity, the

reflexion-plane."
EXPERIMENT 6.Cut out four curved strips of zinc, as in

Experiment 2, to represent plane waves, long enough to include 2+
or 3 vibrations. Solder two of them together with their planes at
right angles, making notches half way through each strip where
they intersect, so that they may fit into one another symmetrically,
as shown on the left hand in Fig. 5, Obtain a piece of thick plate
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glass about 18 inches long, 6 inches broad, and -} inch thick," and
make a band of stout sheet brass of this shape
about r inch broad, and of such a size that the
strip of glass will just pass through it, and be supported hori-
zontally when the projecting ends of the band are held in a firm
stand. Solder the double wave model, just made, to the upper
side of the band in such a position that it makes an angle of
(go° -- 56° 45' 33° 15' with the plane of the band (and the glass),
and has the plane of one of the wave-sets vertical. Solder one of
the two remaining model waves (having previously fixed a single
brass strip about inch broad along its axis to stiffen it) to the
band at a corresponding angle on the other side of the vertical,
with its plane horizontal. Lastly, solder the remaining zinc model
(stiffened by a strip of brass) to the under side of the band, with
its plane vertical and its axis a prolongation of the axis of the
model representing the incident ray. Slip the plate glass strip
through the band as far as its centre, and support the whole
horizontally in a " retortstand," or in some similar way. We
have now a model (see Fig. 5) which represents a beam of ordinary

Fig. 5.

light falling upon a plate of polished glass at the polarising angle,
at the surface of which it is divided into two portions. One of
these, viz., that in which the vibrations take place in the plane of
incidence and reflexion, is not reflected at all, but passes into and
through the glass, and will be considered presently. The other

* Of course, a thin board of wood will answer the purpose (it is the material
recommended by the Cambridge student for making "a prism through which no
light shall pass"); but glass is the substance which is used in practice, and it is
as well to keep as near Nature as possible, even in mere models.
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wave-system, in which the molecules are swinging in a plane at
right angles to that of incidence and reflexion, is wholly reflected,
and affords a beam of plane-polarised light, which can be utilised
for experiments.

It is very unfortunate, though perhaps unavoidable at the time
when the subject was first investigated, that the particular plane
defined as the " plane of polarisation" of the reflected beam is (as
proved by several independent lines of experiment and theory) at
right an;les to, and not coincident with, the plane in which the
molecules are moving. I propose, however, to avoid all ambiguity
by using the term "plane of vibration" only (which represents an
actual fact), and leaving the so-called "plane of polarisation " to
take care of itself.

LANTERN AND FITTINGS SUITABLE FOR POLARISCOPIC
DEMONSTRATIONS.

Fig. 6.

The lantern shown in Fig. 6 is an ordinary electric or limelight
single lantern,* having a strip of board sliding vertically in grooves
immediately in front of the condenser, and carrying two flanges,
either of which may be brought concentric with the condenser and

One small detail within the lantern may be mentioned, as I have found it
to save much annoyance. Clore to the condenser, between it and the radiant,
there is a light metal frame with two grooves on each side, which carries a thin
curved glass plate of the kind sold for closing the ends of the flame chambers of
3-wick oil lamps. The interposition of one of these (and there is a spare groove
for another if desired) n..t only filters off a great deal of heat vi ithout perceptible
loss of light, but also effectively protects the condenser from fracture by the
accidental direct impact of flame or chips of white-hot lime. The glass plate, if
curved, is not at all liable to crack, and can be replaced in a few seconds if it
does so. A large thin shallow capsule, such as is often used in chemical work,
would be even safer.



arrested in that position by a spring catch. The weight of this"double nose-piece" and the apparatus attached to it is balanced
by a couple of india-rubber door springs, one on each side, stretched
between hooks at the top of the lantern, and the bottom of the
slider. Into one of the flanges is fitted a stage and objective of the
usual kind, except that the stage is capable of sliding out an inch
or two from the condenser to admit of the insertion of cells con-
taining absorptive media (such as alum, quinine, magenta) or
coloured glasses. On the hcod of the objective is fitted a mechanical
shutter and also an arm to support a prism for spectroscopic demon-
strations, or as shown in the figure, a double nose-piece carr3ing an
erecting prism, a double image prism, a direct vision prism, or other
apparatus.

Into the other flange (the lower one in the figure) is fitted a tube
containing the polariser, a Nicol prism of 2 inches clear aperture,*
having at the end nearest to the condenser a concave lens (to obtain
a parallel beam of light from the convergent cone issuing from the
condenser), and at the other end a convex lens to concentrate the
light on an object. Beyond this there is a stage capable of being
rotated, and fitted both above and below with holders for selenite
films, etc., which will be described presently. Beyond this againthere is an arm carrying an objective (a doublet having the
lens nearest the object about 2 inches diameter, much larger than
the other lens) capable of being moved to and fro by a rack and
pinion, and also by a fine adjustment. It is, in fact, the " stand "
of an ordinary Beck's microscope without the base and body, and
nothing would seem better adapted for lantern purposes, or for a
table polariscope, for which I often use it. The arm which carries
the objective carries also a rotating collar close to the eye lens with
a spring stop at each 45' and a projecting stud by which the precise
orientation can be recognised in the dark. Into this collar the
analyser is usually fitted, but there is also a steel bar slotted along
its whole length, which slides through a long socket in the arm just
clear of the main racked bar. On this slotted bar a rotating carrier
can be fitted, as seen in the figure, and clamped at any point by a
screw entering the slot in the bar. The same bar will also carry a
holder for plates of crystals cut to show the rings round the opticaxes.t

Thus it will be seen that all ord;nary accessory apparatus can be
attached to and move with the lantern itself, which seems much
preferable, where possible, than to carry it on a separate stand. Ashort optical bench, however, about 3 feet long, is provided which
can be clamped to the baseboard of the lantern in front, and steadied

* Of course, an ordinary reflecting polariser can be used ; large Nicol prisms
are hardly obtainable at the present time.

t To exhibit the ring-systems of such typical crystals as calcite, quartz,
nitre, and arragonite, the cone of rays issuing from the objective is quite conver-
gent enough, and all that is necessary is to place the crystal plate close to the lensin a rotating holder carried on the slotted bar, and bring up the analyser close toit, held in the carrier shown in the figure. The rings will th,n appear in the disc
of light on the screen.
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by a strut reaching to the lower part of the lantern stand. As a
stand, nothing seems better than one of the strong " studio" stands
used by photographers for heavy cameras. All kinds of skeleton
tripod stands are utterly unreliable.

The object holders already mentioned as attached to the stage
are of the following kind :The objects are
mounted in rings about 24 inches in diameter
(Fig. 7, A) art out of thick sheet ebonite, and
having a groove turned in the rim; these fit into
a carrier of the form shown in Fig. 7, Ba ring
of which about,Iths are cut away, the remain-
ing part being quite sufficient to retain the
object holder in position, and yet allow it to
rotate freely when " sprung" into its place. On
one side there is a projecting piece of the shape
shown in the figure, with a hole drilled through Fig. 7.
it, so that several of these carriers can be
slipped (separated by washers) upon a side arm attached to the
stage, and thrown in or out of the field as required. Wire handles
are attached to some of the holders of such a breadth as to allow the
holder any angular movement in its own plane of exactly go°, which
is, of course, sufficient for all modifications which a selenite film,
for instance, is capable of producing in a polarised ray.*

All the above pieces of accessory apparatus, chiefly of "home
manufacture," were fitted to my lantern nearly 20 years ago, and
have been found to answer satisfactorily.

We may now call in the aid of the lantern to demonstrate that
the beam of light reflected from glass under the conditions already
mentioned (page 139) has acquired properties which the original
incident beam does not possess.

EXPERIMENT 7.Arrange a narrow platform in front of the
lantern (a short " optical bench," or simply a strip of board about
3 feet long and 9 inches broad, clamped to the lantern base or the
stand itself, will do). Remove the usual short focus objective from
the lantern, and place on the platform a lens about 12 inches focus,
mounted on a moveable stand. Just beyond this place a stand
carrying a holder (see Fig. 8, D') in which about half-a-dozen thin
glass plates t can be supported vertically and held by spring clips.
Place in the lantern stage a diaphragm with circular opening about

inch diameter (or, better, an iris diaphragm in which the opening
may be adjusted to any suitable size), and arrange the-lantern and
platform with lens and plate-holder so that the beam reflected from
the glass plates at the polarising angle may be received on a small

* A description of a similar holder, as a modification of Darker's selenite
stage for the microscope, will be found in the English Mechanic for February
8th, 1884, and also in the your?, Roy. Micro. Society of rather later date.

Even the best polished glass only reflects about 8 per cent, of the light
incident upon it at an angle of 560 45. Hence the desirability of using a set of at
least 6 or 8 plates arranged parallel, each of which reflects some of the light
which has passed through the preceding ones, and thus contributes to the
intensity of the reflected beam,
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screen on moveable stand in the position of E F (Fig. 8), and beeasily visible to the audience.
Fig. 8 is a sketch ground plan, showing a suitable arrangementof the apparatus.

Fig. 8.

The first test that we may apply to the light reflected from theglass is to try whether it is capable of reflexion from a similarsurface at the same angle equally under all circumstances, as weknow common light to be. For this purpose the apparatus repre-sented in Fig. 9 may be used.

Fig. 9

Construct a swinging frame, like that of a looking-glass, eitherof metal or of thin picture-frame moulding (with rebate deep
enough to hold about 6 plates of the thinnest plate or crown glassprocurable), supported between two uprights attached to arectangular wooden base about 8 or 9 inches square. This lattershould have a brass stem attached to it behind and fitted into asocket, so that the whole frame may be rotated on an axis which,



if prolonged, would pass through the centre of the mirror. Then a
beam of light falling obliquely on the mirror parallel to this axis
can be reflected in any direction, upwards, downwards or sideways.
To receive such a beam, a strip of wood carrying a light screen of
cardboard, E (Fig. 8), about 12 inches by 9 inches, should be hinged
to one edge of the base, and slightly inclined as shown in the
figures. The whole apparatus should be supported on a steady but
moveable stand, such as a large retort stand, so that it may be
placed anywhere on the lecture-table. This may be called a "test
mirror " or " analyser."

It will be advisable to show, in the first place, that a beam of
ordinary radiation is reflected to an equal extent from the test
mirror, in whatever position the mirror may be placed (the angle of
incidence remaining the same).

EXPERIMENT 8.-(a) Interpose a reflector of ordinary silvered
glass, supported on a moveable stand, in the path of the beam
from the lantern, just before it reaches the bundle of glass plates,
as shown at c (Fig. 8). Turn this reflector so as to throw the
light upon the test mirror, from whence it will be reflected and
appear upon the attached screen as an oval spot of light. When
this is the case, turn the test mirror slowly upon the axis attached
to the base, which should be adjusted so that the axis of rotation
coincides with the direction of the light-beam. It will be observed
that there is practically no variation in the brightness of the spot
on the screen, whether the plane of reflexion from the test mirror
is horizontal or vertical, or in any intermediate position during a
complete rotation.*

(b) Now take away the silvered glass reflector, thus allowing
the lantern beam to be reflected from the surfaces of the bundle
of glass plates, which should be adjusted by means of a card
" template " cut to the proper angle, so that the angle of incidence
is approximately 56° 45'. Turn the test mirror so that its reflexion-
plane is horizontal, and hence parallel to the reflexion-plane of the
first mirror, and adjust the position of the stand so that the beam
of light after reflexion is received on the screen. It will appear
fairly bright (though not so intense as in the previous instance,
since the reflexion from glass is not so complete as that from
polished metal). Now slowly rotate the test mirror ; the disc of
light on the screen will grow less and less bright, until when the
mirror has been turned so far that the reflexion-planes of the twomirrors are at right angles to one another, it will nearly or quite
disappear. Continue rotating the mirror in the same direction,
the spot of light will reappear and grow in brightness ; and when
the rotation has been carried through another right angle, so that
the reflexion-planes of the two mirrors are again parallel, the
intensity of the light will be as great as at first. As the rotation

* Strictly speaking, the light reflected from polished metal surfaces is more
or less "elliptically polarised" (an explanation of which property will be foundin every complete treatise on Physical Optics), but the variation in intensity due
to this cause will be hardly, if at all, perceptible on the screen.
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proceeds further, the brightness will again diminish and reach its
minimum when another right angle has been passed through.
Finally, when further rotation has brought the test mirror back
to its original position, the reflected beam will regain its original
intensity.

This experiment demonstrates clearly that when a beam of
ordinary light is caused to fall upon a surface of polished plate glass
at a certain definite angle (560 45'), the portion which is reflected
differs from the original beam in one respect, at any rate, viz., that
when received on a similar surface at the same angle, it is incapable
of reflexion from that surface in certain positions of the latter,
i.e., when the reflexion-planes of the two surfaces are at rightangles to each other.

This characteristic of plane-polarised radiation will be sufficient
to identify it in subsequent experiments, and we may now pass on
to other modes of obtaining it.

2.-POLARISATION OF LIGHT BY ORDINARY REFRACTION.
The portion of the original beam of light which is not reflected

from, but transmitted through the bundle of glass plates used in the
last experiment, must obviously, since a number of waves or
vibrations in one plane have been withdrawn from it by reflexion,
contain a preponderance of rays consisting of vibrations in the otherof the two resultant planes. The correctness of this inference may
be easily tested as follows:

EXPERIMENT 9.Place the silvered glass mirror used in the last
experiment in the position c' so that it receives the beam trans-
mitted through the set of glass plates, and reflects it in the direction
of the test mirror, which should be slightly shifted laterally to
receive it, and turned so that its reflexion-plane is vertical, i.e., in
the position in which it was found incapable of reflecting the beam
polarised by reflexion. It will be found that the transmitted beam
is freely reflected by the test mirror, the disc of light on the screen
being fairly bright. Now rotate the test mirror through a right
angle ; the light on the screen will diminish very much in bright-
ness, though it will not quite disappear. On continuing the rotation
of the mirror it will be found that the beam transmitted through the
glass plates is least reflected from the test mirror exactly in those
positions of the mirror in which the reflected beam was mostreflected. To make the point quite clear, the test mirror may be
placed with its reflexion-plane in a given position, e.g., horizontal,
and the stand then moved laterally so as to bring successively (a)
the beam reflected from the polarising mirror, and (b) the beam
transmitted through it (and subsequently reflected from the silvered
mirror) upon the screen.

We thus learn (1) that it is possible to obtain some plane-
polarised light by passing a beam of common light through a set of
glass plates inclined at an angle of 330 15' to the direction of the
beam (or of 56° 45' to the normal drawn to the surface) ; (2) that
the predominant vibration-plane of the transmitted beam is parallel
to the reflexion-plane of the glass plates ; (3) that a beam of pure
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plane-polarised light cannot be obtained thusrays vibrating in
other planes being mixed with it. In fact, if out of every ioo
wave-systems which fall on the glass plates 30 are reflected and 70
transmitted, then this latter portion will contain 30 wave-systems
vibrating in the reflexion-plane, the rest consisting of ordinary
multi-plane light. Hence this method is not much used in
practice.

3.--P0LARISATI0N OF LIGHT BY DOUBLE REFRACTION.
We now come to the most convenient and perfect method of

obtaining a plane-polarised beam of radiant energy, though un-
fortunately a very expensive method when employed on a large
scale.

Light refracted through structureless (" isotropic") media, such
as glass or water, is simply altered in velocity and (when it enters
the medium obliquely) in direction, and the emergent beam contains
some plane-polarised rays, as already shown.

The case is different in media of which the structure is not
uniform in all directions, such as many crystals and organic
substances (" anisotropic bodies "). The molecules of these have
different elasticities or ease of movement in different directions, a
fact which may be illustrated either by reference to the flat wooden
rod used in Experiment 5. or in the following way.

EXPERIMENT Io.Make two hoops of hard-drawn elastic brass
wire (about No. 12 wire-gauge), one round, about r foot in diameter,
the other elliptical with a shorter axis about 9 inches long, and a
longer axis about twice that length.

Hang the round hoop from a hook attached to a firm stand,
place a scale of inches or centimetres just behind it in a vertical
position, and suspend from the lowest point of the hoop a weight
of about 2 lbs. After noting on the scale the deflection caused by
the weight, shift the hoop a little way round on the hook and repeat
the trial of its elasticity ; then shift it farther and make other trials.
It will, of course, be found that the deflection (and hence the
elasticity) is the same in whatever direction (in the plane of the
hoop) the stress is applied. This illustrates the condition of an
isotropic body, the molecules of which respond to the action of a
force with the same willingness and to the same extent, whatever
may be the direction in which the force is applied.

Make similar trials with the elliptical hoop, and note that a
much greater deflection is produced by the same weight when the
longer axis is horizontal than when the shorter axis is horizontal.

This illustrates the condition of such an anisotropic body as
possesses different elasticities in two different directions within its
mass. Many crystals, of course, possess three different elasticities,
but as regards their optical characters these three may be considered
as compounded into two resultant elasticities, each manifested in a
particular direction within the crystal.

Now, when radiant energy consisting of vibrations taking place
in every possible plane enters an anisotropic medium, it is divided
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sharply and completely into two sets of waves, one consisting of
vibrations in the plane of the greatest resultant elasticity, the other
of vibrations in the plane of least elasticity, at right angles to the
first set. In fact, a beam of common light, entering such a medium
in almost any direction, passes into two beams polarised in planes
at right angles to one another.

EXPERIMENT I I .Make three models of swinging molecules
exactly like Fig. 1, but having the outer end of the stem made of
solid wire with a screw thread cut on the last 2 inches of it. A
hole should be drilled quite through each ball, which should be
either solid or filled with lead, and tapped with a thread, so that
it will run backwards and forwards along the screw on the stem.
This is necessary, in order to adjust the rate of vibration of the
pendulum. Screw each into a small wooden ball (or, preferably, a
brass ball about i inches diameter, such as is sold for electrical
apparatus), in the positions shown in Fig. io, one of them pro-

:8

Fig. to.

jecting horizontally on one side, the two others projecting on the
opposite side in directions not quite parallel, so that they may clear
each other when swinging. Adjust the planes of the two latter
springs, so that the balls B and c swing in planes making angles
of 45° on each side of the horizontal, as shown in the figure at 13'.
Support the ball on a vertical stem of hard elastic steel wire, about
No. to wire-gauge, and 6 inches long, screwed into a firm, heavy
stand. The balls B and c will then illustrate the condition of
molecules of a body having two resultant elasticities at right angles
to one another ; and if A is set swinging in any plane it will (whenthe lengths of the pendulums are properly adjusted) originate
vibrations in B and c, but only in the two given planes.

The practical problem is to separate the two beams of plane-
polarised light thus obtained, so as to utilise either by itself.

The structure of the anisotropic body itself helps us to do this,
for difference in elasticity in the medium implies difference in
velocity of the light traversing it, and difference in velocity implies
under most circumstances difference in direction.

In most bodies, however, the difference in the direction of the
two beams is so slight that when the surface of emergence is
parallel to that of incidence, they come out superposed, and the

compound beam is not at once distinguishable from common
light. But in one or two crystals, notably calcite or "Iceland
spar," the angular separation of the beams may amount to 6° 12' ;
and thus, if the crystal is a thick one, the beams emerge side by
side, parallel in direction.

EXPERIMENT 12.Remove the objective from the lantern nozzle,
and place in the stage an iris diaphragm (or a single diaphragm).
Throw on the screen an image of an aperture about inch
diameter, using a lens about 12 inches focus on a moveable stand,
as in Experiment 7. Introduce in the path of the light, between
the lens and diaphragm, as near the aperture as possible, a rhom-
bohedron of Iceland spar, not less than 2 inches thick,* having
clear, even faces.

Two images of the aperture will appear on the screen.
For practical purposes it is best to use a " double image

prism," consisting of a wedge of spar cemented to a similar wedge
of glass, the refracting angles of the wedges being turned in
opposite directions. This gives actual deviation (and not simply
displacement) of the rays ; and thus, after emergence, the two
images of the aperture get further and further separated as the
screen is moved further from the lantern. A double image prism
cut in such a way that one image lies in a line drawn through the
axis of the prism and the other image is deviated 40 (or 40 30') is
a convenient one for experiments.

EXPERIMENT I3.Replace the objective on the lantern nozzle,
open the iris diaphragm to an aperture of inch or more, bring up
in front of the lens a double image prism, and rotate the prism
slowly. Of the two discs formed on the screen the central and
stationary one is called the " ordinary " image ; the deviated and
moving one is called the " extraordinary " image.

We have now to examine the character of the light of which
each of these images is composed.

EXPERIMENT I4.Adjust the double image prism so that a line
drawn through the centres of the images is horizontal, and bring
into the path of the light the silvered reflector used in Experi-
ment 8 a (which should be covered with a piece of blackened card-
board having an oval aperture cut in it just large enough to admit
one of the beams of light). Reflect the ordinary image upon the test
mirror placed as in Experiment 8 b, and rotate the latter. It will
be observed that this image is almost extinguished on the screen
attached to the test mirror when the reflexion-plane of the latter is
horizontal, and is brightest when the reflexion-plane is vertical,
proving that the vibration-plane of the rays composing the ordinary
image is horizontal, like that of the light transmitted through the
set of glass plates in Experiment 8.

Now shift the silvered reflector until the extraordinary image
(the moving one) falls on the mirror. It will be found that this

* A thickness of spar of 2 inches just separates on the screen the images of
an aperture inch diameter ; of 21 inches, an aperture of I inch ; of 31 inches,
an aperture of g inch.
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image is brightest when the reflexion-plane of the test mirror is
horizontal, and is almost extinguished when the latter is vertical.
Hence the vibration-plane of the rays composing the extraordinary
image is vertical, like that of the light reflected from the glass
plates in Experiment 8.

It is clear, then, that we may use a double image prism instead
of the test mirror as an "analyser." If, when a beam of light is
passed through it, any difference in intensity in the two images is
observed on rotating it, that beam must consist (partly, at any rate)
of plane-polarised light.

Our immediate object, however, is to obtain a beam of pure
plane-polarised light for experiments, and for this purpose we have
to get rid of one of the two beams which emerge from the prism,
when the other may be utilised for any purpose. This can be done
in several ways.

' (I) We may, by a special construction of a double image prism,
deviate one of the light beams so far as to throw it out of the field
altogether and stop it by a blackened screen. In some of the very
remarkable prisms made by Mr. Ahrens (in which three wedges of
spar are used), the extraordinary rays are deflected as much as
590 30', while the ordinary ray pursues an axial course, passing
straight to the screen.

(2) But a better way of separating the two beams is that employed
in the Nicol prism, in which one of the beams is never allowed to
emerge from the spar at all, being thrown aside by "total reflexion"within the prism.

Total reflexion occurs when a ray travelling through a medium
of high refractivity meets the surface of a less refractive one very
obliquely. Then, if the angle of incidence exceeds a certain value
(varying with the relative refractivities of the two media), it never
enters the less refractive substance at all: but is totally reflectedback into the medium it is travelling in. This fact may beillustrated as follows :

EXPERIMENT 15.Place on the table a glass trough with vertical
sides about to or 12 inches diameter (a small aquarium glass will
do, or one of the glass shades mentioned in the note on page 151, or
a very large beaker or bottle). Fill it about one-fourth full of water,and throw a strong light very obliquely upon the surface of the
water from one or two gas burners placed behind the trough and
provided with shades (like those of reading lamps) to prevent the
eyes being dazzled by the direct light. The surface of the water
will reflect a little light, but not much ; most of the rays passing
into the medium. Now pour on the water a quantity of common
paraffin lamp oil, through a tube bent at right angles near its lower
end so as to deliver the stream horizontally and avoid disturbance
of the surface of the water. Enough paraffin to form a stratum at
least 4 or 5 inches deep should be used. The surface between the
two liquids will now give a reflexion as bright as if the water had
been changed into quicksilver, or even more so, since the light is

absolutely and totally reflected at the boundary between the two
media.

Paraffin oil, though of less density than water, as proved by its
floating upon the latter, has (contrary to the usual rule) a higher
refractivity ; and so the rays passing through it (instead of through
air, as at first) find in the water a medium of less refractivity, and
are (at any incidence greater than about 600) totally reflected
upwards and never enter the water at all.

The common Nicol prism consists of a long rhomboid of Iceland
spar, divided into two symmetrical wedges by a section making an
angle of 19° with the long axis of the rhomboid and at right angles
to a plane passing through the obtuse lateral edges. This section
is filled with a film of Canada balsam.

Iceland spar behaves towards the two rays into which it
separates a ray of ordinary light as if it consisted of two distinct
media ; a highly refractive one for the ordinary ray, and a less
refractive one for the extraordinary ray (except when the ray passes
along the optic axis). Canada balsam is a medium less refractive
than Iceland spar for the ordinary ray. Hence if this ray, passing
through the spar, meets the Canada balsam film at an angle greater
than 68°, it is totally reflected towards the side, and never enters
the balsam at all. The extraordinary ray, on the other hand, finds
in the Canada balsam a medium not less refractive than the spar it
is travelling in (provided that it makes an angle not greater than
about 12° with the long axis of the prism), and so does not undergo
total reflexion, but passes on through the balsam and the rest of the
spar unchanged in direction, and emerges from the other end of the
prism as a ray having its vibration-plane parallel to a plane passing
through the obtuse lateral edges of the rhomboid.

[A large wooden model of a Nicol prism should be made, having
the section cut at the proper angle and a strip of clear celluloid
inserted to represent the balsam film ; the two halves of the model
being held together by dowels, so that they may be readily taken
apart.]

The principle of the prism may be illustrated by the following
experiment.

EXPERIMENT 16. Procure a rectangular glass trough, about
to inches long, 5 inches broad, and of any convenient depth, with
vertical sides of good, clear glass.* Support it in front of the

It may be mentioned that the glass " shades " made for clocks and other
ornaments form, when inverted, very convenient troughs for this and similar
purposes. They can be obtained of rectangular shape, with flat sides sufficiently
uniform in surface to allow of objects being clearly focused through them. The
dome-shaped, closed end can be supported in a wooden block hollowed out to
receive it, and may be (if desirable) filled up with plaster of Paris, saturated with
paraffin, to lessen the quantity of liquid required to fill the trough. The entire
absence of joints, so troublesome to make and liable to leak, is a great
advantage.
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lantern-nozzle * and fill it with common paraffin lamp oil. 1 Placea diaphragm with inch aperture in the stage and focus its imagethrough the liquid in the trough upon a screen. Now lower very
obliquely into the liquid a long, flat,
narrow glass trought, about to inches
long, 4 inches broad, and inch wide,
as shown in Fig. i, held in a wire
frame. The disc of light on the screenFig. It. will wholly disappear, and a brightimage will appear on the ceiling or on a small screen supportedabove the trough to receive it. Paraffin oil is nearly equal to glassin refractivity, and the light passes through it and the slanting sideof the immersed trough without change ; but on emergence fromthe glass it meets with air, a substance of much lower refractivity

and hence is totally reflected upwards.
This illustrates what happens to the ordinary ray in a Nicolprism when it meets the film of balsam at a sufficiently great angleof incidence.
Next, fill up the flat trough with paraffin oil. The light will nolonger he totally reflected, but will pass through the whole trough,which now contains nearly (optically) homogeneous media.
This illustrates what happens to the extraordinary ray passedthrough a Nicol prism.
Several improvements in Nicol prisms have been made byProfessor Silvanus Thompson, Prazmowsky, and others, which neednot be described here. § I may just mention, however, that as alantern analyser (and a microscope polariser) nothing answersbetter than one of the triple prisms invented by Mr. Ahrens. Itis much shorter in proportion to its breadth than the ordinary Nicolprism (the one I have is 23 mm. square and only 35 mm. long,while an ordinary Nicol prism of the same cross section would be atleast 70 mm. long), and the fine division-line across its centre isquite imperceptible on the screen, though it is a disadvantage whenthe prism has to be placed in a position near the focus of the lens.There is another way, which nature and not art has provided, ofgetting rid of one of the two components of a doubly refracted ray.Some crystals are found to absorb one of the component rays muchmore than the other. Tourmaline, for example, absorbs theordinary ray almost entirely, but transmits the extraordinary raypractically unchanged ; the absorption being most complete when

* Any of the second-class illuminants, e.g., a Welsbach, acetylene, orparaffin burner, will give quite enough light for this experiment.
± Water will practically answer well enough, although its refractivity is notso near that of glass as the refractivity of paraffin is.

The joints of this trough should be made with bichromated glue (t partpotassium dichromate to too parts glue), which is unacted on by paraffin orwater. But common shellac cement will do if the trough is not allowed toremain long in the paraffin.
§ See Philosophical Magazine, November, 1881, and June, 1886 also Annalesde Chimie et de Physique [4), vii., 18r.
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the rays proceed in the direction in which the crystal possesses
least elasticity, viz., at right angles to the axis of the prism.

EXPERIMENT 17. To illustrate the action of the tourmaline,
cut a narrow slit about 5 inches long and inch wide in a thick
sheet of transparent celluloid (or cardboard). Hold the sheet with
the slit vertical, and bring up against it the wave model shown in
Fig. 4 (detached from its holder), held by its vertical wave-set
only. If, now, this wave-set is pushed forward, it will slide along
the slot in the other, and pass through the slit, while the other
wave-set will be left behind, since its plane is at right angles tothe slit.

We may, in fact, as a rough illustration, liken the tourmaline
plate to a grating with longitudinal apertures, which allows a thin,
flat rod to pass through, when presented to it parallel to the length
dimension of the apertures, but stops it when its plane is at right
angles to them.

EXPERIMENT t8.Place a slip of tourmaline (of neutral tint,
if procurable) about r inch long and *, inch broad, mounted on a
circular disc of glass in a rotating holder, such as opticians supply,*
and adjust the latter in the ordinary lantern stage, so as to throw
an image of the tourmaline on the screen. Turn the holder, if
necessary, until the length dimension of the tourmaline is horizontal,
and then bring in front of the objective the double image prismin such a position that a line drawn through the centres of the two
discs formed by it is horizontal also. Observe the difference in
intensity of the two images of the tourmaline, one being black, the
other scarcely altered in appearance.

The light transmitted by the tourmaline consists of vibrations
in one plane only, viz., parallel to the length of the crystal. Each
of the images formed by the double image prism also consists of
vibration in one plane only, the vibration-plane of one image being
at right angles to that of the other (Fig. 13). If, then, the prism
is in such a position that the vibration-plane of one of its images is
parallel to that of the tourmaline, light can pass through, and the
image of the crystal will be bright. At the same time, the other
image of the tourmaline will be dark, since the vibration-plane of
the light transmitted by the plate is at right angles to that of the
light which the prism could transmit, and so is blocked out entirely.

Next, turn the prism through a right angle. That image of the
tourmaline which was dark will now be bright, and the formerly
bright one, dark.

Lastly, leaving the prism unaltered, turn the tourmaline plate
* It is very convenient to have three such holders made to slide into a frame

with three compartments, as shown in Fig. 12, the partitions being made of tin
or thin brass, sandwiched between slips of wood, to
prevent the frame being so thick as to be incapable
of sliding into the usual lantern stage: and also to
bring the objects as nearly into one plane as possible,
for distinctness of focusing. The handles of the
rotating holders should be placed as shown in the
figure, to avoid interference with each other in working.
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through a right angle. This will also reverse the intensities of thetwo images on the screen. The reason will be plain from what
has been said already, but it should be thought out and put intowords.

Fig. 13.

A really good tourmaline, of a neutral tint and without flaws, is
unexceptionable as a polariser and an analyser, but such plates are
hardly obtainable at the present time.

ACTION OF THIN FILMS OF ANISOTROPIC BODIES UPON
PLANE-POLARISED LIGHT.

It has been mentioned already that most anisotropic bodies donot cause any perceptible angular separation of a ray of light
incident upon it. Yet they undoubtedly do act upon the light in a
manner precisely analogous to calcite, and enable us to produce
some of the most brilliant and striking phenomena in physicaloptics. I shall not, however, for want of space, do more than
endeavour to illustrate the principle on which these phenomena
depend.

It may be well, in the first place, to show one or two of the
simplest phenomena which require explanation.

EXPERIMENT 9.Bring up the lantern polariscope (see Fig. 6)in front of the condenser, remove or turn aside the analyser, and
throw a plane-polarised disc of light (vibration-plane horizontal) onthe screen. Place on the stage a thin cleavage plate of selenite about
o175 mm. (o.007 inch) thick,* mounted between discs of glass inone of the object holders shown in Fig. 7. No apparent changetakes place in the screen-image, even when the crystal is turnedthrough a right angle. Now, after bringing the selenite back to itsoriginal position, return the analyser to its place, with its vibration-
plane parallel to that of the polariser. The selenite film will nowappear of a uniform green tint, which, when the analyser is rotated
until its vibration-plane is at right angles to that of the polariser,
gradually changes to a bright red. If, the analyser remaining

* Physicists call such a plate a " X film," meaning that one of the sets ofwaves transmitted by it is retarded 21 mean wave-lengths behind the other.
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untouched, the selenite is turned through an angle of 450 all colour
disappears and the image of the film becomes almost or quite
invisible.

These phenomena are repeated on further rotation of the
selenite or analyser through successive quadrants of the circle.

Such are the fundamental phenomena of so-called "coloured
polarisation," and we have next to endeavour to find out how they
are caused.

As a preliminary it will be desirable to examine more closely the
character of the coloured light forming the image of the selenite.

EXPERIMENT 20.Place the selenite and analyser in the position
which give the most brilliant green tint, and bring close in front of
the selenite an object holder having two short, broad strips of tin

Fig. 14.

or brass fixed across it (Fig. 14) with their inner edges approximated
so as to form a slit about Tl, inch broad, stretching across the greater
portion of the selenite film and extending slightly beyond, in order
to obtain a spectrum of some of the unaltered light for comparison.
The green light will now be limited to a narrow band, suitable for
spectroscopic analysis.

Bring just in front of the analyser a direct-vision prism supported
on the slotted bar shown on the right hand of Fig. 6. A spectrum
will now appear on the screen, and it will be observed that many
rays besides green are present in the light transmitted by the
selenite, but that nearly all the yellow, much of the red, and some
of the blue rays are absent. Now turn the analyser go° so as to
obtain the red tint. A large portion of the middle of the visible
spectrum, including the bluish green and green, will now be found
to be absent, while yellow and blue as well as red are present in
the surviving light.

Hence we see that the tint of the selenite is due to the destruc-
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tion of some of the component rays of white light : thus, if the redrays are removed, yellow, green, and blue rays will predominate inthe light which passes on.
The removal of these rays is effected by the selenite, not by

absorption (as with tourmaline), but by " interference," two sets ofwaves being caused to meet under such conditions as to destroyeach other. The two rays into which the selenite divides theoriginal single ray travel through the crystal very nearly in the samedirection, but with different velocities, the ordinary ray being
retarded behind the extraordinary ray.

EXPERIMENT 21.This may be illustrated by the model shownin Fig. 15. Two sinuous strips are cut out of a thin board by a

Fig. 15.

fret-saw and painted black ; small discs of white paper are thencemented at proper intervals to represent molecules. These wavemodels are attached to bevelled strips of wood running in groovesas shown in the figure.
Place the wave models in the position shown at A. Theywill then represent two sets of waves, the crests and hollows of

which coincide with each other and strengthen each other's effects.
Slide one of the models to the right hand, as shown at B, untilthe crests of one set of waves are just over the hollows of the other

set. They will then represent two sets of waves, one of which hasbeen retarded half a wave length behind the other. Under suchcircumstances each molecule of one set will be endeavouring to
move in the opposite direction to that of a corresponding moleculeof the other set, the result being that the motion of both waves isdestroyedthey become extinct.

Similarly in the selenite film the wave motion of one component
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ray lags behind that of the other to an extent dependent on the
thickness of the film, so that if we take a section of the whole trans-
mitted beam at any point, e.g., at its emergence from the plate, we
find that at the moment that a molecule in the one ray has reached
the farthest extent of its swing and forms part of the crest of a
wave, the molecule abreast of it in the other ray may only have
gone a little beyond the middle point of its swing, and form an
earlier part or " phase " of the wave as indicated by o c in Fig. 15
(p. 156), or it may, if the retardation is sufficient, be moving in the
opposite direction, or be at the opposite limit of its swing so as to
form the hollow of the wave. In the last case, if the ordinary ray
is retarded half a wave, or II, 21, etc., waves behind the extra-
ordinary ray there is complete destruction of the light as light, the
radiant energy passing into some other form, such as heat.

It might seem, then, as if a particular thickness of the selenite
might be chosen which would cause destruction of all the rays from
the lantern, and the crystal would appear quite black, like the tour-
maline in Experiment 15 (and this does happen when homogeneouslight is used). But the light waves which give the impression of
different colours are different in length, the red waves being much
longer than the blue waves,* and hence requiring a different linear
amount of retardation to cause complete extinction. The result is
that a thickness of selenite which causes complete destruction of
red waves does not cause extinction of all the other waves which
make up the white light, such as green and blue, of which the green
is much more brilliant to the eye than the blue. These latter,
therefore, survive and give the colour to the beam which has passed
through the crystal.

The actual case, however, is not quite so simple. If we merely
use a polariser and a plate of selenite, no colour appears (as already
shown). The interposition of an analyser is necessary for the pro-
duction of colour, and further, the colour changes when the analyser
is rotated through go°.

The fact is that, as has been mentioned already, the two beams
which pass through the selenite are polarised in planes at right

A

Fig. 16.

angles to each other, and these cannot interfere with each other's
motion. We must bring them into the same vibration-plane before

'1 Wooden models should be made like those shown in Fig. 14, representing
waves of different lengths from crest t3 crest, and having red, yellow, and blue

iscs attached to them.

'44 34:
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they can do so ; and this is effected by the analyser in the manner
illustrated by Fig. 16, in which the whole course of the rays isshown from the polariser to the screen.

A represents the vibration-plane (which, for convenience, is
assumed to be horizontal) and direction of motion of a moleculein the original plane-polarised beam of light. When this beam
falls upon the plate of selenite B, in any position except two(related to the axes of elasticity of the crystal form), it is dividedinto two components, o c and o D, the vibration-plane of each of
which (making an angle of 45° with that of the original ray), and
also the position of it in the wave on emergence are indicated by
the short and long arrows ; the very short arrow o c showing that
the molecule has at the moment when the wave leaves the selenite
moved hardly any distance beyond its position in the hollow of the
wave ; the long arrow o D showing that the molecule has arrived
at the farthest limit of its swing on the crest. o c, therefore, maybe considered as retarded half a wave behind 0 D, and vibrating
in a plane at right angles to the latter. When these two rays fall
on the analyser E, having its vibration-plane vertical, and thus atan angle of 45° to each of them, it divides each into two com-
ponents (as illustrated in Experiment II, page 148, which might be
repeated here), vibrating in planes at right angles to one another ;viz., o c into P c vertical and P c' horizontal, and o D into P
vertical and P D1 horizontal. Further, it only transmits that onecomponent of each set, the molecules of which are vibrating in itsown vibration-plane.

EXPERIMENT 22.This point may perhaps be made clearer by
taking a long, narrow, rectangular frame of wood x 1,, and holding
it close to the diagram (or blackboard) on which the arrows aredrawn, so as to include, say, the pair of vertical components
P C and P D; the length dimension of the frame representing the
vibration-plane of the rays which the analyser can transmit. Thenhold it in the position x' so as to include the two horizontal
components P C' and P

We have, therefore, in the light transmitted by the analyser in
either of the above positions all the conditions for interference, viz.,
waves vibrating in the same plane and differing in phase. Out ofall the light then which passes through the analyser, those rayswhich differ in phase by half a wave length are destroyed and only
the remainder pass on to the screen. Thus, if the thickness of
the selenite is such as to retard one of the red sets of waves half anundulation behind the other, the red light is extinguished and the
surviving light consists mainly of green and blue rays.

Assuming that is the case when the vibration-plane of the
analyser is vertical, we have next to consider the effect of turning ituntil it is horizontal, and thus letting through the other pair of
component rays. These will also interfere, but with a differentresult.

It will be seen, on noting the direction of the arrows, that in the
previous case the molecules of the transmitted waves were moving
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in opposite directions. In the present case, they are moving in the
same direction. This difference in the direction of motion is
equivalent to a gain or loss of half a wave quite independently of
the retardation effected by the selenite itself.

EXPERIMENT 23.Illustrate this by taking off the lower set of
waves in Fig. 14 A, turning it the other way round, i.e., through
180°, and replacing it on the slider. The whole will now resemble
B although no lateral shifting has taken place*, and there will be
interference and extinction.

Thus if we have a retardation by the selenite alone amounting
to half a wave for red rays we must add to this another half wave
difference ; so that with the analyser in this position, the red rays in
the two transmitted components differ by wave-length,
and therefore strengthen instead of destroying one another ; while
the green, etc., rays which met previously with a difference of
wave now differ by (I wave and destroy each other. The
result is that we have a red image on the screen, as already shown.

It is obvious that, if we take a selenite film of a different thick-
ness, a different amount of retardation will be effected and a
different set of waves will be destroyed ; the film will then appear,
under the above conditions, of some other colour.

EXPERIMENT 24.Substitute for the selenite hitherto used
another film o.o7 mm. (0.0028 inches) in thickness+ and repeat the
trials made in Experiment 19. In this case, when the vibration-
planes of polariser and analyser are parallel most of the blue and
some of the green and red rays are destroyed, and the surviving
colour is yellow, changing to blue when the analyser is turnedthrough 90.

One more point remains to be explained, viz., the entire dis-
appearance of colour when the selenite film is placed midway
between the positions in which the colour is most vivid. There are
two directions within the crystal of selenite at right angles to one
another, corresponding to the axes of maximum and minimum
elasticity respectively, and when either of these lies in the vibration
plane of the incident beam, the latter is not divided into two
components at all, but passes through the plate either as the
ordinary ray alone or as the extraordinary ray alone. Now, since it
requires two rays to set up conditions of interference, no such
phenomena can occur.

The principle of interference stated above is sufficient to explain
nearly all the coloured phenomena observed in objects when
examined in polarised light. Every substance which has any
doubly-refracting structure, whether from its crystal form or from
being subjected to a stress, either shows colour by itself or alters
the tint of a selenite film.

* The reason will be clear if we reflect that a molecule which was originally,
for instance, represented as on the crest of a wave and beginning to move dov,n-
wards, is by thus turning the model over, transferred so as to represent one in
the hollow of a wave beginning to move upwards.

t A If A film, as it is called.
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EXPERIMENT 25.A few examples of doubly-refracting sub-
stances may be shown, such as crystals of potassium nitrate
formed on a circular disc, a section of agate, a piece of quill pen
flattened out, round, square and oblong blocks of unannealed glass,
and finally one or two of the beautiful designs of a butterfly, a bunch
of grapes, a stained glass window, etc., made by cementing films of
selenite of appropriate thickness to the back of paintings or photo-
graphs. But it should be always borne in mind that if it is
desired really to instruct and not merely amuse, the simpler the
objects that are shown, the better.
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The Quantity of Gas in Cylinders.

BY JAMES B. SPURGE.

THERE are doubtless many lanternists who, although they often
use gas from cylinders, yet have more or less difficulty in gauging
the contents of them, in spite of the fact that they may be provided
with the necessary adjuncts for so determining. I have therefore
compiled the following table, which I hope will enable cylinder
users to determine at a glance, after noting the number of atmos-
pheres indicated by the gauge, the contents of a cylinder of almost
any size :

STORAGE TABLES FOR GAS CYLINDERS.
(Contents to be in the gaseous state.)

RULE :-

Quantity stored
C x 1.

Where C The quantity stored at any known pressure P.
ft = The observed pressure of gas in cylinder.
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PHOTOROTOSCOPE.
W. C. HUGHES.

THE Photorotoscope is an adaption whereby animated photographs
can be shown on a small screen situated at one end of a covered-in
compartment, eye-pieces being so placed at the sides as to enable

111111'1111)1 ----- t,

W. C. HUGHES.

some zo persons to see the same pictures at one time. The
apparatus is specially designed for the use of bazaars, street use, or
other places where a fixed charge is paid by each onlooker.

CINEMATOGRAPH FILM REVERSER.

I F a prism be placed as shown in the first illustration and light be
passed through, any object on the one side will be reversed on the
other ; hence, if such a prism be placed in front of any projection
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lens the image projected will be reversed. This has been applied
to the cinematograph, producing odd effects, inasmuch as by this

means the film pictures are shown in reversed action. The secondillustration explains how the prism can be instantly thrown out ofuse.

CYNNAGRAPH.
JOSEPH LEVI & CO.

BY degrees the fancy prices which
were at first charged for apparatus
with intermittent motion for exhibit-
ing animated photographs have been
coming down, and it is now possible
to obtain the necessary mechanism
for a few pounds. The cynnagraph
shown in the cut is well made, and is
supplied at a very moderate price,
and is one of the latest placed upon
the market.

THE NYDER ACETYLENE LANTERN OUTFIT.

PROFESSOR HYDER, of Pevensey Street,
Eastbourne, whose aim for some time past
has been to produce a portable lantern outfit
provided with acetylene gas, has now
arranged the apparatus in very compact
form. The generator works on the dipping
plan, that is to say, the carbide is placed in a
holder attached to the top of the bell so that
when the supply of gas becomes exhausted
it dips slightly into the water. As will be
seen, the generator itself forms a part of the
stand for the lantern, the method of elevation
being ingenious. The whole apparatus
(lantern, slides, jet, etc.) packs up inside of
the gasometer tank and forms a very con-
venient package for travelling.

1
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THE MOST POWERFUL LIMELIGHT JET,
C. W. LOCKE.

A SOMEWHAT odd-looking jet has been devised for use with
compound lanterns for7cycloramic projection where one lime and

ro nipples can be used. This jet
stands in the centre of a battery
of io condensers and lenses which
radiate from the centre, each con-
denser being placed immediately in
front of one of the nipples, each of
which plays on a portion of the one
lime in the centre. The jet consists
of a ring into which are brazed the
nipples. A large mixing chamber
connects with this main ring as
shown at A. At 13 is seen a brass
cylinder capable of holding three
limes, one above the other. These
limes are made solid, that is, without
any hole running through them, and
they are raised or turned by the
milled head D. It being absolutely
necessary that the jet should stand
exactly in the centre of the battery
of condensers, this adjustment is
obtained by means of the levelling
screws marked c. The oxygen and
hydrogen inlets are provided with
screw-down valves at E.

ELECTRIC DARK-ROOM LAMP.
F. W. HUDLASS.

To have a red light in the dark-room
merely by turning on a switch is a most
convenient form of lighting, especially as
no wires have to be laid. A neat and small
self-contained electric lamp has been
place on the market, which will be a boon
to many. The size of this lamp is 6 by 4-1
by 2 inches, and it contains a 4-volt
accumulator which will give a continuous
light for several hours. The front glass
shown in illustration is hinged so that
either a white or ruby light may be
obtained.

ALMANAC AND ANNUAL.

NEW PENDANT SATURATOR.

J. S. WILLWAY & SONS.

MR. G. W. GWYER, Junr., has lately been at work seeing if any
further improvements could be added to his already popular
Pendant saturator, and it is now so arranged with a series of what
may perhaps be termed traps, that it can with safety be placed in the
hands of the most inexperienced as it is impossible for it to throw
any liquid ether, or to flare up. In this form of saturator there are
no vacant spaces, and both the inlet and outlet tubes are protected

by a pumice chamber. There comes a time in the
c=2, life of a saturator when it becomes necessary to

get rid of such residue as is from time to time
left by the ether ; this has usually been effected
by drying it outa somewhat slow process
but in this saturator a new method is resorted
to. An attachment is supplied to which a bicycle
pneumatic pump can be attached, and by this
means the residue can be quickly forced out. For
the accurate gauging of the necessary charge
of ether overflow plugs are provided.

The jets made by this firm, also devised by
Mr. Gwyer, are capable of giving an intense light, particularly that
shown in the first illustration of the jets. It will be noticed that
the mixing chamber is very
large, and is placed in a
different position to that
commonly seen in mixed
jets. This standard pattern
is provided with screw-
down valves, and also a
cut-off tap, which lowers in succession the two gases, leaving only
a small hydrogen bye-pass flame.

The second illustration shows what Mr. Gwyer terms his safety
jet, which he recommends
for use with the Pendant
saturator. The lime turner
works particularly smoothly,
and is very effective. This
jet, by reason of its being
simpler in pattern than the

foregoing, is less expensive. When used for the projection of
animated pictures this jet is fitted with a nipple of inch. Both
the saturator and the jet are so simple to use that no fears need be
entertained by the most inexperienced in using them.
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ROSENBERG CINEMATOGRAPH.
F. BROWN.

MANY of the cinematograph machines
on the market work on the same
general intermittent plan, but in the
Rosenberg, the motion is obtained
on an entirely different plan, viz., a
broken threaded screw ; this gives
great certainty of movement which
is rapid yet without any jerk. The
working parts which are few are
exposed to view, and their principle
can be readily grasped by the user.

OXY-HYDRO-ELECTRIC LANTERN AND
CINEMATOGRAPH.

MR. ALFRED MEAGER.

THE illustration herewith shows most complete lantern apparatus,
which has been arranged by Mr.
Alfred Meager, the popular
lecturer, who resides at Anerley.
The lantern itself is the Docwra
bi-unial, and is erected on a tilting
frame which is placed upon the
case. The case is on casters, so
as to be readily moved in---say a
hall, and is made in two portions
divisible at the shelf marked x,
the upper part being fitted for the
reception of lenses, and is fitted
with extending hinged shelves for
holding slides, etc. The appara-
tus is fitted both for limelight
and electric light. For use

with limelight the back of the lantern shown in illustration is
employed, but when intended to be used with electric light the

whole back portion with jets and fittings can be readily detached,
and the electric lamps placed inside, when two flap doors close
forming a second back. At the rear of the tilting frame is a board,
which can be instantly fixed or detached. This board is fitted with
the requisites for controlling the electric light, such as switches,
main terminals, fuse ; while on the extending support T are two
resistances. The lower front of lantern is so arranged that it is
quickly detachable, and its place occupied by the cinematograph.
Altogether the apparatus is most complete, and Mr. Meager is to be
congratulated on the possession of such a complete apparatus, the
more so as all the fittings have been carried out to his own design
and arrangement.

UNIVERSAL SCIENCE LANTERN.
NEWTON & Co.

A NEW departure with regard to science lanterns has been made
in this lantern, which is the subject of a joint patent (Ives and
Newton). The lantern is provided with three fronts so arranged
that either may at a moment's notice be brought into use. For
ordinary slide projection the central lens is employed. At one side
of this lens is attached the microscopic front, and at the other side
is a front fitted with slit, etc , for spectroscopic work. In connection

with this fitting is arranged a direct vision prism and also a
comparison prism with swing mirror, so that an image of any
medium of which the absorption is being shown can at the same
time be projected on the screen. This front has a particularly
smooth action and is very firm and secure, yet it can by a mere
touch be entirely removed, and another fitting such as an elbow
polariscope or cinematograph immediately attached. This apparatus
takes either the lime or electric light.
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NEW UNIVERSAL ARC LAMP AND TABLE
RESISTANCE.

NEWTON & CO.

THIS new lamp can be set either vertical for spectrum work or atan angle for ordinary projection purposes, and all the necessarymotions are contained in the lamp itself. At the back are fourprojecting milled heads which enable one readily to adjust thecarbons either up or down, or right and left. The lamp works well

THE " ENGLISH " KINEMATOGRA PH.
NEWTON & CO.

with either alternating or direct current. The table resistance is avery neat piece of mechanism mounted on a slate stand. Bymeans of a sliding brass contact maker the resistance can be eitherincreased or diminished with a great degree of nicety, and in this
manner the amount of light may be increased or diminished in asimple manner.

A SUB-STAGE condenser is fixed in this new instrument whereby
increased illumination is given to the pictures. One of the chief
difficulties in connection with mechanism for projecting animated
photographs, viz., the adjustment of the film, has in this instrument
been overcome by means of an adjusting eccentric, which is so
efficient that should the film be even several holes out, this can be
compensated for and immediately adjusted even though the

machine may be running, and
this too, without altering the
position of the picture on the
screen. Reversals can with
this apparatus be made with-
out the use of any prism, and
it may be worked from either
side. As should always be the
case with animated photograph
instruments, this particular
apparatus automatically winds
up the film as it passes in front
of the condenser. Large spools
are provided as it is found
much more expedient to attach
several films on end, thus
saving the constant stopping
and refitting of a new film.

LONG RANGE ELECTRIC LANTERN.
NEWTON & CO.

THis lantern is as efficient as it is possible to obtain in a single
lantern and arc light ; the condenser is 44 inches. The front lenses,
which are 3 inches diameter, are of 8 inches, 9 inches, r o inches, 12

46friN
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inches, 14 or 18 inches, and fit into a sliding tube which is fitted
with a rack for focusing. A hand-feed electric lamp is supplied,
and the lantern is mounted on a tilting base.
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"PRIMUS" NOVELTIES.
W. F. BUTCHER SZ SONS.

FLEXIBLE HYMN SLIDES.Several sets of hymn slides printed on
flexible material are being introduced by this firm. These being
very light, and taking up little room, several can be carried in the
pocket without any inconvenience whatever. The hymns are
selections from the "Ancient and Modern" hymn book.
ei No. i ENLARGING LANTERN.Adjustments are made in this

lantern for enlarging portions of any *-plate negative, by attachingin front of the condenser a 1-plate camera. The body of the

lantern proper is of Russian iron, and is intended for the incan-
descent gas burner. The condenser is 4 inches in diameter.

No. 3 ENLARGING LANTERN is also of metal, and the general
configuration is slightly different from the foregoing, inasmuch as

111111111111111M
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the front is permanent. This lantern is made both for I and
1-plates, the condensers being respectively and 8f inches
diameter. Each lantern is supplied in a tin carrying case.
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No. 6 ENLARGING LANTERN.--The No. 6 is a greatly superior
article than either of the others, the body being larger and capable
of holding a limelight jet. The front is fitted on adjustable rods.

"1' =4.'

It also has a rising front fitted with clamping screw. The No. 6
is made with three sizes of condensers, viz., A-, 8+, and ii inches
diameter.

CANTING LANTERN STAND.
RILEY BROTHERS.

BINDER CUTTER.
WILLIAM TYLAR.

SLIDE binders have often been made by amateurs using a narrow
rule as a gauge, and cutting at both sides of same ; but with the

Tins stand will be found
useful as a stand for
either a single or dissolv-
ing view lantern, for with
it tilting can be quickly
adjusted, while the ap-
paratus can at once be
firmly clamped at any
height.

little instrument shown in the illustration, by one sweep of the
double cutter, a binder can at once be cut out of a sheet of paper, of
absolutely the same width throughout.
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MOTOR-PICTOROSCOPE.
W. C. HUGHES.

THE new cinematographic machine which Mr. Hughes terms the
Motor-pictoroscope is a smooth running machine geared so that
one turn of the driving handle will project 15 pictures. All the
mechanism is evenly balanced, and there is practically no strain
upon the film, as the reels upon which it is wound are fitted with

l!'

ball bearings. By means of a particular form of plunger for moving
the film forward the film is always retained in contact with it, thus
preventing any striking movement from taking place. A shutter
can be used or not, according to the requirements of the picture or
subject, and the machine is fitted with one, but by means of a
switch this can be either attached or detached even whilst running.

HISTORICAL SUBJECTS.

MESSRS. HENRY T. LEACH & CO., of 3, Turl Street, Oxford, are
making a special feature of issuing lantern slides of historical
subjects, under the heading of Historical Characters and Events
of the Sixteenth, Seventeenth, Eighteenth and Nineteenth
Centuries.

THE "PRESTWICH" CINEMATOGRAPHIC
CAMERA AND PRINTER.

THE latest form of cinematographic camera, manufactured by the
Prestwich Manufacturing Co., of 744, High Road, Tottenham, is
constructed on an entirely new principle, the intermittent move-
ment being obtained in an absolutely certain and accurate manner
by means of mechanism that is not only exceedingly ingenious and
yersim .1-, but owing to the few working parts required, there is

li%,,J111.,
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no likelihood of anything getting out of order. The camera itself,
together with four changing boxes each capable of holding 75 feet
of film, packs into a case measuring by 10 by 8i- inches, but
changing boxes for any desired length of film can be attached ;
these changing boxes can be attached or detached in day light.
The unexposed film is contained in the upper box, shown in illus-
tration, an end from which is passed under the top rollers of the
spocket wheel at centre, then upwards and through the cage behind
lens, and under the aforesaid spocket wheel. A little slack has to
be allowed in thus fixing the film, for the feeding spocket has a
continuous action, while the mechanism gives the film behind the

11
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lens an intermittent motion. After passing this spocket wheel the
film is automatically wound up in the box shown behind the
camera. We have seen this camera driven at a high speed for a
prolonged period without the slightest sign of any hitch, or even
marking the perforations. The instrument is fitted with ra
Dallmeyer stigmatic lens of 3 inch focus. The same firm make
several kinds of cinematographic projectors equally as effective as
the camera alluded to above.

AUTOMATIC LANTERN SLIDE BOX.
WILLIAM TYLAR.

WHEN this ingenious slide box is opened, the slides fall slightly

forward, and at the same time the corner of each alternate slide
rises a little, so that removing them is greatly simplified.

CATHEDRAL HAND CAMERA.
MCKELLEN & CO.

No outside mechanism is seen in this camera, but when a catch is
liberated, two box-like parts are drawn apart for a fixed distance,
and then reclosed until a spring catches, thus bringing the plate
from the front to the back, when it is in position for exposure. An
indicator states the particular number of the plate. A small lever
in front controls the exact movement required for focusing at any
particular distance, as this moves over a graduated scale. The
-plate camera of this make measures 8 by 5i by 5 inches, and

without plates weighs 3 lbs.

Picture.
Mailers by
Photography

Find in " Photograms of the Year" the
record of pictorial work, and the best incen-
tive and help to further efforts.

jpress Opinim
"A revelation of the capabilities of the

camera."Pail Mall Gazette.

"A valuable work of record and criticism,
and a constant delight to the eye."Daily
Graphic.

"Contains noteworthy specimens of land-
scape and portrait pictures."Daily News.

"So splendidly done that it can be classed
with the best American workmanship."
Fourth Estate (New York).

"It has made a place for itself."Photo.
graphic News.

"Always a charming volume."The Queen.
"The cne photographic annual we could

least afford to lose."Amateur Photo-
grapher.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

0

"Far and away ahead of its photographic contemporaries."
The optician.

3-ournaL for Vbotograpbers.
EDITED BY H. SNOWDEN WARD. . .

AND CATHARINE WEED WARD. . . .
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HANDSOME CLOTH LIBRARY
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The Best Photographic 9
Work of the Year
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1Described.

LONDON: Published for
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DAWBARN & WARD, Ltd.,
6 Farringdon Avenue, E.C.

The Annuals of '95, '96 and '97 may still
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foreign 6d. From any Bookseller or
Photo Material Dealer.
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Supplement.
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Per Annum,
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Is pre-eminent for the excellence of its printing and illustration, and has been early and
directly in touch with every step in photographic progress which has occurred since its
establishment.

" Should be read with attention by all."Mo, ning Advertiser.
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Published for THE PHOTOGRAM, LTD.,
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VARIOUS FORMUL
FOR

DEVELOPING, TONING, &C.

EASTMAN PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS COMPANY.

X RAY PAPER.
After exposure, the prints are developed in the following :

Amidol oz. Water .. 200z.
Sulphite of soda
(a dozen whole-plate prints may be developed at one time in a 12 by so deep
dish, using half a pint of the above developer).
r".'=',No clearing bath is required. When development is complete, wash the
prints well and place in the ordinary fixing bath.

SOLIO PAPER.
SULPHOCYANIDE BATH.

By adopting the following method of toning Eastman's solio paper, any
desired tone may be obtained, from a red-brown to a purple-black, and the
system ensures both economy in the use of gold and great uniformity of colour
being secured throughout with any number of prints. It is based on the
principle of (i) Allowing a definite amount of gold to a definite number of prints,
or area of printed paper ; (2) Toning the whole of this number of prints at one
time, and thus playing out the bath completely.

The stock solutions are conveniently made up as follows

STOCK SOLUTION A.
Avoirdupois Measure.

Gold chloride (commercial, containing 50 per cent, of gold) 15 grs.
Distilled water up to .. 15 oz.

STOCK SOLUTION B.
Ammonium sulphocyanide .. 150 grs.
Distilled water up to .. . 750Z.

For use, add i oz. of A (equal to r gr. of gold) to 5 oz. of B (not vice versa)
and make up to is oz. with distilled water.

r gr. of gold chloride will tone :

6 i-plate prints to a cold purple-black tone.
12 cold purple-brown tone.
16 warm purple-brown tone.
zo brown tone.
32 red-brown tone.
48 red tone.

The proportion of gold to sulphocyanide is always the same, but the amount
of water added must in each case be sufficient to enable the operator to
manipulate his prints easily.

Thus 12 oz. as above is a sufficient amount of bath in which to manipulate
6 i-plate prints.

The bath must be diluted to-
24 oz. when toning from 6 to xc prints.
36 oz. when toning from 12 10 zo prints.
48 oz. when toning zo to 48 prints.

To TONE.Mix the bath to the desired strength, and in the desired quantity,
the temperature to be from 6o to 65 degrees Fahr. (15 to 18 degrees Cent.). Wash
the batch of prints well for so minutes in running water (or in three changes of
water). Transfer as rapidly as possible the whole of them, one by one, to the
toning bath.

Tone for 8 or io minutes, moving the prints all the time. Rinse well.
Fix for io minutes in the following fixing bath :

Sodium hyposulphite .. 3 oz. I Water up to .. .. 20 OZ.
Wash thoroughly and dry.

ALUM BATH.Should the sensitive surface of the paper show any tendency
to become soft during the toning operations, the prints should immediately after
fixing be well washed for from ro to 15 minutes, and then immersed for not more
than 5 minutes in the following alum bath
Alum .. oz. I Water up to .. . 20 OZ.
Finally wash very thoroughly.

Keep the prints in constant motion during all the operations.
EXAMPLE.To make the meaning of the above instructions quite clear,

suppose it is required to tone a batch of prints to warm purple-brown tone, take
16 A-plate prints, or an equivalent number of any other size, and tone them, as
above described, in a bath made up as follows :
Stock solution A .. r oz. Stock solution B .. 5 oz.

Make up with water to 36 oz.
EXCEPTION.The above instructions may apply to an average lot of i-plate

prints, which have been trimmed before toning. Should a large number of the
prints show an excess of heavy shadows or dark background, the number to be
toned per grain of gold should be somewhat reduced, whereas if light half-tones
predominate, the number may be correspondingly increased.

It is difficult to handle more than about so Fplate prints at a time. Should
a greater number, say 48, have to be toned, it is best to tone only one-half or
one-third of the number in one-half or one-third of the amount of bath pre-
pared to receive them.

NOTE.In all the above operations care must be taken to keep the prints
moving in the various solutions.

CAUTIONWith the separate toning and fixing baths the greatest care must
be taken not to allow any sodium hyposulphite to come into contact with the
prints while in the toning solution.

WASHING.The prints can be most effectually washed after fixing by
removing them from one dish to another, repeatedly changing the water. The
process of washing should not exceed s hour.

DRYING.The prints can be dried by laying them upon blotting-paper face
upwards, but must not be left between blotting-paper ; or they may be suspended
by one corner and allowed to dry spontaneously.

..

NIKKO PAPER.
OXALATE DEVELOPER.
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No. I. No. 2.
Oxalate of potash (neutral) lb. Proto-sulphate of iron .. .. lb.
Hot water .. 48 oz. Citric acid oz.

HoCwater .. 320Z.
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20 OZ.

76-
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DEVELOPER.
No. i. No. 2.

Oxalate of potash .. .. 16 oz. 1 Proto-sulphate of iron .. .. 16 oz.
Hot water .. .. 48 oz. I Hot water .. .. .. 32 oz.
Acetic acid .. 3 drams. 1 Acetic acid (or citric acid f oz.)

I dram.
No. 3.

Bromide potassium .. .. 1 oz. I Water .. 32 OZ.

These solutions keep separately, but must be mixed only for immediate use.
Use cold.

The paper must be manipulated only in yellow or ruby light same as a slow
dry plate.

To DEVELOP.
Take of No. r, 6 oz. ; No. 2, I oz. ; No. 3, dram.
Mix in the order given ; use cold. After exposure, soak the paper in water

until limp ; then immerse in the developer.
The image should appear slowly, and should develop up strong, clear, and

brilliant. When the shadows are sufficiently black, pour off the developer and
flood the print with the

CLEARING SOLUTION.
Acetic acid .. I dram. I Water ..

Do not wash the print after pouring off the developer and before applying
the clearing solution.

Use a sufficient quantity to flow over the print, say 2 oz. for an 8 by to. Allow
it to act for I minute, and then pour it off and apply a fresh portion ; repeat the
operation a third time, then rinse in pure water and immerse for ro minutes in
the

FIXING BATH.
Hyposulphite soda .. .. 3 oz. I Water .. 16 oz.

After fixing, wash for half an hour and allow to dry spontaneously.

To TRANSFER THE PRINT
Soak in cold water and then lay it face down upon the object to which it is

desired to transfer the image. The surface may be polished or ground glass,
porcelain, wood, prepared canvas, ivory, or any substance which will withstand
the action of hot water and allow the image to adhere. It must be perfectly
clean and free from grease or oil. Squeegee the wet print carefully into contact
with the surface, and put it under blotting-paper and a weight to dry. When
dry (say hour) pour hot water upon the back of the picture until the paper
blisters, then run a pin under one corner of the paper and pull it gently away.
After removing the paper, gently rub the surface of the picture with a tuft of
cotton-wool moistened with warm water and set away out of reach of dust to dry.

COMBINED TONING AND FIXING BATH FOR BROWN TONES
(SOLIO PAPER).
STOCK SOLUTION A.

Sodium hyposulphite
Alum (potash) ..
Water

When dissolved add
Borax (2 oz. dissolved in hot water) ..

Let stand overnight and decant clear liquid.

No. 3.
Bromide of potassium .. I dram. I Water .. to oz.

These solutions must be cooled and kept separate, and should be mixed onlyfor immediate use.

To DEVELOP.
FOR NORMAL EXPOSURES.Take in a suitable tray No. 1, 6 oz. ; No. 2, I Oz.;No. 3, dram (about 5 drops to the ounce of developer).
These solutions should be employed as cool as possible, and mixed in theorder named. After exposure, soak the paper in water until limp ; run off the

water, and pour the developer rapidly and evenly over the sensitive surface.
Use fresh developer for each batch of prints. With a glass-bottom tray,

8 oz. of developer are sufficient for a 25 by 30 print.
The bromide is added to the developer for the purpose of producing vigorous

contrasts of light and shade, and of preserving the clear whites of the prints.
When printing from a negative which is thin, or flat, the proportion may be
safely increased to twice that named above, whereas, in the case of a hard
negative, it may be reduced or entirely omitted. The image should appear
slowly, and should develop up strong, clear, and brilliant, with a fine black tone.

FOR DELICATE GREY TONES, like the India-ink washes of an artist's brush,
it is requisite to expose to a well diffused light, and to develop with a smaller
quantity of iron and bromide solution in the developer. When the shadows are
sufficiently black, pour off the developer and flood the print with the

CLEARING SOLUTION.
Acetic acid .. .. I dram. I Water .. 32 oz.

Instead of the acetic, citric acid may be used in the clearing solution in the
proportion of /; oz. to the quart of water. Citric acid has the advantage of being
odourless. Do not wash the print after pouring off the developer and beforeapplying the clearing solution. The purpose of the clearing solution is to
prevent the precipitation of the iron from the developer into the fibre of the
paper.

Use a sufficient quantity to flow over the print, say 2 oz. for an 8 by to.
Allow it to act for I minute, pour it off, and apply a fresh portion ; repeat the
operation a third time, then rinse in four changes of pure water and immerse for
to minutes in the

FIXING BATH.
Hyposulphite soda .. 4 oz. I Water

After fixing, wash thoroughly in several changes of water for 2 hours at
least, and hang up to dry.

TRANSFEROTYPE PAPER.
For making bromide of silver positives transferable to opal, glass, placques,

tiles, lamp shades, canvas, lantern slides, window transparencies, etc., etc. ; alsofor glace prints.
Contact, enlarged, or reduced prints are made upon this paper in precisely

the same manner as bromide paper. After washing, the print is laid face down
upon the subject to which it is desired to transfer the picture ; after drying
under pressure, the paper is removed by the application ofhot water, leaving the
print upon the object where it was dried. Simple, easy, and certain, and the
results surpassingly beautiful.

By this process opals, window and lantern transparencies can be made with
little trouble

.. 8 oz.
.. 6 oz.
.. 800z.

.. 8 oz.



For use take : Stock solution A .. . 8 parts.
Stock solution B . part.

Place prints without previous washing in the above.

Do not tone beyond the brown stage, and then immerse prints for
minutes in the following salt solution to stop the toning
Salt .. oz. I Water .. 32 oz.

If the prints tone in less than 15 minutes, it is desirable that the following
extra fixing bath be used to ensure thorough fixing.

After the bath give one change of cold water, and fix for so minutes in the

EXTRA FIXING BATH.
Sodium hyposulphite oz. I Borax .. oz.
Sodium sulphite (crystals) 6o grs. Water .. 20 oz.

Wash i hour in running cold water or in 16 changes of cold water,
same as albumen prints.

NEUTRAL COMBINED TONING AND FIXING BATH (SOLIO PAPER).
With the following formula, where a neutral combined toning and fixing bath

is preferred to an acid one, the tones obtainable are from red to dark brown.

STOCK SOLUTIONS.
No. I.Sodium hyposulphite 24 oz., dissolved in water and made up to 8o oz
No. 2.Ammonium sulphocyanidesi oz., dissolved in water and made up to to oz.
No. 3.Lead acetate oz., dissolved in water and made up to ro oz.
No. 4.Gold chloride 15 grs., dissolved in ro oz. of water.

Use distilled water if possible ; any sediment should be filtered out.
Take of No. 1, 7 oz. ; No. 2, i oz. ; No. 3, I oz. ; No. 4, I oz.
Mix in the order named. Allow to stand hour. Cool to about 50 degrees F.
Printing should be carried decidedly darker than the finished picture should

appear.
To tone proceed as follows :Wash the prints well for a few minutes, after

which place them in a solution of
Common salt .. .. 2 OZ. I Water ..
keeping them moving for 5 minutes.

Wash thoroughly, and tone and fix in the above combined bath, at about 50
degrees ; next wash the prints for io minutes in running water, and then place in
the following

ALUM BATH.
Potash alum .. oz. I Water .. 200Z.
finally, wash in running water for about hour.

PLATINUM TONING BATH FOR MATT SOLIO PAPER.
SEPIA TONES.STOCK SOLUTION.

Potassium chloroplatinite 5 grs. Sodium chloride (salt)
Citric acid .. 40 grs. Water .. ..

40 grs.
200z.

This bath keeps well for a month.
Wash the prints from 5 to ro minutes and then immerse in the above bath,

examining the prints by transmitted light.

5

200Z.

Tone to a dark-brown or chocolate colour (not black), rinse slightly and
immerse the prints in the following bath to stop the toning action.
Soda carbonate (washing soda) oz. I Water .. . 20 OZ.

Rinse and transfer to the following fixing bath :
Sodium hyposulphite .. 3 oz. I Water . , 20 OZ.

Wash thoroughly in running water or by frequent changes for i hour
Should it be thought desirable to specially harden the gelatine, use an alum

bath as follows.
After fixing the prints, wash them well for to to 15 minutes and then immerse

for not more than 5 minutes in
Alum .. oz. I Water .. 20 OZ.

and finally wash thoroughly.

EASTMAN'S PLATINO-BROMIDE PAPER.
OXALATE DEVELOPER.

No. I. No. 2.
Potassium oxalate (neutral) .. r lb. Ferrous sulphate .. lb.
Hot water .. 48 oz. Citric acid oz.

Hot water 3202.

No. 3.
Potassium bromide .. .. I dram. I Water .. 20 OZ.

These solutions must be cooled and kept separately, and should be mixed
only for immediate use.

To DEVELOP.
FOR NORMAL EXPOSURES.Take No. r, 6 oz. ; No. 2, I 02.; No. 3, dram

(about 5 drops to the ounce of developer).
These solutions should be employed as cool as possible, and mixed in the

order named. After exposure soak the paper until limp ; run off the water, and
pour the developer rapidly and evenly over the sensitive surface.

Use fresh developer for each batch of prints. With a glass-bottomed tray
8 oz. of developer are sufficient for a 25 by 30 print.

The bromide is added to the developer for producing vigorous contrasts of
light and shade, and of preserving the clear whites of the prints. When
printing from a negative which is thin or flat, the proportion may be safely
increased to twice that named above, whereas in the case of a hard negative it
may be reduced or entirely omitted. The image should appear slowly, and
should develop up strong, clear, and brilliant, with a fine black tone

FOR DELICATE GREY TONES, like the India-ink washes of an artist's brush,
it is requisite to expose to a well-diffused light, and to develop with a smaller
quantity of iron and bromide solution in the developer. When the shadows are
sufficiently black, pour off the developer and flood the print with the

CLEARING SOLUTION.

Acetic acid .. I dram. I Water .. .. 32 OZS.

..

..

Instead of acetic, citric acid may be used in the clearing solution, in the
proportion of oz. to the quart of water. Citric acid has the advantage of being
odourless.

Do not wash the print after pouring off the developer and before applying
the clearing solution.

PURPOSE OF CLEARING SOLUTION. The purpose of the clearing solution is
to prevent the precipitation of the iron from the developer into the fibre of the
paper. This can only be done by keeping the paper acid while washing out the
developer.
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STOCK SOLUTION B.
Gold chloride .. .. 15 grs.
Lead acetate (sugar of lead) .. 64 grs
Water

Solution B should be shaken up before using and not filtered.
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Use a sufficient quantity to flow over the print, say 2 oz. for an 8 by to
Allow it to act for i minute, pour it off and apply a fresh portion ; repeat the
operation a third time, then rinse in four changes of pure water, and immerse
for TO minutes in the

FIXING BATH.
Sodium hyposulphite 4 oz. I Water .. .. 20 OZ.

After fixing, wash in water for about 2 hours.

DEVELOPER FOR KODAK FILMS.
These films are to be developed, fixed, and washed in precisely the same

manner as a glass plate.
FORMULA.

No. 1.
Sulphite of soda
Hot water

When cold, add-
Pyrogallic acid

No. 2.
.. 6 oz. Carbonate of soda
.. 32 oz. Carbonate of potash ..

I Water ..
r oz. I

.. 30Z.
.. I OZ
.. 320Z.

To DEVELOP.
Take, for normal exposures, r part each of No. x and No. 2, together with

2 parts of water.
A number of films can be developed in one dish at the same time, provided

the developing fluid be sufficiently deep to submerge them.
RESTRAINER.

Bromide of potash .. oz. I Water .. _ 6 oz.
Restrainer is to be used only in case of over-exposure.

As soon as developed, rinse slightly and transfer to a saturated solution of
common alum for 2 minutes, then rinse again and fix.

FIXING SOLUTION.
Hyposulphite soda .. 4 oz. I Water .. 16 oz.

If a number of films are fixed together in one tray, they should be put in face
down to avoid abrasion of the sensitive surface. It is well to move them about
in the fixing bath from time to time, in order to remove any air bubbles.

After fixing wash thoroughly ; then immerse for i minute in the
SOAKING SOLUTION.

Water .. 16 oz. I Glycerine .. oz.
Remove from the soaking solution, and pin up each film by one of its corners

to dry spontaneously. Any tear drops of the soaking solution should be removed
with a bit of blotting paper or absorbent cotton.

The object of the soaking solution is to prevent the film from curling when
dry. The negative must not be rinsed after having been withdrawn from the
soaking solution. In warm and moist climates the excessive use of glycerine is to
be avoided, inasmuch as it tends to decompose the gelatine.

Always keep finished negatives flatdo not roll them up.

MARION & COMPANY.

DEVELOPERS FOR MARION'S DRY PLATES.
For portraiture the following is recommended

PYRO AND SODA.
Pyrogallic acid .. oz. Sodium carb. cryst. .. 8 oz.
Sodium sulphite .. .. 6 oz. Sodium sulphite .. .. 2 oz.
Sulphuric acid .. dram. Potassium bromide .. r dram.

Water to make up IO 20 oz. Water to make up to 20 OZ.
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FOR DEVELOPMENT.
5 oz. made up to 20 oz. with water. I 5 oz. made up to 20 oz. with water.

Mixed in equal parts at the time of using. When very soft negatives are
requiredor only a minimum of exposure can be giventhe bromide of potassium
may be omitted.

PYRO AND AMMONIA.
Pyrogallic acid .. r oz. Strongest liquid ammonia
Ammonium bromide .. oz. (880°) oz.
Citric acid .. I dram.

Water to make up to ro oz. Water to make up to so oz.
Two oz. of each of above separately made up with water to 20 oz. form the

solutions for use. Equal parts being mixed together at the time of development

HYDROKINONE.
Hydrokinone 40 grs.
Sodium sulphite .. 120 grs Potassium hydrate 120 grs.
Potassium bromide .. 5 grs.
Citric acid .. 5 grs. Water to make up to ro oz.

Water to make up to to oz.
Equal parts being mixed at the time of development.

In cold weather the developer should be kept up to a temperature of not less
than 68° F.

In warm weather and hot climates do not omit alum bath before and after
fixing.

FOR GELATINO-CHLORIDE PLATES.
No. I FOR COLD TONES. No. 2 FOR WARM TONES.

Potas. citrate .. too grs. Citric acid .. .. 90 grs.
Potas. oxalate .. 30 grs. Ammon. carb. .. .. 60 grs.
Hot distilled water to make up to / oz. Cold distilled water to make up to i oz.

No. 3 FOR EXTRA WARM TONES.
Citric acid 130 grs. I Ammon. carb. 40 grs.

Cold distilled water to make up to i oz.

In mixing the solutions Nos. 2 and 3, it is better to place the crystals of the
salts into a deep vessel, and after adding the water, leave alone till all
effervescence ceases. It is advisable to make it over-night.

To 3 parts of either of the above add i part of the following at the time of
using :

Sulphate of iron, 120 grs.; sulphuric acid, r drop ; made up with distilled
water to r oz.

HYDROKINONE.
No. 1. No. 2.

Hydrokinone .. 48 grs. Ammonium carb. too grs.
Sodium sulphite .. 320 grs. Sodium carb. too grs.
Ammon. bromide .. 2 grs. Water to make up to JO oz.

Water to make up to to oz.

Equal proportions of each are mixed together according to size of plate to
be developed at the time of using.

Different alkalies may be substituted for those mentioned, such as potas.
carb., sod, silicate, pot. hydrate, sod. hydrate, etc., but in all cases a small
proportion of bromide should be used.

A number of plates may be developed one after the other in the same
solution.



FIXING, ETC.
After development wash and fix in a weak bath of hyposulphite of soda,about 2 OZ. IO i pint of water. Nothing further is required than to wash the

plates thoroughly, and after drying, varnish with crystal varnish if required.
If, through long development or other cause, there is any stain on the plates

after fixing, the following treatment will make them brilliantly clear withoutaltering the colour. Dip for a few seconds into a solution of

Hydrochloricacid' oz
Strong solution of perchl'Oride of: iron' oz.Water .. .. 20 OZ.

Well rinse, and then place again for a few seconds in a clean hypo bath. It is a
very good plan to always slightly over-develop, and after fixing reduce thepicture to just the depth required by the alternate use of the two last solutions,giving a good rinse with water between each, using them in daylight, and
cautiously, a little at the time till just the right strength is arrived at.

The following formula for intensification is very valuable when greatcontrasts are required

After well washing from the fixing bath, flood over with solution No. f till
the picture is bleached, wash well and flood with No 2 till the image is completely
darkened through the film, then well wash again. The solutions may be diluted
with three times the amount of water if great density is not required.

FOR CHLORO-BROMIDE PLATES
PYROGALLIC DEVELOPMENT.

Equal parts of the solutions to be mixed at the time of using,
A very pleasing warm colour will be obtained by adding to the B solution zoo

grs. of ammonium carbonate, but the time of development will be increased.

FERROUS OXALATE DEVELOPMENT.
The saturated solutions of potassic oxalate and iron sulphate may be used

in the proportion of 3 or 4 parts of the former to i of the latter, with the addition
of x gr. of potas. bromide to each oz. of developer, adding more bromide and
increasing the amount of exposure when warmer tones are required.

To keep the iron solution from oxidising, r drop of sulphuric acid should be
added to each oz. of water before dissolving the salt.

The ferrous oxalate gives a blacker coloured image than pyrogallic developer.The time of development will vary from 2 to 4 minutes, according to
temperature and density of image required.

ALKALI SOLUTION.
Potas. hydrate, pure, 8o grs. ; water to make up to io oz.

Equal parts to be mixed together at time of using.
It is advisable that all solutions should be made with distilled water, though

not absolutely essential.
Several plates may be developed in the same solution.

EIKONOGEN DEVELOPER.
This developer will be found to suit these equally well with slight

modification.
A small proportion of bromide must be used to ensure absolute clearness in

the unexposed parts.
FORMULA.

Sodium sulphite 400 grs. Sodium carbonate .. 320 grs.
Potas. bromide 5 grs. Water to make up to to oz.
Eikonogen grs. Equal parts of each to be mixed

Water to make up to to oz. together at time of using.

hyposulphite of soda, 4 oz. to r pint of water, and allow to remain at least
twice as long as required to visibly clear the image.

Don't be tempted to omit the alum bath before fixing in every case where
pyrogallic is used.

After fixing wash the plates very thoroughly.
To ensure the most brilliant results the plates after exposure should not

receive any actinic light till thoroughly fixed.
Clearness and freedom from stain of the unexposed parts of the picture

being of such great importance in transparencies, every means should be adopted
that tend to that result. The addition to the fixing bath of i part of acid sulphite
(or bisulphite of soda) to 5 parts of hyposulphite used, will be found to give great
freedom from stain and discolouration. This has been frequently recommended,
but does not seem to have received so much attention as it deserves.

FOR ARGENTIC BROMIDE PAPER AND OPALS.
FORMULA FOR AMIDOL DEVELOPER

In one solution ready for use.
Amidol.. .. 40 grs. Potassium bromide .. 5 grs.
Sodium sulphite .. 400 grs. Water to make up to 20 OZ.

FORMULA FOR METOL DEVELOPER
In one solution ready for use.

Metol 40 grs. Potas carbonate .. 320 grs.
Sod. sulphite .. .. 320 grs. Potas. bromide .. 5 grs.

Water to make up to 20 oz.
The metol should be dissolved in the water before the addition of the other

chemicals.

A
Pyrogallic acid .. .. 40 grs. Liq. am. fort. .. 40 minims.Pure sodium sulphite .. 16 grs. ! Potas. bromide.. .. 40 grs.Citric acid .. .. 5 grs. I Water to make ICJ OZ.Water .. IO OZ. I
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EIKONOGEN. HYDROKINONE DEVELOPER.Sulphite soda, pure .. .. 200 grs. Sodium carb. 16o grs. HYDROKINONE SOLUTION.Eikonogen .. 50 grs.
Potas bromide 5 grs.

Water to make up to to oz.

Water to make up to to oz.
Equal parts to be mixed together

at time of using.
Hydrokinone
Sod. sulphite, pure ..

40 grs. Pot. brom.
120 grs. I Citric acid

Water to make up to to oz.

.. 5 grs.

.. 5 grs.

FIXING, ETC.No. r.
Bichloride of mercury
Bromide of potassium..
Water .. ..

.. to grs.

.. to grs.

.. I OZ.

No. 2.
Nitrate of silver .. .. to grs.
Crystallised cyanide of potas-

SiUM .. .. .. .. ro grs.

After development wash well under a stream of water if possible, and then
place for 5 minutes in bath of saturated solution of common alum. Then again
wash and place in

Water .. .. .. .. 1 oz. FIXING BATH.
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FORMULA FOR METOL AND HYDROKINONE.

Metol zo grs. Potas. carbonate .. 32o grs.
Hydrokinone .. 20 grs. Potas. bromide .. 5 grs.

Water to make up IO 20 OZ.

FORMULA FOR EIKONOGEN DEVELOPER.

Eikonogen 40 grs. I Lithium carb. .. 2 grs.
Sodium sulphite .. 160 grs. Water to make up to JO oz.

This will keep for a considerable time if well corked.
One drop of a to per cent, solution of potas. bromide should be added to

each:oz. of developer.
Plates developed by either of these four formul will not require any acid

bath before fixing.
FORMULA FOR OXALATE DEVELOPER.

Solution of neutral potas. oxalate made slightly acid, viz.
Potas. oxalate neutral .. 16°0 grs. I Citric acid .. grs.

Hot water to make up to to oz.
This solution should just show slightly acid to litmus paper to be in the

right condition, and if it does not do so, a trace more citric acid should be added
till the paper shows faintly red.

Solution of ferrous sulphate slightly acid to make it keep, viz. :
Ferrous sulphate .. 1600 grs. I Citric acid .. to grs.

Hot water to make up to to oz.
A so per cent, solution of potas. bromide, viz. :

Potas. bromide, 480 grs. ; water to make up to ro oz.
Solutions.-20 oz. oxalate, 1/6; io oz. iron, i/-; 5 oz. bromide, 6d.

For development take 4 parts of the oxalate solution, and add to it i part of
the ferrous sulphate at time of using them ; to each ounce of liquid add one or
two minims of the bromide solution.

The proportions given above, 4 parts of oxalate to i part of iron, may at times
be modified, according to the character of the negative, and when the plates
develop too rapidly from over-exposure, a few drops more of the bromide solution
may be added ; but the best results are obtained by correct exposure and normal
development.

The time taken in development will vary from z 1.0 4 minutes, according to
the strength and temperature of the solutions.

To developLay the exposed plate upwards in a flat dish, and without
previously wetting it, flow over it the requisite quantity of solution, and rock the
dish backwards and forwards until the image is sufficiently brought out, then
immediately pour off the developer, and without washing, flood over the plate
two or three times a small quantity of the following acid bath

Glacial acetic acid, i oz. ; water to make up to too oz.
The plate may remain in this bath for about 5 minutes, after which it should

be very thoroughly washed and placed in the usual
FIXING BATH

of hyposulphite of soda of about 20 per cent., or i lb. in 2 quarts of water.
The plate should be allowed to remain for at least twice as long as is required

to apparently remove the yellow colour, and then well washed for 2 or 3 hours in
running water, or care taken that the water is repeatly changed.

After washing, the plate should be placed in a draining rack to dry
spontaneously.

An alum bath may sometimes be an advantage if plates show any tendency
to "blister," or " frill," and may be used before or after fixing, or both. If used,
we recommend

Chrome alum, roo grs. ; water to make up to ro oz.
A clearing bath of i per cent, solution of sulphuric acid may at times be

useful to remove any yellow stains in the whites of the picture ; but should very
seldom be required, and should never be used till all traces of the fixing bath are
washed away, and the plate after this treatment again well washed.

No.
Pyrogallic acid ..
Metabisulphite of soda..

Water to 8o oz.
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R. W. THOMAS & CO., LTD.

DEVELOPER FOR NEGATIVES.
PYRO AND SODA DEVELOPER.

No. 2.
I OZ. Carbonate of soda (washing

oz. soda)
Water to 8o oz.

For use, take equal parts of Nos. i and 2. For full exposure and in hot
weather 2 to 5 drops of a to per cent, solution of potassium bromide may be
added to each oz. For under-exposure and isochromatic emulsions, this developer
may be still further diluted.

FIXING BATH.
Hyposulphite of soda, i lb. ; water to make 80 oz.

DEVELOPER FOR TRANSPARENCY PLATES.
FOR BLACK TONES,

No. I.
Hydroquinone 160 grs. Citric acid ..
Sodium sulphite .. 4 oz. 1 Potassium bromide ..

Water to zo oz.

No. 2.
Sodium hydrate, 160 grs. ; water to 20 oz.

Take equal parts of each solution, and development should be completed in
3 to 4 minutes. The plates should be somewhat over-developed, as they lose
density in fixing.

COLD TONES,
No, 1, No. 2.

Pyrogallic acid .. .. 1 oz. Washing soda .. .. 6 oz.
Metabisulphite of soda .. 1 oz. Potassium bromide .. .. 20 grs.

Water to roo oz. Water to leo oz.

Take equal parts of each solution, and development should be completed in
5 to 7 minutes. Slightly over-develop to allow for loss in fixing.

PURPLE TONES.
No. I. No. 2.

Pyrogallic acid.. .. oz. Ammonium bromide, .. 8 oz.
Metabisulphite of soda .. i oz. Liq. amm. 880..

Water to So oz. Water tol8c oz.
Use equal parts of each solution.

This developer allows great latitude in exposure, and takes from 3 to 12
minutes to develop, according to the amount of exposure given.

When using this developer, the image will appear buried and lacking in
density if examined by ruby light, but when fixed will be fully dense, and the
deposit will appear opaque by reflected light, and purple by transmitted light,
improving in colour when dry.

FIXING BATH.
Hyposulphite of soda ..
ro per cent, solution of metabisulphite of soda

Water 10 20 oz.
Plates which have been developed with hydroquinone should on no account

be exposed to white light until thoroughly fixed.

4 02
I OZ.

6 oz

6o grs.
16o grs.

4 oz.
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BRITANNIA WORKS COMPANY, LIMITED.

PRINTING-OUT PAPER.
FIRST WASHING.For to minutes in several changes.
HARDENING BATH.SOak the prints inAlum I OZ., common salt r oz.,

water 20 oz., for 5 to to minutes, keeping them moving all the time.
SECOND WASHING.For to minutes in several changes.
TONINGMake up the following stock solutions

No. 3.
Gold chloride .. 25 grs,
Water .. 15 oz.

When mixing either of
the following toning baths
bear in mind that this
solution must be added
last of all.

For the usual Toning Bath take 2 oz. of each of Nos. i and 3, and make up
to 20 OZ. with water.

For the Special Toning Bath which is strongly recommended, take 2 oz. of
each of Nos. x, 2 and 3, and make up to 20 OZ. with water.

THIRD WASHING.For 5 minutes in several changes.
FIXING.Use new solution for each batch of prints. The following is best

strength :Hypo. 3 oz., water 20 oz. Fixation is complete in about to minutes.
FINAL WASHING.For at least 2 hours in running water, or many changes.
SPECIAL NOTES.Do not use any excess of sulphocyanide or sulphite over

the quantity mentioned.
Use the washing water and all solutions as cold as possible.
Keep the prints moving whilst in the various solutions.

ILFORD PLATES.
DEVELOPING FORMULA.

STOCK SOLUTION OF PYRO.Water 5i oz., nitric acid 20 minims, pyro-
gallic acid i oz. Add the acid to the water before the pyro., and the solution
will then keep good for some time.

No. I SOLUTION. No. 2 SOLUTION.
Stock solution of pyro to 2 oz. Carbonate of soda (crystals) .. 2 oz.

Water to make up to 20 oz. (not bicarbonate) [avoirdupoisThe quantity of stock solution to Sulphite of soda .. .. 2 OZ.be used must be regulated by the Bromide of potassium .. ..2o grs.
quality of negative desired. When a Water to make up to 20 oz.
full quantity is used, the result is a
slowing of the plate, and, at the same
time, greater density or contrast of
light and shade.

For normal exposures take equal quantities of Nos. i and 2.
Pour the developer carefully over the plate avoiding air bubbles, rock the

dish, carefully keeping the plate well covered with solution ; to obtain proper
density allow the plate to remain after all detail is out. Judge of this by looking
through the plate.

To compensate for errors of exposure, the proportions of Nos. x and 2 can
be varied thus : for under-exposure use more of No. 2 than of No. i, and for over-
exposure, more of No. r than of No. 2. It is a good plan when there is a doubt
as to the exposure being correct to commence the development with twice the
quantity of No. i than of No. 2, and add more of No. 2 if found desirable. To
compensate for under-exposure the mixed developer can also be diluted with
water, of course allowing a longer time for its action.

No. 1.
Ammonium sul-

phocyanide too grs.
Water .. to oz.

No. 2.
Sodium sulphite to grs.
Water .. to oz.

This solution must be
made up only on the day
of using, any left over
must be thrown away.
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ALUM BATH.After developing, wash the plate well under the tap, and
immerse for a few minutes in alum ri oz., water 20 OZ.

FIXING.Wash well again, and fix as usual. Hyposulphite of soda i lb.,
water 40 oz. Allow to remain in this bath for several minutes after fixation is
apparently completed.

Never omit the alum bath in hot weather or under other conditions likely
to produce frilling (see " Ilford Manual "), and do not be tempted to add any
other chemical either to that or to the fixing bath.

ILFORD BROMIDE PAPER AND OPALS.
EXPOSURE.

For contact work, place paper in printing frame under negative in dark-
room. With average negatives and for average results, an exposure of about
to seconds at 24 inches from an ordinary fish-tail gas burner is required with
slow paper. The rapid and platino-matt-surface papers are about four times as
fast, and should be exposed for about to seconds at 48 inches from the light. To
obtain uniform results, exposures must be made under uniform conditions as to
light and distance.

DEVELOPMENT.
Make the following solutions and use when cold :

No. 1. No. 2.
Suphate of iron 21 OZ. Neutral oxalate potash .. to oz.

Warm water up to so oz. Warm water up to 40 oz.
Sulphuric acid .. 15 drops. Potassium bromide .. 20 grs.

For use add i oz. No. x to 4 oz. No. 2, not vice versa.
In cases of over-exposure or weak negatives it is advisable to use half new

and half old developer, to give greater brilliancy. Development is complete whenimage appears fully out. After development and without washing, immerse the
prints for about 2 miuutes in clearing solution, pour off and repeat.

CLEARING SOLUTION.
Water, 8o oz. ; glacial acetic acid, oz. Then wash thoroughly for about

to minutes in several changes of water, All the acid must be removed, or fading
of prints will result.

ALTERNATIVE METHOD OF DEVELOPMENT.
No. I. No. 2.

Metol 5o grs. Sodium carbonate (crystals) .. oz.Hydroquinone 25 grs. Potassium bromide .. 30 grs.Sodium sulphite .. oz. Water up to zo oz.
Water up to 20 oz.

Take equal quantities of No. x and No. 2.
It is important to note that no clearing solution is required with thisdeveloper.

FIXING.
Water 20 oz., hyposulphite of soda lb. avoirdupois. Allow 15 minutesfor thorough fixation. Use fresh solution for each batch of prints.
After fixing, wash for z hours in running water or in frequent changes.Allow prints to dry naturally.

CADETT & NEALL, LIMITED.

TRANSPARENCY DEVELOPER.
1. These plates are of two kinds distinguished by their labels:

Blue label .. Black-tone plates. Red label .. Warm-tone plates.
N.B.The blue label plates will give a sufficient variety of tones for allordinary purposes:

sti
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TRANSPARENCIES BY CONTACT.

2. In the following instructions it is considered that the photographer is
working with an average negative, such as that sent out in our "Beginners'
Book." Copies of the negative can be obtained from us post free by sending
seven stamps.

EXPOSURE.

3. 10 seconds, blue label. I At a distance of 2 ft. from a gas burner
20 seconds, red label. f consuming 5 ft. of gas per hour.

N.B.Use a No. 5 Burner, turn it on full, then reduce the flame until it just
stops roaring or flaring.

In making of transparencies larger than A-plate up to 12 by to, the distance
above given should be doubled, and the exposure multiplied by four.

DEVELOPMENT.

4. Make up the following solutions :

Hydrokinone 124 grs. Potass. metabisulph. .. 8 grs.
Sodium sulphite .. 250 grs. Water to zo oz.
Potassium bromide .. 16 grs.

Potassium hydrate .. 180 grs. Water to

Equal parts of A and B at a temperature of 65 degrees will give black images
of medium density ; development will take about minute.

If the developer should work too quickly for the beginner, it may be diluted
with an equal quantity of water.

Or the ferrous-oxalate developer may be used.
A. B.

Neutral oxalate of potash .. I part. Sulphate of iron ..
Dist. water .. 4 parts Citric acid

Dist. water

Potassium bromide .. I part. Dist. water .. roo parts
A, too parts ; B, 25 parts ; C, to parts.

Make the developer to a temperature of 65 degrees Fahr., and develop
5 minutes. After development and thorough washing, the plate must be cleared
for io minutes in the alum and hydrochloric acid bath mentioned in section 19.

This will give grey-black images, and medium density.
The following developer is excellent for process and line negatives, or where

extreme density is required, and is intended for use with black-tone plates. The
density comes on with a sudden rush after about i minute :

A SOLUTION.

Hydrokinone 8o grs. Potassium bromide .. 80 grs.
Potassium metabisulphite.. 8o grs. I Dist. water to .. 20 oz. fl.

B SOLUTION.

Potassium hydrate (sticks) 18o grs. I Dist. water to .. 20 OZ fl.

Equal parts of A and B at a temperature of 65 degrees will give warm black
images and great density.

After development rinse slightly.
5. Fix in a bath made up of hyposulphite of soda, i lb. ; water, I quart.

Use fresh fixing solution for each batch of developed plates.
6. The resulting positives may be somewhat too dense ; if so, they must be

reduced and cleared by the use of the following solution

REDUCING BATH.
Ferridcyanide of potassium .. I dram. I Water to

I part.
Th part.

.. 3 parts.

Take two dishes ; into I pour a few ounces of fresh fixing bath (section 5) ;
into 2 a little of the above reducing solution. Put the slide for a moment or two
in dish 1, then dip it into dish 2, rinse and examine carefully by good light to see
if proper density has been reached ; if not repeat the process. The highest light
should be quite clear.

Wash carefully for half an hour, then with a pledget of cotton wool
lightly cleanse the gelatine surface under water from grit or dust.

In drying great care must be taken to prevent dust settling on the film; it
is well, if possible, after washing to put the slides in a bath of methylated spirit
for a few minutes ; they will then dry very rapidly.

The " Velox " developer works quickly, and gives very fine black images ;
if used the exposure should be halved and the developer diluted with an equal
quantity of water.

By long exposure and the use of other developing solutions warmer tones
can be obtained, thus

to. Exposure as in Section 3, but for 40 seconds blue label, or 8o seconds
red label.

it. Make up the following solution :
A.

Pyrogallic acid , . 90 grs.
Potassium metabisulphite 90 grs.
Ammonium bromide .. 360 grs.
Dist. water to ..20 OZ. fl.

Equal parts of A and

Development will take about 3 minutes. Proceed as before (5, 6, 7, 8).
This will give you rich brown images.

If a greater variety of tones is needed, they are best obtained by toning.
Proceed as in Section to and II.

Make up a toning bath as follows :

A.
Ammon. sulphocyanide
Water

Stock solution
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STOCK SOLUTIONS.

.. 5i- oz.

B.
Ammonium carbonate
Liq. ammonia .88o ..
Dist. water to

B to make developer.

oz.

.. 350 grs.
.. 380 min.
.. 200Z. fl.

Chloride of gold
B.
.. .. 15 grs.

Water .. 15 drams.
Take of solution A i dram and water 4 oz. Mix, then add i dram of

solution B. Put the thoroughly washed plate in this bath ; toning will take
from 3 to 5 minutes. Wash for quarter of an hour. Dry as in Section 8.

For blue tones the bath should be :
I dram. I Water .. .. 2 OZ.

Stock solution B I dram.

Plates developed according to the directions given in Sections 3 to 8
tone much more slowly, but if they be bleached in a saturated solution of
mercury perchloride they tone rapidly, and the colours obtained are good.

If i dram of hyposulphite of soda solution (Section 5) be used in the
toning bath instead of the stock solution of gold, the resulting images will be a
very good brown.

If red images are desired, tone in an uranium toning bath.
Uranium nitrate .. I dram. Citric acid ..

Water .. zo oz.

If equal parts of this solution and the reducing bath mentioned in Section 6
be used, brown to red images will be obtained.

After toning with uranium, the plate should be washed for a few
minutes until the yellow stain is cleared from the gelatine. It may perhaps be
necessary to clear the plate in a bath made up of :

20 oz. Distilled or boiled water .. 20 OZ. I Alum ..
Hydrochloric acid

I dram.
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20. Should blue-green or green slides be wanted, dip the plate toned, as in
Section 18, in a bath of perchloride of iron solution (B.P.) 30 minims, water
2 OZ.

PYRO-AMMONIA DEVELOPER.
No. I.STOCK SOLUTION.

Pyrogallic acid .. .. i oz. avd.
Ammo nium bromide oz. avd.
Potass. metabisulphite oz. avd.
Dist. water to make altogether .. 7 oz. 3 drs. fluid.

Dissolve the metabisulphite and bromide in part of the distilled water before
aiding the pyrogallic acid.

Stock solution.. .. OZ.
Dist. water to make altogether .. 20 OZ. = I pt.

Ammonia (.88o) 21 drs.
Dist. water to make altogether .. .. 20 OZ. = I pt.

Mix equal parts of A and B to make developer.
Fixing solution .. Hypo. i lb., water i qt.

We also give another formula for pyro-ammonia development without the
metabisulphite of potass.

No. 2.STOCK SOLUTION.

Liq. ammonia (.880) 21 drs.
Dist. water to make altogether .. zo oz. = I pt.

Mix equal parts of A and B to make developer.
Fixing solution .. Hypo. i lb., water i qt.

I oz. avd.
40 grs
dr. fl.

to oz. fl.

Sodium carbonate (crystals) I/ oz. avd.
Or ditto ditto (anhydrous) .. 4 oz. avd.
Sodium sulphite (recryst.) .. .. .. 15 OZ. avd.
Dist. water to make altogether .. .. .. 8o oz. avd.

Equal parts of each to make developer.
A few drops of a io per cent, solution of potassium bromide may be added to

the developer when necessary ; this produces brilliancy and clearness, but
reduces speed. In very hot weather the hypo. bath should not be stronger than
1 lb. of sodium hyposulphite to 2 quarts of water.

SANDELL WORKS COMPANY, LIMITED.

No. I.
Hydrokinone
Metol
Sulphite soda ..
Bromide potassium
Citric acid.. ..
Boiled or distilled water to

No. 1.
Metol
Sulphite soda ..
Bromide potassium ..
Boiled or distilled water to

No. 1.
Pyro
Sulphite soda
Citric acid.. ..
Boiled or distilled water to

B HYDROKINONE-METOL.

200 grs.
.. 20 grs.
.. 30Z.
.. 3o grs.
.. 3o grs.
.. 200Z.

METOL.
No. 2.

120 grs. Carbonate soda crystals..
.. 2 oz. Boiled or distilled water to
.. 75 grs.
.. 200Z.

No. 2.
Carbonate soda crystals..
Caustic soda ..
Boiled or distilled water to

THICKLY-COATED PLATES AND CELLULOID FILMS.
For portraits, snapshots, and interiors, developer C (metol), using oz. of

each (No. i and No. z) to 3 oz. of water ; if the solutions are very cold, below
5o degrees F., take half the quantity of water. For over-exposure increase the
proportion of No. 1, also add more bromide of potassium ; the latter should be
kept in to per cent. solution. For landscapes and architecture either A or B
should be used. If A is chosen, take 6o minims of No. i and 6o minims of No. 2
to each ounce of developer, making up with water. For over-exposure increase
No. 1.

If B is used, take oz. of each No. r and No. 2, and dilute to 4 oz. with
water.

After a short rinse from development fix in the following bath, which is
stronger than usual on account of the quantity of silver in our films.

NB.All old fixing baths should be put by, in wide-mouthed jars, with
some zinc clippings; these quickly precipitate the silver and enable it to be
realised.

..

..

FIXING BATH.
Hyposulphite soda .. 7 oz.

J

Sulphite soda .. I OZ.
Water zo oz.

Dissolve, and then add with good stirring
Sulphuric acid .. .. 6o minim

NB.If the acid be added without sufficient agitation, or before the salts
are completely dissolved, a precipitation of sulphur ensues.
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A.

20 OZ. = I pt.
Stock solution.. ..
Dist. water to make altogether

Pyrogallic acid .. oz. avd
Ammonium bromide .. .. i oz. avd.
Sulphurous or sulphuric or citric acid .. drm.
Dist. water to make altogether .. 7 oz. 3 drs. fluid.

Mix the acid with part of the distilled water before adding the bromide and
pyrogallic acid.

A.

PYRO-SODA DEVELOPER.
No. 3.STOCK SOLUTION.

Pyrogallic acid
Potassium metabisulphite
Or sulphuric acid ..
Dist. water to make altogether

Stock solution.. ..
Dist. water to make altogether

B.

3 OZ. fl.
20 OZ. fl.

DEVELOPER

No. 1.
Pyro
Sulphite soda ..
Bromide potassium
Citric acid
Boiled or distilled water to

FORMULJE FOR NEGATIVES.
A. PYRO-POTASH.

No. 2.
.. I oz. Carbonate potash

4 oz. Sulphite soda ..
.. oz. , Boiled or distilled water to
.. 6o grs.
.. 200Z.

Bromide ammonium
No. 3.

..i oz. Boiled or distilled water to .. 10 OZ

.. 30Z.
.. 20Z.
.. 20 OZ.

.. 20Z.

.. 6o grs.

.. 200Z.

20Z.
200Z.

.. I OZ.

..IoOz.

PYRO-AMMONIA. LANTERN.
No. 2.

Liquid ammonia, .88o ..
Boiled or distilled water to
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ALUM The alum bath should be used habitually. Immerse in the
following, after a rinse from fixing, for 2 or 3 minutes, keeping dish moving, then
wash.

Common alum .. .. 4 oz. I Water ..
DRYING.This is an important operation. The plate or film should be

sponged over after washing with a piece of soft damp chamois leather, and the
surplus moisture removed, then it should be placed in a position free from dust,
and where a current of warm air will circulate over its surface. If the plate is
soaked in methylated spirits for 5 minutes it will dry in a very short time.
Celluloid films most not be so treated.

About z hours' washing in running water will be found sufficient for single
film plates if they are kept in an upright position in the water.

THICKLY-COATED LANTERN PLATES.
This is the most perfect and complete substitute for collodion yet discovered,

the results for depth of gradation are only comparable to the images on the
Sandell plates, and for brilliancy no other plates can compare with them ; the
latitude allowable in exposure makes it almost impossible to lose a slide by over-
exposure.

All colours are obtainable by varying the exposureincreasing exposure and
bromide in the developer for warmer tones, and minimum expsoure for black
tones, with the normal quantity of bromide.

EXPOSURE FOR REDUCTION IN CAMERA.From a brilliant negative of good
gradation, i-plate size, in good direct light, should be 20 secs. for black tones ;
from i-plate, increase the time about 30 per cent. ; from plate decrease about
30 per cent. For contact printing we recommend the use of magnesium ribbon
as the source of light, using an inch, burnt at a distance of 3 feet from the
negative for black tones ; but if gaslight is used, about 30 seconds at a foot from
an ordinary batswing burner will be found about correct.

DEVELOPMENT.The developer for black tones should be that of formula B
for slides from weak negatives, diluting about three times with water. For
negatives with strong contrasts formula C is preferable, diluted to a similar
extent. For warm tones use formula D, taking 15 minims per oz. of water of
solutions No. x and No. 2, and from 30 upwards of No. 3, according to exposure
given.

Good lantern slides are only possible when the exposure has been sufficient
to allow of full development in from 3 to 4 minutes, when the normal solutions
are used.

The secret of collodion brilliancy in gelatine lantern slides or transparencies
is sufficiency of exposure and development with a good proportion of restraining
bromide. Many good workers prefer to systematically over-develop and then
reduce to the requisite density by immersing the plate after fixing, wet with hypo
in a bath of water stained yellow with a few drops of a strong solution of red
prussiate (ferricyanide) of potassium.

200Z.

ELLIOTT & SON.

" BARNET " PRINTING-OUT PAPER.
WASHINGThe prints should be washed for 15 or zo minutes in 3 or 4

changes of water.
TONING.Any good bath can be used, but we recommend the following :

Ammonium sulphocyanide 8o grs. I Dist. water .. 80 oz.
To every 16 oz. of this add 2 grs. of gold chloride just before use.

After toning, wash for 5 minutes, and place in

FIXING BATH
Hypo .. 3 oz. I Water .. 20 oz.
for about to or 15 minutes.

During hot weather it is advisable to soak prints for to minutes before toning
in an alum bath. (Potash alum i oz., water zo oz.) The prints should be
washed for to minutes in 2 changes of water before placing in toning bath.

" BARNET," "STUDIO," AND " ROCKET " PLATES.
PYRO AND AMMONIA (I0 PER CENT. SOLUTIONS).
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No. 3 SOLUTION.
Pyro oz. Citric acid, pure .. 30 grs.
Water to make .. to oz.

FOR STUDIO USE take 80 minims No. I, 40 minims No. 2, 20 minims No. 3,
and make up to 2 oz. with water.

FOR OUT-DOOR WORK take 8o minims No. I, 6o minima No. 2, 40 MithMS
No. 3, and make up to 2 oz. with water.

FOR SPECIALLY QUICK EXPOSURES WITH " ROCKET " PLATES take 120 minims
No. 1, zo minims No. 2, 20 minims No. 3, and make up to 2 oz. with water.

PYRO AND SODA DEVELOPER.

EIKONOGEN DEVELOPER.

HYDROQUINONE DEVELOPER.

Water 20 OZ.

Use equal parts of Nos. i and 2, and dilute with equal bulk of water. To
each oz. add i or 2 drops of a to per cent, solution of bromide of potassium.

..

" BARNET " BROMIDE PAPER (EXTRA RAPID).
PLATINO MATT SURFACE.

After exposure place the print sensitive side upwards in a clean developing
dish, flood with water for a few seconds, drain off water, and then with one
sweep cause the developer to flow evenly and quickly over the whole surface of
the print.

No. I SOLUTION. No. 2 SOLUTION.
Eikonogen .. I OZ. Common washing soda .. .. 12 oz.
Sulphite soda oz Water .. 80 oz.
Hot water .. 600z. Use equal parts of Nos. i and 2.

No. I SOLUTION. No. 2 SOLUTION.
Pyro sulphite soda ... .. to oz.
Water .. .. 86 oz. Pure carbonate soda (crystals).. 9 oz.
Nitric acid, pure .. zo drops. Water .. .. 86 oz.

No. I SOLUTION. No. 2 SOLUTION.
Ammonia (s88o) .. I OZ. Bromide of ammonium .. .. I OZ.
Water .. 9 oz. Water to make . IO OZ.

No. I SOLUTION.
Hydroquinone ..
Sulphite soda ..

160 grs.
.. 2 Oz.

NI Caustic sodao. 2
SOLUTION.

.

Dist. water .0goZ.r
s

Citric acid .. 6o grs. Use equal parts of Nos. i and 2.
Bromide potassium 30 grs.
Dist. water .. .. 20 OZ.

CLEARING SOLUTION.
Chrome alum .. 2 OZ. I Citric acid . I OZ.
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Metol
Sodium sulphite
Potass. bromide
Water ..

DEVELOPERS.FERROUSOXALATE.
A B.

Oxalate of potash s lb. Sulphate of iron ..
Bromide potass. 5 grs. Citric acid
Hot water .. oz. Hot water

Take 6 oz. of A and i oz. of B.

Immediately after developing, the print must be transferred straight into the
acid bath.
Acetic acid r dr. I Water .. .. 32 OZ.

Allow to remain r minute, and repeat the operation three times in all.
Wash in 3 changes of water and immerse for so minutes in

FIXING BATH.
Hypo .. .. 4 oz. I Water .. .. 20 OZ.

We, however, strongly recommend the following :
METOL DEVELOPER.

A. B.
400 grs. Potass. carbonate .. 8 oz,
.. 8 oz. Water .. 8o oz.
..50 grs. Take 3 oz. of A and r oz. of B.
.. 8o oz.

The image should appear in a few seconds and development will be
complete in about 2 minutes. Rinse in 3 changes of water and fix in fixing bath
as above (no acid bath is necessary with this developer).

To produce softer results either of the above may be diluted with an equal
quantity of water.

After fixing, wash thoroughly in several changes of water for at least 2
hours, squeegee off the superfluous moisture, and hang up to dry.

'BARNET" SNOW ENAMEL PAPER.
After exposure place the print sensitive side upwards in a clean developing

dish, flood with water for a few seconds, drain off water, and then with one
sweep cause the developer to flow evenly and quickly over the whole surface of
the print.

DEVELOPERS.FERROUSOXALATE.
A. B.

Oxalate of potash r lb. Sulphate of iron .. r lb.
Bromide potass. 5 grs. Citric acid.. oz.
Hot water.. .. 48 oz. Hot water .. .. 32 OZ.

Take 6 oz. of A and r oz. of B.
Immediately after developing the print must be transferred straight into the

acid bath.
Acetic acid I dr. I Water .. 32 oz.

Allow to remain r minute and repeat the operation three times in all. Wash
in 3 changes of water and immerse for to minutes in

FIXING BATH.

HYP° '4 oz. I Water 20 OZ.

METOL DEVELOPERS.
The following are strongly recommended :

A. B.
Metol 400 grs. Potass. carbonate .. 8 oz.
Sodium sulphite .. .. 8 oz. I Water .. 8o oz.
Potass. bromide .. ..5o grs. Take 3 oz. of A and i oz. of B.
Water .. .. 8o oz.
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The image should appear in a few seconds, and development will be
complete in about z minutes. Rinse in 3 changes of water, and fix in fixing bath
as above (no acid bath is necessary with this developer).

To produce softer results either of the above may be diluted with an equal
quantity of water.

After fixing, wash thoroughly in several changes of water for at least 2 hours,
squeegee off the superfluous moisture, and hang up to dry.

BARNET" LANTERN TRANSPARENCY PLATES.
Cold or warm tones, according to exposure and development.

FORMUL. FOR DEVELOPERS.
NOTE.In cold weather all solutions should be raised to a temperature of

6o degrees.
COLD BLACK TONES.

No. r. A. B.
Metol .. 400 grs. Carbonate of potash r zoo grs.

Soda sulphite .. 8 oz. Ammonium bromide 240 grs.
Water .. .. 8o oz. Potassium bromide 480 grs.

Water .. .. .. 8o oz.
Take equal parts of A and B.

NoTE.The ammonium bromide is necessary for the production of absolutely
cold black tones, a larger quantity is not recommended as it tends to produce a
slight veil in the high lights. Length of times in developing about 2 minutes.

No. 2. A.
Hydrokinone 640 grs.
Soda sulphite .. .. 8 oz.
Potass. bromide .. 120 grs. Water
Water .. .. 8o oz.

Take equal parts of A and B.

This produces a very pleasing warm black. Length of time in developing
about 2 minutes.

WARM BROWN TONES.
No. 3. A. B.

Pyro
Soda sulphite
Water ..

.. 4 oz. Potass. hydrate ..

.. 8o oz. Ammonium bromide

r oz. Carbonate of ammonia ..

Water .. .

Take equal parts of A and B. Length of time in developing about 2

Or the following may be used.
No. 4.Take equal parts of No. 2 formulm and add to each ounce 3 grs.

carbonate of ammonia and 3 grs. ammonium bromide.
Length of time in developing about 3 or 4 minutes

VERY WARM REDDISH TONES.
No. 5.Take equal parts of No. 2 formulm and add to each ounce 6 grs.

carbonate of ammonia and 6 grs. ammonium bromide.
Length of time in developing about 8 minutes.

FIXING BATH.

Hypo .. 5 oz. I Water .. .. 200z.
Clearing solutions will not be found necessary with these plates.

WARM BLACK TONES.
B.

Sodium hydrate ..

199

640 grs.

.. 8o oz.

goo grs.
750 grs.
600 grs.

.. 800z.
minutes.
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WRATTEN & WAINWRIGHT A.Hyposulphite soda, 4 oz.; water, 20 oz.
B.

Hyposulphite soda .. 5 oz.) When dissolved add slowly, stirring
Water .. . 20 OZ. all the time,
Sulphite soda .. .. 1 oz. Sulphuric acid .. .. .. I dram.

'LONDON' PLATES.
DEVELOPING FORMUL..

IO per cent. pyro and ammonia.
A. B. DEVELOPER FOR POSITIVE PICTURES BY CONTACT PRINTINGLiquor ammonia .880.. .. oz. Pyro .. oz. ON " LONDON " OPALS.Bromide potassium .. .. too grs. Citric acid .. .. 6o grs. FORMULA.Water .. .. to oz. Or sulphuric acid dram. SOLUTION A. SOLUTION C.Water (9f oz.) .. say so oz. Neutral oxalate of potash 16 oz. Bromide of potassium 6o grs.

For instantaneous and ordinary take from 6o to 90 minims, and for drop
shutter 90 minims of solution B, dilute with from 2 to 4 oz. of water, andadd too minims of solution A.

It is better to add solution A by instalments as development proceeds ;
unless the exposure is known to be either insufficient or quite accurate, in which

Hot water .. 480Z
SOLUTION B.

Ferrous sulphate .. 16 oz.
Sulphuric acid .. dram.
Hot water .. 4802.

Water .. OZ.
SOLUTION D.

Sulphuric acid .. / dram.
Water .. ro OZ.

cases it may be added in one quantity. For development take 4 parts of A and i of B, to which add 3 or 4The addition of 2 oz. sulphite of soda to solution B retards dis- drops of solution C. If the correct exposure has been given, development willcolouration and improves the tone of the negative, but slightly prolongs the proceed gradually and evenly, and when the desired stage of density has beenoperation of development. reached it will be seen that the image is of a rich black tone of great softness
PYRO-SODA.

We recommend this developer for studio and hand camera work.
with beautiful gradation and detail. The picture being finished, pour off the
developer and without washing it, rinse the film with 3 or 4 small quantities
of solution D to clear the whites, after which wash with tap water and transfer

No. i.
Sulphite soda .. .. 6 oz.
Water .. oz.
Sulphuric acid (pure) or citric

acid .. I dram.

No. 2.
Carbonate of soda .. .. 6 oz.
Water .. .. 8o oz.

to the fixing solution
Hyposulphite of soda, 3 oz. ; water, 16 oz.

The plate can safely. be left in the hyposulphite for 15 or 20 minutes, in
which time complete fixation will take place. Finally the plate should be
immersed for a few minutes in a solution of alum, washed thoroughly, and then

Pyro oz. allowed to dry.
For use take equal parts

A.
Metol (Hauff) .. 50 grs. 1

Water 10 OZ.
When dissolved add sodium

METOL.

of Nos. i and 2.

B.
Sodium carbonate .. 2 OZ.
Or potass. carbonate .. i OZ.
Water .. 10 OZ.

WARWICK DRY PLATE COMPANY.

PYRO-SODA DEVELOPER FOR WARWICK PLATES.
No. I. No 2.sulphite .. oz. Pyrogallic acid .. oz. 1 Sulphite of soda .. ..IOOZ.

C.to per cent, bromide solution, potass. bromide, I oz. ; water (9f) say to oz.Mix 3 parts A with i part B, dilute with an equal bulk of water, and add 20minims re, per cent, bromide solution C.

Nitric acid.. .. . zo drops.
Water .. 8o oz

Add the acid to ttie water

Carb. of soda (crystals) .. .. 9 OZ.
I Water .. . 8o oz.
before dissolving the pyro.

If more density and contrast be required, use the solution more concentrated, For correct expocure use equal parts of No. i and No. 2.dilution giving softness according to its degree. For under-exposure use more No. 2.
For over-exposure use more No. I, or add a few drops of ro per cent.

SPECIAL DEVELOPER FOR MINIMUM EXPOSURES. bromide potassium solution.
The following formula we have found very effective for extreme cases of For correct exposure no bromide is necessary.short exposure Fixing solutionHypo r lb., water 40 oz.

No. 1. No. 2. The negatives should remain in the fixing bath for a few minutes after they
Hydrokincne .. .. .. 120 grs. Caustic soda .. .. .. roo grs. are apparently fixed.Metol .. .. .. 6o grs. Soda carbonate .. .. 120 grs.Soda sulphite .. 2 oz. Potass. carbonate .. 120 grs.Water .. .. .. 20 oz. Water .. .. 20 OZ. PAGET PRIZE PLATE COMPANY.If equal portions of Nos. i and 2 be found to render too much force, dilute
with an equal bulk, or more or less of water, as judgment may determine.

Rodinal used in the proportion of i to 25 yields splendid results, its applica- PRINTING-OUT PAPER.
bility is very comprehensive, suiting nearly all subjects. Before immersion in the toning bath the prints should be very thoroughly

Temperature of water and solutions should be about 60 degrees Fah. or 15 C. washed for at least 5 minutes in running water or in 3 or 4 changes. If running
FIXING. Either a plain A or an acid B fixing bath may be used, giving a water from a tap be used it should not be turned on too violently as it may tearbrown or a blackish tint respectively after pyro-ammonia development. or injure the film.
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After washing, it is strongly recommended that the prints be placed in an
alum bath (alum 4 oz., water i pint) for 5 minutes, and then washed for a quarter
of an hour before toning. The alum has no action on the collodion film, but
hardens the prepared paper underneath and effectually prevents any softening or
peeling in the subsequent operations. If the alum be well washed out, toning
proceeds even more easily than if alum had not been used.

Any of the ordinary toning baths employed for albumen or gelatine may be
used, but no bath gives such rich brilliant tones, either warm or cold, as the
sulphocyanide. If a little care be taken to ensure clean dishes and clean fingers,
there is no bath more simple or certain. We strongly recommend this bath in
preference to any other.

Sulphocyanide of ammonia .. 30 grs.
Gold chloride .. .. 2 grs.
Water 16 oz.

Tone to exactly the colour desired, judging the prints as they lie in the dish,
but it should be borne in mind that the finished image will be slightly bluer
and stronger when dry than in the wet state. Wash and fix in
Hyposulphite of soda .. .. 3 oz. I Water .. pint.

If this bath be found to tone too quickly, sulphite of soda may be added at
the rate of to grain for every grain of gold used (say i grain for above
quantity). This will make the bath work more slowly, without making any
other difference. More or less may be used so as to regulate to speed desired.
The sulphite should be kept in a stock solution and added to the bath imme-
diately before use.

Allow at least TO minutes for fixing. Wash thoroughly in running water for
at least an hour. Do not on any account wash longer than 2 hours ; never leave
in the water all night.

The prints may be damped off on blotting paper and left to dry or may be
dried quickly in a moderate heat. They should not be left to dry between
blotting paper unless the latter is known to be pure. Impure blotting paper
makes spots and mottled marks on the prints.

COMBINED TONING AND FIXING BATH.
No. I Stock.

Hyposulphite of soda .. zo oz. ISodium sulphate (not sulphite) 14 oz.
Alum (potash alum only) .. 5 oz. I Water to .. gallon.

Dissolve the hypo. and alum each in about / quart of hot water, mix, and
then add sodium sulphite already dissolved, making up to i gallon with
remainder of water. This mixture should then be left for some hours for the
precipitate to settle, when the clear solution may be poured off or filtered and is
then ready for use. It will keep indefinitely.

No. 2 Stock.
Gold chloride _15 grs. I Acetate of lead ..64 grs.

Water (distilled) 8 oz.

Dissolve the acetate of lead in the water and add the gold. A heavy preci-
pitate forms in this solution, which should be shaken up when any is to be
poured out ; it re-dissolves when added to No. i stock solution. For use NI ix
8 oz. of No. I with / oz. of No. 2. When this bath is used the prints should not
be washed before toning.

PAGET LANTERN PLATES.
Print until the densest parts of negative begin to print.

COMBINED TONING AND FIXING BATH.
No. I Stock.

Hyposulphite of soda .. zo oz. I Sodium sulphate (not sulphite) .. 14 oz.
Alum (potash alum only) .. 5 oz. Water to i gallon.

Dissolve the hypo. and alum each in about r quart of hot water, mix, and
then add sodium sulphate already dissolved, making up to i gallon with
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remainder of water. This mixture should then be left for some hours for the
precipitate to settle, when the clear solution may be poured off or filtered and is
then ready for use. It will keep indefinitely.

No. 2 Stock.
Gold chloride .. . 15 grs. Distilled water . .. 8 oz.
Acetate of lead .. 64 grs.

Dissolve the acetate of lead in the water, and add the gold. A heavy
precipitate forms in this solution, which should be shaken up when any is to be
poured out ; it re-dissolves when added to No. i stock solution. For use: Mix
8 oz. of No. i with i oz. of No. 2. With this bath, the plates should be rather
more fully printed than when separately toned. They should not be washed
before toning.

SEPARATE TONING BATH.

Sulphocyanide ammonium . 30 grs. Water ..
Gold chloride .. zi grs.

Before immersion in this toning bath, the plates should be very thoroughly
washed for at least 15 minutes in running water. This is necessary to ensure
even toning.

In hot weather, if necessary, the plate may be soaked in alum (alum 4 oz.,
water 20 oz.) for 5 minutes before toning in this bath. Another thorough washing
is necessary between the alum and the toning baths.

The image if a transparency, which has to be toned right through, of course
takes longer than a paper print, which is toned on the surface only, and the
colour should only be judged by transmitted light.

FIXING BATH.

Hyposulphite of soda .. .. 3 oz. I Water

.. 16 oz.

pint.

PAGET PRIZE BROMIDE PAPER.
After exposure place the print sensitive side upwards in a clean developing

dish, flood with water for a few seconds, drain off water, and then with one
sweep cause the developer to flow evenly and quickly over the whole surface of
the print.

DEVELOPERS.---FERROUS -OXALATE.
A.

Oxalate of potash .. 1 lb.
Potass. bromide .. .. 5 grs.
Hot water .. .. 8 oz

Take 6 oz. of A and i oz. of B.
Immediately after developing, the print must be transferred straight into the

acid bath.
Acetic acid I dram. Water .. 32 oz.

Use a sufficient quantity to flow over the print, say 2 oz. for a to by 8.
Allow it to act for I minute, and then pour it off and apply a fresh portion ;
repeat the operation a third time, allowing the solution to get at the back of the
print, then rinse in 4 changes of pure water, and immerse for It) minutes
in the

Hypo.

A.
Metol
Sodium sulphite
Potass. bromide
Water ..

Sulphate of iron
Citric acid ..
Hot water ..

B.
lb.
oz.

32 OZ.

FIXING BATH.
oz. I Water . 20 OZ.

METOL DEVELOPER.
B.

400 grs. I Potass. carbonate .. 8 oz.
.. 8 oz. I Water .. 80 oz.
.. 50 grs. Take 3 oz. of A and i oz. of B.
.. 800z.
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The image should appear in a few seconds and development will be complete
in about 2 Minutes. Rinse in 3 changes of water and fix in fixing bath as above
(no acid bath is necessary with this developer).

To produce softer results either of the above may be diluted with an
equal quantity of water.

If more brilliant results (greater contrast) are desired, 200 grains hydrokinone
may be added to A solution.

After fixing, wash thoroughly in several changes of water for at least 2 hours,
squeegee off the superfluous moisture, and hang up to dry.

AMIDOL DEVELOPER.
A.

Sulphite of soda ..
Water ..

B.
oz. j Potass. bromide

zo oz. I Water ..
oz.

5 oz.

To every ounce of A add 2 grs. of dry amidol, also a few drops of B, the
quantity depending on the character of the negative. For strong negatives from
I to 5 or 6 drops will suffice; weaker negatives may require any quantity up to
say 20 drops. Adding more water gives decreased contrast.

This is a very excellent developer, its only disadvantage being the necessity
for weighing out the amidol every time for use. It does not keep satisfactorily
in solution.

The surface of bromide paper is extremely delicate, and abrasions will
show in hair-like lines, like pencil-marks, after development. They can easily
be removed from the dry print before mounting by rubbing gently with a tuft
of cotton wool damped with water or methylated spirits.

PAGET PRIZE PLATES.
DEVELOPING FORMULIE.

PYRO-AMMONIA.
No. 1.

Pyrogallic acid .: oz.
Citric acid.. .. 6o grs.
Sodium sulphite (pure) .. oz.

Distilled water to make zo oz.
No. 2.

Liq. ammonia, .88o oz.
Ammonium bromide .. 8o grs.

(For Phoenix plates 120 grs.)
Distilled water to make 2o oz.

One part of each to to parts of water.

HYDROKINONE.
No. 1.

Hydrokinone .. I OZ.
M ethylated spirit IO OZ.
Sulphurous acid .. oz.
Potassium bromide oz.

Dissolve the hydrokinone in the spirit,
and add the acid. In another vessel
dissolve the potassium bromide in 3 oz.
of distilled water. Mix the two solu-
tions, and make up to 20 ozs. with
distilled water.

'No. 2.
Caustic soda (in stick) .. oz.
Sodium sulphite .. 5 oz.

Distilled water to make 20 OZ.
part of each to 4 parts of water.

If this be found to give too hard a
negative, use more water.

PYRO-SODA.
No. 1.

Pyrogallic acid .. oz.
Sulphuric acid .. 5 drops.

Distilled water to make 20 OZ.

No. 2.
Carbonate of soda (cryst. pure) 2 OZ.
Sulphite of soda (pure) .. .. 2 OZ.

Distilled water to make 20 oz.
Equal parts of each.

EIKONOGEN.
No. 1.

Eikonogen.. oz.
Sodium sulphite .. oz.
Poiass. bromide .. 8 grs.

Distilled water to make 30 oz.
6o grs. hydrokinone added to above

is a decided improvement, increasing
brilliancy and density.

No. 2.
Potassium carbonate .. oz.

Distilled water to make to oz.
3 parts of No. i to a part of No. 2.

A.
Pyrogallic acid zo grs.
Bromide of ammonium .. 20 grs.
Metabisulphite of potassium.. 50 grs.

Distilled water to make up to oz.

A.
Hydrokinone 40 grs.
Bromide of potassium 40 grs
Metabisulphite of potassium.. 40 grs.

Distilled water to make up to ozs.
Use equal parts of A and B mixed at time of developing.

FERROUS OXALATE DEVELOPER.
A. *B.

Neutral oxalate of potassium 1,200 grs. Ferrous sulphate .. 1,600 grs.
Bromide of potassium .. 5 grs. Citric acid .. 120 grs.
Citric acid 15 grs. Distilled water to make up to oz.

Distilled water to make up to oz.
Use 7 parts of A and i part of B mixed at time of developing.

* Should this solution, after keeping, change to a brown colour, discard
and mix afresh.

EIKONOGEN DEVELOPER.
A. B.

Eikonogen too grs. Washing soda.. .. 600 grs.
Bromide of potassium .. zo grs. Distilled water to make up to oz.
Sulphite of sodium .. too grs.

Distilled water to make up to oz.
Use equal parts of A and B mixed at time of developing.

FIXING SOLUTION.

Hyposulphite of sodium .. r,000 grs. Water to make up in oz.

CLEARING SOLUTION.

oz. Saturated solution of alum to make
up to OZ.

SULPHOCYANIDE TONING SOLUTION (FOR BLUE BLACK AND BLUE TONES).
A. B.

Chloride of gold .. 15 grs. I Sulphocyanide of ammonium 40 grs.
Distilled water to make up yi oz. Distilled water to make up 4 oz.

Use I part of A and 4 parts of B, mixed at time of using. This order of
mixing must not be reversed.

URANIUM TONING SOLUTION (FOR BROWN AND RED TONES).

Nitrate of uranium .. grs. j Acetic acid.. .. 30 minims.
Ferricyanide of potassium .. i gr. I Distilled water to make i oz.

Hydrochloric acid
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MAWSON & SWAN.

DEVELOPERS FOR LANTERN PLATES.
PYRO-AMMONIA DEVELOPER.

Use equal parts of A and B mixed at time of developing.

HYDROKINONE DEVELOPER.

B.
Liq. ammonia (.880) .. 70 minims.

Distilled water to make up to oz.

B.
Caustic potass (sticks) .. .. 8o grs.

Distilled water to make up to oz.



DEVELOPERS FOR NEGATIVE PLATES AND FILMS.
I.PYRO-AMMONIA DEVELOPER.
STOCK SOLUTION (IC, PER CENT).

Pyrogallic acid .. 480 grs. I *Metabisulphite of potassium 480 grs.
Bromide of ammonium .. 240 grs. I

Distilled water to make up ro oz.

Dissolve the metabisulphite in part of the water, then add the other ingre-
dients, and make up to bulk with water.

A. B.

Stock solution .. 300 minims. I Liq. ammonia (88o) .. 70 minims.
Distilled water to make up to ro oz. Distilled water to make up to ro oz.

Use equal parts of A and B, mixed at time of developing.

2.PYRO-SODA DEVELOPER.
A.

Pyrogallic acid .. 6o grs.
*Metabisulphite of potassium 15 grs.

Distilled water to make up To oz.
Use equal parts of A and B, mixed at time of developing.

FIXING SOLUTION.Hyposulphite of soda r,000 grs. ; water to make up ro oz.

3.EIKONOGEN DEVELOPER.
A. B.

Eikonogen grs. Carbonate of potass (commer-
Sulphite of soda (recrystallised) too grs. I cial) .. 1,200 grs.

Distilled water to make up TO OZ. I Sulphite of soda (recrystallised) 500 grs.
I Distilled water to make up to oz.

3 parts of A to r part of B.

4.HYDR0KIN0NE DEVELOPER.

Hydrokinone 40 grs. I Bromide of potassium .. 5 grs.
Metabisulphite of potassium 40 grs. I Distilled water to make up ro oz.

Caustic potass (sticks) 8o grs. ; Distilled water to make up ro oz.
Equal parts of A and B.

To CORRECT ERRORS IN EXPOSURE.If under-exposed, use a larger propor-
tion of B ; if over-exposed, decrease the proportion of B, and add a few drops of
a to per cent, solution of bromide of potass.

Metabisulphite of potassium is unequalled as a preservative of pyrogallic

acid in solution. If not at hand, substitute for each grain of metabisulphite,
sulphuric acid A minim plus sulphite of soda 4 grs.

Washing soda .. 600 grs.
Sulphite of soda .. 800 grs.

Distilled water to make up to oz.

DR. LILIENFELD AND COMPANY, VIENNA.
(C. A. Rudowsky, London.)

TONING SOLUTIONS FOR PROTALBIN PAPER.
Print a little deeper than required.
FIRST WASHING.-15 minutes in frequent changes or in running water.

TONING.
Distilled water .. 2,775 grammes.
Sulphocyanide of ammonia .. .. 30 grammes.

Add to this a solution of 260 grammes brown chloride gold ',op. In a few
hours when cleared the bath is ready for use.

This bath keeps for days, and is strengthened as required with the following
bath :

Distilled water .. .. 2,775 grammes.
Sulphocyanide of ammonia .. .. 60 grammes.
Brown chloride gold r.roo 520 grammes.

SECOND WASHING.-1 IO 2 minutes.

FIXING.I2 IO 15 minutes in a ro per cent. hypo solution. Use the fixing
bath onceat the utmost twice - and tnrow away. It is necessary to use fresh
fixing solution to obtain brilliant prints.

FINAL WASHING.-2 hours in running water or in frequent changes.

COMBINED TONING AND FIXING BATH.
Print a little deeper than required. Wash for a few minutes in running

water, or in 5 or 6 changes of water ; after this put in the following bath:
200 grammes hypo.
20 grammes sulphocyanide of ammonia.
5 grammes borax dissolved in

800 grammes distilled water.

To this solution add in the following order

30 grammes cryst. boracic acid dissolved in
150 grammes distilled water (hot).

15 grammes nitrate of lead dissolved in
50 grammes distilled water (hot).

When the whole bath has stood 24 hours' filter add 120 grammes solution of
chloride gold 1.200.

The bath can be used at once ; do not let the bath run down. After four
sheets have been toned put at least half back into the stock bottle and renew
with fresh. The bath must be filtered each time before use. Wash print for
2 hours in running water.

Acid pyrogallic
Water ..
Sulphite of sodium, anhyd.
Acetone solution (Lumiere's)

FUERST BROTHERS.

NEGATIVE DEVELOPERS WITH ACETONE.
PYRO FORMULA.

HYDROQUINONE FORMULA.

Hydroquinone
Water ..
Sulphite of sodium, anhyd.
Acetone solution (Lumiere's)

part or oz.
too parts or 25 oz.

5 parts or if oz.
in parts or 4 oz.

.. 3 parts or oz.
roo parts or 25 oz.
ro parts or OZ.
IO parts or 4- 02.

Acetone solution, concentrated, may be obtained from Fuerst Brothers, and
most photographic dealers.
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METOL HAUFF DEVELOPERS.
SEPARATE SOLUTIONS.

B.
Water .. ro oz. Water .. ro OZ.
Met01 75 grs. Pot. bromide .. I° grs
When quite dissolved add sulphite of Hyposulphite 5 grs.

soda crys. 11 oz. Carb. of soda (or pot. carb. i oz.) 31 oz.

Water

Sod. sulph. crys.
Sod. carb. crys.

A.
Water ..
Sulph. soda cryst.
Amidol

B.
Water ..
Bisulph. potash
Amidol

CONCENTRATED ONE SOLUTION DEVELOPER.
10 OZ. I Metol

When quite dissolved, add
r1 oz. I Pot. brom.

oz. Hyposulphite

75 grs.

.. 5 grs.
grs.

Also prepare a ro per cent, solution of bromide of potassium and hyposulphite
of soda, 48 grs. to each fluid ounce.

NORMAL DEVELOPMENT (NORMAL EXPOSURE).

For studio work take A, 2 parts ; B, i part ; water, i part ; or C, with its own
bulk of water.

For landscape work take A, 2 parts ; B, r part ; water, 2 parts ; or C, with
twice its bulk of water.

AMIDOL DEVELOPERS.
C.

:to oz. Water, carb. soda cryst., a ro per cent.
..2 OZ. solution. Crys. carb. soda.

roo grs

..Io0z.
.. 250 grs.
.. 250 grs.

D.
Water, sulph. soda cryst., a 20 per

cent. solution. Crys. sulph. sod.

Keep also a ro per cent, solution of bromide of potassium.

NORMAL DEVELOPER (for studio exposures).
A, 3 parts ; water, 5 parts.

Or D, 3 parts ; water, 5 parts ; amidol, 3 grs. to each fluid oz.

LANDSCAPE WORK.

A, i part ; water, 3 parts.
Or D, i part ; water, 3 parts ; amidol, 2i grs. to each liquid oz.

Or B, i part ; C, o.6-1 part ; D, 2 parts ; water, 5 parts.
The quantity of C must under no circumstances be exceeded, as dense fog

would spoil the plate without fail. The process of development is analogous to
that of metol, greater vigour is obtained through greater concentration of the
developer, and this is done by simply reducing the quantity of water. Solutions
which have been used once may only be used again on the same day.

GLYCIN DEVELOPERS.
DEVELOPMENT.

Glycin requires a strong alkali because its sensitiveness is small ; potash is
generally used for this purpose. Separate solutions are perferable, but within
limits a one-solution developer can be used far more frequently than is possible
with metol, because bromide acts extremely retarding.
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SEPARATE SOLUTIONS.
A.

Water, hot ro oz. I Water ..
Sulphite soda cryst. 625 grs. Carb. of potash
Carb. of potash .. 250 grs. I

Glycin 250 grs.

B.

CONCENTRATED ONE SOLUTION DEVELOPER.
C.

Water, hot zo oz. Carb. of potash ..
Sulphite soda cryst. 625 grs. Glycin

PLATINOTY PE COMPANY.

IMPERIAL DRY PLATE COMPANY.

1VIetol 45 grs.
Metabisulphite of potash .. 120 grs.
Bromide of potassium .. 20 grs.

Water (boiled or distilled) to zo oz.
For use take equal parts of No, I and No. 2.

625 grs.

.. 2i OZ.
250 grs.

The quantity of sulphite may be doubled in order to obtain greater keeping
properties, but by this development is retarded. It is recommended in addition
to above to keep a io per cent, solution of bromide of potassium,

NORMAL DEVELOPMENT (NORMAL EXPOSURE).
A, 4 part ; B, 2 parts ; water, I part.
Or C, with 3 times its bulk of water.

COLD DEVELOPMENT OF PLATINOTYPE PAPER.
The paper is exposed to daylight, in the printing frame, for about one-

third of the time necessary for ordinary silver paper.
The print is then immersed in the developer for about 30 seconds, then

cleared in 3 acid baths containing i part of hydrochloric acid to 6o parts of
water, washed for a short time in running water. The whole operation of
printing, clearing and washing being complete in about half-an-hour.

Either of the following developers may be used
A.

D solution, normal strength (i.e., lb. D salts, dissolved in 50 oz. water) . I part.
Water .. .. I part.

N.B.The D salts, or developing salts, are the special salts recommended
by the company for development, and are sold in lb. tubes.

This developer should always be used, if obtainable, in order to ensure
best results.

The salts being mixed in definite proportions must all be dissolved at one
time.

B.
Oxalate of potash solution, normal strength (i.e., i lb. oxalate, dissolved

in 54 OZ. water) .. r part.
Water .. .. 2 parts,

DEVELOPERS FOR NEGATIVES (FAST PLATES).
IMPERIAL STANDARD,

No, 1. No. 2.
Pyrogallic acid.. .. 55 grs. Carbonate of soda ..

(Washing soda).
Water (boiled or distilled) to zo oz.

0

4 oz.
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Pyrogallic acid.. .. .. I Oz.
Bromide of potassium .. 6o grs.

No.,.
Stock solution .. .. .. 3 oz.

Water (boiled or distilled) to ao oz.

Metol
Hydrokinone ..
Sulphite of soda ..

IMPERIAL PYRO-SODA.

STOCK SOLUTION.

50 grs.
Water (boiled or distilled) to 12 oz.

No. 2.
Sulphite of soda
Carbonate of soda ..

Water (boiled or distilled) to
For use take equal parts of No. i and No. 2.

Metabisulphite of potash ..

No.
Metol 40 grs.
Hydrokinone .. 50 grs.
Sulphite of soda .. 12o grs.
Bromide of potassium .. 15 grs.

Water (boiled or distilled) to 20 oz.
For use take equal parts of No. x and No. 2.

2 OZ.
2 OZ.

20 OZ,

No. 2.
Caustic potash r8o grs.

Water (boiled or distilled) to 20 OZ.

DEVELOPER FOR BROMIDE PAPER.
IMPERIAL METOL.

No. 1. . No. 2.
Metol roo grs. Sulphite of soda
Metabisulphite of potash .. io grs. Carbonate of soda .. .. 2 OZ.
Bromide of potassium .. 20 grs. Water (boiled or distilled) to 20 oz.

Water (boiled or distilled) to ao oz.
For use take equal parts of No. I and No. 2.

DEVELOPER FOR LANTERN PLATES.
IMPERIAL HYDROKINONE.

No
Sulphite of soda
Caustic soda .. roo grs.

Water (boiled or distilled) to 20 OZ.

No. i.
Hydrokinone 150 grs.
Metabisulphite of potash .. 10 grs.
Bromide of potassium .. 20 grs.

Water (boiled or distilled) to 20 oz.
For use take equal parts of No. I and No. 2.

After using this developer, always rinse the negative well before transferring
to the fixing bath.

GENERAL DEVELOPER.
IMPERIAL SINGLE SOLUTION.

.. 50 grs. Bromide of potassium .. 25 grs.
.. 4o grs. Carbonate of soda 5oo grs.

500 grs. Water (boiled or distilled) to 20 OZS.

This solution keeps well and is specially recommended for bromide piper
and opals, giving great density and clear whites. This developer is also very
suitable for general use by tourists, as it does not stain the fingers, can be used
repeatedly, and is easily carried.
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ICJ PER CENT. BROMIDE SOLUTION.

(Approximate.)
Bromide of potassium, I OZ. ; water (boiled or distilled) to to oz.

This solution should always be ready to hand, and used with any developer
when the negative shows signs of over-exposure or tendency to fog.

ALUM BATH.

Alum, i oz.; water to to oz.
This bath should be used during hot weather, if the negative is inclined to

frill. Always ,ash before and after immersing in this bath.

FIXING SOLUTION.

Hyposulphite of soda, i lb. ; water, 5o oz.
Allow the plates to remain in this bath for several minutes after fixation is

apparently complete.
The above is the proper strength for plates. For use with POP. and

bromide paper dilute with an equal quantity of water.

No.
Pyrogallic acid I oz.
Citric acid.. ,40 grs.
Water , . . 7i oz.

The above will keep good for months, if well corked.

For use dilute i part No. I with 19 parts of water, and in another bottle
part No. 2 with 19 parts of water. The dilute solutions should be made fresh

every day.
To develop a correctly exposed plate or film mix equal parts of these two

solutions.
In hot weather when making up the dilute solutions for use add 4 parts of

No. I to 3 parts of No 2 instead of mixing equal parts of Nos. i and 2. In no case
should the quantity of No. 2 exceed that of No. 1.

For interiors and subjects with strong contrasts of light and shade, and also
for portraiture in some studios, this developer may with advantage be diluted to
about half the above strength.

PYRO AND SODA.
No. .

x oz. Sulphite of soda .. to oz.
20 drops. Carbonate of soda (washing soda) 8 oz.
.. 8o oz. Water .. 80 oz.

No 3.
Bromide of potassium, i oz. ; water, 9 oz.

To develop mix equal parts of Nos. i and 2. In summer, with the full
exposure, 2 or 3 minims of No. 3 may be added to each oz. of the mixed developer.
In winter, and for rapid shutter exposures, omit the No. 3.

This developer gives bold vigorous negatives of a neutral grey colour.
This developer, as also the following one, is given of full strengthit may

often be used weaker with advantage by diluting with an equal bulk of water,
especially when using isochromatic plates or films, which are otherwise liable to
give too much density.

No.
Pyrogallic acid ..
Nitric acid.. ..
Water

B. J. EDWARDS & COMPANY.

DEVELOPERS FOR ISOCHROMATIC AND ORDINARY PLATES
AND FILMS.

PYRO AND AMMONIA.
No. 2.

Strong ammonia .880
Bromide of potassium
Distilled water ..

.. I OZ.
120 grs.

.. 70Z.

IMPERIAL UNIVERSAL.



PYRO AND SODA WITH METADISULPHITE.

Dissolve the metabisulphite, and then add the pyro.

No. 3.
Bromide of potassium, x oz. ; water, g oz.

To develop mix equal parts of Nos. i and 2. When working in the summertime in a good light, with full exposure, 2 or 3 minims of No. 3 may be added to
each oz. of developer (or to save the trouble of measuring small quantities oz ofNo. 3 may be added to the So ozs. of No. 2). In winter the No. 3 may be
omitted, and also for rapid shutter exposures and portrait work in the studio, for
which purposes this developer generally works best diluted to half strength.

This developer gives exceedingly fine and delicate negatives, with full detailin the high lights, and of good colour for printing.
In either of the foregoing developers the No. r solution may be mixed as a

stock solution if preferred, by using only 8 oz. of water instead of 80, and diluting
to above proportions as required.

RE-DEVELOPER.The following is the formula for pyro and ammoniare-developer ; separate formulm are given for re-developers to be used with pyroand soda, and hydrokinone or eikonogen.

PYRO AND AMMONIA RE-DEVELOPER.
No. I. No. 2.

Pyrogallic acid .. r oz. Ammonia ;88o .. 2 oz.Citric acid.. .. drachms. Bromide of ammonia .. 24 drachms.Distilled water _ 32 oz. Distilled water .. 32 oz,
For use mix equal parts of Nos. r and 2.

PYRO AND SODA RE-DEVELOPER.
No. 1. No. 2.

Pyrogallic acid .. oz. Carbonate of soda (washing soda) 9 oz.
Metabisulphite of soda (Boake's) I oz. Bromide of potassium .. 2 OZ.Distilled water 28 oz. Distilled water .. .. 28 oz.

For use mix equal parts of Nos, i and 2.

HYDROKINONE DEVELOPER.
No. r. No. 2.

Hydrokinone oz. Carbonate of potash .. oz.Sulphite of soda .. oz. Distilled water to make 12 oz.Bromide of potassium .. 7 grs.
Distilled boiling water to make 12 oz.

First dissolve the hydrokinone, and then add the sulphite and bromide,
.Por use mix equal parts of Nos. x and 2.

In case of slight over-exposure add a few drops or minims of a to per cent.
solution of bromide of potassium co each oz. of developer, more or less accordingto the extent of over-exposure. For considerable over-exposure use the re-developer.

For under-exposure pour off the hydrokinone developer and finish develop-
ment with the eikonogen developer given below.

EIKUOGEN DEVELOPER.
Eikonogen.. oz. Sulphite of soda .. .. 2 oz.Carbonate of potash .. oz. I Distilled boiling water .. .. 20 oz.

First dissolve the eikonogen, then the sulphite, and lastly the carb. potash.
Instead of mixing the developers, the development may be commenced with

eikonogen, and when the detail is sufficiently out, hydrokinone substituted for it,
without waiting to wash the negative, and the development finished with this, or
in case of much over-exposure with the following hydrokinone re-developer

RE-DEVELOPER FOR HYDROKINONE ois EIKONOGEN,

Distilled boiling water to make 12 oz.
For use mix equal parts of Nos. x and 2.

FIXING.
After development well wash the negative under the tap, and immerse in the

following fixing bath :
Hy posulphite of soda, 6 ox,; water i pt.

This is most conveniently used in a deep porcelain dish. The precaution
should be taken when films are put into the fixing bath of keeping them well
under so that they are perfectly covered by the solution, otherwise stains may be
caused.

The negatives should remain in the fixing bath for a or 3 minutes after they
are apparently fixed so as to ensure perfect fixation.

If an acid fixing bath is preferred, add i oz. of metabisulphite of soda
Boake's) to the 6;oz. of hyposulphite of soda. The addition of the metabisulphite

tends to keep the fixing bath clear, and prevents discolouration of the negative.

CLEARING.
When fixed the negatives should be well rinsed under the tap, and if they

have been developed with pyro, put into a dish containing the following clearing
solution for about a minute. If developed with a developer other than pyro, the
clearing bath is not necessary, and the negatives may be removed direct from the

WASHING.
After treating with the clearing solution, the negatives should be again well

rinsed and placed in a grooved washing tank in which they are to be washed for
not less than two hours, the water running continuously through the tank or
being frequently changed.

In placing film negatives in the grooves it is best to put two films back to
back in one groove, as they stand up better in this way.

When finished washing hang the film negatives up to dry ; spring clips are
most convenient for this purpose, the films being suspended by one corner,

WELLINGTON & WARD.

DEVELOPER FOR BROMIDE PAPER,
Having made the exposure, immerse the paper face upwards in water unti

thoroughly soaked, then drain off, and immediately flow the developer evenlyover the surface. Insufficient soaking is the cause of air bubbles producing
white spots. (For small prints it is preferable to flow the developer over the dry
exposed paper.)

AMIDOL DEVELOPER.
AMId01
Sulphite of soda ..
Potass. bromide
Water ..

This developer should be used within
3 days of mixing.

50 grs.
650 grs.

grs.
20 OZ.

METOL DEVELOPER.
Metol .. 50 grs,
Hydrokinone ..i grs,
Sulphite of soda .. 500 grs,
Potass. bromide grs.
Potass. carbonate too grs.
Water .. .. 20 oz.

Dissolve the metal in the water first.
This developer keeps well.

No. 1. No. 2.
Hydrokinone I oz. Carbonate of soda (washing soda) 2 oz.
Sulphite of soda ..
Bromide of potassium ..

.. 2 oz.
oz.

Sulphite of soda .. ..
Distilled water to make 12 oz.

2 oz,

No. r. No. 2.
Pyrogallic acid oz. Carbonate of soda (washing soda) 12 oz.
Metabisulphite of soda (Boake's) oz. Sulphite of soda .. 401...Water 8o oz. Water .. .. 8o oz,

hypo to the washing tank. Clearing solution
Alum oz. Sulphate of iron .. .. 3 oz.Citric acid.. .. i oz. Water .. .. 2001.
Or sulphuric acid OZ.
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The same solutions may be used for 2 or more prints in succession.
As soon as development is complete (which for a normal exposure should

take about 2 minutes), the print must be rinsed in 3 changes of water, and then
transferred to the following fixing bath, where it should remain for at least 5
minutes:

FIXING BATH.
Sodium hyposulphite, 2 oz.; water, 20 oz.

After fixing wash thoroughly in running water for at least r hour ; the print
may then be hung up by means of clips or across a line to dry.

CLEARING AND REDUCING.
For removing stains, surface markings, for, etc., and for local reduction, or

imparting greater brilliancy to the finished picture, immerse the print after fixing
and thorough washing in the following bath until the white portion of the print
assumes a blue tone

Potassium iodide .. 400 grs. I Iodine . 40 grs.
Water, ro oz.

Take 2 drams of above to 20 oz. of water. Afterwards transfer the print
again to the hypo bath for 5 minutes, washing as usual.

To produce strong prints from very weak negatives give a full exposure
and very much over-develop ; fix, wash thoroughly, and reduce to the desired
depth in above reducing bath.

TONING SYLVIS (GELATINE CHLORIDE PRINTING-OUT PAPER).
WASHINGThe prints must be thoroughly well washed for at least to

minutes, in many changes of water, previous to toning.
TONING.The following phosphate bath is the best for obtaining most lovely

warm or purple tones.
PHOSPHATE TONING BATH.

6o grs. I Gold chloride .. 2 grs.
Water, 40 oz.

This bath should be used soon after mixing; it will not keep. The above
quantity is sufficient for 24 a-plates.

CAUTION.Care should be taken not to overtone, as prints become daiker
when dry. Judge the tone by the surface of the print and not by looking through
it. For warm tones the prints must be decidedly red in leaving the toning bath;
for purple tones there should be still a slight trace of red left.

The prints must now be well washed and then fixed in the following bath,
where they should remain for not less than to minutes.

FIXING BATH.
Sodium hyposulphite, 2 oz.; water, so oz.

After fixing, wash thoroughly in running water for at least I hour. The
prints may then be hung up to dry by means of clips, or to obtain a highly glazed
surface, squeegee them on to a ferrotype plate, and there allow to remain until
dry. On no account should they be placed between blotting paper.

COMBINED TONING AND FIXING BATH.
To those preferring a combined toning and fixing bath, the following will be

found to give very beautiful results.
To prevent any chance of the prints yellowirg by age we recommend they

should be immersed first in a bath of
Sodium sulphite, zoo grs.; water, 20 OZ,

Phosphate of soda

where they should remain for so minutes. They must then be thoroughly well
washed in many changes of water, and may be toned in the following:

STOCK SOLUTION.

A.Dissolve the hypo first in the hot water, then add with stirring the
other ingredients in the order named. Allow to stand until cold, and decant or
filter off the clear liquid.

For use take stock solution A, 6 oz.; stock solution B, I dram.
Allowance should be made not to carry toning too far as the prints are colder

in tone when dry.
Wash in ths usual way.

GEM DRY PLATE COMPANY, LIMITED.

DEVELOPERS FOR "GEM" PLATES.
PYRO-SODA DEVELOPER.

For general work use equal parts of A and B. To eachoz. of mixed developer
add 5 drops of a ro per cent, solution of bromide of potassium.

PYRO-AMMONIA DEVELOPER.
A. B.

Water, boiled or distilled (cold) to oz. Ammonia ('880) oz,Add nitric acid .. .. 20 drops. Water, boiled or distilled (cold) 9 oz.Add to pyrogallic acid .. oz.

C.
Bromide of ammonium .. ..i OZ. I Water, boiled or distilled

For general work to each oz. of water add zo drops A, 40 drops B, and 30drops C.
ALUM BATH.Alum I oz.; water 20 ox,; wash before and after immersionin the alum bath.
FIXING SOLUTION.Hypo i lb.; water x qt. A freshly made hypo bath isessential for clean negatives.

LANTERN PLATES.BLACK TONES,
A. B.Hydroquinone 120 grs. Caustic potass (sticks) .. 240 grs.Bromide of potassium .. 120 grs. Water, boiled or distilled .. 30 oz.Metabisulphite of potassium 520 grs. Use equal parts of A and B.Water, boiled or distilled .. 30 oz.

A. B.
Water, boiled or distilled 6o oz. Carbonate of soda (crystals) .. 6 02.
Sulphite of soda crystals 6 oz. Water, boiled or distilled .. 6o oz.

When dissolved add
Sulphurous acid ..
And then pyrogallic acid

30 drops
r oz.

A. B.
Sodium hyposulphite .. 8 oz. Gold chloride .. .. 15 grs.
Citric acid . .. 20 grs. Water .. 15 drains.
Alum (ordinary) .. 200 grs
Lead acetate .. .. 20 grs.
Water, hot .. .. 30 oz.

ALMANAC AND ANNUAL. 215214 MAGIC LANTERN JOURNAL
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Fcr warmer tones double the exposure and dilute the developer with water,
adding a few drops of a to per cent, solution of bromide of potassium.

vi etol and amidol developers also give excellent results.

Hypo
Sulphite of soda ..

A.
Hydroquinone
Bromide of potassium
Metabisulphite of potassium
Water, boiled or distilled

WARM TONES.
B.

120 grs. Caustic potass (sticks) .. 240 grs.
120 grs. Water, boiled or distilled .. 30 oz.
120 grs. Use equal parts of A and B.

.. 30 oz.

For warmer tones double the exposure, and dilute the developer with water,
adding a few drops of a to per cent, solution of bromide of potassium.

HUGHES' SPECIAL HIGH-CLASS

TRIPLE
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A SUPERB INSTRUMENT, unparalleled at the price Substantial and Elegant Brass
Fronts. Handsome Panelled Mahogany Body, 4-inch finest Condensers. Particulars in
MR. HUGHES' MAGNIFICENTLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of great Inventions
in the art of OPTICAL PROJECTION, a volume to be prized, over 16o Original Illustrations
not commercialgiving full particulars of the Marvellous Pamphengos, the Docwra Triple, the
Miniature Malden Triple, the Grand Triple and Bi-unials, Superb Instruments, Presto and
other Carriers, Grand Effects, Novelties, &c., and other makes of Lantern. Cinematographs.

Price 6d. Postage 4d. LIST of 60,000 SLIDES, 4d. Postage 2d.

W. C. HUGHES82, Mortimer Road, Kingsland
(Specialist, Brewster House, LONDON, N.

LANTERN.
Double Plug Taps and Back

(NEW MODEL) Fittings.
Perfection, Elegance.
High-class in every direction.
Reduced

to

217ADVERTISEMENTS.

FIXING BATH.
.. 5 oz. Water ..
..i o4. Sulphuric acid ..

.. 2. OZ.
6o d. ,ps.

.. 2002,
6o drops.

FIXING BATH.
Hypo 5 oz. Water
Sulphite of soda .. oz. Sulphuric acid
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Reduced to
16 15s.
PERFECT

ADVERTISEMENTS.

JE-IUGI-IES' SPECIAL.

BiHc.inial Lantern.
Reduced to

16 15s.
VENTILATION.

Ditto, with 4i-inch best double Condensers, large diameter, 24, Front Lenses,
Rackwork and double milled Heads, £9 15s.

rm., This Instrument is a very pretty model and made to meet the requirements of
Schoolmasters. Photographers, Temperance Societies, etc., which cannot be
equalled at the price, consisting of handsome Polished Mahogany body, with
panels doors, two each side, lined with iron sliding trays. Handsome brass
fronts, spring slide holders, double combination front lenses rack and pinion,
double milled heads, rolling curtain effect, and side handles to lift by £6 15 0

Including Malden Dissolving Tap, two Blow-through Safety Jets,
zo feet of Tubing, and Box of Limes .. £9 5 0

This Lantern is complete and ready for use, and one of the maluels at the
price, and will give up to 20-feet pictures.

Not a Slop Made Commercial Instrument but Good Value for Money.

W. C. HUGHES, Brewster House, 82, Mortimer Road, Kingsland, N.
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HUGHES' Marvellous PAMPHENGOS
OVER 3,000 SOLD.

Reduced from IT 6g. to £4 4s. The £4 4s. to £3108.

NOTJE
Has Special 4-inch Con-
densers and Front Ob-
jectives, transmitting

all the Rays of Light to the Screen possible. It is
a much mistaken notion to Imagine that 4i-inch
Condensers and long focus 2i-Inch diameter
Front Lenses give more light on the screen than
the others. This is not correct. Theoretically
or practically, there is Loss of Light, particularly
manifest where oil flame is the Illuminant.

THE PAMPHENGOS

No Smell.
No Smoke.

No Broken
Glasses.

Elegant
Brass

Sliding
Front.

TESTED.
TRIED.

PROVED.
Mr. HUGHES' CHALLENGE (now of 16 years) still holds good to

prove that the Marvellous PAMPHENGOS is the most perfect and finest
Oil-Lighted Lantern Extant. EASY and SIMPLE to WORK, and
Best of all, the most RELIABLE and SAFE.
WHY IS THE PAMPHENGOS SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHEROIL-LIGHTED LANTERNS?

Simply this Because it is not necessary to break up the air currents near the entrance
of Lantern, or to place any perforated shield behind the Pamphengos Lamp, which would be an
abundance beyond necessity ; but it is sent in full volume direct and within an inch of the top of
Wick Tubes, where it is admitted to such a degree of nicety that a pure white light is the
result unparalleled in the history of Oil Lanterns. Because it is carefully, substantially and scien-
tifically constructed. Because the conoidal glasses resist heat and are proof against fracture.
Because it has no dampers or chimney lengtheners, which are evils to be eschewed. Have you
ever ventured to use a damper in a Lantern Lamp Chimney? The French first introduced it in their
unscientifically constructed lamps, but what a damper it was to the spirits of those who ventured
to use it. MARVELLOUS PAMPHENGOS (New Pattern) when once lighted and adjusted
will burn quite steadily and free, without smoke or broken glasses, which are defects so
much to be deplored in other lamps. Because lanternists, by experience, are finding its true
value, and are now coming back to their old and valued friend the PAMPHENGOS, which never
disappoints. HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS. Supplied to Colleges, Institutions, Clergy,
and the Gentry. Particulars free.

ILLUSTRATED PARTICULARS, Price 2a., Post Free.

W. C. klUCOHEES, Specialist,
Brewster House, 82, Mortimer Road, Kingsland, London, N.
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HUGHES' MARVELLOUS

Pamphengos limp.
OVER 3,000 SOLD. TESTED, TRIED, PROVED.

NO SMELL. NO SMOKE. NO BROKEN GLASSES.

Prices of Lamp.The £2 2s. reduced to los. The
los. to 5s. The i is. to 16s. 6d.

Ncate.-7Clue Paonripahteutigas is not the ordinary commercial
lamp, but a high-class piece of workmanship
giving finest results. Greater than any other
oil lamp. It does not need any perforated shield
to break up the air currents, which would be an
abundance beyond necessity, but it is sent in
full volume straight to the wick tubes, where it is
admitted to such a degree of nicety that a pure
white light is the result. Unparalleled in the
history of oil lanterns. It has no dampers or
chimney lengtheners, which are evils to be
eschewed. The Marvellous Pamphengos
stands alone.

Mr. HUGHES' Challenge
of over 16 years still holds
good to prove that the

Marvellous
Pamphengos

is the Most Perfect and Fin-
est Oil Lamp Extant, Easy
and Simple to Work, and
Best of all, the rnost Reli-
able and Safe.

Inr. C. 11IUGr]HEES,
SPECIALIST 1=--

(Over 30 Years' Reputation for Highest Class Work, as supplied to Madame Patti, B.J.
Malden, Esq., Canon Scott, Dr. H. Grattan Guinness, Colin Docwra, Esq., Capt. Chas.

Ronde, R.N., Royal Polytechnic, and the leading institutions in the world, etc., etc.), 1,

BREWSTER HOUSE,

MORTIMER ROAD, KINGSLAND, LONDON, N.

MOTOliTE
GREAT

liTORiAOSCOPE.
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(BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.)

Can be used
without a Shutter.

Absolutely no
flickering.

The consummation and
embodiment of great im-
provements on all other

cinematograph machines.

BEAUTIFUL, SHARP,
STEADY PICTURES

From 10 to 20 feet or
more.

The outcome of nearly two
years' exhaustive experi-

ments.

Advantages
New Piston Plunger for gently drawing down the film, therefore never tears

or injures New Film CageFilms are never scratched or defacedFilms are
almost everlastingNew focusing arrangement for Lenses (useful and clever)
New Automatic Miniature Art Picture Frame with Rackwork Special cut-off
Shutter, a great addition on all other shutters.

THE ULTIMATUM OF PERFECTION.
PRICE £45 10s. complete, ready for use.

WITH HIGHCLASS MAHOGANY LANTERN, ETC.
Not a third the price it should be, considering its superb mechanism and its

capacity for results. Do not purchase till you have seen this.
Grandly illustrated Particulars of above and other Cinematograph Cameras, 6d. post free.

Pamphlets, 2d.
Hughes' Instructive Essay on Cinematographs, post free 4d. Large Film Lists, 3d.

W. C. HUGHES, Specialist
(Established 30 Years),

BreWsto House, 82, otie Rad,kiuslarid, N,

The .£2 2s. reduced to £1 10s. The £1 10s. to £1 5s.
The £1 Is. to 16s. 6d.

ADVERTISEMENTS. 221
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ANIMATED PICTURES.
HUGH ES' COMPLETE FURTHER IMPROVED

FIRST-CLASS
WORKMANSHIP.

plloto-otoocope
NOISELESS. No. 2.

STEADY.

-0
0-

C)
CD

Co

A remarkably cheap and complete form of Cinematograph, including first-class Optical
Lantern, 4-inch Condensers, and first-class long focus Objective, hinged.laterally on Brass Draw
Tube to fall over when requiredas per illustrationwhile the Cinematograph is in use. The
latter turns on pivoted base to permit Lantern Objective falling back to its place, to show,
pictures while Films are being changed in order to prevent a blank on the Screen.

The above includes Limelight Chimney and 'I ray, Mixed Gas Jet or Blow-through Safety
Jet, and is adapted for home use, including,

3E-Ixaglaen9 1111s.rszellmas Poirraplottitragoss 011 Lamp.
The most Powerful Oil Light extant (vide notes of the Press, etc.) giving Brilliant

Pictures 4 to 6 feet in diameter, suitable for the nursery or the drawing room.

Price complete, as described above, highly finished, including large diameter Lens, Sliding
Stage for different focus Lenses, Russian Lantern, Limelight Jet and Carrier, with Shield, etc. In
case complete. No. 1, E13 13s. No. 2, E15 15s.

Ditto, with best Polished Mahogany body, handsome brass fronts and long focus draw Tubes
lined with iron and asbestos. Extra £4 4s. Incomparable at the Price. Not Commercial.

W. C. HUGHES, 82, MORTI M ER ROAD,
BREWSTER HOUSE KINGSLAND,

STREET CINEMATOGRAPH,

HUGHES PATENT
Photo-Rotoscope Peep Show.

Price

Or Animated Pictures in Open Daylight.

PROTECTED BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT

The Greatest Money Maker of the 19th Century.

This is not a toy outfit, but
will give splendid results on a
small or large scale, either in the

Peep Show or out of it.

SIMPLE AND EASY TO WORK

With Hughes' Marvellous
Pamphengos Lamp

PERFECTION
IN EVERY DIRECTION.

Measures 9 feet long to comply
with the usual street regulations.
Also 3 feet at proscenium end
and much narrower the other in
order that all can obtain a good

view of the
BRILLIANT PICTURES.

complete, ready for use, M21 10s.
With Pampnengos Jet and Lamp.

A GREAT SUCCESS. The great number sold at home and abroad
testify to its value as a profitable investment.

The PEEP SHOW itself is very nicely stained and varnished. All parts
fold to and bolted together. Can be taken down and fitted up in 5 minutes.

W. C. HUGHES, Specialist & Inventor
(ESTABLISHED OVER 30 YEARS),

Brewster House, 82, Mortimer Rd., Kingsland, London, N.

rt.
CD
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Animated Pictures.
HUGHES MOTO BIJOU

Living Picture Camera.
The latest and most approved

Camera for Amateur Photo-
graphy. Can be used as a camera
and as a printing machine.

Mr SIMPLICITY
THEREFORE

PERFECTION.111116

The adjustable shutter enables
the operator to alter the slot from
3 to -h of an inch to suit subject.

Price £15 15s.
gughes7

Moto Biou Plagazine Camera
For taking 500 to 1,000 lengths of Films. Price £35 10s.

A magnificent Instrument. It has taken the finest & most perfect Negatives.

HUGHES' COMPLETE
DEVELOPING & FIXING APPARATUS FOR FILMS.

vng

-

The most Simple and Effective, Price 108.

Grandly Illustrated Catalogue of Motor-Pictoroscope, Photo-Rotoscope
Peep Show and Cinematographs, Cameras, etc., Post free, Price 6d. Hughes'
Instructive Essay, 4d. Illustrated Film Lists, Post-free, 3d.

W. C. HUGHES,Sptrialist Brewster House, 82, Mortimer Rd.,
KINGSLAND, LONDON, N.

ESTABLISHED 30 YEARS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

HUGHES' NEW IMPROVED

2,000 Candle-Po wer
FOR THE CINEMATOGRAPH, ETC.

225

MAGNUM MIXED GAS JET.

On an entirely new principle. Hemming's safety results. Perfected after
considerable experimenting. All screwed and cast. Two mechanical movements

to lime holder. Nothing to surpass it. Portable, unique. Will fit any lantern.

Price £3 10s. Od.
Have no other. This is a reliable Jet, and well made.

HUGHES' PATENT

Rectangular(eonienderd
Si x 61, 15s.; 6x4, £5 10s., 5 X 4, .R3 5s.; 4X3, 5s.

USED BY VAN DER WEYDE, ESQ., AND OTHER EMINENT

PHOTOGRAPHERS.

"Messrs. SMITH &
testimonial in upholding
densers purchased from
DANS (pro SMITH & CO.).'

CONDENSERS,

Co. have great pleasure in submitting to you a
with the greatest truth that the Rectangular Con-

you are giving unqualified satisfaction.ROBERT C.

Very Best Quality, ENGLISH.
, 21s.; 5-in., 25s.; 5i-in., 35s.; 6-in., 455.;4-i0., 15s.; 4i-in.

7-in., 60s. ; 75s.; 9-in., 120s.

DOUBLE PLANO-CONVEX CONDENSERS

W. C. HUGHES,BREWSTER
HOUSE,

82, MORTIMER ROAD, KINGSLAND, N.

inch diameter ..
3,

6

1839 699

1150

76inch diameter ..

9

.k2 2 0
.. 2176
.. 4 10 0
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3E3EtyTA: '
NEW PATTERN PATENT BIJOU

enlarging an tern,
Portability, Perfection, and Rapidity.

The only Perfect Enlarging Lantern for results. Fitted with Hughes' New
Pattern Pamphengos Lamp. Slide Holder arranged to take large negatives.
The body and front lens extend by means of bellows, running on solid brass tubes.

Rectangular Condensers the size of
Negative.

Superior Marginal Definition.
Splendid Results. Particulars Free.

NO PHOTOGRAPHER SNOULD BE WITNOUT ONE.
Instead of Circular Condensers, Rectangular or Square reduces the Lantern to
half its size, and gives finer definition than any other. Perfect combustion and
a pure white light. This Instrument is scientifically constructed, and not the
common commercial article sold for cheapness, but a superb piece of workmanship.

8. x £21 10s. 6 X 4L £14 14s. ; <tt X 31, £7 15s.

W. C. HUGHES, 2,17rtt7mreHroilotd, KINGSLAND, N.
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HUGHES' NEW PENTOGRAPHIC LANTERN SKETCHER
FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS.

For copying or making [ac-simile drawings or writing on any screen before an audience.

Mechanical
Monkey Slide.

This is a most ingenious and
truly amusing mechanical slide
for the magic lantern ; the figure
is jointed and made of brass, and
by the machinery used will go
through a variety of remarkable
movements which will astonish
all who behold it. No lanternist
should be without one.

Price 5s. 6d. each.

Simple, Cheap and Effective. Price only 17,6.
Mr. Hughes has had this intensely amusing mechanical lantern slide perfected on a very

cheap principle, in order to place it within the reach of all Lanternists. Being simply constructed,
easier and better results are obtained than from any other pattern yet made, and the price

only 17.. 6d. A chtld can itqc it.

HUGHES' Patent AUTOMATIC CARRIER,
Specification No. 8076. Simple, Portable, Accurate, and Self-centering.

FOR DOUBLE AND DISSOLVING LANTERNS.

This ingenious Carrier will take by its perfect Automatic principle all the Standard sized
PhotographsFrench. English, or Scotch.

The action regulating this accomplishment is so simple, effective and complete, that each photo-
graph inserted in the brass runner when drawn outwards will immediately when returned back
again fall into the place exactly central, and be held securely by the spring arrangement at the
top of the inner side of frame. The frame is extremely portable, being no longer than an
ordinary single carrier, and without exception is one of the most unique and useful carriers ever
invented. Price in Polished Mahogany, 5s. each.
N.B.There ts no need for mask in this carrier, as the movements are so exact that every

slide will assume a Perfectly central position without their aid.

VI. C. HUGHES, Brewster House, 82, Mortimer Road, Kingsland, N.



HUGHES' NEW DISSOLVING CARRIER
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A well-made piece of Apparatus, Effective & Pleasing.

11111101W1111/11,11/11111

W.C.HUCHES
KINCSL AND

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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-------
--------------------

As will be seen by the drawing, this arrangement is far prettier
than withdrawing each slide sideways from the carrier the one
overlaps the other, making it out of focus. The lever raises it,
producing a reversed curtain effect, while the front view auto-
matically goes into the place of the other ; any number can thus be
manipulated with great ease and precision.

Price, in Polished IVIahogany, 10s. 6d.

THE AUTOMATIC SELF-RAISING DISSOLVING CARRIER.

Mr. C. 1--lual-IJE S9

This Carrier will automatically raise the Transparencies, which
can be lifted by the finger and thumb.

PRICE EACH.

SPECIALIST IN OPTICAL PROJECTION. ESTABLISHED OVER 30 YEARS.

Brewster House, 82, Mortimer Road, Kingsland, N.

"PRESTO" CARRIER
With this Carrier the Pictures are changed Instantaneously one to the

other without any blank or movement showing on the Screen.

713E. la far X1E
PORTABLE PATENT

For Exhibiting Photographs, cic., in a Single Lantern.

9

11[
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Perfection, Simplicitg, ljeliable and a most Oharming Effect.

The Shutters are Manipulated inside the Frame as follows:
The manner of performing the change is very novel and ingenious, and has
required a great deal of inventive skill to perfect. The Vulcanite Shutters are
closed and opened by aid of Toggle Levers being acted upon by the large wheel
spindle and crank moves the rackwork frame, into which gear the teeth of the
wheel rotate, which enables the operator to change the picture instantaneously
with very great ease, the shutters closing first and then frame moves along, but
when the picture is home, the shutters open again. The action is rapid and
precise, and the audience is much surprised and astonished at the really

marvellous change without having seen the picture move.
All who have purchased and used "PRESTO" are simply delighted

A LARGE NUMBER HAVING BEEN SOLD.
By way of information, it has outlived all the so-called Dissolving Carriers

constructed for a similar purpose, and it stands alone, as all Mr. Hughes'
Inventions have, as THE MOST PERFECT APPLIANCE for producing on
the Screen the next best result to Dissolving ever initiated by a Single Lantern.

The large number already sold is a guarantee of its excellence.

It is well-made and most carefully adjusted, the mechanical parts
being very scientifically and beautifully constructed. Every Exhibitor
who has a Single Lantern should invest in one.

Have no other Carrier if you want perfection.
Price only X1 12s. 6d. in Polished Case.

An Instrument that is worth, according to the amount of technical work-
manship in it, at least £2 10s. 6d.

ADVERTISEMENTS. 229
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In all, Lantern & 6o Slides

Marvellous value. Slides
cannot be chosen, as they
are from surplus stock,
otherwise the offer could

not be made.

THE UNIVERSAL a
4-WICK

agleiterEn
Reduced to 18/6 Net price. L6

Nicely japanned tin body, 4-in. double condenser, double combination achro-
matic front lenses, brass mount rack and pinion adjustment, four wicks,
Russian iron lamp, 18s. 6d. Usual price, Li 4s.

SP/ECIA.L.
Beautifully Japanned Iron Lantern, as above, with Brass Draw Tube,

best 4-wick Lamp, 4-inch Condensers, with extra good Portrait Combination
front Lenses, fitted with rack, pinion, and flashing shutter. £.1 10s. each.

11r111150°"--

0=1etc cc&rer' Zet,
2 1.0s.

A Lantern and 60 )<-6,,,9

,.5X 3i Square Good Slides.
Comprising Beautifully Japanned Magic Lan-
tern as above, 4-wick Lamp, 4-inch best Con-
densers, Double Combination front Lenses, with
rack and pinion, 2 dozen Coloured Slides(Nursery
Tales), 6 large Comic Moving Slides, 2 3-inch
Lever Slides, 24 Miscellaneous Plain Photo-
graphs, and 3 beautifully coloured onesin all
60 Slides. Also a 9-feet Screen and an Instanter

Carrier.

W. C. HUGHES, Brewster House, 82, Mortimer Road, Kingsland,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

PATENT DOUBLE-PLUG
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.11.- 41.01
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Star Safety Dissolving Taps.

PRICE gt tos.

Single
AND

Double

A GREAT SUCCESS.
CRUCIAL AND TECHNICAL. ABSOLUTELY SAFE.

MOST CAREFULLY MADE. PERFECTION.
In consequence of the cheap dissolvers sold at such a price that crucial work

cannot be relied on, the above has been constructed to- prevent accidents now
compressed gases are used. The two gases are brought into action by separate
Plugs, instead of a single one, obviating all fear of explosions if Plugs become
loose in their sockets. A compact and beautifully constructed dissolving tap.

No Lanternist should be without one.
CHISLEHURST, KENT.

DEAR SIR,The Instrument in question works perfectly both with small and
medium mixed burners, and is in my opinion a very great improvement on any
hitherto existing double dissolving tap.Yours faithfully,

S. G. BUCHANAN WOLLASTON.

Malden Dissolving Taps, 15s. 6d. each.
The Malden Dissolving, best make and quality, 1s. Od.

In the meantime, get MR. HUGHES' GRANDLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF
TRIPLE, BI-UNIAL, SINGLE AND DOUBLE LANTERN APPARATUS. Grand effects,
&c. Over 18o fine engravings. Unprecedented. Not made up with trade blocks, borrowed
from various wholesale houses, but original. A valuable volume full of useful information
Price 6d.,:postage 3d.. List of 6o,000 Slides and Effects, 4d. Postage 2.3. Pamphlets free.

W. Cs Hume, Brewster House,
KINGSLAND, N.kJ 82, Mortimer Road,

230 ADVERTISEMENTS.

for 1,05.
the Lot, nett.



THE ART OF PROJECTION;
OR, COIVIPJ1'1' 11,A.11\T=R1\1- M A.1\TT.T_A_T,_

3EPE EtT.
With full Instructions for the perfect

manipulation of Triple and other Lanterns.
Replete with Wrinkles never before published,
which no Professional or Amateur should be
without.

331/ /LW

Published at 4s. 6d.
Price 3s. 6d, net. Bound in Cloth.

Postage, 5d.

An Unique Work. Over 100 Choice

Engravings.

How to ChooseWhat to avoidHow to use Oil, Limelight, Electric Dissolving,
Triple, Microscopic, Polariscope, and Scientific LanternsCinematographs
Developing Films, &c.Slide Making and Painting, Enlarging, &c.System
of Perfect Registration of EffectsWorking of Cylinders, Gauges, Regulators,
&c., Saturators Gas MakingOxygen, Hydrogen.

EXT7Elia.cir .
B. J. MALDEN, Esq. says I have read it carefully, and most emphatically recommend

it to all. The instructions for registering Slides and effects most valuable, and the best I know
A thoroughly practical work. Should be studied by the experienced operator and amateur alike."

ENGLISH MECHANIC." In this work much information will be found which has never
been published before ; the hints and instructions will be found trustworthy and invaluable, and
well adapted to the wants of either amateur or professional lanternist."

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY." A book written by one well acquainted with his subject.
Should be in every lanternist's library."

OPTICAL MAGIC LANTERN." This book is finely printed and nicely bound, and should
Mid a place in the library of all interested in lantern matters."

PRACTICAL PHOTOGRAPHER." The book is thoroughly up-to-date for practical
working."

NATURE."A handy book by an expert. Lantern operators will find in it many useful
hints upon matters of manipulation.

SCHOOLMASTER." It is evidently the work of a practical lanternist, the many valuable
hints and instructions scattered through its two hundred pages bearing the unmistakable impress
of one who knows.'"

EXCHANGE AND MART." The author is undoubtedly 'an expert' in lantern work, and
with a really valuable mass of information. We can hardly speak too highly of the book, which
is a most valuable contribution to the literature of the lantern. It is impossible in a reasonable
space to give anything like a detailed account of the contents, but there is not a point on the
'art of projection which the lanternist is likely to require information about that has not had
attention.

PHOTOGRAPHY." The whole subject is very amply and ably dealt with. The volume
should be helpful to those who wish to be successful in the use of the lantern, and to be fully
informed upon the many ins and outs of the subject."

PHOTO' NEWS." This is a severely practical work on lantern manipulation. It is illus-
trated throughout in a very thorough fashion, and the apparatus figured shows many improve-
ments recently introduced by Mr. Hughes."

W. G. HUCHES
B2R Em Wo SR TT EiwiR RHOUSE,

'
KINGSLAND) N
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AND

INSTANfANEOUS

SHUTTER.
Simplest and Best.

Largest Sale in the World.

PRICE FROM

1216.
Gives any exposure from fractions of a

second up to minutes or hours.
Gives equal illumination all over the Plate.

The same Shutter will fit two or more Lenses.
The Best Shutter for Hand Cameras.

SNAP-SHOT
SHUTTER.
For Instantaneous Exposures.

Gives exposures from ,15- to A of a
second.

PRICE FROM 8/-
See Illustrated Catalogue for full Particulars.

SENT POST FREE ON APPLICATION TO

Thorptop-Pickard Mapufacturipg co., Limited,
ALTRINCHAM.

232 ADVERTISEMENTS. ADVERTISEMENTS. 233



HORNTON- ICKARD
PATENT

Yhutterd,
FOCAL PLANE.
The only practical shutter for High

Speed work. Specially recommended for
all subjects requiring very short expo-
sure, such as Flying Birds, Athletics,
Animals in Motion, etc. Gives expo-
sures from th to of a second.

PRICE, from 35/-

STEREOSCOPIC.
For Stereoscopic work a good Time

and Instantaneous Shutter is an absolute
nec es sit y. The Thornton-Pickard
Stereoscopic Shutter is the simplest and
best in the market. Great range of
speed. Time and instantaneous expo-
sures. Absolutely no vibration.

PRICE, from 26/-

STUDIO.
Works silently, can be used inside

or outside the camera. Specially suitable
for taking Children. Animals, and similar
subjects, where silence is a necessity.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, POST FREE.

The Thorptop-Pickard Mapufacturing Co., Limited,
ALTRINCHAM.

HORNTON- ICKARD

Full par-
ticulars in
Catalogue,
which will be
sent free on

application to

CAMERAS.
" FIM13ER

AND

Rtjay,/,
for acarta, or aana
possess unique features not to be found in any others.

They are the outcome of practical experi-
ence, and combine every possible requirement
either of the most expert photographer or of
those just commencing to practise the art.

In design, construction, and finish they are
unequalled.

In price they are most moderate.
They can be used either as Hand Cameras

or Stand Cameras, and contain numerous li.tle
devices and refinements, which are not only
very convenient but also simple.

The Patent Spring Focusing Screen,
Turntable, Double Pinions, Focussing Scale
and Finder for Hand Camera use, adjustments
to the Back and Front, Time and Instantaneous
Shutter, and patent Plate holders (which are
ideal dark slides), form a combination only
obtained under the THORNTON:PICKARD patents
and system of manufacture.

PRICE, from .12 13s. 6d.'

The Thorptop-Picliard Mapufacturiog go , LirDitedy
ALTRINCHAM.

234 ADVERTISEMENTS. ADVERTISEMENTS. 235
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"AMBER",,o "RUBY" CAMERAS.

The "Amber" Camera

The Camera fully extended. Lens and Shutter
at the front ; Plate-holder at the back ; all in

posh on ready for use.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

" -

The Camera will rack up close for wide-angle
lenses, as shown by tee dark lines, or extend to
more than double the length of plate for long

focus lenses, as shown by dotted lines.

JP.r_. ATM 1K0 1,13E Er.

so

The Plate-holder has Aluminium Shutters
that draw right out, and have spaces on the
tront in which to write particulars of exposure.

An ideal dark slide.

Competes with the most expensive in
quality and the cheapest in price. The
principal difference between the " Amber"
and " Ruby " is that whereas the " Ruby "
can be used for stereoscopic work, the
" Amber " cannot.

I.-plate from L2 13s. 6d.

The " Ruby " Camera
Is Three Cameras in One.

Perfect as a Stand Camera ;
Perfect as a Hand Camera ;

Perfect as a Stereoscopic Camera.
i-plate from f4 2s. 6d.

The Spring Focusing Screen allows the
Plate-holder to be eisily inserted, especially
when the Camera is suspended from the

shoulder when using as a Hand Camera.

The plate is inserted in or removed from the
Plate-holder with the greatest ease. A spring
bar at the end holds the plate, and can be

drawn back by the finger, as shown.

SUPPLIED TO FIT ANY MAKERS' CAMERAS, from 7/-.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, WITH FULL PARTICULARS, POST FREE FROM

The Tbornton-Pickard Manufacturing Go., Limited,

ALTRINCHAM.

NEW LECTURE LANTERNS.
1899. GREATLY IMPROVED.

IMPROVEMENTS

No ta.--Greatly reduced
size.

Sight hole to door.
Flasher to lens.

Three-draw chimney fits
inside lantern.

Handsome japanned case
fits lantern exactly.

£1 5 6

FOR

1DVVrerif41XTg. 237

No. 2a.Similar pattern
but made in Russian iron.

£1 15 0
No. I.Japanned Tin,

all brass front, 4-in, con-
denser, superior objective,
complete.
Fitted with 3-wick lamp,

£1 0 0
No. 2.Russlan iron,

all brass front, 4-in, con-
denser, superior objective,
complete in japanned tin
Case.

Fitted with 3-wick lamp.
£1 10 0

Nu. 4. kussian Iron
massive all brass front and
sliding tube, open stage, two
panelled doors with brass
rim sight holes, 4-in, piano-
convex condenser, massive
double-pinion double combi-
nation achromatic objective.
Complete in Russian iren
case with handles.

PRICE.
Fitted with 3-wick lamp,£3 3 0
Fitted with 4-wick lamp,£3 5 6

Fitted with jet, complete for
limelight, 3 13 0

No. 6.Mahogany Body, with
ens panelled door and long double
moulded baseboard, brass - bound
sight hole, heavy solid brass front
and stages,well lacquered, 4-in.rlano-
convex condenser, and superior
objective with large back lenses
and flashing shutter.

PRICE.
Complete with tray

and top for lime-
light (no jet) ..

Complete with 3-wick
lamp ..

Complete with 4-wick
lamp

Superior stained case
PRICE OF BETTER LANTERNS, see Price List.

£2 15 6
216 0
300076

W. BT,ITCEER & SON, BLACKHEATA, LONDON, S.E.
To be had of all Dealers, Ask for full catalogue of. Num" Speci,lities. (See Jo (lowing pages)

ICKARDHORNTON-



NEW LECTURE LANTERNS.
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EXHIBITI NG

FROM THE

PROJECTO,R CASE

No. 1.
FOR INCANDESCENT

GAS,

M.To. 2.
FOR INCANDESCENT

GAS.
42/-

(PATENT).
This projector can
be fixed in almost
any position, and is
adaptable to every

requirement.
Price £2 10s.

Complete
(without the jet).

CASE.The whole is
packed into a very
complete and con-
venient carrying case,
with tray to hold the

sundries required.
Stout strap handle.

Handsome metal body
Lantern, Russian iron lamp
(reflector lined) and cowl,
with open stage and sliding
front, 4-inch brass.mounted
condenser and massive

double.pinion double com-
bination achromatic objec-
tive, complete in japanned
tin case.

PRICE,
Fitted as specification above,

N\.it h OW burner,

£2 2s. Od.
EXTRAS.

Incandescent Burner,
Mantle, and Chimney,

as.

PRIM US" LIMELIGHT PROJECTOR

By means of this projector the light
may be instantly thrown into any
position, and the colours changed

with the greatest ease.

W. BUTCHER & SON, BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.
To be had of all Dealers, Ask for full catalogue of" Primus" Specialities. (See following pages,)

"PRIMUS" FOLDING LANTERNS
No I. ORDINARY PATTERN (AlliBrass Front). PATENT.

The Advantages of this Lantern are its extreme Compactness, complete-
ness, and tilting arrangement,

Complete for Limelight, as illustrated, in Mail Cloth Case 4s
!tJANo, 2.

ALUMINIUM PATTERN (All Aluminium Front).

\\1
Ira
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Improved pattern of above, with all parts made in
Aluminium, very handsome in appearance.

Complete for Limelight, as illustrated, in Mail Cloth Case, <6 6s.

No 3 LONG FOCUS PATTERN (Entire Brass Front).

The most useful, compact Lantern Outfit
extant, complete with three Lenses of 6 in.,
8 in., and io in. focus, the whole fitting into a
most compact Mail Cloth Case.

Price complete, as illustrated, £6 Os.

W. BUTCHER & SON, BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.
To be had of all Dealers, Ask for full catalogue of" Primus.' Specialities, (See following aget(

Ale

Japanned metal body,
very compact, with open
stage, 4-inch brass-
mounted condenser, and
superior front objective

with flashing shutter,
with brass burner sup-
port complete, and fitted
into very neat japanned
tin case.

PRICE,
Fitted as specification
above, without burner,

SI 5s. 6d.
EXTRAS.

Incandescent Burner,
Mantle, and Chimney,

5s.
Reflector, 2s. 6d.

25/6

286 ADVRIITISEMENTS,
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'PRIMUS -
GASLORElt,

V.krottannN
LONDON

REGISTERED No. 262,061

MOST CONVENIENT,
COM PACT

Complete Lantern Extant.

DESCRIPTION. Substantially made of
Russian Iron and Brass, nicely finished,
bellows front, 4-in. condenser, massive
double-pinion achromatic lens, and fitted
with three burners, viz. :Incandescent gas,
limelight jet, and acetylene burner. Coin
plete, £6 6s.

The whole is packed in a neat, stained and
varnished case, with drawer for sundries,
lock and key ; leather strap carrying handle,
forming a very compact outfit,

LANTERN IN CASE, AS SENT OUT

LONG FOCUS
" PRIMUS

GAS LANTERN.
Exactly the same pattern as the ordinary " Primus," but witu longer ti aveiling
board and bellows, massive double-pinion rack front, with large diameter, inter-
changeable tube lenses. One tube only is supplied with the lantern, either 4i, 6,

8, or join, focus, extra lenses can be supplied, price 16s. each. The lantern
front will extend long enough for using the so inch focus lens. In the event of

longer focus lenses being required, it is necessary to add a brass lengthening

tube which is screwed in between the back of the lens and the lens flange.
This lantern is supplied as described above, complete in case with burners for

incandescent gas, limelight, and acetylene. Price £7 75.

particulars
psis

tip plica-
tion.

64 7 AI
- - --

W. BUTCHER & SON, BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.

To be had of all Dealers, Ask for full catalogue of " Primus" Specialities. (See following pages,

A.TYVERTISEMEicTS.

3E1411I-.14k11.0IN0 la11.1%700ERNS.
This Lantern is made for m.e

with an ordinary i-plate camera
and RR. lens. The carrier block
is made to run into the groove for
the dark slide, which forms the
attachment between camera and
lantern.

Fitted with 4-inch condenser,
and is suitable for enlarging por-
tions of i-plate, and all small size
negatives.
PRICE, to fit customer's own
camera, but without incandescent

burner, =21 10s.
No. 2 Pattern. Sam. Lam'

_ :':';111111::, tern as No. I pattern, but fitted as a complete
enlarging lantern, with brass front extension tube

and best quality rack enlarging lens,
Price, without burner .. 4'3 3s .
No. 3 Pattern.

SPECIFICATIONBoor is made in Russian iron and japanned tin
combined together to form a handsome and useful instrument.

CONDENSER, the ±-plate and
i-plate are fitted with 51-inch
and 81-inch condensers re-
spectively, which fully cover

the plates.

OBJECTIVE is of good quality.
They are fitted with rack and
pinion for fine focusing. Corn.
plete with stops and yellow

glass cap.

No. 1 Pattern.

JELftwo
11

vi.11111,111111111111111
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No. 5 Pattern.
SPECIFICATION.Bony is entirely made in Russian iron.

BASE is made of solid
mahogany hand-

somely polished, and
is complete with
negative carrier ad-
instable for either
horizontal or vertical
position and arrange-

' ment for attaching
ordinary camera to

PACtliKeINlGancteArsn...

Each lantern is sup-
plied complete in

rough packing case.
PRICE, without Burner. Lantern
portion only, without Camera. -pl.
£3 10s.; it-pl. £6, whole-pi. £12 lOs

N
This instrument is the same as the No. 5, but instead of having the camera

atto. P- aattachment, it as a complete enlarging lantern, having a bellows front with sliding tubes,
rising front and adjustable carrier. The objective is of good quality, and is fitted with a rack and
pinion for fine focusing, and is mounted in solid dark brass mount. Complete, with stops and

yellow glass cap. PRICE, without burner.
1-Plate, with 5k-Inch condenser without objective 4410s. .. With objective 1 Os.
,-plate, with 8k-inch condenser .. 11

14 5s.
Os.

Whole-plate, with r r-in. condenser ., 19 Os.

...

Box, each Lantern is supplied
in japanned tin case, for

carrying with handle.

PRICE.
1-Plate .24 4s.
i-Plate .. Ts.

W. BUTCHER & SON, BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.
Write, at once for our New Catalogue of Enlarging Lanterns,

THE "PRIMUS"
FOR USE WITH ORDINARY HOUSE GAS.

GAS LANTERN.
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"PRIMUS" LANTERN TRIPODS.

" PRIMUS" WASHABLE
In use.

Price-Screen with cord, rollers and cover,
ready for immediate fixing,4by4ft., 20/0;

8by 8ft., 35/0; t2 by 12 ft., 60/0.

Price, 25/0
Handsome-

ly made in
stout ash,
neatly pol-
ished, forms a
very rigid
tripod,

With mas-
sive tilting top
for bi unial
lanterns (in-
stead of or-
dinary top),

Ss. extra,

Price, 17/6
Full height,

5ft. z in. Table
Top 24 in. by
12 in.

Made of
stout pine,
nicely pol-
ished,suitable
for bi-uuial or
single Ian-
terns.
Cheap pattern

12/6

ROLLER LANTERN SCREENS.
ADVANTAGES.

Dead White
Material.

Perfectly
Opaque,

Cleaneu by
Sponging.

Always reauy
for use.

Very neat
appearance.

Very easily
fixed.

Always ready
for use and

most
convenient.

Price-Screen with cord and ro ler,
4 by 4 ft., 10/0; 6 by 6 ft., 176;

8 by 8ft., 25/0;

"PRIMUS" LANTERN
OBJECTIVES.

The Casket-For use with any Lan.
tern fitted with convenience for

long focus.
This is a most useful and complete
set of lantern projk ction lenses,
and when fitted to any lantern
will enable the operator to cope
with the requirements of any size
room. The whole set is fitted
complete into a solid leather case

lined with velvet, as above.
Price complete, 0 3s.

Short Focus
Lanterns

can be altered to ae.
comrnodate this set of

lenses.
Focus of lenses-6 in.,
Sin,, to in., 12 in., and

14

W. BUTCHER & SON, BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E,
To be had of all Dealers. Ask for full catalogue of" Primus" Specialities. (See following Pages.)

" PRIMUS ' SIMPLEX SELF-CENTERING CARRId.

This Carrier has the great advantage of simplicity ; by its means the slides may be put through
the lantern with the eyes shut and with great rapidity. It is self-centering, and although the
Slides are removed with the greatest ease, it is not possible for them to fall by being pushed over

the end ot carrier. Jeri.. 2/6 assualx.

ADVETITTSEMItNTS. 243

" Orti IMElLY "
FLEXIBLE

HYMN SLIDES.abide Rale Mc.

A BIDE with me ; fast falls the eventide
The darkness deepens Lord, with me abide;

When other helpers fail, aml comforts ties,
Help of the helpless, 0 abide with me.

2 Swift to its close ebbs out life's little day
Earth'e joys grow dim, its glories pass away ;
Change and decay in all around I see ;
0 Thou who changest not, abide with me.

3 I need Thy presence every passing hour ;
What but Thy grace can foil the tempter's power?
Who like Thyse/f my guide and stay can be?
Through cloud and sunshine, Lord, abide with me.

4 I fear no foe with Thee at hand to bless;
his have no weight, and tears no bitternese ;
Where is Death's sting, Where, Grave, thy victory?
I triumph still, if Thou abide with me.

I Hold Thou Thy Cross before my closing eyes
Shine through the g/oom, endpoint me to the skies ;
Heaven's morning breaks, and earth's vain shadows lies
In life, in death, 0 Lord, abide with roe.

" PRIMUS" COMPACT LANTERN SLIDE BOX.

Set can be carried in the pocket.
The most useful selection, taken
from the " Ancient and Modern"

Hymn Book.
SET of 12 HYMNS,

Clergymen, Missionaries
and Lanternists

Will find this set of slides a
most useful addition to their
properties, as whatever class of
entertainment is provided, the
hymn for the sheet is always at

hand to suit.
These slides are prepared on
flexible material, and supplied
in box together with glass frame
for inserting them in the ordinary

lantern slide carrier.
ALWAYS PROVIDE YOUR OWN

HYMN.
6o Hymns to select from.

Put up in five Sets of 12 each.

PRICES.
SERIES I. For thin lantern slides.

Nos. I 2 3 4
To hold 24 36 48 6o slides
Price 1/3 1/9 2/- 2/6
SERIES II, For thick lantern slides.
Nos. 5 6 7 8
To hold 24 36 48 6o slides
Price 1/3 1/9 21- 2/6

SERIES III. Without grooves.
Nos. 9 to It 12
To hold 40 6o 8o too slides
Price 1/- 1/3 1/6 1/9

These boxes are entirely new. The grooves are made in metal, paper covered, by which means
the lar2est number of slides are placed in the smallest possible space without touching each other.

Straps are affixed to each end of the box, which forms a handle and also secures the lid.

W, BUTCHER & SON, BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.
To be had of all Dealers. ASIt for full catalogue of" Primus" Specialities. (See following pages.)
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Very useful for exhibiting slides on the table.
Indispensable to Lantern Slide Painters, &c.

PRICELantern size for one slide, 1/6; for
six slides, 5/- each. Also made to hold ordin-
ary Photographic Transparencies: i.plate 1/6;
i'plate 2 - ; fir plate 3/-

LANTERN SLIDE GLASS CLEANER.
Registered No. 262,922.

, ,}11111111111R...
SE CT I 0 N.

LANTERN
SLIDE

EASEL.
"Primus."

Reg. No.
262,921.

Glass clean'ng made easy by using th s simple
app iratus. No more dirty Lantern Side Cover
Glasses. Indispensable. Most useful to all
Lantern Slide Makers.

PRICELantern size 1/-; i-plate 1/3; i.plate
1/6; rir plate 2/8 each.

" PRIMUS" SPOT BINDING STRIPS.

Supplied in Black, or four new artistic co'ours.
Thin paper thrice gummed ; cut narrow.

Price 1/- per box.
PROFESSIONAL SPOT BINDING STRIPS.

Ungummed 500 full-length strips.
Price 2/6 per box.

. 'PRIMES" SPOT STEREO BINDERS.
For binding Stereoscopic Slides, having

spaces to come on the top and front of the
slides ; well gummed and easily put on. Price
1/6 per box.

"PRIMUS " EVERLASTING BINDING
STRIPS. Made of Silk.

"PRIMUS": SILK

Easy and quick to put on, being flexibleim-
mediately they are wetted ; and well gummed.
Very neat in fin'sh, and wear everlastingly.

Price 1/6 per box.

AMMRTISEMENTS.

1.,53,,,M171=5l16

111;

"PRIMUS" SILK
BINDERS.

Everlasting
binding strips,
and stick per.

fectly.
1/6 per box of

36,slides.
SILK

COMBINATIONS.
116 per box of

rz covers.

" PRIIVIUS"
CLOUD

NEGATIVES.

Films for printing
Quarter, -

alf, 1/6
Whole, 2/9

Special for lantern
lides, 216 per box
of four negatives.
9 sets now ready.

EXHIBITION

'PRIMUS
COMBINATION

BINDERS
Makes the neat.

est possible
'

Cover glasses
with binders at-
tached. Trans-
parency simplyput in and
sealed up like
an envelope.

Price 1/. per
box of twelve.

ow3

9V'EF,tGL ASS

BINDER
FORXANTERNS4E

LANTERN SLIDE

PRINTING FRAME.

For making lantern
slides by contact prim
ting from any part of
negative up to whole.
plate size.

Price 1/-

SLIDE FRAME.

--
Made in stout metal, nicely japanned and

finished ; packs up flat. Fur one slide, 1/6; for
six slides, 5/-

W. BUTCHER & SON, BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.
To be had of all Dealers. Ask for fall catalogue of " Primus " Specialities. (Seep; eceeling pages.)
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NEW TEMPERANCE SLIDES.
Prepared in Superior Style by the United Kingdom Band of Hope Union. Detailed Listen Application

I..ECT1L7FIE SETS .A.Pir es.raEtimet.
A Story of Fifty Years. 55 Slides. Reading, 6d.
A Temperance Journey Round the World. 5o Slides. Reading, 65.
The Temperance Picture Gallery. 40 Slides. Reading, 6d.
The Temperance Sketch Book. 33 Slides. Reading, 6d.
A Visit to the Temperance Hospital. 24 Slides. Reading, 4d.
The Little Captain. 24 Slides. Reading, 6d.
Haven Bay. 34 Slides. Reading, 4d.
Molly and Mike, or Praise after Tears. 31 Slides. Reading, 4d.
Lottie Lee, or Little Mother. 29 Slides. Reading, 3d.
Plucked from the Burning. 38 Slides. Reading, 4d.

max 'Lorin iv mix s Eo FLEET S.
The Worship of Bacchus, a Great Delusion. 12 Slides. Text Book, 2d.
Abstinence and Hard Work. 12 Slides. Text Book, 65.
Alcohol and the Human Body. 12 Slides. Text Book, 2c1.
Anatomical Diagrams, showing effects of Alcohol on Stomach, Liver, Kidneys,

Heart and Brain (coloured only). 6 Slides. Reading, id.
1.0/L.O.L.A.S RECITATIONS.

Two Pictures of Slavery. 5 Slides. Reading, id.
The Death of Prince William. 6 Slides. Reading, id.
The Drover's Story. 4 Slides. Reading, id.
Smoking and Joking (humorous). 3 Slides. Reading, id.
Judkin's Fright (humorous). 4 Slides. Reading, id"
I only take a little Wine. 6 Slides. Reading, id.
Dip your Roll in your own Pot. 5 Slides. Reading, ad.
What have you Done to-day ? 4 Slides. Reading, id.
Beware of the Trap. 4 Slides. Reading, id.
Jack and Jill. 2 Slides. Reading, id.

SWIM AT io x-x-sr Dam s.
Very Superior. Each Slide contains a Portion of the Hymn, in large clear type, surrounded by an

attractive tablet desig r and suitable pictures.
Samson, the Strongest Man. 2 Slides.
0 Thou whose chosen Place of Birth.

3 Slides.
Sad is the Drunkard's Life, Wasting

in Crime. 4 Slides.
Friends of Temperance, Welcome here.

2 Slides.
How can he leave them ? 4 Slides.
Look not upon the Wine with its

Ruby Glow. 3 Slides.
Softly the Drunkard's Wife Breathes

forth her Prayer. 2 Slides.
You're Starting to-day on Life's

Journey. 3 Slides.
Plain,12/- per doz. Well Coloured, 24/- Packing and Postage extra.

LANTERNS IN GREAT VARIETY

245

Seek not the Drink that Brightly
Glows. 2 Slides.

Sports of Childhood. / Slide.
The Stately Homes of England. 3

Slides.
The Happy Farmer. 2 Slides.
The Bubbling Spring. / Slide.
Wine is a Mocker. c Slide.
Why seek the Cup ? 3 Slides.
Touch it not. / Slide.
Give not the reins of reason. / Slide.
Sowing and Reaping. / Slide.
Forgiveness. / Slide.

and all accessories at the most mode-
, rate prices. Send for Catalogues.

SLIDES ON HIRE.-Well-coloured Slides, carefully arranged in Sets, Suitable for
Complete Entertainments, with specially prepared Readings and Attractive Titles.

Sets of 50 and upwards for 4/-. 36 for 3/-.
Societies arranging for Six Hirings this Season may have THE SIXTH SET WITHOUT

CHARGE FOR HIRE. Each Hiring must amount to not less than 3s. for the Slides. May be
sent Cheaply and Safely by Post.

La sterns and other Apparatus on Hire at the most Reasonable Prices.
Send for full Particulars to THE TRADE MANAGER,

UNITED KINGDOM BAND OF HOPE UNION,
60, old /3 adley, 1c:bridlor2, .C.
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OPTICAL LANTERN MANUFACTURER.

Self Centering and " Anti.11alo " Bi-unial Carriers.
INVENTOR SPECIAL HARD LIMES .. .. 2/6 per dozen.

BEARD'S COMPRESSED GAS REGUL ATOR.

PERFECT
.73 7E I. I A 33 M. 1E

AND

1311UPIA13

Regulator fitted with reversible
coupling, 30/-

10/6

Regulator with branch for gauge
attachment, showing quantity of gas
used during exhibition. 35/-

PRESSURE GAUGE, 30/-
Combining all the latest improvements, Schaffer's steel tube, patent spring

door, checked inlet, &c. JAZ
Hand Feed Arc Lamps from 70/-

BEARD'S HIGH-POWER CUT-OFF MIXED GAS JET.

Screw valve regulation of gas, cut off by lever, quick screw lime turning, 45 /-

BEARD'S ECLIPSE SINGLE LANTERN CARRIER.

10/6

The best and most perfect Carrier. All Slides are put in and taken out from
same end. Produces dissolving effects. No blank screen.

10, TRAFALGAR ROAD, OLD KENT ROAD, S.E.

BAMFORTH'S
Life Model

Lantern Slides,
ILLUSTRATED SONGS, &c.

The Largest Producer in the World.

Detailed Catalogue, 186 pages, post free, 8d.;

Supplementary List, 1898.9, post free.

Slides made from Customers' Negatives by a Special Wet Collodion

Process, giving good results even from poor, weak film Negatives

Send Negative for Sample Slide and Terms Gratis.

JAMES BAMFORTH
Station Road, Holmfirth, Yorkshire.
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GrnrrnM PEXTON,
Member of the Lecturers' Association,

DISSOLVING VIEW ARTIST
. . AND . .

MANUFACTURER OF HIGH-CLASS mt-

Optical Xanternd
. . AND .

APPARATUS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

As supplied to the leading Scientific and Literary Institutions,
Lecturers, Ministers, and the Public for the past 25 years.

SHOW ROOMS (FIRST FLOOR):

22, Gray's Inn Road,
LONDON,

All the Lateot Noveltieo fo the Seam'.

/G-g LISTS ON APPLICATION.

ADVERTISEMENTS. 249

CHATHAM PEXTON
Is the Oldest Practical

WHOLESALE,
RE rAIL. EXPORT.

Worker in the Trade.

Shipping Orders receive immediate attention, and are shipped
within seven days of receipt

Frorra time, " E7-.0C U TIAN I ST."
"DISSOLVING VIEWS Among enterprising artists who c,aselessly endeavour

to provide requisite, for entertainment and instruction, is the well-knov,n Mr.
Chatham Pexton, of Gray's Inn Road. This gentleman is open to provide
everything efficiently and cheaply in connection with such delightful recreation.
Mr. Pexton is always prepared to give advice to intending purchasers and it is
a question if patrons will anywhere find the same benefits as Mr. Pexton can
offer, his long and studious experience, his love of the art, his practical methods
and moderate prices being pre-eminenCy deserving of attention.'

CINEMATOGRAPHS and FILMS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Entertainments given in Town and Country.



"ORION"
PERMANENT CARBON LANTERN SLIDES

FOR

Beautiful Colour .1k Stereoscopic Effect.

New magnificent collection of' NATURAL HISTORY BIRD STUDIES.
Gems of' the Lake District. Delightful scenery of our English lakes.Wave Studies. (In greenish tone.)
How a Snake Swallows. A short set, with reading, of a small snakeswallowing an egg of about four times its own diameter. (From originalphotographs taken at the Zoo.)
Comic Photographs of Cats and Dogs. (8 slides,)
The Scarecrow. A new temperance tale, illustrated by life models,Jessica's Mother. A sequel to Jessica's FiriA Prayer,

VIR1004.

WE HAVE NOW A L4RGE NUMBER OF

FLOWERS (With a new Reading by Miss Widlake,
AND

FRUIT AND SHELL STUDIES,
Most of which can be printed in green, with a very striking effect,

Statuary, which are unequalled by any other process.

ALSO THE FOLLOWING SETS; -
Egypt and the Nile (8o), with reading.
Japan and the Japanese (70), with reading.
Jessica's First Prayer (13). Fireman's Wedding (8)."Chips Series" of Comic Tale, from copyright drawings (line subjects)lent by Messrs. Harmsworth (coloured).
Life Studies and Comic Groups (8o). Life Studies of Reijlander (26),Still Life Studies, &c , &c.

Prices :-12/ doz, plain, or in green ; 20/- coloured,
WRITE FOR LISTS

WILLIAMS BROTHERS,
205, Albion Road, Stoke Newington, London, N.

"Injector" Mixed Jet.
PATENT, 10,554 and 24,761/93.

PRICE , 30s.
This is the only Mixed Gas Jet which will work a full power with coal gastaken direct from the town supply, and oxygen from a cylinder. In order toeffect this the oxygen, on its way to the mixing chamber, is made to pass throughthe small injector I in the sketch at a pressure of about 12 lbs. per square inch.In passing through the Injector it sucks a supply of coal gas from the pipe H,which is connected with the house pipe, and forces it forward through the shortpipe T into the mixing chamber M. Here the mixed gases meet the baffle plateB, which has the two-fold effect of silencing the passage of the gases, andensuring their complete admixture. The mixed gases then pass through holesin the edge of the plate, and so to the burner. The requisite pressure of oxygenis obtained in the ordinary way by a fine tap on the cylinder, or an automaticregulator fitted with a high-pressure spring to deliver at about 15 lbs. pressure.

Three seasons' experience have fully established the superiority of this Jetover all others. It will yield THE FULL 1,800 to 2 000 CANDLE-POWER(so-called) of the ordinary mixed jet when taking its supply of coal gas directfrom the town's pipe, or even from a bag without any pressure at all. If a town'ssupply is not available, it will work just as well with coal gas from a cylinder.We cannot see why ordinary mixed jets should be purchased which cannot offerthese alternatives. As for blow-through jets, we do not know why they shouldbe used at all, when with the same economy and convenience of working, theInjector jet will give two or three times the light.
The working of the Jet is simpler than that of an ordinary jet. When theH tap is once adjusted, it does not need to be touched again when using town'sgas. The turning off or on of the oxygen supply regulates automatically thesupply of coal gas. This is a great convenience in actual use.Most existing jets can be fitted with an Injector to enable them to take theircoal gas supply from the house pipe.

The yet will in certain cases be sent on approval on deposit of purchase price,
FURTHER PARTICULARS FREE ON APPLICATION TO

MANCHESTER OXYGEN (Brin's Patent) CO., LIMITED,
Great Marlborough Street, Manchester.

ADVERTISEMENTS. 251
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The First iv ee.al for apparatus ever awarded by the Photographic
Society of Graat Britain was awarded to

ADVERTISEMENT.

McKELLEN'S
DOUBLE PINION

TREBLE PATENT CAMERA
When fitted with Aluminium mountings, for which we make

RO extra charge, this is the smallest and
lightest camera on earth.

FINDER OPEN READY FOR USE.

McKELLEN'S
"INFALLIBLE"

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE

HAND CAMERA.
Takes 12 plates or 24 films, or plates

and films mixed.

PRICES FROM 24 5s. UPWArDS.

111°Ke11en's New Hand Camera
The "CATHEDRAL."

THE SMALLEST MAGAZINE HAND CAMERA EXTANT.
The plates may be exposed in any order, so that the magazine may be filled

with different rapidities or different makes as required, and any particular plate
Selected for any particular subject. This great advantage, formerly alone
possessed by dark slides, is for the first time secured for a Magazine Hand
Camera. It is made in two grades, the A and B. The A Cathedral, to take
plates 41 in. by 31 in , has a snapshot roller blind shutter, R.R. lens, focussing
scale, two finders, and is stained black and varnished. Price £3 10s.

The B Cathedral, to take plates 4 in. by 4
in, has a time and instantaneous roller blind
shutter, McKellen's ' Infallible" R.R lens, focuss-
ing scale, two finders, sockets and screw for use with
tripod, and is covered with real Morocco leather.
Price ,R4 10p. Larger sizes, prices on application.

The MeKellen-Heywood Poch ,t Folding

View Finder and View Meter,
Price 8,6. Tells (a) where to

plant the camera and lens to obtain a
given view without the trouble of first
setting it up, or (I) what lens to use
to obtain a given view from a given
position. Goes easily into the waist-
coat pocket. To the photographer it
is worth its weight in gold.

Descriptive Booklets and Price Lists from all Dealers, or post free from

McKEL LEN & CO., BhillikKITEIPLACE,"D. MANCHESTER.

ADVERTISEMENTS. 258

Lantera Slides of Historical Portraits and Events.
15th, 16th, 17th, and 18th Centuries.

Send for List to . . . .

H. de BliOIS-LtETICH & Co.,
Lantern Slide Makers to the Oxford University Extens'on

Lecturers,
3, THE TURL, HIGH STREET, OXFORD.

Slides made from Book Illustrations, Engravings, etc., on the shortest notice by
the Collodion Process at is. 6d. each cash with order.

Dissolving View Magic Lanterns and Slides,
PHOTHRAPHIC APPRRATUS, SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS,

And every description of MISCELLANEOUS PROPERTY.

MR. J. C. STEVENS
Begs to announce that he holds SALES of the above every FRIDAY, at

Half-past Twelve precisely, at his GREAT ROOMS,

38, King Street Covent Garden, LONDON.
GENTLEMEN WIS.:111,1(i TO INCLUDE PROPERTY IN THESE SALES ARE REQUE CED

TO SEND PARTICULARS ONE WEEK PRIOR TO SALE.

R. W. FISK has now the largest and best collection of Lantern Slides of the Holy
Land d Egypt in the Trade. They are the result of FOUR SPECIAL JOURNEYS
TO THE EAST; and as Mr. Fisk has RECENTLY returned from a long tour thro elt 1

NEW LANTERN SLIDES
HOLY LAND and EGYPT.

l'alestine and up the Nile all views are UP-TO-DATE, and include several new sets
never before publishedincluding MANNERS AND CUSTOMS, STREET SCENES,
&c., &c., &c. SLIDES ARE OF BEST QUALITY.

nr FELMIM.

R. W. FISK, RICKIVIANSWORTH_.

Lantern Exhibitions of the highe,t class undertaken by
. 1131kliKE R, --"`w

WHO HAS HAD AN EXPERIENCE OF OVER 35 YEARS WITH EVERY FORM OF LIMELIGHT

Advice given as to Lantern matters. Apparatus and Slides bought, sold, taken
in exchange, or offered for hire. 20,000 Slides in stock.

Acildlreses 86, FISH ORTON' MT., szt.r...ISEULIalr.
TESTIMONIALS FRom ROYALTY, N0I3ILITY, AND CLERGY.
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"BRAGRAPH
(1898 IMPROVED MODEL).
fj THE

KINEMATOGRAPH OF
THE ERA.

Essentially the Appa.
ratus for the

Professional
Exhibitor.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

iliihoommumnimmupoiomifinaninimmiligolio:70q1

Now in use by the most prominent

HAYDON
353, Upper Street,1

Works: 22 & 23, Church St.,

Gold Medal. Trades and
Arts Exhibition, Wigan,
'897; Dunfermline Scien-
tific Exhibition, 1897, and

numerous other awards.

Of accurate and high-class
workmanship. Strongly
and scientifically made
to stand the wear and
tear of every and all

day use.
Mechanism extremely
simple and compact,
but without sacrificing
any essential feature of

a perfect apparatus.

Built to take "Edi-
son Standard"

Films and Perfora-
tions.

Exhibited with com-
plete success at the

London Pavilion,
Empire, and all princi-
pal Theatres and Halls

in London and
Provinces.

Exhibitors in the Kingdom.

URRY, Ltd.,
Islington, London, N.

A.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

"SPECIAL"

ARC LAMP,
Designed and constructed particularly for Kinemato-

graphic Projection ; admittedly the
for the purpo5e in the world.

FULL

PARTICULARS

ON

APPLICATION.

most perfect Lamp

255

FULL

PPRTICULARS

ON

APPLICATION,

N,13. Animated Photography in all its Branches.
Perforating, Developing and Printing.

A COMPREHENSIVE AND SELECT STOCK OF

FILMS.
OUR OWN EXCLUSIVE SUBJECTS.

HAYDON URRY, Ltd13
353, Upper Street,' Islington, London, N.Works; 22 & 23, church j



W. WATSON & SONS,
313, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON.

Lanterrn Slide tilakerto and publiAgrs,
,e-g SEASON 1898-99.

E have pleasure in anr ouncing that we ha\ e secured the SOLE
RIGHT of Publication of a number of exceedingly fine STUDIES

OF ANIMALS (CAPTIVE AND WILD), the work of Mr. GAMBIER BOLTON,
F.Z.S., whose results are of world-wide reputation.

The Series includes LIONS, TIGERS, BEARS, WILD MONKEYS,
ALLIGATORS, BIRDS, &c., &c., some being from well-known and medalled
pictures, whilst others have been taken specially for us.

Mg BOLTON, who has been aptly styled the " Landseer of Photography,"
has hitherto abstained from publishing his Photographs as Lantern Slides. We
are, therefore, placing these upon the market for the first time.

CAPTIVE WILD ANIMALS,
A Series of 50 Perfeetly Unique Photographs

(COPYRIGHT)

Taken by Mr. GAMBIER BOLTON, F.Z.S.

NEW SLIDES OF EVERY KIND.
NEW SEASCAPES,

NEW CLOUD STUDIES.
NEW FLOWER STUDIES.

NEW E. OMESTIC ANIMAL SLIDES.
NEW ARCHITECTURAL SLIDES.

NEW EDUCATIONAL ard
MICRO-PHOTOGRAPH SLIDES, etc.

Write for New List, 1898=99. No. 4.

W. CLIFiTS014 & SONS
313, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON.

{16, FORREST ROAD, EDINBURGH.
Branches 78, SWANSTON STREET, MELBOURNE.

PRICE

£12 125.
-e-

Still the Most
Reliable Cheap

Machine in the
Marktt.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

W. WATSON & SONS,
Opticians to U.M. Government,

-:=1 313, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON..1:-

nimata PllotograplI
SEASON 1898-99.

WE
have the pleasure to announce that we are SOLE LONDON

AGENTS for the Magnificent Series of NEW FILMS of exclusively
NAVAL AND MARINE SUBJECTS, taken by the famous Photographers,

Messrs, WEST & SONS, of Southsea,
whose Yachting and other Sea Studies are so celebrated .. ....

DETAILED LISTS OF EACI-I SERIES ON APPLICATION.

WATSON'S " SERIES C
English Subjects taken specially for us.

Many new and important scenes.
"* WRITE FOR NEW FILM LISTS.

THE MOTORGRAPH.
1899 PATTERN.

USED IN ALL PART, GP THE WORLD.

PRICE

£12 125.
Strong, Simple.

Does not get out
of order or tear

the Films.

The Demand for the Motovaph cootantig increa$0.

For FULL DESCRIPTION and PRICES, see MOTORGRAPI-I
CATALOGUE No. 8, Post Free on Application:

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING CUSTOMERS' OWN FILMS UNDERTAKEN.
Demonstrations of the Motorgraph given by appointment.

The latest and best of everything used in connection with Animated Photography.
Troughs, High-power Jets, Arc Lamps, Film Winders, &c., &c., kept in stock.

256 ADVERTISEMENTS,
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